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ABSTRACT
This sady is an analysis of Zhiyi's interpretation of the concept Q{"dhymx" in his Shi
chanboliiomi cidijcamn

{An Exposition ofMeihods to Achieve the Stages of

Meditative Perfection, hereafter. The Stages of Meditative Perfection.) In the studies of Chinese
Buddhisin. cff^ima. translated into Qiinese "chan (i®)," is commonly associated with the Chcm
school {Chan :ong:

developed in Qiina in the seventh and the eighth century. In Zhiyi's The

Stages of Meditative Perfection, however, dhywia is generally understood as the Four Dfnwias. In
the "Four Dhyitias" chapter o'CThe Stages of Meditative Perfection. Zhiyi specifically defines dhywia
as"zhilin{dh\'wia fkxxs:

and "goMg(4;ttowg///7 (an array of meritorious qualities;

The Stages of Meditative Perfection is Zhiyi's systemization of the various dhywn methods
practiced by Chinese Buddhists tiom the second to the sixth centuries AD. A general sketch oflhe
Stages of Meditative Perfection is made in the first three chapters of this study. In the first chapter I
make a brief te.xtual review and discuss some general features of this text In chapter two. I discuss
some of the important terms related to meditation practices used in The Stages of Meditative
Perfection. The third chapter is an analysis of some of Zhiyi's dhy^ classification systems that
appear in the first five chapters of 77ie Stages of Meditative Perfection, which comprises Zhiyi's
theoretical sy stemization of Dhyana-pran^a.
Among Zhiyi's discussion of the actual practice of the ^Sissndhyaia methods discussed in the

14

sixth and seventh chapters of 77ie Stages of Meditative Perfection two dhy^ practices, the Four
Dhymas (S@ and the Tongming guan (The Contemplation Leading to [Six] Supemonnai Powers
and [Three Illuminating] Insights;
concept of

are the most crucial for our understanding of Zhiyi's

Theietbrc. these twodhy^ practices ate selected as the subjea of detailed

analysis. Four aspects of Zhiyi's interpretation of dhyana will be examined in my analysis: Zhiyi's
definitions of cOnwia. his concepts of "Mundane Dhywia" and "Supramundane Dhy^r the role of
intellect and physiology in the meditative states in Zhiyi's interpretation ofdf^idia. and Zhiyi's
method of synthesizing prxjctice arxl doctrine in his interpretation of dlwwia.

15

INTRODUCTION

This study is an analysis of Zhiyi's inteipietadon oV'Jhy^ {chan iD" in his Shi chan boluomi
tsidifamen

(An Exposition of the Methods [to Attain] Stages ofiIk

Meititative Peij'ection, hereafter. The Stages of Meditative Perfection). Zhiyi's The Stages of
Meditative Perfection is the first work that can be attributed to him with certainty.'
the first Giinese attempt to organize various

This text is also

practices into a coherent system. Thistasicwas

undertaicen by Zhiyi. who subsumed ail dhyana practices that had been transmitted to China up to that
time under the heading oV'Dhy^ -p^amita" or ""meditative perfection" of the Bodhisattva
Therefore. The Stages of Meditative Perfection reflects in detail how Zhiyi in Sixth-century Qiina.
perceived and interpreted the ideal ofthe perfection ofBodhisattva through

practices.'

In

terms of the number of dhywia practices included and the sophistication of the organization schemes.

' For a detailed discussion ofthete.\isthat aieaanbuted to Zhiyi when he was residing DiJiniing,see And5Toshia
TauMgcdoL kanponshisotosonotarkai
(Kyoto: Heiraku-jiShotea 1968), 439-440.
In Sato Tesuei's
he madea compiehensiveexamaiationofthe works that aieannbutedioZh^
Sato divided the texts attributed to Zh^ into four cat^ories: wori(s written by Zh^ himseIC wori(s that lecaded Zhiyi"s
lectutes by Zhiyi's disciples and subsequently approved Zh^i notes taken of ai^'s lectues bu not reviewed by Zhiyi
himsel£ aid woiks publicoed underZhiyi's name. The Stages afXfa&ative Pafection bekxigs tothe second category.
See Sato Tetsuei. Tendm Daishi no kenkyu
(Kyoto: Hyakk»<n. 1%I).
- Because theextant TheStagesof\taiitatKePafeaim'}sm'wamp\et£Taixi(Aoi73K^'s lectuie. it has set some limits for
ourundeistandmgofZhiyi'sviewoftheBodusattvacil^'^piacticebiiheeariierstagesofhislife. Although it is not
possible to obtam a complete pictuie ofZhiyi's view ofthe Bodiisaltva's
piactke without access to the missit^ pan of
the text on the "Uncommon
practice of theBotfliisattva"
ttttexSsrt^patofTheStagzsofMa&aiive
Pajection can be tead asZhiyi's view of the foundations and pieiequtsdes of Bodiisattva
practke.

\aT}KSiagesofMeditathvPafeaion,7ianaficltes^Dcchiduhm

QiexeaSa. The Tmnise on Great Ins^)

that a Bodhisattva is only equal to thetwo vehicles until he realizes all SupiamundaneZ^^Ju. Zh^alsotefestothe
Supiamundane
practices as"the Common
Practke^ (^^) because they aR alsoachieved by Gieat Aihats.

SeeT.46.480c9-ll:"^MftE^ •

^ (5^?

• 7^^
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The Stages of Meditative Perfection can be ranked on par with the Vlsudcihimagga as one of the
most comprehensive systemizations of religious practice in the history of Buddhism.^
TJw Stages of Meditative Perfection is a record of Zhiyi's preaching during 571 AD. in Jinling
(^i^. the southem capital ofthe Chen (^dynasty. Partly due to the nature oftheaudience and
partly due to Zhiyi'sown propensity. The Stages of Meditative Perfection is a rather exceptional
cffjyiBia text tor its time. Prior to Zhiyi's time, the political divisions between North and South China,
which lasted for more than three hundred years, resulted in Buddhism developing differently in these
two areas. In the North, practice-oriented popular Buddhism was closely affiliated with the courts of
the "barbarian" mlers who used Buddhist monks for magical, military, and diplomatic purposes. In
the South, philosophically oriented "gentry Buddhian" became the privilege ofa few aristocratic elite.
Bom in Jingzhou (MJtf). which is located in Southern China but near the border of the northern
territory. Zhiyi studied dtwima with the northem monk Huisi (#.^0 and then returned to South China
to e.xpound the essence of the Bodhisattva's dhymi-p^amiti practice in Jinling. With an extremely

'[n terms ofthe dateofcomposmoa the scaleofthe(%viha methods that aie synthesized and olianEZBd ma single te.xL The
Stages cfKledaiat^ePerjixtim'\scfais<sxn(a±i\tV)i>it ('auob^unagggaby BudcSi^psha. Both The Stages cfXfecSiative
and the
woe written in thesixth century A. D. The
is the most systematicand
comprehensive tcpiesentation ofTheravdda meditatioa but almostall (%Jia methods that weie available in sixtlKentuty
Giina weie discussed and systematoed n Zh^''s The Stages cfMecStative Perfection.
A preliminary comparison between these two texts shows that theie are onlytsvo practices that aie mentioned in
Xteduanve Perfection but not m the Fisuddhimagga. They are"Tongrningguarf
The Contemplation Leadmgto
[Six] Supernatural Powersand [Three llluniinating] lnsighls)and"NineTypesofGreatZ^^orUnconinK)n£%^of
theBodhisallva"(A®;^ or
As the nine ^pesofthe•Uncommon Practice ofthe BodhBattva" arenot
available in theextant The Stages cf XfecStative Perfectioru the Tongfningguan becomes the only dtyini method that
ilaski^MxsTheStag^qfMee&ativePetjectionicamiisilsuddtumagga. The majordifferences between these two texts
are thesysiematization schemesthe authors used to classify various
ptactioes and the inteipreiations given to these
practices.
A detailed comparison between the section on concenitation in the VlsiukSanaggadtid7iey\'iTheStages(fMe(Btative
m£^ shed some new light on our undeistandii^ ofdiffirent development of mecfitation in these two major
traditions of Buddhism in the sixthcenmy. butthat is be>t)nd the scopeof thisstudy.
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systematic and intricate inteipietation of the noithem

practice, Zhiyi explains howdhy^

is achieved by closely following the doctrine. Even the supemomiai powers prevalent in the North
that are seen as thaumatutgy became demystified as Zhiyi cleariy discussed the methods by which one
could obtain these powers in one's

practice. Zhiyi's major contribution consists in unifying

doctrine and practice, teachings and meditatioa In Zhiyi's system, practice and doctrine are
pertly conjoined, rather, doctrine is at the same dme guidance tor practice and the expression of
one's experience of practice.

The method by which Zhiyi synthesizes dhy^ practices with

doctrines is one major tbcus of this study.
Due to its comprehensivenessand catholicity. The Stages of Meditative Perfection is the best
starting point to probe the complicated subject of the development of dhywia piBcdces during the tour
hundred years fiom the dme of An Shigao in the second century A. D. until the second half of sixth
century A. D.

In The Stages of Meditative Perfection Zhiyi discusses almost all dhyibm practices

that w^ practiced in Giinatiom the second to the sixth century in Giina A detailed analysisof the
text provides the context in which the other Giinese schools such as Chan and Pure Land schools
established their OWTI practices. The Stages of Meditative Perfection marked the end of the period
when Giinese Buddhist meditation received a lot of influence fiom India and reveals the base on
which Chinese Buddhists established their own practices.
Until recently, attention has primarily been focused on the moredoctrinal aspect of the Tiantai
traditioa

With the translation of part of the Mohe ihignwn (aEn| thjg. hereaflet. The Great Calming

and Discernment) into English by Neal Donnec. Tiantai meditation gradually received attention fiom
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modem scholars/ Daniel Stevenson's groundbieaking leseaich on the Tiantai Four Fonns of
SconMn clarified the devotional and ritual aspects of early Tiantai meditation. Given the centrality
of ilhy^ practice in early Tiantai meditadoa however, theie lemains much to be written on early
Tiantai meditation. Textual and historical evidence indicate that the Tiantai tradition identified itself
and also was viewed by its contemporaries as a meditation school that practiced a type of meditation
that followed doctrine, but it was not a school of doctrine. InDaoxuan's jgW Xugaosengzhuan
The Further Biographies of Eminent Monks), compiled in 665. Tiantai masters such as
Huisi and Zhiyi were categorized as dhy^ practitioners (

In the Songgaosengdnum

The Song Biographies of Eminent Monks) compiled by Zanning

the biographies of

Tiantai masters were placed in the E\egetes(>7/'i^: j^|f)sectioa' During the Tang and Song there
was a shift of tbcus fiom meditatioa or rather, an equal emphasis on both meditation and doctrine, to
an emphasis on doctrine. In terms ofthe actual Tiantai meditation practice, the diverse

"AinongZhtyi's three medhatkin systems, his gradual meditation is the only one that has not been studied Zhiy1*s.V7ao
ZhigiumCl
also known as TongmengZhiguani^^AtMi. has been available in English publications since 1871.
when Samuel Beal providedatranslation ofthisTiantai meditation manual inCarenacySucaiiusria-fXurEy/Dmt/ii;
(London: Ttiibner. 1871). It was also translated in the
edited t^DwightGoddMln 1938 as
"D/av^ydr&giwjtrs"andby Charles Lukm his 77jeSaTT2£S(/CtojeseA'fed&art3rt(New Yoric Samuel Weiser. 1972). I
am indebted to Paul Swanson ^pointing out thesetranslations. Although the A^Z^guon was wnttenlaterthanTTie
Siages of.ifeditaitve Pajection. its content conesponds only to port ofthe nntemal prepanfloiy expediencies' ofchapter six of
The Stages of Meditative Perfection and its discussion is much less compiehensive than that made di The Stages cfMedStatke

Perfection.
Recent publications ofZhiyi'ssudden and perf^ meditation system include Neal Donner and Daniel B. Stevenson's
translation of tte first chapter of The Great Calming and Discernment (Honolulu: Univeisity of Hawaii Press. 1993)and
Daniel Stevenson's research on the tour kinds of^amJt^'and Tiantai repentance rituals."The Four KindsofSamJbAt in Early
T'KtH'ai Buddhism." [Honolulu: Universi^of Hawaii Press. 1990]). The most impoitant work on this subject wiU be Raul
Swanson's ten-year projectof the tr^lation ofa tiiUy annocated TheGreat Calming and Discernment, to be published n the
neartutuie.
'SeeHuisuandZhm'sbi(^raphiesinthe.Vugaaver^:/iuan |iE^f^(l|the'^i::A(vr(PtacticnigD^^
chapter(T.
50.562c-568a)iandthebi(^tapt^ofHen3n%
(T.50,732a4jXZhiwei
(T.50.739a^)XZhanran?^^ (T.50.
739b-740a).andY|ji
(T. 50.752b-754aX It snotewonhy that ahhoi^ the bic^raphiesornaniaimasteis an placed
inthe"Ky/e(exeaetes.
chapter ofthe 5onggaQS£f^g;fe<£»i
the conentsofthesebic^taphiesshow that
meditation still pl^ed very imponant roles ni these mastets' lives.
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practices such as those discussed in The Stages of Meditative Perfection and the Four Fotms of
SamacJhis are replaced by the stress on the tnddhmusmrii within the Song Tiantai School.^ The
tendency since the Song Dynasty to view the Tiantai tradition as a doctrinal school gradually has been
rectified by recent studies on Tiantai meditatioa

In the following, a detailed anal\'sis of Zhiyi's 77ie

Stages of Meditative Perfection will ftather contour the role of dhy^ practice in early Tiantai
tradition.
Modem Japanese studies on Tiantai meditation have laid some solid foundations for our
understanding of the development of Tiantai meditation, but gaps remain in this body of scholarship.
To date, some Japanese scholars have made valuable research on The Stages of Meditative Perfection.
but this text still has not received the attention it deserves. Although there is no question about the
author and the comprehensivenessof its discussion of the dhy^ practiced in late sLxth-century China,
very little has been wiitten about The Stages of Meditative Perfection in any language.* This neglect
is partly d u e t o its lack o fcommentaries but is also justified b y the over-generalized view that T f x
Stages of Meditative Perfection was written in the phase of Zhiyi's life and that it relies heavily on the

" For two lecent detailedsudies ofthe development ofTianiai thought and practice in theSong dynas^.see Getz.Siming Stili
ondTiantaiPtire Lund inthe Song Dync^,(PhD. disseitation. Yale Universi^. 1994) and Gian.'*Qiih-li (960-1028) and the
Formation of Oithodoxv in the SongTien-t'ai Tradition ofBuddiism.(PhD. disseitation. Univeisi^ ofCalifornia. 1993).
For&xample.see AndoToshio.7t7Ub;gaAK4l9-462:Sek^uchiShmdai
(ToIqiO: Sankibo Busshorin. 1961X383-397: VfuanakaYushu
Tendaikanmonnokkhd XniB
(Tok\'o; Sankibo. 1986). 153-270:QnoHidelD
TendaishkanseiriisiahinokerAyu^^i=i\\-1S^^fT^^
^ (Toino: Daizo Shuppan. 1994), 111-131. For acompiehensivebiblic^taphyofailJapanese studieson
MecBtative Petj'eaion. seeOno. TendaishAanseritsushinokenhu. 130-131.
"Some Japanesescholaisaie also awaR of this tendency. For example, AndoToshio has pomted out that the Japanese
Tontai studks have focused moie on the later development ofTiantai tradition and %ncied the earliersl^es of the Ttsnai
traditioa Ando. TtTUb/goibt. 3-5. Ando uses the two tBmis.'*tg^§^#"(ielalivepieachii^ and "^^§S#"(absoiuiB
picachmg). to lepiesent these two phases ofTiantai teachii^
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Dazhi chdm

(hereafter The Treatise on Great Insight)? This aigument seems to

imply that The Stages of Meditative Perfection is a less mature work compared to Zhiyi's later work
The Great Calming and Discernment. The close relationship between The Stages of Meditative
Perfection and The Treatise on Great Insight also lead to the misleading view that this text reflects less
of Zhiyi's own thought compared to his later works. In fact the way Zhiyi interprets The Treatise on
Great Insight serves as one of the most important sources tor our understanding of how Chinese
Buddhists understood and interpreted this important text and put it into practice.'" Furthermore, the
extensive quotations of The Stages of Meditative Perfection in Zhiyi's later works, such as TJte Great
Calming ami Discernment and the FcJma xiumyi

strongly suggest that although Zhiyi

polished, refined, and developed his earlier thoughts in The Stages of Meditative Perfection, he hardly
negated his earlier thoughts in his later works.
Another teatune that makes The Stages of Meditative Perfection worthy of our special attention is
that among Zhiyi's works that were taken down by Zhiyi's disciples, this text is the only one not
recorded by Guanding

My detailed analysis shows that although Zhiyi gave very fiee

elaboration of conceptsdrawn fiom the Indian treatises, he carefully chose tenns to construct his own
system. Th; Stages of Meditative Perfection

Therefore,

although Guanding later edited the text, we can still hear a dififerent voice about Zhiyi's thought that

^ For example, seeSekiguchi ShindaL Tencku shahikan no keniyu.43-44.
Ando To^ points out that the mostdetinctive feaue of theeariy Ttamai Dadition is its emphasis on meditation ptactkes
^arsbasedaaTheTtvatiseonGraufnsi^. And5,
13-14. This is ail the moie reason why one should
stiK^ Zhm^s intetpieiatianof TTk Treatise anGreatlnsigfv.
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Guanding did not expiess in the Tiantai texts he lecoided later."

Until detailed comparisons aie

made between The Stages of Meditative Perfection and Zhiyi's other texts, however, it is diflScult to
identify features that reflect the differences between Fashen's and Guanding's lecoiding styles.
Therefote. in the tbllowing. I treat the extant version of The Stagesof Meditative Perfection as Zhiyi's
own thought with the awareness that a detailed study of this text may shed new light on the
authorship of Tiantai wx}rks. In this study, however. I confine myself to the task of a detailed analysis
of this text
.Aside fiom delineating the significaiKe of this te.\t my main purpose here is rather
circumscribed: to briefly introduce this text and to analyze Zhiyi's interpretation of the concept of
dhywui (cfujn:

). The Stages of Meditative Perfection is a text that is too comprehensive to be

exhausted in this study. 1 have chosen Zhiyi's concept of dhy^ as the local point to probe Zhiyi's
meditation thought in The Stages of Meditative Perfection

This choice is made based on the

following considerations. First Zhiyi's use of the word "dhyMi' to include all df^ima practices has
received a lot of attention fiom modem Tiantai scholars.'' but so tar there has been no detailed

'Hara Shun'ei holds thatGuandmg's writings are oifluenced by Jtzang
afler his compaies Guanding's Fahua weryu
withJizang'sFo/iua.ruanftiw
mi Fahuayisfm
Hs^Shm'^Hokkemorgunoseoiisu
nikansuru kenlau
(Tokyo: Shunjusha 1985).
Theie is a heated debate among JapaKse scholar in i^aid to the leplacanent of the term
by the tenn
(ihffi) in The Great Calming and Discemnent. Acaxd^ to schoias. this may indicate a major change of Zhiyi's thoi^
duringhislife. DonnerNeaiandHu^ue focus
on the &ct that.wheieasZhiyi uses the woiddK]n((^vvu: i^to
desi^iate ail meifitation practices in the earlierwok. chan w^ lepiaced the compounddiiguan{samaiha-vipa» ana) in
TJk Great Calmingand Discenmentda\cii!a]aavKi^>&. DonnerarguesthatthisisbecauseZhiyigewtoieg^tel^ious
practices and teligious perfection as fimdamentalK composed oftwo elements: thestatic and the d^ramic.the quiescent and
the luminous, the cessation ofdelusion and the nnuiting of uitimaleieality(6cx^'). To expiess thkquaii^ thedyad
became a moie suitable term for hm than cAon.which m its role of t^.via^J'amMis ofien set ag^oisr
^;v-amtfJand is theieby skewed towaid thestatic orquietistside of theduality. DonnerandStevenson.7^G/carCa6?i^
and Contemplation,
Huiyue also hokis that Zh^'smeddatkm practice went thnx^ fundamental changes. Hehokis
that the themeofmeditation B"the contemplationofemptinessTC^^ Di 7^
that foUows
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systematic analysis of Zhiyi's concept of

Second, the term dhyaia is later adopted by

one of major forms of Buddhism, the well known"chan zong (Chan School;
A general sketch of TTu: Stages of Meditative Perfection is made in the first three chapters of this
study. In the &st chapter I make a brieftextualieview and piesent some general featuies of this text
In chapter two. 1 discuss the terms used in The Stages of Meditative Perfection. In the third chapter. 1
make an analysis of some of Zhiyi's dhyma classification systems that appear in the first five chapters
of The Stages of Meditative Perfection, which comprise the theoretical aspect of Dhy^-p^amitavn
The Stages of Meditative Perjection.
In chapters tour arxi five. 1 discuss two types of cOrywui practice discussed in TJie Stages of
Meditative Perfection as a way to analyze Zhiyi's interpretation arxl his concept of the term dhyima.
Four aspects of Zhiyi's interpretation of dhyma examined in these chapters aie: Zhiyi's definition of
dfnitia: his concepts of mundane and siqjramnndane in relation to dhywvr. the role of intellect and
physiology in dhyHur. and his method of synthesizing practice and doctrine.
At the core of Zhiyi's interpretation of dlwwia is his definition ofdhy^. Zhiyi genetally
defines dhyima as the Four Dhywias. Therefote. it seems reasonable to analyze the "Four dhymis"
chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection asa way to probe Zhiyi's concept of dl^ima. This
task is undertaken in chapter tour.
All dfnwTa practices mentioned in The Stages of Meditative Perfection are categorized into the

the thought of HuisL However. ZhM's focus has changedto ihecoiileinpialion ofthe
The GreaCdming and Discmmter»iSKiid6aiMS^ Lotus Sara. SeeShiHuQW, Tuinicujiaaxueshiijw^liaa^xa
fojvaoMeaxm 1979). In comrastlkediRosan and SeikiguchiShindai hold that the methods ofmeditaliondefined by

tburfold classification system of Mundane Dhy^ (shijian chair,
Dhy^ {chu shijian chan
chii shijian chan

the Supramundane

the Either Mundane or Suptamundane Dhy^ (yi shijianyi
and the Neither Mundane nor Suptamundane Dhy^ {fei

shijianyijeichii shijian chan

Zhiyi's concepts ofMundaneD^^ and

Supramundane Dhyitia also play important toles in his concept of dhy^. The Tongming guan (M
is the "Either Mundane or Supramundane" counterpart of the Mundane Four Dhyimas. The
"Tongming guan" chapter is analyzed in chapter five of this study.
The role of intellect and physiolo©' in Zhiyi's system of dhy^ is briefly touched upon in
Zhiyi's interpretation of the Four Dhywias and the Tongming guan. Zhiyi has a tendency to interpret
the mental and physical traits that one experiences in dhy^ states in positive terms. Zhiyi's
discussion of

practices has provided a valuable source for our understanding of the role of

intellect and physiolo^ when one enters into dhywia states.
The way Zhiyi utilizes various doctrines to interpret cff^ieia practices aixl at the same time uses
the dhywia experience to interpret doctrines reflects how Zhiyi synthesizes practice and doctrine.
Zhiyi. considered one of the greatest Chinese philosophersand s>'steniatizers. created an integrated
system that fiises the practice and doctrine. In The Stages of Meditative Perjection, Zhiyi integrates
all meditation practices that came before him into a unified holistic

system. Oneofthe

common teatures shared by the df^wia practices discussed in The Stages of Meditative Perfection is
they are all based strictly on the Buddhist canons. In Taixu's (±7^') categorization of the dhyaia

Zhiyi bi his eariy \vorksaie manitained diRxi^uut hK life.
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practices throughout the history of Chinese Buddhism, he labels thedhy^ practices included in
Zhiyi's The Stages of Meditative Perfection as the"Dhywfux that Cultivates one's Mind by Following
the Doctrine"(

UP?-) '' By organizing all available dhy^ practices into a whole system in

The Stages of Meditative Perfection. Zhiyi has accomplished a system of practice that is comparable
to the doctrinal classification (paryiao:

utilized by Chinese Buddhist to explain diflfeient

teachings. By investigating how certain Tiantai theories first appear in Zhiyi's discussion of
meditation practices, we can also gain some insight into the way Zhiyi's meditation experiences are
connected to his theori^.

See Shi Taixu."The Featuie ofChinese Buddhism is DhymC 5-11.
See chapcerfive m which I analyze the comecoon that 3iiyi is Dymg to build between hissysem of doarmes, whkh is
subsumed by the two nuths theoiy,and his system of
and contempiadon subsumed by "Mundane"and
"Supiamundane." In fact some ofZhiyfs meditation practices seem to have led to hg creationof iiiiponaiit Tiantai
docnines. A good example is the appearanceofthe three concenttaions(5an;:^'Hlh) in the"bdetnai Expedient Means"
chapter o(The Stages cf MecStative Perfection Hie analysis that follows will notonly help us to trace the process by which
ZhM fbmiulates someof theTomai theories, but m^ also changeour peiception of the nature ofsome ofthe so-called
"Tiantaitheories." Insteadofseeingihemas"doctiiiaitheories,"weoughttoseethesedoctrinesortheoriesastheiesuitof
practice oras an expression of
experience.
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CHAPTER ONE
A General Introduction of the Text Shi chan boluomi tsidi/amen

I. Textual Survey
A. The TosAo Edition (A The Stages of Meddative Perfection
The edition of The Stages of Meditative Perfection used for my analysis of the text is the Taisho
edition. In the Taisho. The Stages of Meditative Perfection has the serial number 1916 and may be
tbund in volume 46. on pages 475-548. This Taisho edition is based on a copy that was printed in
the eighteenth year of the Wanli

era (1509) of the Ming dynasty.' The ptefece to the version

in the Taisho canon contains an outline of the contents of The Stages of Meditative Perfection
outline seems to have been added in by a Sramanera named Daomei

This

' Fiom the content of

this pietk:e. it looks like Daomei also wrote the pie&ce to the cunent Taisho&Mon.
Three passages fiom various Tiantai texts contain different descriptions of the composition of
this extant Taishd&Mon and the number of the scrolls contained in The Stages of Meditative
Perjection

The first passage is a colophon in smaller font placed between the main body of the text

and the pretace of the Taisho editionof The Stages of Meditative Perfection' This colophon seems

'Theeniiyonthiste.xlBby ^^^Qxa^Busshokcdsetsudagaen
editBdbyOnoGenimy6(\bL3.
2I-22)l (MnssXBM.s&siac&o{TheStagescfMecSuaKePerfeaionzRr.^ZcJac3wdedakiti(yfA.23.6).
(^'0. mm (1564 m(1552 mand
(A7-1571).
• See OnoGenunyo. voL 3.21.
'T.46.475cll-16.
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to have been written by Guanding. Accoiding to this colophon, the extant The Stages of
Meditcaixe Perfection is a tecoid ofa sermon given by Zhiyi in 571 when he resided in the Waguan
temple

of Jitiling(the capital of the Qien dynasty. In this colophon, it is said that

Zhiyi's lectuie was written down by his disciple Fashen

liom Da Zhuangyan temple

.'f) into a manuscript of thiily sciolls.^ Guanditig later edited the first part of Fashen's manuscript
into ten scrolls.

The version that is extant today is Guanding's revision. Guanding edited only the

first part of the original thirty-scioil manuscript by Fashen. Although the titles of ten chapters are
preserved in extant The Stages of Meditative Perfection, only the contents of less than seven chapters
have come down to u&

Fashen's thirty-scnoll manuscript is no longer available.^ This lecoid about

the identity of the extant The Stages ofMeditative Perfection seems to be the one that is most widely
accepted.
There is another passage in Guanding's introduction to The Great Calming and Discernment
that ptD\ides diSerent intbrmadon concerning the text In Guanding's introduction, he reports that
The Stages of Meditative Perfection is text of thirty scrolls. The circulating text that consists of ten
scrolls consists of the private notes by Fashea"

'ThedatesandocherdetailsaboutFashenaicunknown.though hisnameappeaisaisoni77k^
197b.
' [ suspect that theodginai thirty-sooil The Stages cf Meditative Perfection by Fashen
have included moie of
Zhiyi's citations fiom these texts. ltisieasonabletoassuinethatGuand^m^havedeleiBdthesepassages,astheyaieonty
citationsfiDmother5Uras: AnodierieasonthatcausedthissuspicionBthatin
wiienever other texts that Zh^'cited aie mentioned, sentence paoemssuch as"As explained indetail in [the textcitedf (;^$n
[the text quoted] 4^or"...andsoonassaklinthetexr(£^aRusually feund. PunhennoievconsiderDigtheChniese
tradition of lEveience for teacheiB. it is moie likety thatGuandii^ would have left out the texts thatZh^'cited than what Zhiyi
expounded.
°T.46.3c4-5.
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In Guanding's biography of Zhiyi, Sui Tiantm Zhthe dashi biezhmn
it is said that Zhiyi often sat on a high chair to preach The Stages of Me^tative Perfection, which
took one year to pertbnn. According to Zhiyu once put into writing, this lecture should comprise
fifty scrolls. Fashen*s private notes are comprised of thirty scrolls but Fashen died in the Guoqing
temple (^

before he had a chance to edit his own notes/

With the discrepancies between the preceding three passages that are all attributed to Guanding.
we cannot be certain about either the author of the extant TTie Stages of Meditative Perfection or how
much of Zhivi's original lecture is retained in the text Scholars generally believe that the cunent
TaLshoo&Vicm. of The Stages of Meditative Perfection is Guanding's work, because retaences to The
Great Calming and Discernment appear three times in the fifth chapter of The Stages of Meditative
Perjection? It should also be noted that there is no evidence of serious revision of this text as in the
case of the .Xiao Zhigium!^

Covanimtaa^tiaTheStag^ttfMeiBladvePerfecdon
Sekiguchi Shindai lists and introduces the following texts as the commentaries to Zhiyi's The
Stages of Meditative Perfection in his Terdai Shahikan no Kenfyd:^°
I.Chanmen zhmg

'

'1.50.197bl6-2I.
'See Ando Toshio. Tendaigaim,449.
' See Sekiguchi ShindaL TendaiShashtkanno Kerda'u(Yck^: Sankibo Busshorin. I%IX
See Sekiguchi Shnxiai, 1%1.383-399.
'' ZoktcAya Xmwenfeng
edition. voL 99.22-70
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2. Chcavnenyaolue
3. Tianiaizhthe Jashi chanmen koigue
4. Chan Boliiomi
5. Chanmen zhang chao
These texts are all very short and do not provide much explanation of the content o^The Stages
ofMeditatixe Perfection. Except for commentaries identified by Seidguchi Shidai. in Zhiyi's The
Great Calming ami Discernment and in the Fahiia xuar^i. thereare also someof Zhiyi's own lengthy
comments to the JhyioKi practices discussed in The Stages of Meditative Perfection "" The preceding
passage liom Guanding's biography of Zhiyi shows that Zhiyi still valued this text in his old age.
There is evidence showing that the text is mostly used within the Tiantai tradition as a meditation
manual instead of an object of detailed scholastic research. This can be seen in someGiinese
modem Tiantai monasteries that include The Stages ofMeditative Perfection as part of their
cuniculum.'
A modem commentary of the text is written by Jiang Weichiao

also called Yin Shizu

a modem Giinese lay Buddhist practitioner. He started his meditation career for the
purpose of improving his health but later adopted the meditation methods fiom Tiantai tradition and

Zabcdh d Xinwenfeng
"T. 46. No. 1919.

editioa voL 99.70-74.

"•5661.33.7183-7251
One such example is the Fs^un Monastery (t^g^estabfehed in Califixnia Staleofthe United Stales. Seealso the life
of Shi Taixu. the tetbrmerof modem Gimese Buddhism. Tacoi seems to be veiy ^miliar with The Stages (fXfec&aive
and the influenceofToniai tradition on his thou^ has abeacK'beenstudied. See Don Pittman. Towcvi/a

published A Siqjplemeru to Ym Shitiu's Method of Meditation

Although his

instruction on meditation is based primarily on the Tongmengzhiguan

orthe A7ao

zhiguan. he also draws on passages in The Stages of Meditative Perfection concerning the experience
of the eight physical sensations. Another modem vereion published recently in Taiwan also contains
some tbotnotes and a rendition of the text in modem Qiinese."
A series of recent publications in Taiwan by Hong Qisung

a modem dhyima

practitioner, include his lectuie notes on the practice of some dhy^ methods discussed in The Stages
of Meditative Perfection. It provides some helpfid nsadings of The Stages ofMeditative Perfection
but lacks a critical analysis of The Stages of Meditative Perfection due to its pragmatic orientatioa

B. The FuU and Abbreviated Titles of the Text
In the Taiy/ioedition. the abbreviated title given to the text is the Chan Boiuomi
This abbreviation show^ that until the Ming Dynasty. Chinese Buddhists seem to see the content and
the gist of this text as an exposition of the Chan Boliiomi {Dhyana-p^amitS). It is well known that
in the Pa/taviinsi3ti-sSiasrik^pr(gn^^amit^siira and Mahayana tradition. PrcgnO-pa-amita is

.itodem Chinese Buddhism—Taixu s Reform.
" The vosionlused was published by Xmwenfeng(]gf^^^W>pubUcalions in 1974. Three ofJiangWeich^'s books aie
collected and publshed in this woik under the title ofYbishtijingM}fa
sAcz j Method cfMecStatian).
This collection Eludes The Essentials cf Yin shti s Methodcf MecBtation
the Supf^ement to Yin shizi s

.VfethodofMecBtaiionS^^F^^^S^^ Yin shizi's Experimental M&£tationfor the Promotion (fHealth
Luk has translated pansof Jiang's Yinshidjin^uofamTheSecretscfChinese MecBtation chapiersix.
Thsmodetn edition is published in 19% I^DaqianC^^)publicalion in Taiwan. Theediloc1ianslalorBLiYuxi(^£
This version e Li's punctuated editionofThe Stages cfMaHtative Perfection,akx^ with his translation ofths text into
modem Chmese.
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said to lead the other

as a man with eyes leads the blind.^ bi this text, however,

Dhywia-p^amita takes precedence over Prqjna-pa'amita.
p^amita seems to be an influence fiom Hiiisi."'
sanmeifamen

Zhiyi's emphasison the Dhywia-

Huisi's view is most obvious in his Zhfa wicheng

(T. No.1923). in which Huisi explains why Dhy^-p^amita

should be highly ptaised and discussed. I make a detailed comparison of Huisi's view and Zhiyi's
argument in my discussion of the stnictuie of the text later in this study.
The te.\t is more often referred to as the Tsidi Chanmen
the texts written by other Tiantai mastersi-

in Zhiyi's later works and in

It is possible that in the later Tiantai tradition when Zhiyi

has developed the pert^t and sudden cessation and contemplation system, the gradual aspect of this
text is stressed in contrast to the perfect and sudden cessation and contemplation system. However,
at the time when this text was written, this text seemed to be a systematic discussion or encyclopedia
of all dhyimi methods under the heading o{"Df^^-p^amitd" In this system, not only various
ilfn'wia practices are organized in the cider of their relative deepness arx) shallowness, but also in a
w^y that is most conducive to the Bodhisattva practice. Therefore, in this dissertation. I will refer to
the text as"The Stages of Meditative Perfection' that translates the fiiil title given by Zhiyi at the time
he expounded this text to encompass both Zhiyi's emphasis on the Dhywia-pa-amita and the gradual

^ Williams. X tahiKima Buddhism (London and New Yorie Routlec^ I989X 4445. See alsothe pass^ ni The Treatise
on Great Wisdom le^idbig the leason why onfy the Prqm-piramitd. but not the other five paramit^ can be called"XfahaT
T.25. l9Ia3-8.
^ See also And5. Tenkdgaku, 424-425.
~ For example,see Zhhd'sFa^.tuaw' \^^^^T.1Xff!l6c\0,'i\cGuoqingbolu ^^3^ediledbyGuanding.T.46.
823bl5.Zhanian*s 'iM^. The GreaCalming and Discxrmientjuxatgdaangfiongjue ifeal i
and the
Facu (ongji
Zhipan CS®. T. 49,258b10. In the Faai tongji
however, Zh^ lefeis to this text both
ds^Chanbduomi
andiieJiandzhiguaiiHBi
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Jhywm practice forthe Bodhisattva.
The reason why I adopt the full title The Stages of Meditative Perfection instead of using the
abbreviation Tsidi chanmen that appears in the later Tiantai texts will become clear in the following
discussion on the nature of Zhiyi's gradual meditation practice expounded in this text

C. Some Notes on ZhKi's Gradual and Successive Calming and DiscemmentfjlK^iHiO
It is generally held that The Stages of Meditative Perfection represents Zhiyi's gradual and
successiv e calming and discernment system. This text was first associated with the gradual and
sequential contemplation or discernment (/iarjc/gMow;

in Zhiyi's Fa/n«/.vi/awyi

In the doctrinal classification section of the Fahmxuanyi, the three systems of contemplation or
discernment ate outlined; the perfect and sudden
indefinite (ftjaZ/wg;

the gradual (/uffr/:

and the

Zhiyi also mentioned the text with the title of 7A-a//c/ianmt;rt as an

example of the gradual and sequential contemplation or discemment
The Stages of Meditative Perfection is mentioned in the Fahuaxuanyi only in association with
the gradual and sequential contemplation or discemment (/ianc/gz/ara;

The association

between The Stages of Meditative Perfection and the gradual and sequential calming and discemment
{jlanci -higium: ilF^Qh®) system later appears in Guanding's

561-632) introduction to The

Great Calming and Discernment. Guanding lists three types ofcalming and discemment(it^.

^SeeT.33.806b25-c21. Fo/iziajmam was preached I^Zhiyini 593 when he resided iriJingzhou(^il>{i). Oneyearlater.
Zhiyi preached the
at the same place.
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which were transmitted to Zhiyi by Huisi: Gradual and Sequential(Jiantsi;
(tnuiing.

and Perfect and Immediate

Indetenninate

[0^."^ After explaining the three systems.

Guanding then lists the three major meditation texts by Zhiyi that contain these systems of
meditatioa"
There are. however, some caveats against generalization of the gradual meditation system. The
gradual meditation methods are not the only practices prescribed in The Stages of Meditative
Perfection. In the fourth chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection when asked by a disciple if
a Bodhisattva wix) practices dhy^ should always practice dhy^ following the sequence of the
stages of practice beginning tiom the lower stages and graduaUy move up to the more advanced stages.
Zhiyi responded by setting out four types of practice: the sequential (tsidi:
(/e/ tsidi:

the sequential non-sequential {tsidiJeitsidi:

sequential(/wAya// tsidi:

the non-sequential
and the non-sequential

for the Bodhisattva. (T. 46.481a6-b3.)

Sequendal practice means that one follows the sequence of dfwwia practices that Zhiyi
prescribes in the fourth chapter of 77K Stages of Meditative Perfection. For this type of practice.
Zhiyi cites the Pa/kavim^-sahasrik^prcgn^^amit&suira: "Bodhisattva practice sequentially.
leam sequentially, achieve the way sequentially."^ The nonrsequential practice refers to the Lotus
or the one-practice

When the Bodhisattvas contemplate the nondual quality of

~''T.46. Ic. For(k!tsa}ssxDortt\aaaiSlswiaix\.GreaCcilmmgandConemplatwn42-5\.
= T.46.3a4-9.
^ Zhiyi is following the"Sandpin" (The chapter on the ThreeSt^es.
which is also called the ~1sicSxingping~
(The Giapterof Practices Following Stz^
the sevens-fifth chapterofthePoribavurano-jifeasrifcP
prqn^i'amita-sura. T. voL 8.383-386.see especially T. 385cl0.

the

the distinction between the depth and the shallowness of

longer exists^

practices no

Zhiyi cites another passage fiom Po/tcni/mai-sahasrikSprajn^^amit^siMra to

explain the sequential non-sequential dhywia practice.^ The non-sequential sequence issimilar to
the case when Subhuti asked Buddha "No dharma has self-natuie. Why do you say that
Bodhisattv as move fiom one hhuni to a higher bhthiiT' Buddha replied, "It is exactly because all
dhamias are empty of self-nature that bodhisattvas can move fiom one bhuni to a higher bhuni."^
In his reply to another question." Do these four sentences apply to the two vehicles as well as to
bodhisattvas," Zhiyi answered that the two vehicles also have these four different modes of practice.
Zhivi illustrated the sequential practice of the two vehicles by saying that the s-Hvakas. who start their
practices fiom experiential practice (xingxing; f Tf^'°at thestage of the First Dfwwia. arxl then obtain
the Arhatship until they achieve Transcendental SamMu}^ The sravakas who practiced nonsequentially are those wix) heard that Buddha said. "Well come." and immediately obtained the Three
Insights (

and the Eight Liberations.

There are also s-avakas who practice the experiential practice, yet at the same time are able to

" AcxBiding to And5, Zhiyi is following the"Tmienpiri' (The Giapier on One Thought:
of the PancavimmsahcErikJ^q^iiwniij-sura. Agiin. thissequential and non-sequentM and therconespondii^ practiceseems to follow
Huisfs Fahucging anlexingyi
See Ando. Tendaigaku 24-25.
^ The passs^ thai Zhiyi cites is
"(T. 46.48 lalO-l I) See PatkxKinjmrsiihasrik5prqiapiramitJ-siMra T. 8.3^ l2-386a2. This passage describesthe Bodiisanva's activiiy, uainir^ and progiess by
folbwins the stages of the Bodhisartva tiainii^ such as the six perfections or thesix t«x)llectim
=TTiep^ttaZhiyicites
i
s
.
•
Wl#
'"n ".46.481al7-20) SesPa/kaviw^sdhasrikSpnyn^a'anaJ-situT.S.inAiLJ11.

®See chapter 3.
" See chapterthiee. note 39.
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Utilize the inteUectual practice

to skillfully observe that sequence is in its natuie

empty. He applies this discernment to all of his practices fiom the very beginning until he achieves
.Arfiatship. Therefore, his practice follows the mode of sequential-nonsequence.
There are also some iravakas.who fiom the moment they arouse the inspiration to achieve
enlightenment cultivate the intellectual practice, and enter into the Samacihi of light {diangnang
sanmei:

and achieve the Four Fruits. They did not achieve various samMiis that can be

obtained if one follow? the sequence of experiential practice. In oider to obtain various merits, they
sequentially cultivate five kinds of dhy^. This type of practice falls into the category of the
nonsequential sequence.
In Guanding's introduction to The Great Calming and Discernment, it is pointed out that the
three systems of meditation are all Mahayana practices, and they all take the trueaspects of Reality
(shixiang:

as their object"

FurthemK)rc.Guanding explains thaieven at the beginning of

the practice of the gradual method of calming and discernment the practitioner obtains certain degree
of awareness of the Reality.

Because Reality is difficult to comprehend, the actual practice is

tk:ilitated by a gradual progression^
The same view tow^ "sudden" and "gradual" approaches to meditation methods and the
enlightenment attained is also expounded in TTk Great Calming and Discernment. In The Great
Calming and Discernment, although it seems like Zhiyi was teaching a "sudden," he actually

^ Seediafxer three.
»T.46.lc2-3:-^J^^,
•"7.46. ic6-7.-i«w®sfg,

wmm, mxm - -
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ptesciibed that the practitioners with dull ^ulties had to utilize moie objects in their meditation
than the practitioner with sharp fkulties. Thus The Great Calming and Discerromnt can also be
practiced in a "gradual" manner/' This point is supported by Zhiyi's statement on practice in the
Fcifrnaxiumi: "From the perspective of the ability to perceive, there are distinctions in practice.
From the perspective of what is to be realized, all practices are common."'®
To summarize, it is important to keep in mind that although The Stages of Meditative Perfection
primarily lays out the gradual practice, it can also be practiced in a sudden manner for practitioners
with sharp faculties. To be more specific, the tk:ulty of the practitioners determines whether the
practice is sudden or gradual, not the method.

Zh^'s Strategy of Exposition in The Sb^ of Meditaive Perfection
Although The Stages of Meditative Perfection is a text explaining the practices to attain stages of
meditative pert^tioa the interpretations given to the hierarchy and sequence of the meditation system
and each dhywia practice is far fiom fixed or rigid. On the contrary. Zhiyi utilizes the dual strategy
of "Distinctive" (A/t?: §ij) and "Universal"{/wwg;

in his interpretation ofalmost every aspect of

iOniiia practices in this text Zhiyi usually fii^ explains the diflferential aspects of the topic in

See Ando.7e!nubgdu.320-321 and 326-331 fordeiaikddiscussionofthediffeientnuinberofobjectsd^^m
various
modes ofpnictice(i^^^£)iequiied for piactitioneis ofdiffiient Acuities. Ando discusses hi detail the diffeicnt views of
Zhanran(M^).Zheguan(^|^and2hixu(^^. Ffe alsocomments on these various views and concludes that
accofding tothe content of the 77ieGmir
an(/Z>Bcep7imeni: Zhanran is taik^ about the tequnement for the mode of
C/iaru&ig
and Zhi.xu is talkn^ about the tcquiienient of the mode of illness.
"T.33.691al0:""t?^^^^^'l •
°" For Paul Swanson's translation ofthis passage, see FoafKterawst/
T'iarH'aiPhilosopfn'(Betki\iey: Asian Humanities Ptess. 1989X 164.
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discussion, and then gives another synthetic, universal discussion to illustrate under what
ciicumslances these distinctions may not apply or do not teally exist
For example. I discussed in chapter two. Zhiyi first distinguishes the term c/ion in the title of the
text as the common name and the term bolmmias the uncommon name. However. Zhiyi then
cancels this distinction by saying that fiom the universal perspective, this distinction is not true
because each of the terms has its own common and uncommon aspects.^
•Another example can be found in the thiid chapter oiThe Stages of \feditative Perfection.
Zhiyi first diifeientiates thtee Jhy^ gates, based on the different subject of meditation such as
bieathing. tbmx and mind. As discussed in chapter three, the

methods using bieath(.x/: ,|j,)

as subject ret^ to the Mundane Dhy^ and the Either Mundane or Supramundane Df^wia. The
dhywui method using ri^
gate. The

or tbmi as the subject of meditation is the Supramundane Dhy^

method using mirxl as the subject ofmeditation refers to the Supreme

Supramundane

Alter making this distinction. Zhiyi negates this categorization by saying

that all these three

methods can ail be called Mundane. Supramundane. and Supreme

Supramundane Dhywvi gales. He also gives examples drawing fiom various siras.^
Zhiyi uses this type ofe.xposition throughout the tert. In the following discussion. 1 present
more differential or distinctive aspects of Zhiyi's exposition than the universal aspect to sketch the
structure of Zhi\i*s gradual meditation system. It is. however, important to bear in mind that the

"T.-46.477C5-8.
'"SeeT.46.475c3-20.

structine that Zhiyiconsiiiicts or the paths that Zhiyi tries to delineate are far fiom fixed. Onthe
contrary, there aie many other perspectives fiom which Zhiyi can negate the distinctions he makes.
This type of exposition seems to reflect the middle-way principle of the Madhyamika School which
states that one should not fall into the two extremes of emptiness or existence. By constantly
applying this strategy in his teaching of dhy^ practices. Zhiyi integrated this MM^amika statement
into the actual practice by constantly shifting his disciples" attention between the two polarities of
differentiation and synthesis, existence and non-existence.^

D. Zh^^s Status in Jinliiig and His Disdples
As several English studies of Zhiyi's biographies already exist the following discussion is only
an attempt to depict the context in which The Stages of Meditative Perfection was preached. Leon
Hurviiz and Koichi Shinohara have studied Zhiyi's biography in detail, with a focus on Zhiyi's
relationship with the royal famUy and how the construction of his biography is closely related to the
establishment of the Tiantai community.*' I emphasize on Zhiyi's religious training and spiritual
practices that are particulariy relevant to the composition of The Stages of Meditative Perfection

" Some scholars have pointed out that oneof the features that mari(s the difference betM'een The Stags ofMaBtative
Perfection and the Greca Calming and Discerrment s the exposition utilizing the Two Tniths penpectives in The Stages cf
Mediiath-e Perfection but ni the GmatCalming and Discernment. Three Tndhs perspective is adopted
^ See Koichi Shinohara."Guandmg's Biogaphy of ZhiyL the Founh Paniaich ofthe Tiantai Tiatftion." in Phyllis Gianoff
and Koichi ShinoharaMiffousBioff^}lwinlnckiandChina,(Oikyi^CMam: Mosaic Press.
1992)97-232. Koichi Shinohara*sdiscussion ofthepolari^benveen theci^ and the mountam in which he compares
Zhiyi's career with other monks who arealso closelyassociaied with the impoial couit is panicularly lelevant to
subject
Another usefiil source B the hctorical background of the Eariy Tiantai commundy fiom Daniel Stevenson's 7^ r/en-/'oi
Four Forms of Samadhi and LateSorthSouth Dynasties, Sui, ondEarfyTar^BuddNstDevotionalism,(PhD.dssenadoa
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A. Religioiis Trainiiig and Practices as a Young Monk
In Guanding's Biezhuan hagiography of Zhiyi. we can obtain a very general impiession of
Zhiyi's early career as a monk before he arrived in Jinling. Zhiyi was bom in 538 A. D. He learned
the Avaloldtesvara chapter (Pumen pin

of the Lotus Sutra in the temple when he was seven

years old. Alter that Zhiyi developed an extraoidinarily zealous spiritual aspiration tor Buddhism.
In spite of the reluctance of his tknily members, he was oidained as a monk by Faxu
of eighteen. He then went north to study with Huikuang

a disciple of Zhendi

Later, he devoted himself to the study of the Lotus Siira.the tVuiiangyiJing
Piccicm guanjing

at Mt Daxian

at the age

and the

After spending two yearson these three texts

and ftilly mastering them. Zhiyi practiced the Fandeng repentance ritual (and obtained
auspicious visions indicating his spiritual progress. The visions that Zhiyi received after his practice
of the Fandeng repentance ritual included seeing various Buddhist texts Hying in the air and seeing
himself sitting on a high chair, chanting the Lotus Siira.and ordering the various texts. He saw his
own past lives after these \isions. In the Biezhuan. it is said that Zhiyi immersed himself in the joy
derived fiom dfn wia practice for days.
In 560 A. D„ Zhiyi went to study with Huisi

on ML Dasu

Huisi taught him the Four Practices of Ease and Bliss {si anie xing: found

in Guangzhou
in the Lotus

Siira. A passage in the Biezkum indicates that Zhiyi was short of provisions at this point but
practiced diligently. Zhiyi followed the doctrine day and night to cultivate his mind. In spite of the

ColumbaUnivetsi^. 1987) 15-37.

shortage of offeiings to the Buddha's image, he practiced diligently by cutting a cypiess or pine tiee
for incense to offer to the Buddha.^' He recited the Lotus SOra for fourteen days,and \vhen he
teached the chapter of "Medicine King," his body and mind suddenly entered into a samMti state.
Due to this samUdhi.Zhiyi was able to thoroughly reflect and comprehend the protbund meaning of
the Lotus Surra (T. 50.19Ic22-29).
Zhiyi received Huisi's transmission after his mystical experience associated with the Lotus SOra.
In tour nights, his progress surpassed what one can obtain through one hundred years of diligent
cultivation. His reflective wisdom and

practice progressed without any obstructioa

His

practice in the past lives manitested as if a flower blossomed. Huisi sighed and said that only Zhiyi
could attain this spiritual achievement It is also only Huisi himself who can recognize the level of
Zhiyi's achievement'*^ Huisi then assigned Zhiyi the task of preaching the PaAavim^sHiasrik&prqjn^^amitii-sunra for him.

B. Zhiyi's Role in Jinlhig and His Disciples
After his study with Huisi. Zhiyi went to Jinling, the capital of the Southern State of Gien.
From Guanding's Biezhitcm biography, we can obtain some information regarding Zhiyi's role in the
capital and the monks that he encountered there that later became his disciples in Jinling. Because
these disciples may be the audierxe of 77ie ^ages of Meditative Perfection and those who raise the

This passage seems to bicficate thatsome typeof let^iousritual is bivotved in Zh^'s dfligent practice at this time.
^SeeT.SO. 192a2-8. Hura identifies that the
that ZhQd obtained is the pieliminaiy and pieparacoty stageof the

{jXu&SamikM.
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questions in the text it is impoitant to look at these stories in the Biezhuan.
It is well known that during the eight years that Zhiyi stayed in Jinling, he pieached The Treatise
on Great IFisihm and 77K? Stages of Meditative Perfection

However, it is less noted that Zhiyi's

leputation in the capital was established mainly through his achievement on iff^idia practice. The
stoiy of Faji (recoided in the Biezhuan biography shows how Zhiyi established himself in the
capital/' The old monk Faji appears to have been a relative ofanoflBcial in Jinling.^ He took pride
in his owTi attainment of ilhyima. Upon Zhiyi's arrival at Jinling, F^i approached Zhiyi with the
tbllowing: Faji gave a description of certain experience of dhyma arxl asked Zhiyi to identify wliat
type of Jhviiia is this. Faji said. "Someone enters into a samJdhi aixl theieby hears that the earth in
ML She (Mi 1) is trembling. He then knows this is a sign indicating that Sengchuan

is

contemplating on the principle of impermanence taught by the Buddha." Fq'i seemed to imply that
the type of experience he described involved some supemonnal powers such as divine eyesor divine
ears. Zhiyi answeted: "This is nothing profound but only a type of preliminary concentratioa
.V!^a can take advantage of the darkness of mental state and enters into this person's mind. If this
person ever rev eals this achievement of concentration to anyone, he will no doubt lose this
achievement and d^troy his concentiation." Astonished. Fq'i rose fiom his seat and repotted that he
himself had obtained thisconcentration before. He levealed his experience to Lingyao Zegong (M
IJii") tor the purpose of verification, but the latter could not explain theexperience. After F^i

^ Seel.50.19257-13.
**71115 official's name is He Kai
F^'i is also mentioned in the biopapt^ofFa'an
inifeXugaoseng-huan IK
Forfijrther discussion of Fqrs exchange with Zh^ see Ando. Tendaigauku,43S439.
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levealed his achievement to other people, he lost the abili^ to enter into the concentration again and
was never able to retrieve it Faji was deeply impressed by Zhiyi's answer in legaids to such
piotbund understanding of meditation that he had never heaid befoie. He praised Zhiyi that he not
only knew the dharma marks (^1) veiy well but also was capable of directly comprehending other
people's mind. Faji informed his relative He Kai (fS0i) about his exchange with Zhiyi. and He Kai
reported this to the imperial court Therefore. Zhiyi obtained great fame in the capital and the monks
and laymen in the capital SN\armed to Zhiyi's residence to ask for his teaching.
The story of Zhiyi's encounter with Baoqong

recorded in the Bieifnum reflects the

dominance of doctrinal studies in the capital and how Zhiyi's arrival changed the climate in the capital
city. Baoqung of the Jienchu (^jj) temple encountered Zhiyi on the road and yielded the road to
Zhiyi. He told Zhiyi that when he was young, he desired to learn dhywia, but did not have the
opportunity to meet with the tknous masters who specialized in dhywia meditation. When he grew
toward adulthood, his elders prevented him fiom cultivating meditation practice by engaging him
exclusively in doctrinal lectures. In the dawn of his life, he finally had thechaiKe to meet Zhiyi. but
he was too old to practice JhyHui.
Finally. Zhiyi's self image also prevents us fiom seeing him as a scholar monk. Right before
Zhiyi left Jinling, he mentioned the example ofXuangao

who promoted the balanced

cultiv^on of meditation and wisdom. Zhiyi holds that this balance had been neglected until Huisi
advocated it again. Zhiyi obviously mentioned these two examples as his own goal of religious
practice.
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The preceding thiee evidences cieariy show that Zhiyi and his contemporaries did not see him
as a "scholar monk" while Zhiyi was residing in Jinling. The following analysis of 77ie Stages of
Meditative Perfection will finther support this status of Zhiyi portrayed in the Biezhuan

C Zhiyi^s Disciples and the Questioiis Raised by These Disciples
In the Biezhuan. it is recorded that when Zhiyi first arrived in Jinling. there were forty students
who studied sitting meditation with hinu among them, twenty attained great achievements. The
second year that Zhiyi taught meditation in Jinling. there were more than one hundred students who
followed Zhiyi to practice meditation, but only twenty of them obtained spiritual achievements. The
third year of Zhivi's instruction to two hundred students on sitting meditation yielded the result of only
ten people's achievements.^'

It is very possible that The Stages of Meditative Perfection is the note of

Zhivi's instruction in these meditation sessions. Therefore, this passage gives us a general idea of the
number of audience of The Stages ofMeditative Perfection
It is said in the Biezhuan that after a profound exchange with Zhiyi on the meaning of Buddhist
teachings. Daren

a very arrogant monk in Jinling. praised Zhiyi. Daren stated that Zhiyi's

retlective wisdom was so profound that he did not just follow the Buddhist tsos. but responded to the
tacultv' of the listeners when he preached. This comment of Zhiyi's teaching reflects the significance
of the questionsasked by Zhiyi's disciples recorded in The Stagesof Meditative Perfection. The
questions asked by Zhiyi's disciples seem to come up at any point of Zhiyi's lecture. The occurrence
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of these questions leflects rather liberal and open interactions among teacher and students. From
these questions, we can see that the lectuie given by Zhiyi is not an intellectual speech but a seminar of
(Jhyma practice in which the teacher and the disciples exchanged their experience of dhy^ practice
based on The Treatise on Great ttlsdom and other texts.
Many of the questions raised by Zhiyi's disciples arc preserved in The Stages ofXfeditative
Peij'ection. These questions can be generally categorized into three types of questions: doctrines, the
practice of cihi wui. and challenges to Zhiyi's view. Questions concerning doctrines include the
disciple's question on the discrepancies or contradictions in various Buddhist texts

From these

questions, we can get a sense of the disciples' degree of familiarity with The Treatise on Great
Wisdom and other texts. The relative importance of the texts mentioned in The Stages of Meditative
Perfection is analv^ in later chapters.
Zhiyi's disciples also raised detailed technical questions regaid to the actual practice of dhy^.
One such example, detailed in chapter four, is the sequence of the occurrence of various sensations
when one achieves the First Dhyam.*
The third type of question, also discussed in chapter four, arose when some disciples challenged
Zhiyi's view by raising the other contemporary dhywm master'sdif^ient explanation on issues
relevant to the practice of dfy3ia. These questions provide us with valuable information of the
dhywia practice of Zhiyi's time.

'•SeeT.50.193a3-6.
* See chapter5.
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Historical sources allege that Zhiyi left Jinling because he felt that the numbers of students
wix) attained enlightenment through his instruction were decrcasingyeariy. This declaration is
supported by the scarcity of the questions towaid the end of the extant The Stages of Meditative
Perfection The silence and lack of response fiom Zhiyi's disciples to his explanation of the
Supramundane DIn'itm may be one of the reasons Zhiyi stopped his lecturing after the part on the
Supramundane Dfwima.

CHAPTER TWO
The Definition of Chan^ Boluomi and Other Terms Denoting Meditation
Practices In The Stages of Me^tadve Perfection

Before the analysis of 77K? Stages of h^feditative Perfection, it is impoitant to discuss the terms that
aie going to be used in the following discussion and provide accurate definition of these terms.
Zhiyi's definition of these terms in The Stages of Meditative Perfection is the major criteria for my
choice of the English translations for these terms. One should note, however, that all definitions of
the terms herein mentioned are definitions given in The Stages of Meditative Perfection. These terms
may have difierent meanings or connotations in Zhiyi'sother works.

L Chan (Mi and Boluomi
In the second chapter of The Stages ofMeditative Perfection entitled "Explanation of the Term
Chan hohiomi'
three aspects.'

Zhiyi discusses the two terms chan(#) and boluomi

in

First. Zhiyi distinguished thecommon name fiom the uncommon name within the

compound CkmbohiomL Second. Zhiyi discusses various Chinese translations of the term chan
and boluomi

Thiid. in the section entitled "diflferentiation"(/uxyia^

Zhiyi elaborated on the

' The Sansloit term
that is tiansmlKd by the early Chinese as c/iuR
in Zh^'s 7^ 5Si^;ig£s
shouidnotbeundetstoodinassociationwiihtliedactmeartheline^ofttieCi^SchooKc/Kvironig;
Thaschool
was not My developed ido an identifiable school until the seventh oreighlhceniiiy in Gim For studies on the relations
between ea^TontaimednaiionaiidthedevelopmentofC/un-onig seeSek^uchiShindai.7£ni2i5Man/»Aeratvu 175375.
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significance of chan that Zhiyi interprets as the Four Dhyaias. In Zhiyi's view, the Four Dhy^ias
letCT to a typeof mental cultivation that includes concentration aivl discernment Therefore, it is
superior to concentration {ding:

or samadhi(sanmev.

wtiich designates the concentration

aspea of meditative practice Zhiyi's discussion of these terms in The Stages of Meditative
Peijection is probably the most sy stematic presentation of Chinese Buddhists' understaixling of
various tenns designating Buddhist meditation practices prior to the sixth century.

A. The Common Name

and the Uncommon Name (Pf^^

Within the compound chan bohtomi, Zhiyi defines the term chan in the title of the text as a
common name since chan in its broadest sense leters to ail types of meditation practice shared by ail
practitioners and various tvpes of Buddhist practitioners.

In contrast the second part of the

compound, holuomi is defined as the uncommon name leterring to the unique practice of the
Bodiiisattva

A-1. The Common Name
Zhiyi provides tw o definitionsof the term chan.one is a broad and another more specific. In its
broadest sense, chan is used by Zhiyi to denote ail meditation practices irKluding both Buddhist and
non-Buddhist meditation.- Zhiyi defines the term chan as ail types of cfum (ipi) and ding

-Pali:y/umfiomthevaby/tA°ari:''lothmkctcseiy[uponatioi^].'^ TheRsatradilkmtliatderivesy/urafianthe
honwnymicy/t4'a'^"toburn." See E^ravahera,A/ea£iaRan(Coloiiibo:Gunasena, I962> 23-25and34-3S. Also
seeSponbei^ "Meditation mFa-hstangBuddhisiiu''18 and 40. IdonotagieewithSponbeig'sviewthattheiaaermeannig
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obtained by otdinaiy practitioners, the practitioners of other cults, ^avakjs.Pratyeka Buddhas, and
Bodhisattva'
Zhiyi also gives a specific definition of the term chan as the Four Dhyanas

The Four

Dhywias arc the common foundation of dhy^ practices shared by the ^^akas, Praiyeka Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas.' This definition appears to be the m^or definition of the term chan (/p.?) in The
Stages ofMeiiitanve Perfection because most of the dhy^ practices discussed in The Stages of
Meditative Perfection are interpreted in terms of their relations with the Four Dhymis. In the
following discussion. I render the term chan in The Stages of Meditative Perfection as dhy^ with the
following exceptions.
In The Stages of Meditative Perfection, chan is occasionally used to refer to specific types of mental
cultivation that involve only concentration aspect of Buddhist meditatioa

For example, in the sixth

chapter of the text on the preparatory e.\pediencies. Zhiyi uses the word chan to denote the practice of
fixing one's attention on five parts of one's own body. This method is called Five Gates chan
(Wimen chan:
sanmei: f

wWch will lead one to the realization of Five Wheels Samadhi {Widm
—namely, the samMii of the wheel of earth, water, wind, golden sand, and

is piobab^moie an exegetical device than a historical etymology. As early as thesecond and thiidcenluiv in Giina.
thetennc-/ian(t%-^Qry/):^)wasinteipietedas9/ ^ meaning to eliminate ortoafaondoa InKangSengfuii'spie&ce

voiisFoshitoDa.-OibmShotnijing

(ttaes^.TheiVfin^dnessofResprationSiiraX'tt'ssiadlbst

c-^ means abandonment as the practice ofc/un allows oneto abandon numeiDusdefiled thoughts.'W * M&.'
"T. 55.43al6. Paiavaheia's dccussion of this meaning ofjh^ is very closelo Kang Sen^nii's mteipieladoa
He holds that "the woidy^i^ has two possible meaningson the other it means *to eloninate'the hindrances, or the lower
mental elements, which aie detrimental to h^herpiogiess. In the later use it is connected by Buddhist commentators with
the veib
to bum." SeePBta\dhaa.Buddhisti\>tee&ation.35.
'SeeT.46.477b24.
See T.46.477cl:
' See T.46.477c1-1
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diamond The Five Wheels Samadhi is also sometimes called the Five Wheels Chan(
•
In the cases where chan obviously does not refer to the Four Dhywias, I simply leave the term at chan.
To sum up. Zhiyi's useof the temi chan reflects the importance of the Four Dhywuis meditation
system in The Stages ofMeditative Perfection. The significance of the Four Dhywias is presented in
the section entitled "Distinguishing [why dhy^ should be the initial gate]"

A-2. The Uncommon Name
Zhi\i defines hohiomi as the uncommon name in the title of the text in contrast to the common
name. chan. Bohiomi is a unique meditation practice that distinguishes the Bodhisattvas' meditation
fiom other practitioners" meditation. Following TTk? Treatise on Great Wisdom. Zhiyi holds that the
meditation in the Bodhisattva's mind is called boiuomi. In this statement. Zhiyi reiterates his
emphasis on the intention and holds that what characterizes Bodhisattva's practice is not the method
of practice but the motivation and mindset when one practices meditatioa Two different types of the
mindset are raised by Zhiyi in contrast to the Bodhisattva's. The ordinary practitioners are attached
to their desire, and the adeptsof other cults are attached to their false views. The practitioners of the
Two Vehicles do not have the great compassion and up^a or expediencies. Therefore, although
they share the common foundation of the mastery of the Four Dhywias with the Bodhisattvas. they
cannot master

°SeeT.46.4921>c
'SeeT.46.4931>c.

practices such as the Nine Types of Great

Incontiast.
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the Bodhisattva and the Buddha's practice of the Four Dhywias lead to their realization of the
middle way and Buddha nature (Therefore, they are the only practitioners who can
achieve the practice of the Nine Types of Great Dhyanas and their dhy^ practices can be called
"deliverance of the limitless [beingsfXI^^®-^

A Synthetic Viewpoint
AAer distinguishing the uiKX>mnion practice of the Bodhisattva fiom the common practice of the
Four Dixymas. Zhiyi reconciles the difference by stating that these distinctions are not absolute truth.
Chan also has certain uncommon aspect and in some cases may refer to the uncommon dhyHia
practice of the Bodhisattva.'

Zhiyi also explains that the most general meaning of bolmmi in

Sanskrit is siioziio shijin (the matter that has been accomplished;

In this case, boluomi

refers to something other than uncommon dhyima practices of the Bodhisattva

B. Translation

of the TermsChan and Boluomi

In the second section of the chapter on terms, Zhiyi discusses the various Giinese translations of
chart and boluomi.

This sone oftheGiinese translations of the tarn

pitamaa.
"Such as in the caseofthe Nine TypesofGicatZyyt^f ft

See the foUowing discussion on theChinese translationsof
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B-1. Zhiyi's DiscusskMi of the Chinese Translatioiis of Omot'"
Zhivi explains his concept of
term.
chan

by pioviding various Giinese translations of this Sanskrit

Five translations aie listed and thieeofthemaie discussed. First,

is translated as

in The Treatise on Grectt Wisdom. Zhiyi interpiets it fiom the Qiinese understanding of

this term, "vm tfcnir (cultivation through reasoning and contemplation;

Second, df^wui

is translated as dingGe) in the compound"dingdu' (deliverance through concentration: /E®)Thint in the Abhidharma. dhy^ is translated as"gongde conglin" (an array or a "tbrest" of
meritorious qualities:
explain.

' There are two other translations that Zhiyi mentions but does not

One is

which means "abandoning theevil [thoughts]. Another translation

of chan is a pair of tenns. ji dqji

and zhu dazhiH{^_k.\^. fiom the Dqjijing}' This

definition of chan is clarified in chapter five.
Zhiyi interprets the first three translations of chan by correlating them to the pair ofconcepts,
(cause; l^andgr/o(eflfect; ^). The Chinese translation ofc/ww as

or

"cultivation through reasoning and contemplation" expresses the "cause" of df^wia practice as it
presents the process and nature of practice. The second Chinese translatioa ding (concentration;
ret^ to the concentrated mental state resulting fiom the dhywia practice thereby representing the giio
(1^ effect) aspect of

practice. The third Chinese translation, gorjgafezong/in (5^}^^-^)

represents the cause and e&ct of dhy^ practice. The first character, gong(J^), as in gong^ (X

'°SeeT.-46.477clM78al.
''The
that Zhivi quoted Mill be discussed in chapter four of this study.
''This translation appears in a passage decussmgthe Four
in the

See T. 13.161a.
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refers to cOwana practice, and the secotjci character, de

or "virtue." refers to the merit

obtained through one's dhyaia practice. Therefore, cause and effect aspects of one's
practice are expressed in the first part of this term. Tsonglin

literally means "small bushes and

tbresL" ••Small bushes" describes the little effort that one puts into his

practice.

In contrast

the resulting merit that one obtains fiom dhywTa practice resembles a large "forest" Therefore, as in
the case ot'gond and de. tsong aixl lin can also be correlated to the cause and efi^ of one's dhy^
practices. This is how Zhiyi differentiates these three translations fiom the perspective of cause and
effect.'^
Zhivi then synthesizes and reconciles these diflerences by saying that the first translation. si\m
xiu (can also retCT to "effect"and the second translation, ding (5^.can also reter to "cause."''

B-lTheTrambtioaoftheTenn

Zhiyi also provides three Chinese translations for the term boliiomi. In several texts, boluomi is
translated as dao bi an (Imeaning teaching the opposite shore. In The Treatise on Great
Wisdom, holmmi is translated as5/1/Jiiging(0^^M) or "the matters that are accomplished." In an
earlier te.xt. the Ridyingjing

boluomi is translated asdu wig'i

meaning "the

deliverance of the limidess [beings]."'^

Here ZhMconcboes two di&ientChuiesecharaclaswah thesame pnxiunctadoa Thg nmatiietaiion s^le is common
among Chinese Buddhists. See AnhurE. Link."Shy Daw-an*sPre&ce to the
and the Problemof
Buddhist-TaoistTemimkigy in Ear^ChoieseBvdAusaCJoumaicfiheAmeruxinOri&taiSodetyTJ(I9S7); I-I4.
"Seel.-46.477016-27.
'-SeeT.-l6.477c27-478a5.
One examples that KangSen^ui(jigff#)tiansiatBd the temi'*/7Jt9nir^ into
the
7^

The pair of concepts that Zhiyi utilizes to explain these thiee translations is shi (matter, ^
and // (principle;

Zhiyi associates the first translation ckx) bi an with the "principle" aspect of

holiiomi because the subtle wisdom that has no tbmi (mcciang miaohui;

is the principle

the Bodhisattva uses as the vehicle to transport sentient beings fiom this shore of suffering to the other
shore. The second translation, shi jhging,represents the aspect of'"matter." because the
Bodhisattva's vow is fulfilled through his endeavors to accomplish various matters. Finally, the third
translatioa chi wiij'i refers to aspects of both matter and principle.'^
Zhiyi then goes on to dismiss these differences and gives e.xamples to explain that each of these
three translations can letCT to both principle and matter.'"

ChanMuomiiDhyaujhparamtit,
It is noteworthy that Zhiyi holds that the compound term chcai boluomi refers to the ultimate
reality that he calls Buddha nature (facing

Zhiyi quotes the Parinirvam Siora in which the

term than boluomi is identified with ^angaim (shmdengyerr.

prqjna (boruo:

middle way (zongdao: 4^.and Diamond SamMiipari-nirvana ijingang sanmei tla niepcar, liM'I

See T.3.39a.
"SeeT46.478al4-26.
"SeeT.^.478a26^.
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CZhiyi's hrterprrtatkm of the Significaiice of Chan (Dhyana)
his detailed discussion of the meanings and translations of the terms chanand boluomi. in
Zhiyi's elaboration of the significance of chan. it becomes clear that in 77K Stages ofMeditative
Perfection Zhiyi defines chan as the "Four Df^wias' (sichan; 2^). Zhiyi's elaboration reflects
influence fiom The Treatise on Great Insight. Quoting The Treatise on Great Insight. Zhiyi gives
three reasons to explain his view of why the Four Dhywias should serve as the fiamework of his
meditation system. First of all. Zhiyi holds that the term chan as understood as the Four Dhywias
can include all practices, but not the term ding as dl^wia is the greatest-like the king. Chan bohiomi
includes all practices. The Four Dhywias irKlude the Eight Liberations (7
Excellences{/

the Ten Spheres of the Totalization of Objects(-f—the Four Infinite

Minds ( HM'M-ll"). the Five Supernormal Powers (Sf
Concentration

the Training Chan of the Mastery of

the Fourteen Transfonnation of Minds

n o D i s p u t e s ( t h e W i s h . W i s d o m , a n d S u p r e m e Df^dna
(

a

n

the Eight

UX the SamUhi of
^ojjgama SamOdhi.

d s o o n . T h e v a r i o u s m e r i t s o ft h e B u d d h a b y w h i c h t h e y a c c o m p l i s h e d t h e w a y .

turned the Dharmawiieel. and entered into nirvana, aie all derived fiom

By using the term

chan,all meditation practices can be included. However, the term ding (concentration) will not be as
irKlusive as chan^

"'SeeT.-46.478cl8-21
^SeeT.46.478bl0-17.

L- • apsi •

• mm •

TWs passagi is quoting the passage m The Treatise
onG/sar/m/g/tf.chaptertwenly-eightonT.25.185bl7-l8.and2l-26.

Zhiyi turther quotes The Treatise on Great Insight on the superior quality of the Four Dhyams
in terms of its balanced quality. The Four Df^wias is the most fundamental practice that should be
selected to be paiied with the tenri p^amita. because when one practices the Four Df^aias, one
acquired a mental state with balanced concentration and reflection.''

It is through the practice of

cJhywia that the ^kyamuni Buddha achieved enlightenment; therefore, dhy^ serves as the
tbundation of his various virtues." In contrast, other types of meditation such as the Access Dhy^
or Fonnless Concentration will result in mental stales of slanted emphasis on either concentration or
reflective wisdom. Theretbre. they are not so highly esteemed and are assigned a secondary role."'
Zhivi distinguishes two types of the Four Dhymis. The first set of the Four Dhymas is the
Undefiled Four Dhywuis {widoii sichan:

MISKTl?) that encompass all types ofgiian

and xing

(f f). The second set of the Four DhyoTos is the Defiled Four Dhywias {yoidou sicharn
is categorized as the Mundane Dhywm and does not irKlude the quality of other practices such as the
Four Infinite Minds."^

n. Other Terms Denoting Meditatioa Practices
Zhiyi also discusses various tenns that denote dhyaia practices such as ding

and Sanmei

(which can be found in the Chinese translation of various sOras. In his response to a

^T.46,478bl7.

" This passs^ isquotum the pass^ in TTieTfefltise en

on Dfn'^ta-pi'amad. T.25.185b18-21.
=T.-46.47^15-16.
^ SeeT. 46.478b18-20. Also the follow^section on
^SeeT.46.516cl9-20.

chapter twany-
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disciple's question of whether the tenns chan,ding, sanmeu and boluomi aie identicaL Zhiyi makes
a brief discussion of these temis. Zhiyi only answeied that although their meanings ate similar in
general, some distinctions be made among them. In fact. Zhiyi seemed to have a very flexible and
synthetic attitude towaid these tenns and sometimes uses them interchangeably. This lack of intetest
in a caieftil investigation and definition of temis other than chan and boluomi is perhaps due to Zhiyi's
awateness of the problem caused by transladoa Moie than once. Zhiyi warns his disciples that terms
were translated diSetendy in various soras and one should not attach one's view to a certain term
based on any single5/ira.^ Zhiyi holds that the various great

(good fiiends;

skilltlilly benefit the sentient beings according to conditions. Their speech has no fi.xed meaning and
interpretation.

Therefore, in various sun-as and xistras. the designations given to meditation

practices may vary. Their intention is hard to perceive and one should not incorrectly attach oneself
to the wordings of any single sOra.^

Dingi^
The only two types of practice that correspond both in name and quality to the term ding ate the
Four Formless Concentrations
Access Dhyima

and the Nine Graded Concentrations

and In-between Dhyaias

sometimes ding simply for the sake of convenierKe.

-SeeT.46.478alO-ll
^T.46.478cl3-15.
-T.46.478b29-c5.

The

are sometimes called chan and
However. Zhiyi does not think any one of
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these four types of ding practices is the ideal practice because the practice of the Four Fonnless
C o n c e n t r a t i o n s focus t o om u c ho nc o n c e n t r a t i o n
contrast, in the state of the Access

a n d l e s so n l e f l e c t i v e w i s d o m( B y

and the in-between dhymias, one has more reflective

wisdom than concentratioa Theieforc. following TTie Treatise on Greai Insight, Zhiyi compares
these dings to carts with wheels of different sizes that could not really carry things.^ This is the
reason Zhiyi contends that chan but not ding should be chosen as the word to represent all cBrywia
practices.
One of the important definitions of chan that Zhiyi adopts is zhilin (multiple dhy/aia tknors;
•'

Theretbre. Zhiyi uses this definition as criteria to determine if a certain meditation practice can

be categorized as chan. For example, because the Four Formless Concentrations do not have these
dfn wia tk:tors. they cannot be called chan but only dingP
It is clear that ding sometimes does not play as central role as chan in Zhiyi's 77ie Stages of
Meditative Perjection. The importance of the term is reflected in the occurrence of the compound
term chanding

which is used interchangeably with the term chan throughout The Stages of

Meditative Perfection. For example, in chapter six of The Stages of Meditative Perfection, the
realization of the preparatory concentration

ih) is descn"bed by Zhiyi in terms of the Five Wheels

^ This lefeR to the d/nvrostale between the Four DhvauB. See ZhKfs detailed discussion in T. -46.5l3a29-bll
'T-I6.478bl8.

"•"SeeT.46.478bl8-19."$[P|S|-^-^. glJTO® =''See T. 46.508 b17. Zh^citesthe
^^asthetexiualsuppoitoflhisdefiinioa This deftiition is given
Di Zhm's discussion of the?auiDhyaias ni the seventh chapter of 77ie5ir<^g£s cfMedbaive Pafection and is discussed in
detail in chapter four.
=T.46.520c2(>-2I.
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D h y ^(

o

f t h e w h e e l o fe a r t h , w a t e r , w i n d g o l d e n s a n d , a n d d i a m o n d . ^ ' S o m e t i m e s t h i s

Five Wheels Df^wia is also called Five Wheels Df^wia and Concentration

Sannm{SamiUhi\
In 77it? Stages of Mediiative Perj'ection samwi refers to the Three SamMiis (
SamMii with Vitctrkadivi
vijrambhita- SamMiv.
Disputes

Itf;). and the

^ the

Lion of Resolute Speed 5i3wiij7j/(S//n/iflTranscendental Samadhi
of Awakened Thought

and the SamMti of no
Zhiyi seems to

categorize these practices under the heading of sanmei simply because of the names given to these
piactices. Throughout The Stages of Meditative Perfection Zhiyi does not provide a definition of the
term sanmei. In this respect. Zhiyi does not seem to follow his teacher Huisi (^1®) who uses the
word sanmei (l3t^) as the title of the meditation text or as the name of the dhyHia practices.^
In The Stages of Meditative Perfection another us^e of the term sanmei seems to refer to one-

''SeeT.46.493b24. It is not cenainifihac isany influence from the Thetavada/b^ra method hoe. Zhm himself said
that he used these five wheels in a met^)horical sense.
"* See T. 494aland494a6.
''Paravaheta holds that the woid&imjcA/is best tendered by'concenoatkm.' This term is used in the sense ofSwimiRi^t Concentration and constitutesone ofthe Eightfold Path taught in Gautama's firstsennoa It usually le&ts to
the one-pointed concentration ofmind(affu^aeib^ari) in the l^i canon. SeeVi^tt3iam.BucMusiXfeiStati 17-20.
While N^insi^ holds that this temi sonifies both thestate of mind and the method des^ned to Diduce thatSlate; Sponbeig
holdsthatasaverbolnouaittendsmoieofientobeusedforthetesuhantstatethanfortheaaiviiyitself SeeSponbeig,
"Meditation in Fa-hsiang Buddhism." 18-19.
*" The SamMiiofeinptiness
maikless (and wishless
For adiscussion of these threeSamdcSus. see
Robinsoa Early MMnmika 60^ I. Robmson held that the Empdnesssom
lefeis to theontologicai aspect, the Wishless
lefeis to the afiectiveaspect and the maikless
tefeis tothe epistemological aspect
"Accoiding to Zh^ this e a name given to the Fast £%:»]. SeechapierS.
'^This jqwJttfttdoes not seem to have beendiscussed by Zh^ ui 7fte5ii!qgEyq^Afe3ifcato/'er;foriQ«
^ Many of Huisi'stZ'^^^texts all have theternijonmet in the t^ such as the Z^^tnc/engjonme/
(T.
46. No. 1923).
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pointed concentration of mind. This meaning of sanmeican be seen in Zhiyi's discussion of the
contemplation of impurities. He describes that one should single-mindedly contemplate (ytcin
sanmei:

the impurities and the corruption of the corpse of one's beloved."

•Although Zhiyi difieientiates chan (if?) and sanmei (36^) and regards them as two separate
categories, scoimei and chan are sometimes used interchangeably in The Stages of Meditative
Peijection. For example, in Zhiyi's discussion of each of the Five Wheels Dhywia (

the

term sanmei is sometimes used to replace the term chan. Zhiyi occasionally calls some of the Wheel
Dhywui as sanmei such as the"Sanmei of the Wheel of Wmd"(Fenglm sanmei:

and the

"Si^nw^ofthe Wheel of Diamond''Another example that
reflects the close connection between chan and sanmei is the First Dhy^, which is also called the
SamOdhi with vitarka and vic^a (Youjue yvugnan sanmei:
Zhiyi's systematic discussion of various terms denoting meditation practices in the second
chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfections includes only chan ding and sanmei. There are.
however, some other terms that Zhiyi used to refer to meditation practices that are not mentioned in
the second chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection.

In the following discussion, 1 briefly

discuss the meaning of these temis such as 2/1/ (ifc) guan (|^ and chu (ji®) in The Stages of
Meditative Perfection

*T-I6.536al7.
" See T.46.493cl5.19.24 and 25.
'=SeeT.46.508c25.
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nL 2*1(ihX Cmow flS), and CAii 0®
It is noteworthy that in the second chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection Zhiyi did not
offer any systematic treatment of the two terms zhi and guan. Instead. Zhiyi's discussion focuses on
the two terms chan and bolmmi. The terms cting atxl sanmei are also brought up briefly, contrasting
with the temi chitn This is noteworthy as Zhiyi's interest in the elaboration of terms seems to have
shifted to the compound term zhigium (it® in TTk Great Calming and Discernment.*^

The

compouixl term zhigium that Zhiyi uses in the title of his The Great Calming and Discemmeru to
represent all iHniim practices instead of the term chan used in The Stages of Meditative Perfection has
received a lot of attention fiom Japanese scholars. This change is also cited as the grourxl for some
scholars* view that Zhiyi's use of different temis to denotedhy^ practices indicates a m^or
transition of his thought^
.Although zhi and giian are not treated in a systematic manner in the chapter on the terms in The
Stages of Meditative Perfection they seem to serve as key concepts in se\'eral chapters of 77k Stages
of Meditative Perfection

The parts of The Stages ofMeditative Perfection in wiiich zhi and guan arc

discussed intensively arc Zhiyi's discussion of the Internal Expediencies: the chapter on the SL\
Wondrous Gates, and the chapteron the Tongminggtum Zhiyi's discussion of zhi and guan that I
gleaned fom these chapters may not represent asystem of thought that Zhiyi is trying to build, but at
least it show^ how these temis were used in The Stages of Meditative Perfection

It should also be

^ FcrZhiyi'ssystonadc discussion ofthemean^of-Ai andgzm see The GreatCdming and Discemmat. T. 46.21-23.
"See Introduction, note 10.
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noted that as Zhivi's concept ofzhi and gum is not the mq'or subject of this study, the following
analysis of the use of the terms zhi and guan in The Stages ofMectitative Perfection is quite
preliminary and tar tiom exhaustive. This analysis is only made in the hope that it may pave the
ground for tiiture research on the development of Zhiyi's meditation system.
In the following. 1 first analyze the connection between Zhiyi's system of "thiee zhi' {sanzhi: Ir.
Lb that appears in the chapter on internal expedienciesand the ""three guan' (sanguan:

that

appears in the '"Six Wondrous Gates" chapter. 1 then discuss the other uses of the term guan.
FinaUy. another temi. chii (®. which is essential for our understanding of Zhiyi's concept of dhywia
in The Stages of Meditative Perfection is discussed briefly.

A. TheThree Z&i(Hlfc) and Three Guan (3K)
The term zhi (ili). literally meaning "to stop." is used most extensively in the section on ""Internal
Expediencies" (Seifimgbian.

in the sixth chapter o(The Stages of Meditative Perfection.

It indicates the concentration practice that serves as the essential pieparadon for mote advanced
dhy^ practices.^' Theiefote. zhi in general refers to the concentration practiced a^ the completion
of the twenty-five extemal e.xpedient means and before one attains the First Dhywias.
Zhiyi talks about three IdtKlsof

as the internal expediencies that can calm the practitioners'

scattering thoughts. These three types oizhi are zhi by fixing attention on one object {xiyuan zht
^Lh).

by restraining the mirxi (zhixin zhi: rUt Uih). arid zhi by apprehending reali^ {tidien zhi;
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ih). "Zhi by fixing attention on an object" refers to the practiceof fixing the mind on one of
the five spots that Zhiyi piescnbes such as the tip of one*s nose or on one's navel so that the mind does
not wonder elsewhere. This type of concentration practice is called the Five Gates Dhy^ (Wumen
charr.

in The Stages of Meditative Perfection.^ "Zhi by restraining the mind" is the practice

of subduing any thoughts fiom arising whenever coarse apprehension (yitarka) or fine analysis(vic^a)
arises in one's mind. "Zhi by apprehending reality" is the realization of the emptiness of all
phenomena, thereby stopping one's illusory thoughts. These three zhi serve as preparations for later
dhyma practices. The mental states resulted fiom these practices ate relatively less refined than the
Four Dhymjs.as the highest achievement of these zhi only reaches the Access Dhy^f
.Although the first two zhi only refer to the practice of concentration, the third zhi is obtained
through one's insight or discernment of the Reality.* The distinctive nature of the third zhi is best
seen in Zhiyi's classification that the first two zhi refer to 'the practice of matter"{shixiu:
the third r///should be categorized as ""the practice of principle"

and

Therefore, the

meaning of zhi in The Stages of Meditative Perfection seems to have a broader meaning than the
Sanskrit term samatha as the "zhi by apprehending Reali^.' means the type of concentration achieved
through "seeing through"or "discerning" the principle of reality. Therefore, it is not appropriate to
regard Zhiyi's zhi as the Chinese translation of samatha or to tender it as the English word

^ See the second poit of the sbdh chs^Xer of The Stages cfMeditative Perfection. T. 46.491-508.
*Seechapcer3.
^ See thedKciple'snocepioceeding thesection on the iiflemai expediencies. This note show that Zhiyi's discq)lesshaned his
m e t h o d o f l e f a r i n g t o t h e f i a m e w o i k o ft h e F o u r
i nt h ei m a t m a a u o no f p r a c t i c e s .
T.46.492cl6-t93bI9.
''SeeT.46.498c-500al6.
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"concentration" and I will simply leave it at dn.
It is notewotthy that the SL\ Wondrous Gates seem to have played a veiy important role in
Zhiyi's tbmiation of this scheme. A close examination of the content of the thnse zhi in The Stages
of Meditative Perfection shows aclose relationship with the Six Wondrous Gates. The first two
methods of the Six Wondrous Gates (—counting(sfnn

and toQowing (siu: ^ falls into

the category- of the first type of zhi. The practices of these two methods all entail fixing one's
attention on the tip of one's nose and on one's breath. The method of counting or following the
breath is utilized to help one to concentrate. The third method of the SLx Wondrous Gates resembles
the second zhi. in which all thoughts ate restrained.^ The last three methods of the SLx Wondrous
Gates, namely contemplating, reflecting, and purifying one's thoughts &11 into the category of the third
zhi in wWch reflection of the true nature of reality is stressed.

The Bodhisattva's Practice of the Three (ruoit
The task of explaining the meaning of the term guan in Zhiyi's TTk? Stages of Meditative
Perfection will be reserved for the discussion of other uses ofguan in this text in the next section and
the systematic discussion ofTongmingguan in chapter five of this study. In this section. 1 simply
leave the lemi giian as it is. because the ftxrus is on Zhiyi's discussion of the three guan pertbrmed by
the Bodhisattva.

In Zhiyi's discussionofthe Six Wondrous Gales, he clearty identifies the concentration by Rstramig the mind as the thnd
method.JiL of the SLx Wondrous Gates; "If
L-lfctfe' "See T. 46,524c8^.

Among all of the occunences of the term gium in The Stages of Meditative Perfection, the
most important one is probably the correlation of the SL\ Wondrous Gates and the Bodhisattva's
Threetbld gium of emptiness, existence, and middle. In The Stages ofMeditative Perfection, the
only lethence to the Three Gum appears in Zhiyi's interpretation of the Six Wondrous Gates. Zhiyi
conelates the last three methods of the SLx Wondrous Gates, the contemplation (guan. reflection
(hum-. j§). and purification {jing: ?^) with the threetbld gium of emptiness, existence, and middle.
Zhi>i's conelation of the three methods of the SLx Wondrous Gates and the three gium is presented in
chart 2-1.
Bodhisattva*s threetbld gium.as shown on the right column of chart 2-1. is to play an important
role of Tiantai meditation sv-stem. In The Stages of Meditative Perfection, however, these three gium
ate not mentioned in connection with the three r/i/ discussed previously. The combination of these
two sets of practice known as the three dii and three gium seems to be a later development In
chapter six of the Xiao Zhigium /]

the three zhi are discussed and are given somewtiat diflferent

names fiom the three zhi described in The Stages of Meditative Perfections^

In the tenth chapter of

the Xiao Zhigium the three zhi ate further developed into a sv stem in association with the three gium
of emptiness (towg.

provision (/ia; j©, and middle (r/wng; 4^)- To sum up. although the

thieefbld scheme ofzhi and gium is not fitUy developed in The Stages of Meditative Perfection, the
three ~/z/ and the three ^um already exist as individual systems in this text

''T.46.p467a. The names given to the ihieeconcenliations in the.VuoZluguanae theJuoffbdngaiention on an object
1H theconcennation of lestrainmg the mind (:Jwcmdii
and the concentration of
appiehension of reaii^ (tthenzhi gStfh.

(suiyuanshou/'ingzfu
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Chart 2-1:The Three Gum of the Bodhisattva
The Three Samadhis''
The last three
methods of the Six
Wondrous Gates

m
guan
(Contemplation)

TheSamiii'j/of
Emptiness

Zhiyi's elaboration
of the three

Zhiyi's elaboration of
the Bodhisattva's
practice of the Three
giuof*

The guan
ofthe emptiness of
sentient beings

The Bodhisattva's guan
ofthe realization of the
emptiness fiom the
conventional

•UZI

wm^m.

hutm
(Reflection)

The Sam JIM of
Formlessness

J'"g
(Purification)

.W 31^
The SamUhi of
Actionlessness

The gwcw ofthe
emptiness ofthe
essence of dharma

The Bodhisattva's
of the realization of the
conventional fiom
emptiness

The gMcm ofthe
nondualityof
emptiness and
existence

The Bodhisattva's guan
ofemptinessandthe
conventional

B. Other Uses of the Term (/uoif
Among all of thedhy^ practices discussed in The Stages of Meditative Perfection, the only
dhv'ima practice that is named gzitin is the Tongming guan(the contemplation [leading to six]
supernatural power and [three] insights;

'-SeeT.-16.525b7-9.

'""5661.-16.5231)5-7.
"See T.-46.525b12-14.

Thisisanpeof^4'"''^^s»i/n"toachievethe
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Four Dln wujs with an emphasis on leflectioa The actual meaning of guan will become clear in
chapter five of this study in which I analyse Zhiyi's interpietationof the Tongmingguan. Heie. I
briefly outline some of Zhiyi's general discussion and specific uses of the temi guan in The Stages of
Meditative Perfection. In the chapter on the Six Wondious Gates. Zhiyi discusses g^um in a
systematic manner.

His threefold categorization of guan seems to apply not only to the Tongming

guan practice but to other practices such as the Six Wondrous Gates and the Sixteen Extraotdinary and
Superior Methods as well.
In the Six Wondrous Gates chapter. Zhiyi's discussion of the method guan of the Six Wondrous
Gates comprises a system of threefold ^lan. These three types of guan are huixingguan (The
contemplation of reflective wisdom;

dejie guan (The contemplation of obtaining realization;

and shigium (The discernment [of things or bocfy] as they truly are;

Shiguan (];\f

denotes the clarity that one achieves through meditation, which allowsone to see the actual state of
existence of one's physical body. skin, bones, internal organs,and mental state that is constantly
changing.^ In Zhiyi's view, all application of Buddhist teaching must be based on this actual
observation of one's own physical and mental state. Therefore, wtien one realizes that one's body
and mind are impute, impermanent and lack ofself entity based oneone's vision of the actual state of
one's existence, one is pertbnning the contemplation of reflective wisdom based on discernment of
i!sa^\\(shihitixingguan

"SeeT.46.524cl7-l9.
^ This will be detailed in chapter five.
'^SeeT.46.524c2l-25. Zhiyi's intetpieiationofd^is^uanC^i^^jg) seems to be leiated to his discussion of the Nme
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Zhiyi holds that the SL\ Wondrous Gates, the Sixteen Extraoidinaiy and Superior Methods,
and the Tongminggium aie ail achieved through one's close observation and discernment ofone's
body and mind. Then, on the base of the discemmenL one can exercise the contemplation of
reflective wisdom to realize the [Buddhist] principles.®
There is another passage in which Zhiyi also tries to categorize guan. Howler, this category
seems to be based on the content ofone's guan, but not the natuie of the guan practice performed. In
Zhiyi's discussion of cixin guan(L<^. or the "contemplation of kindness." in the "Four Infinite
Minds" chapter. Zhiyi distinguishes two types of mental images that occur when one practices the
Four Infinite Minds. Zhiyi holds that in one's contempladons of sentient beings gaining happiness,
one can gain an actual vision of such reality derived through one's supernormal power. But if one
visualizes such mental images by exercising the powCT of concentrafion. what one sees is not a vision
of reality but merely one's own visualizatioa Therefore, guan can be translated either as "vision" (in
the case if it is obtained through supernormal power) or as"visualizadoru"
Other uses of the term guan in The Stages ofMeditarive Perfection arc listed in the following.
1. In the threefold classification of the dhywia practices discussed in the third chapter ofThe
Stages of Meditative Perfection.Zhiyi talks about contemplation of impurities {big'ing
giuavnen:^:^^^ as a type of meditation that uses form (Rifxi) as the subject of
meditation. In this case, guan irxlicates visualization of the impurities.^ Inthesame

Considerations (A.®and the
LiberatiGns (J
• -h/-^ • mm'
''T.46.475al8.

See T.46.525c25-26.
- •* T.46.52419-21.
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classification scheme, another category of meditation practice which is tegatded as the
highest form of meditation is the contemplation of the natine of the mind (guanyu xinxing; ®
5^' L"In this type of practice, gum seems to imply the practice of comprehension or
reflection on the nature ofthe mind. Therefore, the temi guan has diflferent meanings in
various categories that belong to one classification scheme."'
2. .Another classification scheme fourxl in the third chapter of TTie Stages of Meditative
Perfection is the fivetbld scheme of Purification (y^). Contemplation (|^. Training (|^.
Discipline (,^).and Cultivation

that Zhivi uses to classify Supramundane Dhywias. In

The Stages of Meditative Perfection, guan chan

refers to the first six supramundane

practices such as the Nine Considerations, the Eight Mindfulnesses, the Ten Thoughts, the
Eight Liberations, the Eight Excellences, and the Ten Totalizations of Objects.^ According
to the content of practice, in the Eight Mindfulness and the Ten Thoughts, guan seems to
mean "contemplation." In the other four practices, guan irxlicates '"visualization."
3. Zhivi mentions the sixteen practices and contemplations (shiliuxingguan,

of the

^Jvakas.'" This ref^ to the contemplation of the four noble tmths in sixteen aspects.*^
4. Zhiyi uses the compound term jueguan

to refer to negative notionsand conceptions as

'"T46.475aI9.-tiSL'rtmi::£ ="
This classilication system will be c&cussed in chapter thee.
'^SeeT.-46.480bl3-il.
•^7.46.480c12-13.
isaQuiiesetransiaoonofiheSanskrittBrni"io(iifflfcri" It is also translated as
Paul Swanson translated it as "Sixteen medhations on the Fcxr Noble Trnths." ThistenntefeRtotheconteniplaticnofeach
ofthe Four Noble Tixith in four fbnns or aspects. Also see Zuochansamieijing
Zhen^a nienchuJing
scroll 34. and Dapi^Tucs/iaAffj
scroll 79,.-iMftJiarmtabizT.29,122cand 7as/ier^>'c/iar^T.44.790a.
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a type ofbadcapaddes that is iniinical to
compound termjiieguan

practices.^ In some cases, however, the

tefeis to vitarki and vicara. For example, one of the

appellation of the First Dhyw^ is the samadhi with vitarka and vicira
5. Zhivi also talks aboutbashengzhonggium

eight kinds of contemplatioa that

lead to sainthood) as a part of the practice of the Four Formless Concentrations. This set of
practice refer to a type of intensive thinking of certain concepts. For example.The first four
contemplations ate shigiuoicaHed contemplation of phenomena;

such as

contemplation of the emptiness of conditions and of the five skhandas as illness, tumor, and
thoms. The other four contemplations ate//gMon (contemplation of principle: .BgH^suchas
contemplation on cAiAAfei anicca dDdan^num^
To sum up. in Zhiyi's discussion of the three typesof Either Mundane or Supramundane
Dfn wias. the most fimdamental aspect of guan is shi guan

which involves discernment of

one's physical and mental state. Reflective contemplation of BucUhist Truth has to be applied on the
base of this discernment

Except for the two meanings of "discemmenf"and ""leflective

contemplatioa" which present the nature ofguan practice, in terms of the content that one perceives in
the guan state, guan means "vision" as in the case of performing Cixin guan

with

supernormal power or •"visualization" as in the practice of cixin guanor ijigingguan
Finally, guan is ofien used as the translation of technical terms lefening to setsof meditation practices

SeeZhivi'sdiscussionofthemanifestationofbadcapacities. T.'16.50lblI-25.

»SeeT^.i22a22-24:-|^^ • §• ® > fr • M

• $08 • $nff •

^ ^

m • [fn
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such as the GiumChan (^ip) or jiieguan

C. Otu (Sensatioii; f|^
The Chinese character cki

literally means "to contact" or "no touch.." This Chinese

character translates at least two Sanskrit words, spar^ (Pali: phassa)and sprasfavya (Pali:
phoithabba). The Sanskrit word spar^ means touching, sense of touch, contact, or the quality of
tangibility."

Spanii also tet^ to one of the twelve limbs of conditioned arising or the twelve

nidwias( [• 4^1^). It stands as the sixth limb ofthe twelve chain reaction and ret^ to the process
of contact with e.\temal objects with one's six senses. In Monier-William's entry of spar^ there is a
compound .s7x<r.«-gr//i:/. which seems to be a possiT)le Sanskrit origin of the term

in

Zhiyi's The Siages of Meditative Perfection
The second Sanskrit wx)td translated into the Chinese character ^ is jp-a^iaunawiiich means
"to be touched or handled, touch or feeling."** In The Treatise on Great Wisdom sprastavya ret^ to
the desire tor the sense of touch, which is oneof the five desires to be chastised before the practice of
meditation.'^

In the tbllowing I translate the Chinese characterchu as"sensation" unless otherwise

indicated.
Regardless of theconventional Chinese translation, in The Stages of Meditative Perfection,
according to the content of Zhiyi's interpretation and description of chu (^. Zhiyi uses the term chu

See Sir Monier Monier-Williams' A Sanskrit-Engfish Dicnanan'(Oxfixd: Oxfixd Universi^ Press. 1988X 1269.
Monier-Williams" .•< Sanskrit-Engfish Dictionary, 1269.
'^SeeT.25.182b-183c.

as a Chinese lendidon of the physical and visionary side^ffects that aie called pii in Pali canon
and Theravada commentaries.^

This is discussed in greater detail in chapter four.

The lack of leseaich in early Chinese Buddhist meditative texts led some to assume, inconectly.
that Zhiyi's discussion of the physical leaction triggeied by meditation is somewhat lelated to or
inlluenced by Daoist meditatioa

One such example can be found in Charles Luk's The Secret of

C'hirtese Meditation. In a chapter entitled "Daoist Meditation." Luk describes his own sensational
experience happened during meditatioa Zhiyi's discussion ofsensation is drawn upon as one
leterence in Luk's discussion of this type of "Daoist meditatioa" The implication is that the physical
aspect of meditation is somewtiat connected with Daoist meditatioa ' .As discussed in chapter 4 of
this disseitatioa the souices of Zhiyi's discussion of these sensations aie the dhywia sutras. translated
by Buddhabhadra and the Chinese translation of Abhidhaima.

^S«LS. Cousins. "Buddhist.^KffKL7/s.Vi3furir
(/&//g/o«r3 [Auturnn] 1973X
120-121
]ni\e YinshtiJingM/a
a modem cotiimaitarv ofTitm'sXiaozfttgucm. theauthor Jiang Weiqm
also reports hB own experience ofthese sensations. Luk tiansiaoes Jiang's experience into English. Seechap(er6of
Luk's The Seavts cf Chinese MecBumon.
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CHAPTER THREE
An Analysis of the General Structure and the Textual Sources of the
Bodhisattva Dhyima-pmumta^tti in The Stages ofMedkative Perfection

The purpose of this chapter is to depict the general stnictute of the path that the Bodhisattva take
to attain DhyioTa-pitamita in Zhiyi's The Stages of Meditative Perfection. This goal is achieved
thiDugh two tasks.

First a textual comparison between the general structure of The Treatise on Great

Insight and TJk Stages of Meditative Perfection shows the influence oiThe Treatise on Great Insight
on the general structure of the Bodhisattva's path of df^wia practice in The Stages of Meditative
Peijection Second, an analysis of the theoretical aspect of Zhiyi's Bodhisattva's Dhymi-p^conitJ
provides several different facets that Zhiyi adopts to depia the Bodhisattva's path ofdhy^ practice.
This textual analysis also underscores the actual lole of 77ie Treatise on Great Insight in The Stages of
Meditative Perfection and shows how Zhiyi fills in some gaps left in The Treatise on Great Insight by
drawing upon the dhy^ practice system of the Dqji jing.
To intioduce The Stages ofMeditative Perfection I first provide an outline of the content of The
Stages of Meditative Perfection This brief survey of the content of The Stages ofMeditative
Perfection shows that the general structure of 77ie Stages of Meditative Perfection reflects the
influence of the Dh'^-paramita chapter in The Treatise on Great Insight. Therefore, a tough
comparison between the structure of 77>e Stages of Meditative Perfection and the"E^am-paramita
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chapter * in The Treatise on Great Insight is made to detemiine a general leladonship between these
twotexL
To ftuther clarify the role of The Treatise on Great Insight in The Siages of Meditative Perfection
and to invesdpte how Zhiyi constructs the Bodhisattva Df^aia-p^amita path, I provide a detailed
analysis of the first five chapters of The Siages ofMeditative Perfection

These five chapters ate

Zhi\i*s theoiBtical systemization of his interpretation of various dhy^ practices in the sixth and
seventh chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection. They represent Zhiyi's interpretation of the
essence of the dhywia-paramita fiom five diffeient perspectives, each perspective linked to one of the
classification systems that Zhiyi constructed himself or drew fiom various Buddhist texts. A detailed
analysis of the first five chapters of The Stages ofMeditative Perfection not only shows the role of
each system in Zhiyi's grand dhy^ system but also reflects how Zhiyi synthesizes these systems to
form the dhwia-piff-amita path of the Bodhisattva.

I. A Comparison betwtgnAeGvnmlStntetunoflTteSti^qfMef&ativePeifet^on

wadtbe^^Dl^auhpavmka^ Giapterin ne Treatise on Great In^ht
The title of The Stages of Meditative Perfection indicates that this text is an explication of chan
bohiomi (Dhy^-p^amiti). The first five chapters of The Stages of Meditative Perfection deal
with the theoretical side of the Dhyaui-p^amitaby discussing five difbsnt aspects of Df^^p^amiti

In these five chapters. Zhiyi lays out his own view of the essenceoldhyma-pvamita and

the relationship between various dhy^ practices. The sixth and the seventh chapter of 77ie Stages
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of Meditative Perfection are Zhiyi's systemization of the actual practice of each individual dhy^
method to achieve the Dhy^-p^amita. The detailed discussion of dhymj practices in thesixth
and seventh chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection constitutes the bulk-about nine-tenths-of
the text Theretbie, TJw Stages of Meditative Perfection should be seen as a manual of practice with
some general guidelines to prepare the practitioneis for a proper mindset for practice and a map that
provides the overview of how different paths intersect with each other.

A. An Outline of the Content of

Sitoigia

Per/htiEiff

Zhiyi discusses the theoietical aspect of the Dhymj-pa^amita fiom the following five
perspectives. The firet chapter of 77k Stages of Meditative Perfection entitled "The General Intent
of Piacdcing Chan hoiuonu"

is Zhiyi's view of the essence of the Dlnana-

paramiti Zhiyi holds that the essence of DhyMi-p^amita is thecorrect intention to practice
dhxwTa. The second chapter of 77K Stages of Meditative Perfection is Zhiyi's interpretation of the
temis ctum and hohiomi that [ examined in chapter 2.

In the thiid chapter of 77k Stages of

Meditative Perfection, entitled "Illuminating the Gates of Chan boluomf

Zhiyi

provides his classification of dt^wui practices that reflects influence fiom the Dqjijing
the northern

and

practices. In the fourth chapter, entitled "Distinguishing the Sequence of C/kz^

hohiomi'(thesequence ofChan boluomi practice is discussed. This chapter
serves as the map that describes the sequential stnicture by which the various
airanged to fomi a path that is in turn detailed in the seventh chapter of

practices are

Stag^ of Meditative
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Perfection

In the fifth chapter, entitled "Distinguishing the Methods and Minds of Chan

holnomf

llO. Zhiyi defines the natine of the fourfold classification scheme that

includes Mundane Dhy^. Either Mundane or Suptamundane Dhy^.Supramundane Dhy^.and
Neither Mundane nor Suptamundane Dhy^ as four diffetent combinations of the practitioneis'
intention and method of practice.
The sixth and the seventh chapterof The Stages ofXfeditative Perfection is Zhiyi's interpretation
ofeach individual

practice. The sixth chapter is divided into two parts. The first part of the

sixth chapter, entitled "External Expediencies" {waifanghiem

includes the preparation of

the living conditions and physical conditions that are most conducive to one's long-term dhyana
practice. The second part of the sixth chapter, entitled "Internal Expediencies" (neifangbierr, [%/j
iM). discusses the practice of concentration (z/;/; ih) as a preparation tor one'sdhy^ practice.'
The seventh chapter is divided into four parts: the Mundane Dhywui. Either Mundane or
Supramundane Dhyima, Supramundane Dhywia. Neither Mundane nor Supramundane Dhyaia. In
the fifth chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection, there is a passage lelating this fourfold
division with the four siddhwiias

This correlation provides the rationale of Zhiyi's

classification of dhywia practices into these four categories.

The sixth chapter has been studied by Japanesescholar mainly isecause of the relation between the content of this chapter

v,^^Q(^Greca Calming and DiscemmenmitHtXiaodugfun Ando also holds that the "intemal expediencies"in
The Stagesof.VfecStative Perfection servesas theaichetype ofthe ten modes ofcontemplatian and ten objectsof
contemplation developed m The GreatCalm^andDis(xrnmeni,seeAn3o, Tendaigahi. 288-2S9.
'SeeT.46.482c7-l3. Four^AaU^^Ma^ aiefixir modes wheieby the Buktia preached the or^tnally inexpressible diarma to
all sentient beings. The Four^Mftiihbs can also be undeistood as fou* pointsofviewfiom which one peiceives reality.
Foradccussionofthe four
in relation to the Two Tiuths n The Treatise onGreatfnsigft,seeSwaisan.
Foundations. 23-30.
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The first category of dhy^ practice, entitled "Mundane Dhy^" (Fijian chanr,
corresponds to the Woridiy SiddhMa or laJdka siddhMa (shijie xitan:
which accords to the conventional understaixling of the worid.

or the preaching

Theretbre. three types of dhywm

practices, which cover all available practices in the three Spheres of Desire. Form, and Formlessness,
ate discussed in this chapter. These three practices are: the Four Dhywias
Minds (b)- and the Four Fonnless Concentrations

the Four Infinite
In the Indian yoga

tradition, the Four Dhywias and the Four Formless Concentrations constitute the liamework of
Jfn wia practices that is closely connected to Indian cosmology.^ Zhiyi follows the order given in
The Treatise on Great Insight, however, and places the practice of the Four Infinite Minds between the
practice of the Four Dhyw^ and the Four Fonnless Concentrations. The significance of this order
is discussed in the third section of thischapter.
The second category of dhy^ practice, entided "Either Mundane or Supramundane Dhywui"
(}/ shijianyi chushijian chan:

is an elaboration of dhyma fiom the perspective

of the siddhwita for each individual {gege weiren xitan:

priipanrusika siddhma) or

preaching according to theabilities and levels of understanding of the people listening. In this section.
Zhiyi discusses three types of dl^wvi practices designed for individual practitioners with varying
(acuities and propensities in terms of their relative preference for concentration practice or analytical
reflection. The Six Wondrous Gates (/«/ miaomen

is a set of methods suitable for

' See Winston King, Theraviida Mediation. The BudUst Tran^brmation cffogaQi>Mi Modlal Banaisidass. 1992). See
also HenrichDunKiulin2biAi<]l^i^;.-(Msrcify./n&i^C^ (New Yoric MacmiUan. I988X 13-26.
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ptacddoneis wk) have strong leflective wisdom but ate weak in concentration. The Sixteen
Extraoidinary and Superior Methods

aie means tor practitioners with the tendency to

tbcus on concentration rather than reflection. The Tongmingguan

or the Contemplation

Leading to Supernatural Powers and Insights, is a practice that is suitable for the practitioner who has a
piedisposition to balance concentration and reflection.^
The thiid category of cSwwia that Zhiyi calls Supramundane D/iy^ {chu shijkm cham uBtMfEiI
ip^ corresponds to the Special Application Siddh^a (duthixitam 1=1;

pr^p^ka

sidcOiwiia). In this section Zhiyi discusses nine types of Jhyana practices that aie designed to
counteract one's apperception of phenomena and the desiie caused by one's illusion. These nine
practices are; Nine Considerations (/7M xiang; /LHO. Eight Recollections
Considerations (5/j/.x7awg: Hll). Eight Liberations (^Aeis/je;
shengclnr. /

Ten Spheres of Totalization of Objects (shi yiqie chu:

Concentration (jiu cidi ding,

/V;a;).Ten
Eight Excellences (Aa
Nine Staged

Lion of Resolute Speed SamMii (shtiJervcun sanmer. Brfi

and Transcendental Samda?H(c/iflovMesawne/;
The last category of dt^'ima practice, entitled Neither Mundane nor Supramundane
shijicmJei chiishijim chan:

(Fei

corresponds to the siddhma of supreme truth

{diyiyi xitcar. ^p^ammftika siddhma) or preaching of reality as understood by the
Buddha himself

The Neither Mundane nor Supramundane Df^>^ refers to the nine types of the

'SeeT.46.524a2W)7.
' Zhhi does not follow theodergiven to these (Zfm^practices n TheTreatiseonCreailrBigft. Although The Treatise on
Great Insi^ is follow^ the oldergiven to these practices in the Paitavini&iti-siiasrikiircgn^vamit&siira.Zhiyi
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Bodhisattva's Great Dhywias

The nine types of the Bodhisattva's Great Dhy^ or

the U ncommon Practice of the Bodhisattva

are listed but not discussed in The Stages of

Meditative Perfection.
The preceding review of the content of each chapter of The Stages ofKkcHtative Perfection
provides the most general sketch of The Stages ofMeditative Perfection. This brief overview also
identifies the most general category that Zhiyi uses in his oiganizadon of various dhy^ practices in
the seventh chapter of Tfu:Stages of Meditative Perfection.

In the following, I further investigate

The Stages of Meditative Perfection's textual sources by comparing The Stages of Meditative
Perfection with some of the texts that appear to be influential in Zhiyi's making of The Stages of
Meditative Perfection.

B. A CiHnparison between die Genenri SbiKture of

Seagis

Per/ixtitw and the

^DhymaitaranataC\iiaig^«ir in The Tnatiseon GreaiInsula
Scholars have long recognized the close relationship between The Treatise on Great Insight aixl
The Stages of Meditative Perfection. Many scholars hold that Zhiyi relies entirely on The Treatise on
Great Insight in his 77k Stages of Meditative Perfection especiaUy the part on Mundane Dhy^ and
Supramundane

This statement ovetgeneralizes the complexity oCUie Stages of Meditative

Perf ection The actual relationship between these two texts requires a comprehensive atxldetailed

leairanges them to better reflect the actual pioceduie when one engages in the practice of these
° See Sato TetsueL TenObrZXjK/uno
(Kyoto: HyakksKa 196U 115-116.

methods.
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comparison betwieen The Treatise on Great Insight and The Stages of MecMtative Perfection that is
beyond the scope of this current study.

In the following I only compare the outline of Zhiyi's The

Stages of Meditative Perfection and the Dhy^-pw-amita chapter of The Treatise on Great Insight.
The title of the Shi chan bohtomi tsidifamen already suggests a close relationship with the Df^^p^amita chapter of The Treatise on Great Insight. The following comparison between the general
stnjcture of these two texts further demonstrates that the Df^wia-pw-amita chapter provides a general
structure for Zhivi's exposition of the Dhywia-p^amiti The relationship betwmi the Dhymipw-amita chapter and The Stages of Meditative Perfection is presented in chart 3-1. The left column
is an outline of the Df^wm-p^amita chapter in The Treatise on Great Insight. The relevant sections
in The Stages of.Vfedilative Perfection where Zhiyi elaborates the ideas brought up in 77ie Treatise on
Great Insight are listed in the right column.

Chart M.The RelatMHiship between the

Chapter in The Treatise on Great

Z/tsif^A/and The Stages of MetStative Perfection

Topic and Content the Dhyauhparanata Chapter

Relevant part in the

in The Treatise on Great

The Stages df Perfection of

25,180b-190af

MetStation *

1. The question of why the Bodhisattvasecludes himself

Chapter 1

'The division of the
JchafXerheips to iUustraie its tebtionship wnh The Stages cfMaStative Perfection.
Although I teiy heaviK on Lamooe's divisionof thischapter in his Thure this division is diffiioit fiom Lamode'sas i do not
a^v^someofLamotte'sdh^eioa See especially pan IQ of division.
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to practice meditation in the mountains, and thtee answers to

(The Great Intent of Practicing

thisquestioa

Chan boluomi)

IT.25.180bl7-I81all]

n. The question of which iqjifya a Bodhisattva use to
acquire Dfn wTa-p^amit^ and discussion of

The external preparatory
expediencies in chapter six.

chastening the five desires, renouncing the five obstacles,
and pertbmiing the five matters
[T.25.18lall-I85bl3]

III. The question of why only

is a type of

Qiapter2

pitamitahyo.other concentrations (sam^xinis)eae

(Explaining the

notp^amita

Names of Chan boluomi)

[T25.I85bl3-b27]

IV. The

leading to the Four Dhymas and the Four

sam^xittis
A. Preparation of the First Dhy^

expediencies in chapter six

[Tl85c27-186al]

B. The First Dlwana to the Fourth Dhy^

C.The Four Formless Sam^xmis

" For Taishdpa^ number of each

Chapter 7-1-1
(FourD/ry^ws)

[T. 186al-l86b22]

(T25.186b23-I86c26]

The internal preparatory

Qiapter 7-1-3
(Four Formless Sam^xati)

The Stages cfMet&ative Pafection, see Afipendix A.
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GiapierS

V. Questions related to
A. Defiled (S^ava) Dhy^ and Undefiled

(E)istinguishing Various Methods

(anHsrava) Dhy^

and Minds of Chan bolmmi)and

[T.25.186c26-187a23]

Chapter 7-2-3 Tongming gnan

mm
B. Two kinds of cultivation (bhavana)
IT.25.187a23-261

C. Twenty-three characteristics {nimitta)
of dhx'ma and sam^xitti
[T.25.187a26-b21

D. Cause and Condition of Concentration
[T.25.187b2-bl9]

E.Thepert^onof£%'^(|^Lf)

Chapter 7-3

[T.25.187bl9-b271

F. The summit of dhyana (dhymi prmakofika, 1^1)

Chapter 7-3

[T.25.187b27-cl]

I. Prandhijn^ {yiuorhi:
the tour prcaisamnd (sibiam
the samikM of no disputes
[T.25.187cl-c6]

wisdom lesulting fiom the vow),
the four eloquences),
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2. Other modes of the acquisition of dhyana
|T.25.187c7-cI81

VI. On Dhyana-paramita

Giapter I

U- 187cl8-190a6]

(The great intent of
practicing chan bolmmi)

Chart 3-1 demonstrates the influence of the Dl^wia-p^amita chapter on the overall structure of
The Stages of Meditative Perfection. In the chart 3-1, we can see that the first, second, fourth, and
filth chapters are Zhiyi's elaboration of topicsconcerning Dhyma-p^amitJ that aie brought up in ZTu?
Treatise on Great Insight. In Zhiyi*s discussion of the actual

practice of the Four Dhymjs.

Four Formless Concentrations, and the Tongming guan. Tfw Treatise on Great Insight plays a very
important role.
1 now focus on the analysis of how The Treatise on Great Insight is used in each of the first five
chapters of The Stages of .Meditative Perfection.

n. An Analysisof the Theoretical Aspect of
in the first Five Chapten of

Stoigies

The Stages of Meditative Perfection like Zhiyi's other works, isa highly structured texL Zhiyi
sets forth various classification schemes to descnlK the difl&tent dimensions of the successive
vc^vi^ovisv^ism(3isa3SSBdi'va.TheSta^ ofMec&ative Perfection. The different aspects of
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Dhyana-pitamita classified by Zhiyi include the intention of the practitioner, the names of
Dhywia-pw-amiia. the diffeient dhywia methods in terms of the object of concentration or
contemplation, the sequence of dhy^ practice, and the combination of the method of practice with
the intention of the practitioner. Zhiyi is an ingenious systemadzer as well as a gieat exegete of the
doctrine and practice of his time. He constructs the grand dhywia system in The Stages of Meditative
Perfection by a caietul selection and synthesis of the many systems that he draws fiom various
Buddhist texts. These systems aieananged in a way that piesents the stnictuie of the path of the
Bodhisattva Jhywui practice. In other words, the overall structure of The Stages of Meditative
Perfection is designed to stimulate the Bodhisattva's proper motivation and help the Bodhisattva walk
through the path of dhy^ practice.
The metaphor of a diamond can be used to describe the relationship between the grand dhy^
sy stem, the live chapters in which various classification schemes ate utilized to construct the
theorization of the Dhyidiarpiramita practice, and the actual dhy^ practice of Dhy aia-pitamita.
If we take the grand dhy^ system in The Stages of Meditative Perfection as the whole diamond.
then the classification schemes can be compared to the various sides of the surface of the diamond.
The difierent sides on the surtke of the diamond that ate carved and chiseled caretlilly by the
experienced master allow us to look into the center of the diamond fiom difierent angles. The
substarKe of the diamond reflects the actual dt^ibia practice because the theoretical aspects of

Dlnwm-pi'amita oiThe Stages of Meditative Perfection is Zhiyi's synthetic interpretation of
Dhywia-pitamitahseBi.on his discussion of each dt^aia practice in the seventh chapter of The
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Slages of Meditative Peijection.
In the actual practice of doctrinal synthesis, however, tensions may exist due to the
contradictions or discrepancies among various systems. The seams of welding various systems can
be detected as not all sv'stems can fit perfectly with other systems. Zhiyi's attempt to resolve these
tensions may be mote easily spotted in his interptetation of each dhywui practice, but some traces of
the way Zhiyi reconciles the differences between various text can readily be detected in his theoretical
discussion of the Dhy^-pA-cmita.
I now discuss the relationship between each of the first five chapters of The Stages of Meditative
Perfection and the Dhy^-paramita chapter. This textual comparison serves two purposes: (1) to
sketch the different perspectives or approaches Zhiyi adopted to mark the path of Bodhisattva dhyAm
practice and (2) to demonstrate the role of the Df^ima-p^amita chapter in the constr\iction of the
Dhy^-p^amita path.

The Relationship between Zhm's Exposition of the Great Intent of Practicing
and thelMryawfiJnmiri'Chapter
The first chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection entitled "tjteat Intent of Practicing
Chan boliiomi"

is Zhiyi's distinction of ten kinds of impioper intentions that

motivates one to engage in dhy^ [Hactice in contrast to the Bodhisattva's inspiration fxxdhywm
practice. This emphasis on intention characterizesZhiyi'sinteipietadon of the Bodhisattva
meditation practices and is stressed repeatedly throughout The Stages of Meditative Perfection
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Althoi^ Zhiyi draw^ his discussion of the ideal of Bodhisattva

practice fiom The Treatise

on Great Insight and Huisi's Zhufa wichengsanmei he also provides hisown systematic division of
ten types of intentions that motivate the practitioner to practice dhyaiu
Zhiyi's description of the Bodhisattva's dhyma practice telies heavily on Section I and section
VI of the Dhyimci-pitamita chapter. For example, the opening passage of section 1 of'the Dfty>wiapitcmita chapter" is a metaphor that Bodhisattva's practice of dhy^ is like taking medicine to cme
his own illness so that he can help other beings.'' This metaphor is quoted by Zhiyi to conclude the
essence of Bodhisattva's cffnima practice.'" The gatha on the merit of Jhyibia described in section I
of The Trecaise on Great Insight Dhywia- p^amita chapter (T. 25.180c 18-25) is also quoted in The
Stages of Meditative Perfection (T. 46.476b25-a5). Some passages describing the characteristic and
function of Bodhisattva's Dhy^-pa'amitam section VI of "the Df^^-paramita chapter" also
appear in the first chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection.
Huisi's influence can be detected in Zhiyi's emphasis on the Dhy^-ps-amita 'm this chapter of
The Stages of Meditative Perfection}^

Zhiyi follows Huisi'sUnfa wichengsanmei

f^'^jand holds that Dhywia-p^amita mote than the Prcgmrp^amita. is mote significant and worthy
of detailed eiaboiation and discussion.'' The directions that Zhiyi and Huisi pursue to support this
argument aie quite different

In terms of the overall stixictuFal difference between The Stages of

Meditative Perfection and Huisi's Zhi^ wicheng sanmeL the m^or difference lies in the m^or

'SeeT.25.180b20-26.
'"SeeT.46.477bl0-l9.
" See Ando. Tendaigaku. 424-425.
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method that is adopted Although Huisi adopts the Four Mindfulness(5/^19:^
^ as the base of practice to achieve Dhyana-p^amita'm the Zhufa wuzhengsanmei, Zliiyi uses the
Four Dhymas to tie various dhyma practices together. This feature of the internal structure of The
Stages of Meditative Perfection is elaborated on later.
A comparison between the first chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection and the opening
section of Huisi's Zkitfa wuzhengsanmei shows a different style of exegesis, in spite of the common
claim of the importance of Dhyima-p^amitah)/ these two texts. Huisi quotes examples fiom
^tras to demonstrate that the various Buddhas always enter into SamMii and observe the taculty of
his listeners before they expound any teaching.'^ In an extremely harsh manner. Huisi further
reproaches people wlx) do not practice dhywia.

Although Zhiyi also emphasizes the practice of

dhyima, this type of harsh criticism is not seen in The Stages of Meditative Perfection

In contrast.

Zhiyi adopts a positive tone by reinforcing the fact that the practice of Dhywm-pa'amita reinforces
arxl supports the other nine p^amit^}'

Not only is Dhyana-p^amita superior to the first tour

paramit^. but Dfwima-p^amita also conditions the last five pAamit^. Due to the BodhisattVB's
practice of Dlnwia-pw-amita. the first four piramit^ are naturally irxrluded and the last five

^-Se&HxMsZhfa^vtdmtgsanmeifamen |^£^^^Sfe£P^T.46,628b26-c4.
See Huisfs atgument in T.46.628h28-629b18.
The desperate tone leflected in HuisPs pnxnodon of
e based on an eschaioiogical vision that is expiessed in terms of
"decline ofDhamia"(3^:^ elaborated in the
Formoiedscussionontheieiationship
between this themeand Huisi's dhy^ practice, see Stevenson. The Tien-t 'at Four Forms cfSamUdhi and Late North-south
DyruBties, SuL and Early Tang Buddhist Demdonalisin.(PhD. disseitadoa Columbia Univets^. New Yoik.
1987). 19-21. ATunhuangmanuscript0fthe;WS30jAengc]&ig[/^ispubli5hedinSekiguchiShiidai'sTendedStikanno
ferahiZ 379-401
'-SaT.46.477a643l0.
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p^amim aie teinfoiced at the same time.

Zhi>i*s moderate tone and his lesort to the doctrine to

support the importance of Dhywia-pm-amita must have sounded a lot less offensive and thus moie
acceptable to the monks in the southern capital city of Jingling.
Except tor the passage quoted fiom Ute Treatise on Great Insight and Huisi's Zhitfa mcheng
sanmei, Zhiyi defines the essence of the Chan boluomi as Bodhisattva's practiceof df^wia as a
means to fulfill the Four Great Vowsof the Bodhisattva After expelling the ten Idixis of incorrect
intentions and developing the proper inspiration tor attaining enlightenment a Bodhisattva should
retreat to a secluded place to practice the perfection o^dhyibia or cfum boluomi. By doing so. the
Bodhisattva vvill equip himself with the supernatural powers that are necessary tor the task of
delivering sentient beings to the shore of liberation.
Zhiyi's own exposition in this chapter seems to be his systematic elaboration of ten types of
(Jhywia practitioners. Although several di&rent types of dhyana practitioners mentioned in section
VI of the Dhyaia-p^amiia chapter may have inspired Zhiyi's elaboration of various types of cO^'^
practitioners.'" in The Stages of Meditative Perfection Zhiyi highlights the importance of'intentioa"'^

Zhiyi elaixxates the connection of the Diwaiaparamitd and other nine paramitx as the following. When the Bodhisattva
detenn ines to engige in the practice ofthe Jhyima-piramita, he abandonsall ofhis picpeniesto live in solitude. This "gieat
abandoning" (A^) is the tulfilbnent of the
J of givingor
When the Bodheattva practices
his
body and mind are not distuibed by evil thoughts because he hasshut down hissix senseoigans. The is asuperior w^ of
keeping the piecepts. When the Bodhisattva is pracocii%(%-;:w he toieralesai^ hindranceor insuk withoutevergiving
risetothethoughtofangers^hefeaisthatthethoughtofangercanhtnderhbpiogtessofmeditaaoa This amounts to the
practice oP'gieat patience"
When a Bodhbattva practices
he has to practice meditation diligentty, without
tying down for yeais. Heco[Iectshisthougtas.andneverlelshismindwanderfi)ryeaR. This is thegteat diligence. For
the sakeof practicing dhyavhpiramitd.one natural^ achieves the fiist four pdramx without setting his mind on them.
'' Lamotte dvided the section VI of the DhAictparamitadxipia into e^hieen questions. Amof^thentatieastfourarfive
of thequestions and answers involves the diffiientiationof the Bodhisattva's
and the
obtained other
practitioners such as the oidinaiy ben^andthe r^duis. See Lamooe. TraH^ I043-I0S7.
These ten typesof Ditention ae discussed later in thischaixer.
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The tenfold typology that lists the improper intentions by the practitioners other than Bodhisattva
and the lealm that correspond to such inspiration and mirxlset are presented in chart 3-2.'''

Chart 3-2. Ten Types of Improper Intentions

Intention of Practice

The Corresponding Realm for Such Inspiration

1. For the sake of wealth and donation

The lealm of hell

2. For the sake of fame and praise

The realm of the hungry ghost

3. For the sake of obtaining companies

The realm of the animal

4. For the sake of jealousy and competition

The realm of the asitra

5. For the

The realm of the human beings

of untbrtunate rebirth

6. For the peace and joy derived fiom
the practice
7. For obtaining [supernatural] power

The realm of the lower levels of heavens
in the sphere of desire
The realm of Mara

and total control [of objects]
8. For obtaining superior intellectual

The realm of practitioneis of othercults

abilitv

'"It is teinpdng to associateihese ten ^pesofintenrions with the ten dhama-sphocsC-fi^). However, acomparison of
this tenfold tvpologv'and the ten dharma-spheies shows that only the first six
of intentions conespond to the &st six
dhamia-spheies. ThethieewpesofstaieofmindthataiedepictedDithBclassificationbutaienotconespondii^toai^ofthe
tendhanTia-5pheicsatE:themindofMdra.themiiidof/viMas;andthem^inthespheiesof/7^and/lr^x]: These
slates ofmindaiediscussed heie because theyaR the mmdseG that can oSen be seen among the
practitioneis. The
dharma-spheies of Bodhoartva and BudcSiadid not appear m this set often types of inentions because ths B asystem that
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9. For rebirth in Brahman heavens

The sphere of Rupa or Arupa

10 For the liberation fiom sams^a

The practitioners of the Two Vehicles

A practitioner who engages himself in the practice of dhy^ without a careful self-examination
of his own intentions cannot lealize the perfection of dhy^ practice or chan boluomi. Furthemiote.
he is in danger of being lebom in the three unfortunate realms of rebirth. The practitioner's incorrect
inspiration corresponds to the state ofexistetK:e in different realms. Eventually this tendency may
also lead to the practitioner's tlituie rebirth in these realms.

B. The Relationship between Zhiyi's Discussion of the Term "^Dhyata-p^tmita" and the

Dhyina-panunitaChapter
In the second chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection, entitled

Zhiyi

takes up the section HI of Dhy^-p^amita chapter and adds his own elaboration. Section m of the
Dhywia-p^amita chapter is the question of why dhyaui is a type ofpa-amit/i but the other
concentrations ate not

This question then leads to the discussion of the difference between dhymi

and other meditation practices. Although Zhiyi follows this question and answer in The Treatise on
Great Insight, he makes more effort to differentiate

{chan: li) fiom concentration (ding:

and other terms used for Buddhist meditation practices.

As the discussion in the previous chapter

shows. Zhiyi differentiates dhy^ sam^xati and samiM.but in the cotiesponding passage in 77ie
Treatise on Great Insight, it is implied that dhywia is a Qpe of ding.

denxxisaaies the iiKonect intentions.
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Zhivi also provides more definitions to the temi"chart" and "ding" than The Treatise on
Great Insight.
saml^xitti

In The Treatise on Great Insight, the only definition given to dhy^ (i® and
is cultivation through reflection or contemplation, {siweixiu:

Zhiyi not

only provides tv\o more definitions to the temi Jhywia but also elaborates on the various Chinese
translations given to cffnwia and pdramitdls also his own elaboration. Zhiyi's discussion of ternis.
although obviously inspired by The Treatise on Great Insight, appears to be a synthetic analysis of
how these temis were used and understood in his time.

C The Rdatioiiship between Zh^'s niumiiiation of the Dhyma Gates of the Dhyauhpavndta
and the Dhyaia-paramta Chapter
The thiid chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection,entided "Oluminating the Dhyana
Gates"

is Zhivi's classification ofdhywia practices. This chapter oiThe Stages of

Meditative Peijection appears to be the part of Zhiyi's theorization of dl^iaia practice that is the least
influenced by The Treatise on Great Insight.
.'Mthough at the openingof the chapter Zhiyi follows The Treatise on Great Insight's notion that
the numerous dhy^ gates can be categorized into two major types of form (fe) arxi mind 0

this

division is soon left aside aixl replaced by the threefold classification oidl^Mi gates that Zhiyi draws
Dcgifing. Vc^Dqjifing

was a popular text in northern Qiina during Zhiyi's time.

^Vxrsm&^wmsed'mTheTreatiseonCreatlnsigftvs ^ and & SeeZhiyi's quotation of 77ie7rca(ueonGrear
/ra/g/if ni T. 46.479a12-16.
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Following the Dcgi jing, Zhiyi divided the

practice into thiee m^'or gates. The three gates

refer to the three major categories of the subjects of meditation and are differentiated based on the
nature of the subjea of meditation. This thteefold classification of the subjects of meditation is set
forth based on the physiological ideas descnljed in the Dq/i jing.
Accoiding to the D^'iJing, the three major components of human life fbrni are life force (ming:
uri). vvamith (m/an; [@) and consciousness (5/1/; M)- Lite foice is maintained by breath. Wamith-the fire element in one's body-sustains the body and prevents it fiom decaying. Consciousness
refers to one's mind and thought The combination of these three elements lead to the fomiation of
one's lite tbtce w hich causes one's attachment to one's own body and eventually to endless
reincarnation in the samsita. Therefore, these three m^or components fiom which one's life
originates are chosen as the three mqor methods of meditation.''
It should be noted that although this thieefold classification system of breath, form, and mind is
taken fiom the DcgiJing Zhiyi has expanded the use of

(fe) to include all types of conciete. visible

fomi including the visualization of Kasina practiced in the Theravada tradition. In the Dc^'iJing the
original se (^ seems to suggest one's physical body. The later defitiition is the one that Zhiyi
adopts in his elaboration of the Tongpiing guan. This may be the reason why the Tongmingguan is
categorized as a type of practice utilizing breath as the object of meditation in this scheme. The
actual meaning of the se

that appears in The Stages of Meditative Perfection has to be judged

according to itscontexts. In the following discussion. I tender the first typeof

as '"fomi''and
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the latter type as "physical bcxiy."
In this chapter. Zhiyi elaborates this scheme in lelation to other classification systems used in The
Stages of Medifanve Perfection. Zhiyi's elaboration is piesented in chart 3-3. It is noteworthy that
Zhiyi uses the pair of terms. (Mundane Df^wm) (Shijian chan,

and Supramundane Dhy^

(Chii shijicin chart: uBtyfEii© in his threefold classification scheme based on the Z>cy7y/wg. These
^vo tenns are used to describe dhywia gate in the Dqjijingr

In the Dhyana-pa^amita chapter, the

pair of ternis Defiled D/ivi^(yoi//oj/c/ww; ^jMiDandUndefiledD/zy^CWii/owc/Kin;
are used. The real meaning of the term shijian (tSfsI) and chu shijian (tBtyfEj]) will become clear in
my analysis ofZhiyi's interpretation oiTongmingguan in a later chapter.
Zhiyi categorizes five out of the six dhyana practices that constitute the Mundane Dhywm and
the Either Mundane or Supramundane Dl^wia as the type of meditation that uses breath (xi: S) 3s
the subject of meditatioa Zhiyi categorizes the Supramundane Dhy^. which includes nine types
ofpractices. as the type of meditation using fonn(5e: ^ as the subject of meditatioa The type of
meditation using the mind as the subject of contemplation is classified as the Supreme Dln^
practiced by the Bodhisattvas. These Bodhisattva<%^ gates are the Lotus
Btiddhwmsmiri. PratyiopannaSamadhi.and so on. However, he also provides a caveat against
overgeneralization and explains the &(ceptions to this classificadoa^ The text concerning Neither

^SeeT. 13.164b6-IL
~ForthedGaJssionof^/29uind)an(tif^^iniheZX7/y^,seeT. I3.339a4. Forihedisaisskmofthec/uj/iir/iandian
in the [>qi jing, see T. 13.339al3.
^Atierofi^g this classification.Zhm supplements it with aitemativew^ to view thesecac^ories. AMm^the
meditation practices that use bieathas the subject of meditation an: traditional^ categorizedas the practice tor oidinaiy people.
Zhmaigues thatthis practicecai also lead to the lealoationof Supramundaneenlightenment For example, some ofthe
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Mundane nor Supramundane DhyAia no longer exists, so the content of the available ports oiThe
Stages of Meditative Perfection only covers the discussion of the practices using breath and fotm as
objects.-^
Thete ate ^vo disctepancies in the preceding division that do not totally match with the
classification of dhy^ practices discussed in the seventh chapter of The Stages of Meditative
Perfection

First the SL\ Wondrous Gates arc not mentioned.^ Second, the reason that the Four

Infinite Minds is categorized as a method of using breath as the object of practice should be discussed.
In Zhivi's discussion of the Mundane Dhywia and Either Mundane or Supramundane Dhy^
sections in the seventh chapter of 77K? Stages of Meditative Perfection he describes a total of six
dhywm practices. In the preceding discussion, however, the Six Wondrous Gates arc not included.
The reason may be that the Six Wondrous Gates is not the essential part of this practice, though
m^^-smiti is itKluded. As Zhiyi himself explains, the Six Wondrous Gates is a method suitable
for practitioners who have stronger reflective wisdom but are weak in concentratioa

Furthermore.

the

^•amuni Buddha'sdisciples Nviio practiced the Sixteen Extraoidinaiy and Superior Melhcxls had achieved the undeiiled
wisdom. SeeT.-46.475c^.
The practices usmg form as the object of meditatioa such as the contemplation of impurities, aie convenrionaity
catKorized as the practice of the two vehicles. Quoting the Pcutavimsiati-siSiasrikSprqn^^ainaa-siira, however. Zhiyi
contetids that the contemplation on the impurities such as thedec^^ human corpse is atoa
practice for
Bodhisativas. SeeT.46.475cl4-15.
The practices with m^ as the object of meditation aR traditionally categorized as the meditation practiced by
Bodhsattvas. Zhiyi icjects this generaiiation. He points to the foi^-eight&ise views obtained by the practitioneis of other
cults asan example ofmedhation with mind as the objectthat is nota Bodhisattva practice: Zh^^ainioninds his audience
that it is the intention that motivates one to ei^^ in the meditation practiceand leads oneto variousachievements. T.46.
475c16-20.
Ando holds that in Zhm's later works suchas the.V290 z/tijguaraand 7^ GfBor
<vK/Dua77vnen( theie seems to be
a relative DKreasing emphasisgiven to thecontemplaiion of mnL See Ando. Tenobgaiu 33-34.
-SeeT.46.479a2«7.
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Chart 3-3: Zhiyi'sAssodatioa of the Classification oflMtv^Jia Gates with Other Classification
Schemes and Dhy^ Methods
Physical
Element

Subject
of Dhyma

Life Force

Brcath

uu

ei

Dhyaui

Practitioners

Practices

Gates
Mundane Dhy^
Gate tSPalpWI

Dhyma

The D/iv^ Gate
(Anapanasmriti)
for Ordinaiy People YoysrDhyMjs
Four Infinite Minds
For Formless Concentration
Sixteen Extraordinary
and Superior Methods
Tongming guan

Warmth

Form

its

Supramundane
DhvwiaGate
a',

The Dhywm Gate
(
for the Two Vehicles Nine Considerations
Eight Recollections
:mw']
Ten Considerations
Eight Liberations
Eight Excellences
Ten Spheres of Totalization
of objects
Nine Gradual and
Successive Concentration
Lion of Resolute Speed
SamMii
Transcendental SamUhi

Consciousness Mind

The Supreme
Supramundane
Dhv^Gate
tu

h

JbsDhywia
Gate for Bodhisattvas

Lotas SamMJhi
Buddhanusmriti
Patyiapcama SamMii
etc.

undefiled leaiizadon can be achieved prior to the achievement of the First Dhysia. Theiefoie. it is
obvious that the tbcai point of this practice is leflection but not concentratioa As wiU become clear
in the next chapter. Zhiyi interprets the Four Dhywuis as a ^pe of mipwia-smni. The relatively
insignificant role of the Four Dhywias in Zhiyi's interpretation of the Six Wondrous Gate are very
possilily the reason why Zhiyi does not mention the Six Wondrous Gates as a method that uses breath
as the object of meditation practice.
Although the Four Infinite Minds are called "the Concentration of External Sphere of Rupa
and involve a lot of visualization contemplation, it is mentioned as a method utilizing
breath as the object of meditation. Zhiyi holds that one should not practice the Four Infinite Minds
betbie one achieves the Four Dhyimas through the practice of {kiipwia-smjri. In fact Zhiyi holds
that the Four Infinite Minds should only be practiced in the state of the Four Dhymas. Zhiyi's
discussion of the more specific relationship between the Four Infinite Minds and the Four Dln'WTos
will be discussed later.
This threefold system, which classifies the object used in the actual dhy^ practice is at least as
important as this theoretical fiamework. if not mote important than the twofold theoretical fiamework
of defiled and undefiled dhyitia that Zhi>i draws fiom The Treatise on Great Insight. This
classification scheme appears not only the Jhy^ practice entided Tongmingguan

which

utilizes these three subjects as discussed in detail in The Stages of Meditative Perfection, but also in the
"Four Dfn wias" chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection

When this dhyaia classification
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system fiom the Dqjijing is mentioned in The Stages of Meditative Perfection, Zhiyi usually
attempts to synthesize it with some of the frameworks for
Treatise on Great Insight.

practices that he draws from The

The use of 77k Treatise on Great Insight g^ha in theopening paragraph

of this chapter of The Stages ofMeditative Perfection is one such example. Zhiyi's effort to unify
these two systems is best illustrated in his interpretation of the Tongming guan. which is analyzed in
chapter five of this study.

D. The Relationship between Zhiyi's Discussion of tiie Sequence of Dhyataparamita and the
Dhyauhparamita Chapter
In the fourth chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection, entitled "Distinguishing the
Sequence of Chan bohiomi'

Zhiyi's interpretation is divided into two sections:

the sequential tlhyma practices and the nonsequential dhy^ practices. Zhiyi's discussion of the
sequential dhywia practice follows the sequence of the dhywia practice in the Dhy^-pvamita
chapter. However. Zhiyi's textual source for the nonsequential dhy^ practices is the Lotus Sutra
the Widiangyi Jing

aixl the Prqjna-p^amita sutraF

In the following. 1 first describe

Zhiyi's sequence and then compare it with the Dlw^-pi'amita Qiapter in The Treatise on Great
Insight.

^seeT.-i6.480a23-25:"m^m
"SeeT.46.48Ia7-20.
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D-1. The Sequential Path of the Bodhisattva's Practice of Dhyauhpanamta
In Zhiyi's constniction of the sequential dhywia ptactice, he oiganizes various dhy^ practices
into a path that the Bodhisattva can tbllow step by step to achieve dliywia-p3-amita. Because the
path that Zhiyi describes heie serves as the map for the seventh chapter of 77k Stages oj Meditative
Perfection I think it is necessary to give it detailed treatmenL The following discussion on the
sequence ohOnia^ practices and the connection between various dhy^ practices can also be
applied to one's reading of the individual cOwaia practices in the seventh chapter of The Stages of
Meditative Perfection.
When the practitioner first decides to take the path of dhy^ practice, he withholds the piecepts
and develops an aversion toward the Sphere of Desire. With the cultivation of m^^-smni. he
gradually obtains the "access concentration"

and then the Four Dhyms. The Four

Dhywias are categorized as ""the internal concentration in the Sphere of Forni"

in contrast

to the Four Infinite Minds, which is called the "external concentration in the Sphere of Form"
The Four Infinite Minds are practiced for the purpose of gaining great merit by means of the
visualization of the sentient beings obtaining happiness. If the practitioner loathes the bondage of
forms, he can proceed to practice the Four Formless Concentrations. These three practices are
grouped under the heading of the Defiled Dhymcs
The tbllowing three practices, the Six Wondrous Gates, the Sixteen Extraordinary and Superior

^ Theconcentratkm appiraches and leads to the s&le of

For a detailed disassion of the"access concenoation" or

"Upacira-samMir in the Pali canoa see V^jitaianna E^vaheia, Buddhist Mec&aionin Theoryand Practice. 30.
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Methods, and the Contemplation Leading to Supernatural PoAver and Insight, ail belong to the
category of Either Defiled or Undefiled Dhywias

These practices include

difieient pioportions of the method designed to cultivate the practitioner's concentration skills and the
ability of analytical reflection.
The Undefiled Dhywias

are divided into two categories: the practices of experiential

practice (f rf f) and the practices of [intellectual] wisdom (^?ff).The experiential practices can be
ftnther divided into four subcategories, the Contemplation(M). Training (^.Discipline

and

Cultivation (cOnwias.
Contemplation Dhyma
[of decaying corpses] {jitcdang,

irKludes six types of practices, such as the Nine Considerations
Eight Mindfulnesses {banien: /

Ten Considerations

^ The meaningand the souce Horn which dra%v5 the pair ofconcepts Defiled and Undetiled
will be made clear in the
tbilowing discussioa
"Zhiyi draws tiom the
tor this division ofUndefiled£%vOTfl practices. SeeT. 13. l64a25-26. Thepracticesof
experiential practice (f7f f)retbs to DhyMt practices such as the Nine Considerations, the Eight Liberations, which utilizes
"matter" (shr. '1^) such asdecaying bodies or l^ts as objectsof contemplation or visualization when one practices these
methods to cut otfone's desne. However, the practices of [intellectual] wisdom
lefer to the contemplation of the Four
Noble Truths that lesulted in one's severingof delusionsconcerning tealiw. SeeT.46.535blS-16. Swanson briefly
disci issgs Zhi\ i's dmher elaboration ofthesetwo practices in IheGivca Calming and Discarmen m his unpublished
"Glossary ofTienn'ai Tenns"(T. -16.30b13-28).
''Thispracticeiefffitosetofninecontempladonsorvisuaiizationsoftheimpurities. Zhiyi explains that this practice can be
perforrnedintwowav^ The pracdtioneisofshaip Acuities can simp^ "contemplate"the dec^ii^of coqjse. However,
the practitionei3 of dull (acuities have to go to the graveyard, look at the coipse. and**visualize''the deckingofcoqse b>'
[Ecollectingwhathesawinthegravevand(T.46.536al9-24). Thesenmecomtemplationsaie:
\.:±ang!ciang
(the contemplation orvisualization ofa swollen corpse).
Zfttiaixiang
(the contemplation or voualoation ofa decking coqse).
3. xietivciang
(the contemplatkinor visualization ofbleedii^corpse).
4. mmglanxiang
(the contemplation or visualization of fester^ copseX
Siiin^-uxiang
(the contonplatkm or visualizationofa discokxedcoipse).
6Jangxiang
(the contemplaticnor vsualization ofa mangled corpse).
Isanxiang
(the contemplatkinor vsualizationofa dismembeiedcorpse).
i.guxiang
(the contemplation or visualbadonof skeleton),
9shaaxicmg
(the contemplainn or visualizatkxi ofa burningcoqse).
For Zhiyi'sinteipieiationofthis practice,see T.46.53ScI5-537h22. Zh^a seems to foUow the general content of this
practice piescnbed in 7^ TrEorcre on Greor/ns/gAr but he also oflte his own inteqjRtation. SeeT.25.2l7a5-2l8c. Its
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(shbdmg:

Eight liberations (Aafteis/ie;

Eight Excellences (6fl5/iengc/jM;/\^

' and Ten Spheres of Totalization of Objects {shi yichiechur'f—

A

f

t

e

rt h e s e p r a c t i c e s .

also nocewodhy that this practice, called asubha bh^'cma 'm the Vlsuddhimagga is translated as jaaiang (nine mai1(s: tilS)
in The Treatise on Great /might, but Zh^ does not follow this translation and names this practice jiuxiang (nine thoughts: A
In contrast with the asubha bhavani. Zhiyi's view on theachievement of this practice s relatively high compared to
that in the
SeeT.-16.537al7-22. A practitionerofthis method wfllobtam theconceno^tian in the lealm
ofdesiieifhe practices with a scattered mind still tainted with des^ The practitioner who hascut ofTall desirescan obtain
the concentration in the sphereof fbmi. The practice ofthe first eight considerations, such as swelling, will lead to the
realization of the Second
The practice ofthe last thought oftheshining skeleton can lead to the FounhZ3/!v;^
But the Thitd Dhymi, due to its dominating psychic Ixtor of happiness that is opposite to this method, does not usually result
tiom the practice of this method. However, in the Theravada tradition, the highest achievement that the practitionerscan
obtain through this practice seems to be the Fast Dtwana. See Paravahera, Buddhist Meditation, I09-110.
See T.-46.537b22-538c2. These Eight Mindliilnesses or lecoUections are:the recollection of Buddha. IDharma.Saijgha.
morality, iibeirtlitv. heaven. mi^iiut-smitU and death.
" See T. -46.538c3-540b2. The ten considerations are the consideiation of impennanence.sufledng, anJtman. impurity of
tbod. lack of tiue happiness in this worid. death, impurity of our physkal bodies, severing passkms and deluskms. tiee of
desires, and exhausting karmk; bonds.
"A Chinese translatkm of the Sanskrit temi.a^v<mo^ Accoiding to Zhiyi, someofthe sectarian Buddhists such as the
gtefg Dhannagupta Buddhist apply this ptactke on the contemplaiion ofemptiness (Z®). In The Stages o/Mediicanv
Perfection however. Zhiv i folk)ws the Sarvastivadm practksand inteiprets the Eight Liberatkms as atype ofcontemplatkxi
of impurities ofone's bo^. SeeT.46.54lbl-3. lliese eight practxxs.ak)ng with
very brief explanatkm ofeach
practk^ described in T.46.540c-543c. isoutlined as the folk)wing.
1.
From ones physksilfbmT. onecontemplates the external rifo(or ATosr^A
One contemplates the nine consideratkms ofthe impurity ofone's own body, and then one visualizeseight diffocnt
colois of lights emitting tiom forehead ofone's mental image ofone's skeletoa With the advancement of one's
practk^. onecan see the Buddha images in the lights.
1
When one tries to advance to the Second
one visualczes the destructkjn ofthe skeleton.
Though destjoying one's mental im^ ofthe skeleton (internal
one maintains the visualoatkxiof external
ri^ (or Kasinah-^ eight diflloem cokxsof lights.
3.
One is immersed in the ATosiw ofthe li^as, but one maintains the purity ofone's mind by not
attaching to thesukha obtained in the Thitd
4.
One first practk£s the Concentratkm of InfiniteSpace. While entering the concentraoon through
sanatha. one achieves liberation through the piactke of vipaxanii
5.
One firs piBctkxs the ConcentratnnoflnfiniteConsckxisness. While enterit^ the concenttatxxi
through smtatfut one achieves liberatkm thtxigh the piactke of vipa»ani
6. T-^IrSFft§One first practkes the ConcentratkxiofNothingness. WhOeenter^theconcentiatkxithtou^
ianatha one achieves liberatkm thnxigh the practke of vipaxani.
7.
One fristpractkxs theConcentratkxiofNeither Perception nornonpeicepiMn. While
entering the concenttatkxi throu^ iimot/u one achieves liberatkm through the practkxof
S.
One first practkes theConcentrakm ofthe cessatkmofpeiceptions and feeling While enteringthe
cofKentr^atkm through iimor/u one achieves libeialkm through the practkeof
Ref^ to Paravahera's Buddhist MecBtcaion 62-63. for inierpietatnn ofthis meditatkm practke in Theravada
traditkm.
Ba shengchu (Ei^ Excellences:
is theQiinese tianslatkmof theSanskrit teim agav-abhibhvmmtanM.
In 77te5;rcigisq^A/'eaSiirarn^/'a;7k}m the E^htExcelknce refersto one's incteasD^ mastery overpue and nipuieicairns
after oneattains the ei&htliberatkms. These ei^practkes and their general contentsare:

1.

mm,

Possessing mtemalfixTTi-peiception. onesees external fixnis,lnnilBd,&ir or foul 01cokr. Having masKred them.
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the practitioner should direct his mind to obtaining supernatural powers.
Training Dhyana is the practice ofNine Gradual and Successive Concentrations
Discipline Dfnana is the practice of Lion of Resolute Speed SamMii

Cultivation

Dhywia is the practice of Transcendent Samadhi (
All of the cff^ana practices that 1 summarizes above aie called the common dhy^(as
they are shared by the practitioners of the Two Vehicles and the Bodhisattvas. A Bodhisattva is only
equal to the practitionets of the Two Vehicles when he accomplishes all these practices, because the
gieat Ariiats can also achieve the Transcendent StonMii.

one icilizes its nature of emptiness,theiefbie. it is called superior penxption and superior view.
Possessing internal tbrm-peicepiion. one sees external tbnns such asthe numenxjs skeletons and lights. &ir or tbul
in color Having mastocd them, one is not scaled by the skeleton or attached to the pue lights asone lealizes their
natures. Theietbie, it is called superior peiception and superior views.
3.
Possessing no internal tbm>peiception by destroying the mental image ofskeleton, onesees e.xtemal tbnns. limited,
tairortbulincolor. Having maaeiedtheni.it is superior perception and superior view.
4.

mtfm-mmm.
Possessing no internal tbmi-percepoon. one sees external fixms. unlimited. &ir or Ibul in cokr. Having mastered
them, it is superior perception and superior view.

5.
In the sta^ of the Four Dhyiau one visualizes blue li^L Havmg mastered them and gained total control of the
quality and sizeof one's range of visualizatioa one obtainssuperior perception andsuperior view.
In the stage ofthe Four D/nvm one visualizes yelk)wb'g)iL Having mastered them and gained total control of the
quality and size ofone's range of vKualization. oneobtains superior perception and superior view.

7.
In the sta^ofthe Four
one visualizes ted light Having mastered them and gained totalcontrol of the
quality and sizeof one's tan^ of visualizatioa one obtainssuperior perception andsuperior view.
8. Eii^i
In the stage ofthe Four
one visualizes while l^tt. Having mastered them and g^rod total control of the
qualityandsizeofone'stangeofvisuaii2ation.aneobiainssuperiorperceptionandsuperiorview. SeePaiavahera's
Buddhist Meditation. 62-63 for asimilar practice n the Thera\aja traditioa
The practitioner practices the totalization of eight di^rent li^ in the state of the Four
and the totalization of the
infinite space and infinite consciousness in the tealm of formlessness.
\aTheStagescfMecBtatKePeifeaion,^'tiz
continuation oftheEi^Exceltences practice. SeeT.46.545aI4-b28.
~ This practice lefers to the trainingof one'sabi% toascends fion the First
to theSecond, Thnd.Fourth
until the concentration ofcessationofperceptionsaid feelings without inteivais. SeeT.46,S<l^b23-S47a20.
" This practice lefers to the practitioner'scomplete mastery ofhismM to enter m the Older and reverse Olderof the
SeeT.46.547cl2-548a3.
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The extant text of the seventh chapter of 77ie Stages of Meditative Perfection ends with the
discussion of the experiendai practices of the Supramundane Df^wia. The stnictuie and content of
the pan that has not been expounded are also briefly outlined as the following. After accomplishing
the sequential practice of experiential practice, one should proceed to cultivate the practice of
intellectual wisdom

that includes the contemplation on the Four Noble Taiths.Twelve-link

Dependent Origination, and emptiness. These practices aie the Bodhisattva's contemplation of the
uraeal resulting in the teali2aiion of the void

This is the first occurrences of one of the

contemplations that later came to constitute the three contemplation of the Tiantai school.^
Zhiyi then e.\plains the sequence of the dhy^ practices that belong exclusively to the
Bodhisattvas(
o
r the Neither Defiled nor Lindefiled DhyHui
These dhy^ practices arealso called Nine Types of Grestt Dhyitia Meditation {jiichongdacharr. /l
mm.
1. The

of Self-nature

A Bodhisattva. upon hearing the Bodhisattvcpitaki and performing Mundane and
Supramundane goodness, practices single-mindedness by either samatha, vipa^ma. or both.
1 LfniversalD/i>'^(—

This is the worldly (mundane)or supraworldly (supramundane) dhy^ practiced by the
Bodhisattva

Each ofthese two categories ofc%^ can be fiirther divided into three

^ This is the pradce by \vhk± the piactiticiner can transcend and alter nno orexk fiom various
*SeeT.46.480cl7. '

lOI

subcategories: the dhy^ with bliss derived fiom the manifestation of Dhanna. the di^ana
liom which various samadhi and viitues arouse, and the dhy^ of benefiting sentient beings.
3. DiflBcult

There are three types of diflBcuIt Dhywias achieved by the Bodhisattva; the difficulty of
abandoning the bliss obtained in the slateof the First Dhy^ so as to be reborn in the lealm of
desires, the difficulty of becoming endowed with all virtuous qualities and samMus that are
superior to those of the two vehicles, and the difficulty of attaining the supreme bodhi.
4. Dhyam of All Categories (
The Four Dhyioias.

5. The

of Good People (#AiPi)

The Four Infinite Minds and the

in which one is not attached to the

state

6. The D/rv iwa of All Practices (
There are altogether thirteen types of cB^ahas*^
7. The D/nv^ofRemoving Passionate Defilement
Nine types ofd^wias that ret^ to the Bodhisattva's ability to assist sentient beings to gain relief
fiom disasters such as illness. &mine.drought, poverty, or attachment by means of spell orother
means.
8. The D/ivv^ofthis Realm and the Other Realm
Nine types of

in which the Bodhisattva uses his supernormal powers to enlighten the
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sentient beings.
9. The Pure Dhy^
Ten t\pes of cOwaias in which the Bodhisattva maintains the purity of his mind by refiaining
fom becoming attached to the dhy^ states.

D-2. The Parallel between Zh^'s Sequence of the Dhyana-parnnka and that in the Dhyana-

paramita Chapter
The sequence of Dhywia-pii-amita practice Zhiyi described previously corresponds to the
sequence of cOn ima practices mentioned in "tlie DhyMt-piramita chapter." As chart 3-1 show^
a^ the discussion of the mikga leading to the Four Dhywias and the Four Sam^xatis (section [V of
tlie Dln^idia-pstamita cliapter). the author of 77K? Treatise on Great Insight malces a distiiKtion
between two types of £%ims-the Defiled and the LIndefiled Dhywias (T25.186c26-27)^ This
distinction is tbliowed by a very short pass^e in the Df^^-pa-amita chapter of The Treatise on
Great Insight that seems to have served as the fiamework of Zhiyi's interpretation of the Tongming
guan.^

In this passage, it is said that if a Buddha's disciple wishes to transcend the realm of desire

These thirteen types of dhyatas aie Usled but not explained m The BocSusattva-bhiini.
^ As in The Stages a)'Meditative Perfeaicn Zh^ on^' listed these practices but not explained the content of these practices.
Vty explanation ofthese
practices foUous those given m TheBodhisattvchbhiiniiPusacBduJoig:
T.
30.921b29<3. I am indebted to Dr. Paul Swansonforpointii^outthissouiceandZh^'sfijnherelaborationoftheNine
Types ofGieatD/a-^ in The GreatCalming and Discernment, 30cl9-20. [ieferto[>.Swanson's"GlossatyofTien-fai
terms" in my explanation of these terms, but my iraeipielationsare sometimes diffeient based on my leading of 77ie
Bodhisatn-a-bhtini Also see FahuaXuar^ saoil 4.
^ In this passa^ ihe Defiled
s deftied as the practice of the Four fVmJuy and the undeffled
lefeis to5/u/iu
shengxingi-^-i^^fj. Sanskrit xdas^dh) orsfcaeen meddations on the Four Noble Truths.
^ Many scholars holds that thechapter 7-2of 7^
on the Either Mundane orSupramundane
DhyHut is less influenced by The Treatise on Great /rnig^compaRd to chapters 7-1and 7-3ofThe Stages <fMe(£tative
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by cutting off the passions associated with the Kamadh^ he needs to contemplate

and cut

o f f n i n e categories o f passion: t h esuperiorsuperior ( h h . ) . intetrnediaiy superior( i n f e r i o r
superior ( h F). superior intermediaiy

intemiediary intermediary (4'4')- infoior intermediary

(4' F). superior inferior (Til). intermediary inferior (~F4'), and inferior inferior (TT) (T. 25.
187a2-9).^' The rest of the Section V of "the Dhy^-p^amita chapter" is then devoted to the
discussion of the features of the Undefiled Dhy^ such as the training DhyAm(|^l^ (T. 25.
187b19-b27) and the Supreme Dhy^ (Hif) (T. 25.187b27-c I). Section VI of "the Dhyamparamiia cluipter " consists of eighteen questions and answers legaiding Bodhisattva's Dhx'wiap^amita.

D-3. Zhiyi's Systemizatiofl of Dhy^ Practices Mentkmed in

Chapter"

and His Construction of the Bodhisattva Dhy^ Path
Basically. Zhi\i is tbllowing this oider of the practice of in the fourth chapter of The Stages of
Xfediiative Perj'ection. but his sequence is not only moiesystematized and he reananges the order of
the practices to better match the ideal of Bodhisattva

practice. First Zhiyi systematizes the

din ima practices by setting up a fourfold classification scheme suggested in The Treatise on Great
Insight, but not stated explicitly. The fourfold classification system consists of Defiled

iM

Pafeaion
^ UuTKioe translates jAong(±) as "excessive" and holds that this is theGiniese tenditkin ofthe Sanskrit woid

intermedk\ or 2hong(4^) stheGiinese translation for ma(^a;andj:iz(T)as mfld that sonds as theChuKse translation 6xthese nme levels as passion that is to be cutoff
However. Zhiyi's jmerpiMalion treats these nme levels asstages ofachievement Theiefo(e;heielwoukl translate(i:) as
superiorandrDasinfeiiorfoUowingZhiyi'sinteipieiatHxiofthetealizatkxioftheTcy^^^utvi. Seediapterfive.

midu. Lamoae's choiceofthe Sanskritorpins suggests that he tepiet
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Either Defiled or Undefiled

Undefiled

and

the Uncommon Dhy^ practices of the Bodhisattva(^^^f^itjp|^. It is notewoithy that in setting
up this classification system. Zhiyi follows The Treatise on Great Insight and uses the temis "Defiled
Dhy ima" (and "Undefiled Dhy^"

In contrast, in the third chapter of The

Stages of Meditative Perfection, Zhiyi follows the Dcg'ijing by using the temi "Mundane Dhy^" (tS
f Filipp) and "Supramundane Dhyand" (utityfeiP?) to construct a fourfold classification tor df^wia
gates.^
Zhiyi also systematizes the nine practices categorized as the Undefiled Dhy^. The
discussion of the Undefiled Dhy^ is not leally systematic in The Treatise on Great Insight and the
names of the individual dhy^ practices ate not mentioned. The oider that Zhiyi gives to these nine
practices is also difieient fiom the order of the chapters in The Treatise on Great Insight devoted to
these practices, i^iiyi describes his system and rationale as tbllows. The practice of the Nine
Considerations [of decaying corpse] can eradicate the practitioner's desires that belong to the Spheie
of Desire. As

may be caused by the practice of the Nine Considerations, this practice should be

followed by the Eight Mindfulnesses

This should be foQowed by the practice ofTen

Considerations, which can destroy the conceptions of dhanmaand people

to art off the

defiled passion in the three Spheres of Desire. Rifxi.and Aripa.
The Eight Liberations should then be practiced to release one fiom any views that arise in one's

*SeeT 13.397a5-7.
^ This B a technical tenn that icfeis IDthe dissipation ofthe objectofconlettipiation. such as thecotpse m the axdempiation of
impurities.
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meditative state and one's attachment to the dhymc states without destroying the conceptions of
dhamia and people

The Eight Excellences should then be practiced to facilitate the

mastery of the various Jfwwws. The practice of the Ten Spheres of Totalization of Objects expands
the scope of the clhymc^aie of the practitioner.

The Nine Gradual and Sequential Concentrations

will sotlen the mind of the practitioner so that the practitioner can enter into various dhyiaias without
interv als betw een each dhy^. The Lion of Resolute Speed SamMii is the practice that one enters
in the order and reverse older of the Four Dhywias. The Transcendent SamMii is the practice that
allows one to enter and exit various dhywias fieely.^
"sequence" {isidi:

Zhiyi's nanation. in which the tenn

is used, reflects his view thai there is an oider that he believes is the best path

tor the Bodhisattva's practice of Dhywui-p^amita.
•Another of Zhiyi's elibrts to turn the doctrinal exegesis in Th; Treatise on Great Insight into a
concrete Bodhisattva path is to prescribe the practice of the Four Infinite Minds after the Four
Dhyimas. The Four Infinite Minds are not discussed in 'The Dhywia-pa'amita chapter." However,
the theme of great compassion as the major factor that motivates the Bodhisattva to practice

is

ubiquitous in the DhyMi-p^amita chapter of TTk? Treatise on Great Insight. It fiist appears in a
passage on how the Bodhisattvas feel compassionate about the ^ that sentient beings do not know
they should seek the pleasure of dhy^fiom within (T. 25.187c18-c25). The author of The Treatise
on Great Insight also repeatedly praises the Bodhisattva's profound stateof concentrated mind, as his
great compassion manifests in a deepand profound dhyanic state (T. 25.188a3-al1). Zhiyi has
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aimed this emphasis on compassion in The Treatise on Great Insight into the actual

ptactice

by placing the practice of the Four Infinite Minds right after the Four Dhywuts. to ensure that the
practitioner develops the great compassioa This point is elaborated further in a later sectioa

E.The Rebtionsiiip between Zh^'s Discusskmofthe Methods and the Minds of the

paramita and '^the Dhyauhpammita Chapter^
The fifth chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection entitled "Differentiating the Methods
and the Minds of Chan boliiomi:

is Zhiyi's clarification of the fourtbid dlwwia

classification schemes that he constructs, based on the discussion of the Defiled and Undefiled
Dhywuts in The Treatise on Great Insight (section V-1 of the Df^ma-piramita chapter).
Zhiyi defines the fourfold classification as four types of difierent combination of Dhy^
Practices and the Practitioner's Intention. Three aspects are discussed in this chapter distinguishing
the methods, illuminating the various slatesof mind, and distinguishing thedifference between the
methods and the minds. In the first section. Zhiyi explains the four types of methods: the defiled, the
undefiled. the either defiled or undefiled. and the neither defiled nor undefiled methods. These
methods are the same as those discussed previously, but are listed in adifferent Older here. In
response to a disciple's question about why these four categories are arranged in a different oider here.
Zhiyi explains that the otder given in the fourth chapter is the sequence for practice and thesequence
in this chapter is for the convenience of explanation.

'SeeT.46.4«)bl3-28.

In the second section. Zhiyi explains the four types of minds; the defiled mind, the undefiled
mind, the either defiled or undefiled mind, and the neither defiled nor undefiled mind. Zhiyi
describes the different states of these minds in four phases of the practice: when the practitioner is first
inspired to practice, during the time of practice, when the realization is attained, and when one exits the
meditative state of mind.""
1. The practitioner with the defiled mind is characteristic of the following teatures at the four
phases of practice. He does not loathe the world and is motivated by the happiness to be
obtained in the meditative state and the retribution of the dhy^ practice. Due to his lack of
retlection on the true nature of his own meditative state of mirxL he deems his realizations as
e.\isting with true nature and becomes attached to these realizations. When he exits the
meditative state of mind, he still acts with his defiled mind and produces karmic forces that
will keep him fiom teal enlightenment and realizatioa
2. The practitioner with the undefiled mind does not seek the retribution of being reborn in the
heavens when he determines to eng^e in the practice of meditation. He reflects on the
realization of his practices. Knowing that the realization is void of self-nature, he does not
attach himself to these meditative statesof mind or any realization and thereby cuts off all
defiled possioa

Even when he exits the meditativestate of mind, he no longer produces any

karma that will tie him in the endless cycle of birth and death.
3. The practitioner with the either defiled or undefiled mind sometimes loathes the endless cycle

of lebirth but sometiines longs for the letribution of the

practices. He has

developed the five faculties of faith, ener;^. mindfiilness. concentration, and full knowledge,
but these qualities arc not fiilly developed so they cannot cut offhis defiled passioa When
he encounters the objects that he isstill attached to. he reacts and produces a binding karmic
force, but he is See fiom attachment to certain objects.
4. The practitioner with a mind that is neither defiled nor undefiled does not attach himself to
either phenomena or emptiness. When he cultivates various merits, he does not become
attached to the unconditioned (MS)- At the same time, in older to obtain wisdom, he
cannot constantly dwell on the conditioned (^^). When he exits fiom his meditative state
of mind, he maintains his balanced attitude of not falling into the two extiemes of existence or
emptiness.
.4fier explaining the various methods and various minds. Zhiyi comments on the diflfetence
between the classification accoiding to methods and minds. Both the methods and the mind
obtained their names only because they are the confliienceofa certain mind and a certain method.
Both the methods and the minds aiedevoid of an urKhangeable essence, indepetxlent existetK:e. or
"own-being" that can be classified as defiled or urxlefiled.'"
It is noteworthy that the intention of the practitioner is taken as an essential part of the
classification scheme. Even in Zhiyi's time, it was generally held that this fourfold classification w^

''SeeT.46.481c23-t82b6.
See T.46.482C2&-25 and483a2-3.
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mainly used as a scheme to classify

practices. Theiefote. Zhiyi has to raise many

examples to clarify the nature of this cffjywia classification system. For example, when an
enlightened practitioner enters into the state of the Four Dhymas, there is no defilement that arises in
his mind. Theretbre. one should not say that a method Is absolutely "defiled." It can only be
termed defiled when the confluence between a defiled mirvl and certain methods.^'
Zhiyi's emphasis on intention in the ending chapter of his theorization of dhyima practices
echoes his discussion of the intention in the first chapter of The Stages ofMedUative Perfection

In

the first chapter although Zhiyi makes his own analysis of the improper intentions by the dhywia
practitioners, his description of the Bodhisattva's intention mostly follows The Treatise on Great
Insight.

It seems that in the fifth chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection. Zhiyi completes his

own theorization of Bodhisattva Dhywm-pa'amitahy incorporating the intention as an essential
element into one of his most encompassing classification scheme that he uses to set the benchmarks
for the entire path of Bodhisattva's practice of Dhyaia-pa-amita. As this classification scheme is
used to organize various Jhyima practices in the seventh chapter of 77ie Stages of Meditative
Perfection, the nature of this category should be kept in mind when reading Zhiyi's interpretation of
each individual dhy^ practice.

no

Coachisioii
The preceding discussion of these classification schemes provides a general overview of the
intricate way of Zhiyi's first attempt, (and wiiich was also the first Chinese attempt), to systemize and
organize various Dhywia practices into one single huge and holistic dhywia system.
My analy^ of the theoretical aspects of The Stages of Meditative Perfection shows that the
Dhx imi-pw'amita chapter provides at least three essential elements for Zhiyi's theorization of
Dhywia-p^amita in The Stages of Meditative Perfection. The first is the ideal of the Bodhisattva
Dhy^-pmmiita that Zhiyi elaborates in the first chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection
The order by which various t\pes of (O^mi practices ate arranged and categorized in the Dhywiapia-amita chapter also serves as the backbone of the sequence that Zhiyi prescribed for the
Bodhisattva's path to Dh\'^-pA-amita. The third element is the theoretical fiamewotk of Ctefiled
Dhywia (yoidou:

arxi Undefiled

(>w</oir. MS® that appears in the fourth and the

fifth chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection

Zhiyi not only systematizes each individual

fiamewotk that he draws fiom The Treatise on Great Insight, he also ananges these fiameworks in a
way that reflects his view of the Bodhisattva path leading to Dhymi-p^amita. Placing the various
motivations and the proper intention by the Bodhisattva to practice Dt^wia-pa-amitd as the first
chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection reflects Zhiyi's emphasis on the intention.
However, as the Dfn am-p^amita chapter in The Treatise on Great Insight does not prescribe
the actual method of practice for the Bodhisattva's practice,so Zhiyi has to resort to the Dcg'i jing to fill

SeeT.46.482c2&483al
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in this vacuum left by The Treatise on Great Insight. Zhiyi adopts the threefold classification of
iOn wia gates that is closely related to the physiological concepts fiom the Dcgijing. The threefold
classification system of dhy^ practice that Zhiyi draws fiom the Dcgi jing is systematized into the
threefold classification system of Mundane
and the Supieme Supramundane Dhy^

(tyfapi), Supramundane
ftifHl h hpWD in the third chapter of The Stages of

Meditative Perfection. The use of language in the DqfiJing proves to have a significant role in
Zhiyi's The Stages of .Meditative Perfection. In the seventh chapter of The Stages ofMeditative
P e r f e c t i o n . Z h i \ i u s e sa fourtbld c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s y s t e mo fM u n d a n e D h y i t i a( E i t h e r
Mundane or Supramundane Dhywia

Supramundane Dhy^ (tPiffifEffpp). and

Neither Mundane or Supramundane

to subsume all dhywia practices.

This fourtbld classification sy stem appears to be Zhiyi's own creation by using the terms "Mundane
Dlnima" and "Supramundane

of the Dtg'iJing to replace the "Defiled Dhy^" and

"Undefiled Df^ wia" in the fourtbld classification system that he draws fiom 77» Treatise on Great
Insight.
This intricate cohesion of doctrinal fiameworks and dhy^ piactices is made more clearer in the
following two chapters, in which I analyze Zhiyi's interpretation of the actual dhy^ practice. In
Zhiyi's interpietation of the Four Dhyaias and the TMG. he utilizes a circular pattern of doctrinal
exegesis to interptet the doctrine with practice and then uses the experience derived fiom the practice
to interpret the doctrine. In the Four

chapter and the TMG chapter. Zhiyi adopts the

theoretical fiamework fiom The Treatise on Great Insi^ and then supplements the actual dl^aia
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practice fiom other sutras such as the ZJa ar^xm shouyi jing (hereafter DABSYJ) and the Ckgijing.
These doctrines and methods are followed by Zhiyi's own extremely detailed discussion of the
physical experience in the meditative state. This elaboration on the physical experierKe resulting
fiom cOn wui practice would then be used to interpret or fit into some other fiameworics in TJie Treatise
on Great Insight.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Zhiyi^s Interpretatioii of the Four Dhyahas and his Concept oi^'Dhyina^

In the second chapter of The Stages of Meditative Perfection, Zhiyi defines"df^wia (chart ipi)"
as the "Four Dhywias" (sichan:

' Therefore. Zhiyi's concept of Dhy^ will become clear

through a thorough analysis of the "Four Dhy^" chapter in The Stages of Meditative Perfection.
An analysis of Zhiyi's interpretation of the "Four Dhywia^" can be made by placing the "Four
Dhyunas" chapter in The Stages of Meditative Perfection against the backdrop of Zhiyi's textual
sources. In Zhiyi's discussion of the Four Df^^ias. he cited the following sources: The Treatise on
Great Insight, the Da anban shoinijing
Sutra) translated by An Shigao

(heieafter 77K? .Mindfulness of Respiration
the Dichi htn

the Ymgluo jing

the Dqfi

jing k:!M^t^Chengshiiun f^c^^,\heAbhk/harma.lbeShelifb£pitanlun
(^piitra .Abhidharma). and the Jin giumg^ingjing

The following textual analysis will

elucidate the relative importance of these texts in Zhiyi's undeistandii^ of the Four Dhywias.
Furthermore. Zhiyi's selection of different elements fiom these texts and his interpretation of these
texts will not only demonstrate how Zhiyi interprets the Indian cotKepts and terms with concrete
physical experiences but also will show how Zhiyi reconcOes conflicts among various texts.

' The caitta%ofthe Four
Zhiyi's T7KStages<f\tet£tahfePerfecthnsteiecXBdKJlotiiy'm2hiyis(Mrakxiof
Jhi'ini but also the structue of The Stages ofMecBtative Perfection. An analysis ofthe aspect ofthe ac&al practice in The
Stages ofXtedkame Perfectionshows that the Four DfKms isthe backboneof thestnictuie ofsixth and seventh chapterof
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First. I iTiaice a general survey- of Zhiyi's discussion of the Four Dhywias, followed by a
detailed analysis ofZhiyi's two definitions of

The general survey of Zhiyi's

discussion of the Four Dhywias is an attempt to portray the general characteristic of the Four Dhywias
chapter in The Stages qf 'Meditaiive Perfection by comparing it with the Four DhyMis chapter in The
Treatise on Great Insight. Zhiyi's interpretation of the method of practice to achieve the Four
Dhywias will also be discussed. Zhiyi's method not only reveals the development of dhywia
practice in China but also serves as an excellent example of how Zhiyi synthesizes various texts and
the dhywia practices prevalent in his time.
Zhivi's unique interpretation illuminates how these concepts were introduced to the Giinese
dhywia practitioners by the use of concrete experiences that ate mote accessible to them.
Throughout his discussion of the Four Dhywias, Zhiyi also brings up some concerns shared by the
dlnwui practitioners of his time.

I. A General Overview of Zh^'s Discussion of the Four Dhyatas
In the following. I make a general overview of Zhiyi's interpretation of the Four Dhywias by
first outlining Zhiyi's interpretation of the Four Dl^wias and discussing some general features of
Zhiyi's interpretation of the Four Dhywias. This outline will also be compared with the "Four
Dhywias" chapter in The Treatise on Great Insight to decide the relationship between these two te.xts.
Second. Zhiyi's discussion of the various names given to the Four E^wias is briefly reviewed.
TTk Stages ofMecStaiive Perfection.
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Thiid. I engage in a detailed analysis of Zhiyi's discussion of the method of practice toachieve the
Four Dhywias.

A. A Brief Outline of the'^FourAAyJios^ Chapter of

and

the Role of The Treatise on Great Ins^ht in Zhiyi's Interpretation of the "^Four Dhyata^
A detailed outline of each section and subsection of the Four Dhywias chapter o^The Stages of
Meditative Perfection with their conesponding Taishopa^ and line numbers is provided in Appendix
A. Theietbre. in this section I make a brief overview of the general structure of Zhiyi's discussion of
the Four D/nv^v.
Zhiyi interprets each of the Four Dhywias according to three aspects; the name, the practice, and
the realization. The first aspect entitled "S/i/w/wg'" (Explaining the names;

is a review of

various names given to the Four Dhyibias in various Buddhist texts. The texts that Zhiyi cites
iiKlude both siras and treatises. Zhiyi also provided a general definition of dt^wia in this sectioa
The second aspect entitled"Mingxiuxf' (Illuminating cultivation and practice:

is

Zhivi's interpietation of the practice of the First Dhy^as a type of m^wia-smiti practice based
mainly on The Mincifidness of Respiration Sara. This section provides important sources for our
understanding of the

practice in sixth-century China.

The third aspect entitied"Mingzhengxiang; (Illuminating the marks of realization:

is

the most important section for our understanding of Zhiyi's concept of dhyavi. In this section Zhiyi
provides his unique wiBvpcsXal^o^lsmssxha&gortgdetsort^irt{Sf^^^mizhiliri{dl^^

factors:

which aie draNvn fiom Chinese translations of Indian

tieadses, and some

Chinese apocryphal texts. As in 77K Stages of Meditative Perfection dhy^ factors aie treated as
one aspect of realization. Zhiyi's lengthy description of the realization experience serves as the basis
tor his interpretation of the two tenns"an array of meritorious merits"

and "dhy^

factors
Three general features of Zhiyi's interpretation of the Four Df^wias can be identified.

First,

in Zhiyi's discussion of the Four Dhywias. he uses the doctrine as the guide for practice and then in
turn uses the experiences derived fiom experiences to interpret doctrine. In TaLxu's famous article
about the general features of Chinese Buddhist meditation, he defines the earliest stage of Chinese
meditation practice which is summed up in Zhiyi's The Stages of Meditative Perfection as"Yijiao
xiiccin chan"

or the type of df^3ia in which onecultivates one's mind by following

(or relying on) the doctrinal teaching.' Hjiao xiuxin chan can be best exemplified by analyzing
Zhivi's interpretation of the Four Df^wias. For example, the core of Zhiyi's concept of dhy^ is
his two definitions of dln-^ as gongde tsonglin (an array (a "forest') of meritorious qualities:
f-fc) and r/?///w (cOry^ factors;

Zhiyi interprets the term gongde tsonglin

which

he draws fiom the Abhidharma as the meritorious qualities of the sensational experiences that one
obtains through the practice of

These sensational experiences that Zhiyi describes are in turn

used to interpret the dhy^ Actors of the Four Dhymas given in the Dhyam-p^amita chapter in The
Trecaise on Great Insight. This will be detafled later in thischapter.
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Second, although Zhiyi demonstrates his knowledge of the original meanings of the concepts
and temis expounded in Indian treatises, his interpietations aie sometimes associated with the Chinese
meaning of the characters used to translate Indian temis and his elaboiation of dhy^ experiences.
Zhivi's liberal interpretation of Indian terms should be seen as an ingenious contribution to render the
Indian Buddhist doctrines in a way that is accessible to Chinese

practitioners. The best

example can be found in Zhiyi's discussion of the dhyw^ tk:tors of the Four Dhywuis. The best
example is Zhiyi's interpretation of vitarka (jue; ^ as "chtg'ue"

and "jing^vn"

This

will be detailed in the following discussion of Zhiyi's interpretation of dhywia ta:tors.
•Another feature of Zhiyi's interpretation of the Four Dt^wias is that the role of mind is enhanced.
This feature can be seen in Zhiyi's interpretation of the method of practice. The role of "mind" is
enhanced in Zhiyi's interpietation of the methods of practice, because he divides the methods
mentioned in The Mru^dness of Respiration SQra into method and mind. Furthermore. Zhiyi
singles out the mind as the subject of practice.
Before undertaking a detailed analysis of each irxiividual aspect of Zhiyi's interpretation of the
Four Dhy^is. 1 would like to try to answer a question: what is the role of The Treatise on Great
Insight in Zhiyi's overall elaboration of the Four D^masl

This question is raised in part due to

many scholars" claim that Zhiyi's The Stages of Meditative Perfection is mostly based on an
interpretation of The Treatise on Great Insight/

- See Shi Taixu."The Feattne of Qiinese Buddhism B
'See chapter 3. note 6.

To avoid overgoietalization and toclarify the role of

5-6.
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The Trecaise on Great Insight in Zhiyi's interpretation of the Four Dhywias. I examine Zhiyi's
selection and incorporation of the interpretation given to the Four Dhywias in The Treatise on Great
Insight in his own interpretation of the "Four

chapter in The Stages ofMeditative

Perfection.

A-1. A Review and Analysis of the "^Four Dhyanas^ Chapter of The Treatise on Great Insight
A general survey of the Four Dhyaias chapter in The Treatise on Great Insight is provided for
textual comparison. In The Treatise on Great Insight, the section on the Four Df^Oias is included at
the end of the thirty-second chapter (scroll twenty), entitled "Interpreting the Meaning of the Three
Samiklhis.'^ This section on the Four D/rv»iasr can ije divided into two parts. The first part is a
lengthy quotation liom the Ahhidharma. which comprises a technical discussion of the nature of the
Four Dlwimis.'

The second part is a question-arxi-answer essay concerning the relationship

between dhywia and prcgna-piramita.
At first sight, the first part of the Four Dfn'wias section in Uie Treatise on Great Insight is almost
incomprehensible, as the sentences ate very fiiagmented. even with the aid of the wonderful Fiench
translation by Lamotte. A recent study of thissection by Zhuang Kunmu's (lES^) has shed much
new light on the textual source and the content of this passage. In his thorough reseaich on this
section of The Treatise on Great Insight, Zhuang holds that the seemingly umrganized and sometimes

^ The Four Dtwimas is discussed m T. 25.208a2-c7.
' See Zhuang Kunma "A Preliminaiy Investigation ofthe dhyamThought m The Treatise on Great Insigftt
WM" 208-214.
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fragmented statements in this pass^e of TTi^ Treatise on Great Insight can only be understood
when nsad along with the Abhidhamia text cited by the author ofThe Treatise on Great Insight. In
The Treatise on Great Insight, it is mentioned that this passage is distinguished in greater detail in the
.Abhidharma. but the author does not state which Abhidharma he is leferring to.

Zhuang's theory is

that the author of The Treatise on Great Insight is responding to some questions concerning the nature
of the Four Dhywias raised in the Abhidharma without quoting the questions. The text identified by
Zhuang as the Abhidharma passage quoted by the author of The Treatise on Great Insight is
"Debating the One Thousand questions"
by Visumitra(Shiyou:

the thirteenth chapter of the Pinlei zulm alM.

Zhuang further sorts out fifty questions about the natureof the

Four Dhywuts raised in the Pinlei zidim

and identifies the fourteen questions responded

to by the author of 77k Treatise on Great Insight.'

Zhuang's textual comparison between The

Treatise on Great Insight "Four Dhymas" section and "Debating the one thousand questions" makes
the content of the Four Dhyidias chapter in The Treatise on Great Insight a lot more understandable,
because these questions are discussed in greater details in Pinlei zu Inn.
Following are the fourteen topics regarding the nature of the Four Df^wias that Zhuang identifies,
and the responses given to these questions in The Treatise onGreat Insight.^ Zhuang divides these

" Apukamio pinlei zu lun

(T. 28.no. 1542) isa Gimese translation of.Abhidhanna-prdairanipikla by
Xuan29ng(
The passage that Zhuang identifies to be closely lelaied to the Four Dhyanas chapterof7^7n?ansi? on
Great fnsigfu is T. 26.746a3-747b7. .An earlierOiinese translation is made by Ginabhadra
b titled
Zhongsh^ipitanhm
(T.28.no. 1541).
~ See Appendix II ofZhuang's article: Zhuang's textual analysisshows that the olderof these fixoleen topics in The Treatise
on Great Insigfu for the nxist pait tbllow^ the cider given to these topics in the PirJeizubm.
* Zhuang liststhe openingsentence of the "Tour
chapter conoemmg what are Defiled
and what aR
Undefiled£yn';masaemzeiD.Thisquestionisaisoraisedinttie/lpAabm<o/7Me/3<&n
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questions into thiee groups. Questions I through 6 deal with the material aspects of the Four
Dfnwias in terms of if the Four Dtwwias are either visible or tesistant' Questions 7 through 10 deal
with the relationship between the Four Dhywias and the Five Skandas. Questions 11 through 14
deal with the tour conditions of the Four Dhymas. The Taisho page numbers and line numbers of
the occurrences of these passages in the Pinlei ru lun may be found in the notes

Questions 1 through 6: The Material Aspect of the FmurDhyaias
Question 1. What aspects of the Four D/ry^wos are rtiw and what aspects are or
Zhuang identifies the passage "The action of corporeal and speech (kifyavakkarmcm) in the state of
the Four Dhy wias are rtf*/. the rest arc arCpa."

O'" in

The Treatise on Great Insight as a response to the question. "Among the Four Dfwwvis, how many of
them are raised

in the P/nfeaz/wn "

In terms ofthis issueon if the

Four Dhyanas are ri^ or not. the authorof The Treatise on Great Insight agrees with the Pinleini

(AbhiJharma-prakaranapikIa). See T. 25.208a2-4.
^In The Tmatise on Great Insight, all malerials arc divided mto three cal^ories{T. 25.212a21-23):
1. the material that is visible and resistant (atsi rifxitp sanidarsmam saprati^iam\ is translated into the Giinese tenn
m The Treatise an Great Insi^,
1the material that is invisible and resistant (atsirCpain anidarsmaip sapratigftam), or
:
3. the material that is invisible and non-tesistant(atsirifxun sanidarsanam apratigfumX or
in The
Treatise on Great Insight
Zhiyi quotes thisdivision in The Stages (fMec&alive Perfection. See T.46.521al 1-13. Formoie details and the
conespondingPJ/in
I'lghai^a andDhammasatigari. see LamoOe, LaO'aite(klagf'(devertuiksag2sse(Xxxs!iiw\:
BuieausduMuseon. I944)t 1277. note 1.
"7.25.20834-5. Following Lamotte.heie I liaislalBiUvuvJbfcfTTnan as"action ofbocty and m^" See Lamolte; Thore
1233.
" T.26.746a29. Inthe Wtf/rw/uni the tenii"FoirD^-»)ar is tianslated intoChinese "j/yaTig/i/ ESf® (Fourquiel
cnntemplations)."
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hm:-

Qiiestion 2. What aspects of the Four Dhywias are visible?
Zhuang also points out that the passage in The Treatise on Great Insight, "All [Four Dhyitm] are
invisible (anidankmaY'i
them are visible

' )'^ and its close relationship with the question."How many of
fomd'miiePinlei-ulm.^^

In temisofthe issue on what aspects

of the Four Dhyimas are visible and what aspects are invisible, the authorof The Treatise on Great
Insight also provides the same answer as those given in the Pinleizu iiai"

Question 3. What aspects of the Four Dhywias are resistant and what aspects are not resistant?
Zhuang holds that the passage in The Treatise on Great Insight.

= " (Being not resistant).'" is

the response to the question "How many [aspects of the Four Df^wias] are resistant?'
^?)' raised in the Pinlei zii lun

These two te.xts also provide the same answer to this issue.'®

Question 4. What aspects of the Four Dhyanas are defiled and what aspects are not?

'"The answer provided int
h
e
="(T.26.746bOI)
''1.25.20835.
See T. 26.746b I. The Chinese translation for "sanuhrsand' also diffiis fiom that in The Treatise on Great Insigln.
''SeeT.26.746bl"H:'^^ (AU [Four£%awv] arc invisible.r
"'T.25.208a6. "(fkji//C^f)'"istheChinesetranslationoftheSanskritterm"qpranjg/>a" •*y&iMlttp^f^'"istheQiinese
translation of theSanskrit tenn''5a^aRg/ia.'* The Sanskrit woidprang^ means"hindrance, obstiuctioa or lesistance."
This
to the material or object that is capableof ofier^ tesis&nce.
''T.26.746bl The ChnKse character
this question usually mdicates the plural and K serves the fimctkm ofdr
cetera. Theietbie.it treasonable to see the useofthis character heieas an indkadon that thisquestion raised m the
/un ms^ exsted ni other tnoie elaborated foinis either m other.-tMd^tvrna text orthe discussion1^ other mastersof the
author who wrote
The fonnatappeaRoi almost all ofthe filly question raised in the
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Zhuang identified the passage in The Treatise on Great Insight, **Some aie defiled and some
aie undefiled. The defiled aie the good five Skandhas. the undefiled aie the undefiled five
Skancffias."

' MM# '

question "How many of them are defiled?' raised

^)" as a response to the
in the Pinlei zit lim. The gist of

the answers given to this issue in these two texts is identical."'

Question 5. Are the Four Dhyimas conditioned or not?
The passage in The Treatise on Great Insight.
questioa

seems to be a responds to the

in the Pinlei zii litn. The answer to this question in the Pinlei zii lim is

also that all Four Dhywias are conditioned.

Question 6. What is the relationship between the Four Df^anas and the three realms?
The passage
question

in The Treatise on Great Insight is relevant to the
? "^ and the answer.

^" in the

Pinlei zu hm. The author of both texts agree that in the Four Dhyimas, the defiled practitioner is

'"The answer to this question in the
is
= " SeeT.26.74€b2.
'"T. 25.208a6-7. "iVichong
in this passage is the Qiinese translationof the FiveSbndte.
®T.26.746bl
^Theanswermthe/'ffife/riiA£nis"-'t^Jl^lJ,
f«i?
' "
=T.25.208a7.
= T.26.746b3.
-'T.25.208a7-8.
- See T.26.746c11. The appearanceofthe realmofdeste(>^ie;
the question implies that discussionsabout
whether the practitioners ofthe Four D/n';^ aR bound by the tealm ofdesiie also exKted.
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confined by the leaim of tbmi but the undefiled practitioners aie not

Qucstkuis 7 through 10: The Relationship between the Four Dhyauts and the Five Skandhas.
Qu^on 7. What aspects of the Four Dhywias are dhaimas that are mind (citta: xin: .l<), mental
object or q\iaiityo(n^{caita-skiadharrm,xin5hufcr,
association of mind (c7/toLsri;/;|jra>7/Ato:

xinsw: 'L^ff).andthe

What aspects are not?

The passage in 77K? Treatise on Great Insight
mm. im
•

-

^

• (Eib ^

becomes more clear when read along with the following question and answer in the Pinlei m lim.

• .l-rwt •
m

•

fm. mm '

^

^

•ommku =
In the preceding two passages, the author of 77K? Treatise on Great Insight and the author of the
Pinlei zii lim agree that when one enters into the stale of the Four Df^wias, one's mind {citta). the
thinking aixl calculating mind {mamis), and consciousness{vijn^) fell into the category of mind.
One's skandhas of perception (yedani\ and conception {sa/jni) belong to the categoryof mental
qualities. One's actionsof bo(K {kmikamum)and speech{vMarman). and the formations

^T.25.208a8-Il-T.26.7^19-21.
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disassociated with mind {cittoviprc^JaasaifBk^a) aie neither miixL the quali^ of mind, nor the
association of mind.

Questions. What aspects ofthe Four D/^^iov are dhamias that ate accompanied by the mind
(dnwnparivartin:

and/or associated with peiception(w;<4in^a/prav"^''^ ^f§S)and

what aspects ate not?
For the passage.

'"^'vnThe Treatise on

Greai Insight. Zhuang points out the relevant question and answer
^

• —W

in the Pinlei zii Inn. The contents of the passage in

The Treatise on Great Insight and the Pinlei zu Im ate almost identical.

Question 9. What aspects of the Four Df^wias ate dhaimas that ate accompanied by the mind (^-il'
f f.) and/or associated with thought or volition (i®/f Tf

and what aspects ate not?"

In the Treatise on Great Insight, this issue is not elaborated.

= 208all-18.
^7.26.746022-28. Liiniottehokkthathelmii"5m.twff^" (®Lff)B the Chmese translation of the Sanskrit tem
this torn is translated as"^'.tvi:/iuarr(^L<^ So &[ have not been able to
tind a satisiactofv defniitkin of this tenn. However. foDowing the Chinese iranslatkmof the Pinlei zu tun.I ihnik this term
nun'be related to the Chinese tenn"5zi{::/iuarf(^PDfeundm many.-iMuAiTTna texts. "5ucfiu(vr(anuv/at ^PD.isihe
Chinese translatkxi of theSanskrit "tvoAvrT meanii^ the mind thatarise with kamia.m contrast to'::/iuarr''(^av/trc ^
which is the cause of the karma.
®SeeT.25.208al8-l9."®. •
" Theconespondnigpassagemthe/'ffife/ru6<wB"^S®L.^^fTlB®
" (T- 26.746c29) This statement in the P 'aJei-u hm b somewhat diffiient fiom the view heU
bytheauthorof 7>je Treatise onCKotlmigft.

"cittMipartvartin." In the
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Question 10. What aspects of the Four Dhywias are what accompanies vitarka (suijue xing; ^^ff:
xiurkmqxjrivartiri) or are associated with vic^a {guan xiangying: ^0®; vidrasanprcmikta) and
wliat aspects are not?
Zhuang holds that the passage in The Treatise on Great Insight,"M®"?
' ••••

is a reiteration ofthe question and answer concerning the

aspect of the Four Dhywnas that accompanies vitarka and is associated with vicira in the Pinlei zii
lim.-' The Third D/rv'^ is singled out as not possessing both qualities. The First D/rv^ is
anaivTed to answer the question.

Questions 11 through 14: The FourCooditioiis of the Fonr Myaia^
Question II. What are thecauses and conditions of the Four
serve as the cause and condition

"T.25.208al9-27.
="-S«T.26.747al-a8."^^j^#» •

Do the Four

also

of each other and of other dhyaiasl^

'"

The tour conditions meansthe term catvirahpratyaydl} m Sanskrit and wastranslated into"siyuan"
m Qiinese.
These tour conditions aie hetu-pranxna, which means a diiect internal cause that pnxluces a result: samanaruarctpralymi.
which
to theet^ of the prior Distant of mind or mental timcoonrng that gives risediiectly to the succeedit^ instant of
mind: iriijmAan(^pran'qi'aor**objectas condition"' which must be present for the mind to arise: and adhipoi-pratyaya which
ret^ to all indncct causesoutside the otherthieeoonditians. These fouroonditians are transialed by Xuanzangas v^iion
(&i)isicliyvan(:X^H)(.'ar(kngktT^ian}van. '^^^),aaisumuanyuan(^f^^^3nizeng^hangyuan(t^±j^in
the Apidamo Japipuosha bm
(T. 27. no. 1545). PriortD Xuanzai^'s translation, however, there is
no standard Giinese translation for the four condhions. Forexaniple.bianeariieriranslationofthesametextentitledthe
Apiianpipuoshalun
(T.27.no. 1546) whkh wastranslaied by Buddhavannan (Funic bamo:
and Daotai (M^ ihe four conditions are translaiedisymvan
tsufyuan
jingjieyvan
arid weishi
yvani^^^^. \n^"^o^l^;msr<iafltao(TheTrectiseonGreat[mi^ Kumai^vatranslaCedthethiidconditions
dsywumfeiyuan (that gives condition but snot condition by itselE
"(T. 25.20^-28.)
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The passage on this issue in 77k 7>iea/iye o« Grear/ns/g/tf is
the conesponding passage in the Pirtleizulm 'xs

5l^^^^"and
^

Question 12. What aspects of the Four Dhymas arc conditioned by the prior instance of mind
1^) or serv e as a conditions(the other cffty'wia that arise subsequently? What aspects are
not?
Zhuang associates the passage in The Treatise on Great Insight,
with the question and answer.
yfPi

f

" found in the Pinleizu limf

Question 13. What aspects of the Four Dhyanas are conditions (^)or serve as conditions (|^^) for
other £%imv?
For a conesponding discussion regarding wliether the Four Dhywias are conditions and if they
serve as condition found in 7>ie Treatise on Great Insight passage.
IIMt.

''T.26.747b4-5
""1.25.2083284511
"T.26.747b5-bl7.
'T. 25.208b12-13
''T.26.747bl8-20.

n^. &

: mmm^''''see\hsPinleizuimpassa^''mim4mfjm
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Question 14. Are the Four Df^wias a condition for advancing to a higher stale
serve as a condition for advancing to a higher state for

or do they

other dhymasl

Zhuang identifies the passage of 77k Treatise on Great Insight.
with the question and answer on whether the Four Df^aias serves as a condition for advancing to the
higher state in the Pinlei :ii tim*^
In the second part of The Treatise on Great Insight "Four Dhywias" sectioa it is asked that why
a Bodliisattva can enter into dhy^ if everything is empty-as expounded in the prqjffH-p^amita
section of The Treatise on Great Insight. The elaix)radon of the Four Dhywias fiom the perspectives
ot'prajn&pio-amitiiand fiom the bodhisattva practice is what sets The Treatise on Great Insight apart
liom ttie Ahhidharrm. This aspect of the inteipietadon of the Four Dhyibias seems to represent an
attempt by the author of The Treatise onGreat Insight to go beyond the technical discussion of the
nature of the Four Dhywias in the Abhidharma.
Based on his analysis of the Four Df^wia chapter in The Treatise on Great Insight. Zhuang
arrived at a theory tor the fomiation of Mah^wta meditation, claiming that the author of Thi Treatise
on Great Insight relied heavily on the group of Abhidharma texts that were composed near Kasmua
(Jihirr. MM) area and tried to develop them finther along the directionsofprcgna^wamita and the
bodhisattva ideal.^ Zhuang's argument and analysis of the "FourT^wtos"' section in Uk Treatise

*T.25.208bl3-14.
"T.26.747b2I.
^ See Zhuang."A Pielimtnaiy [nvesogadon ofthe Dhymia Thoi^ in The Treatise on Great InsigftT 223. Zhuang's
arautnent is based on his ana^sis of dnee sections m The Treatise onGreat [nsi^.the Dhymtpramitdchapter (chapter 17
oiTheTreattseonGreatlnsiglv)^\s}seBBiaat!itAbhidhannanflarasas^aGaiiuweihm
(T.28.no. 15S3X
the discussion of the Four
and thediscussion of the Four FonnlessConcentiation that aie based on the/IMaTupTno-
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on Great Insight points to a possible relationship between the Abhidharma and thep-qjna tradition.
Further analysis of many passages concerning dhy^ in the Abhidharma text many of which only
extant in Chinese translation, should be able to shed some new light on our understanding of the
development of

meditation. However, it is beyond of the scope of the current study.

Theretbre. in the following discussion. I will ftxus only on some of Zhiyi's quotations fiom
Abhidharma literature regarding dhy^ factors and other issues that are relevant to the Four Dhywias.

A-2. Zhiyi^s .Adoption and Selection of'^Four Dhyma^ Chapter in The Treatise on Great

Insight
.Although Zhivi quotes the second part of the Four DI^Mts chapter o(The Treatise on Great
Insight verbatim in his conclusion of the Four Dhyartas chapter, he pays almost no attention to the first
part of The Treatise on Great Insight, which is closely related to the Abhidharma

Zhiyi ignores all of

the tburteen topics discussed in the first part of the "Four Dhyaias'" chapter in The Treatise on Great
Insight, and addressed only the opening lines prior to the tburteen questions. This opening line deals
with the ^vo kinds of the Four Dfwwias: the Pure Dhywia

and the Undefiled Dhy^

Zhiyi mentions them in his discussion of the Four Dhyaias. but in this context Zhiyi provides a
different interpretation of the defiled and undefiled dhyavi.
In the Four Df^wuis chapter of The Treatise on Great Insigjht, the Pure D/rviwa

ret^ to

prakaranapiih
These two texts ae identified by Yinshun as/iMuftevTRatexls that bekx^to the
Western tradition and aiecomposed in the Kasmira(Jibm: ^^area. Zhuang'saigumentieliesheavi^anYinshun'sview
of the development of Abhidharma text See Yoishun, Shuaykpemibuwethu delunshuyu lunshiduywyiau.chapters 10
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Defiled Dhywia that is defined as the "defiled good five skandhas.'^ The Undefiled Dhy^ is
defined as the *'undefiled five skandhas'' including ri^ such as the kayakanm (stmnye-, #||) and
the speech karma {yakkarmm), and ari^ such as everything that is invisible and also noniesistant
( fHowever. Zhiyi does not adopt thisdefinition of the Defiled Dhywui and Undefiled
Dln^wia. Zhiyi holds that the undefiled Four
contemplation

^ and practices (jwig;

embrace all types of
and that the Defiled Basic D/jvvwos

do not include other practices such as Four Infinite Minds.^

It is this latter type of the Four Dhywuts

that Zhiyi meant to discuss in the Four Dhyanas chapter of The Stages of Meditcm e Perfection.
Zhiyi's mastery of the Four Dhymm chapter of Th: Treatise on Great Insight is leflected in his
verbatim quotation of the second part of the Four Dhyanas chapter of The Treatise on Great Insight.
It seems that it is Zhiyi's deliberate choice to leave out the .AbMdharmic technical discussion of the
Four Dhy ibuLs. This selection is probably made due to Zhiyi's considerations, such as the difiScult
languages of these technical discussions on the natuie of the Four Dhywuis may simply confuse his
disciples who were attempting to adopt a complicated and tbieign system of practice. Zhiyi's
pragmatic orientation in his interpretation of the Four Df^aias is also substantiated by his detailed

and 13. See also Yinshun's Ya^zhifojiao
chapter seven.
^ ]n The Treatise on Gmatlnsi^ it is implied that although the piactmonerofthe Four
is no lon^hindeicd by the
five obstacles xvhen he enters into the
slates, the
is defDed due to mnnrobsQcles caused by the following
mentalities: if the practitioner is attached to
if the practitioner becomes ano^ because ofhisachievement in
and ifthepiactitioner enters into di^'^wwnh the &lse view of Jmon. SeeT.25.189cl8-I90a6.
^ See T.46.5I6c20-21. This statement is based on the pass^ in the
Jchapter of 7^ Treaise on Great
fnsigfu. See T. 25.208c16. This point b elaboiated in 2i^'sdiscussion of the lelationsh^ between the FourDtKimas and
the Four Infinite Minds. WhenaskedbyadiscipiewhyZh^explatnstheFourInfi[uieMnids,giventhe&ctthatall
aie included in the Four
Zhi^ said ttet it wass^ necessaiy to explam various aspectsof the virtue ofthe
VawDtwiam. Futthemwie. hesaid that the Undefiled Four £%»Ksconianis the Four Infinite Mmds. Howeventhe
Defiled Four
dona encompass the Foir Infinite Minds. Zh^'fiither used the metaphor ofmilk andcheese to
expiam the telatkmsh^ between the Defiled Four
and the Four Infinde Moids.
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analysis of the methods of practice and by his lengthy description of sensational experiences.
In contrast to Zhiyi's distaste of the Abhidharma elaboration of the nature of the Four Dfwwias.
the Bodhisattva DIn'ibia ideal in The Treatise on Greca Insight appears to have been an important
inspiration tor Zhivi. This long passage consists of the question of how a Bodhisattva can enter into
cOniffKi if everything is empty as expounded in the Prcg'na-pa-amita chapter, followed by two
lesponses to this question. A Bodhisattva realizes that the five desires and the five obstacles that
prevent one fiom entering into dhywia are empty, because they are merely temporary conglomerations
of cause and conditions. Therefore, the Bodhisattva can transcend them easUy and their Jhywia
practice is motivated by compassion toward the sentient beings who attach themselves to the five
desires.

Furthermore, the Bodhisattvas do not attach themselves to the pleasure derived fiom the

achievement of
the five desires.

but simply regard dhy^ as a medicine to cure one's disease of attachment to
Therefore, the ^vo m^'or elements of Bodhisattva D/rv^. the contemplation of

kindness and emptiness, should be performed in each dhy^.*^

B. Zhiyi's Discussion of the Various Namesof the Four

Jus in the Buddhist Canon

Zhiyi cites one sutra and two Abhidharma te(ts in his discussion of the various nam^ given to the
Four Dhyimas. First Zhiyi follows the names given to the Four EMiywias in the Pusa dichi jing ^

^ See T. -)6.516a13-b7. This pass^ can be found in The Tnaase on Great (nsi^ T. 25.208b16c7.
*SeeT.30.922tb.
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1. The First Dhywia is called the

that possesses viiarka and vicw-a {Jueguary'u chair, ^

2. The Second Dhy^ is called the Dhy3ia that possesses zest (Jdjucharr,
3. The Third Dhywia is called the Dhymi that possesses joy {Leju charn ^l®).
4. The Fourth Dhyma is called the Df^wia that possesses equanimity (Shejuthan:
Although Zhiyi avoids the technical part of Abhidharma quoted in The Treatise on Great Insight, in
his discussion of the names of the Four Dhywias, he draws a pair of names given to the Four Dhyaias
Apitan piposha Im

and the Piposha lim

Giinese underetanding of the natureof the Four Dhymasf

which facilitate the

In these two texts, the First Dhyitui is

called yiijite \7igiian sarmei (the SamMii that possesses vitarka and vicita,
(concentration in which the saints preach;

or sheng

Zhiyi's an interpretation of the

later name is that in the concentrated mental state of the First Dhywia, the mental activities of vitarka
and viara are still functioning so the mental nspresentations of language cannot be cut off. Therefore,
it was given the name shiiqfa (preaching;

^

In contrast, the Second. Third, aixl Fourth Dhyaias are all called wig'ue wugiian sarmei (the
SamikJhi without vitarka and vic^a.
holy/noble silence:
Abhidharma

or shengmoran ding (the concentration of

Zhiyi offers his interpretation for this passage quoted fiom the

In the intamediaty dhymi between the First and the Second Dhysbia. vitarka

^SeeT.28.312b24fortheoccunenceofthenaniethatZh^cilesinthe^^;7fxs^/ur;
T.28.489a3andT.28.5I6al5forllietEmislhatZhmcilBdinthe/'pQs/iaA«
""SeeTSnaO-ll

Alsosee
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(applied thought) is eliminated. Due to the manifestation of*intemal purity." a dhywia &ctor that
signifies the attainment of the Second Df^wia, vic^a (sustained thought) iseliminated. As the
vitarka and vici-a that are associated with languages aie eliminated, these thiee Dhywias aie called
mz/oraw (silence:

When one enteis into the Second

wisdom, the Second

is called

by means of the undefiled

(divine silence;

By associating the

presence of language with these two Indian temisyitf?(w/arAa; ^ and gium{yici-a: ^.Zhiyi
otfers a grip on the two Indian tenns vitarka and vjc<ra for the Chinese practitionere.

C Zhiyi^s Interpretation of the Method of Practice to Achieve the Four Dhyam
The method of practice that Zhiyi prescribed to achieve the Four Dhywias appears to be his own
interpretation oftwo sets ofmethodspiescribed in the Buddhist canon. The first method is the
wi^iffia-sntni described in The .Vfindfidness of Respiration Suira
calls the Six Contemplative Practices {Liii xingguarr.

The second method which Zhiyi

is a type of contemplation described in

the Ahhidharma The method of practice to achieve the First Dhy^ is Zhiyi's interpretation of the
m^wia-smni found in The XfiiK^ness of Respiration Sutra (Da anban shouyijing,
translated by An Shigao

Another set of methods known as the Six Contemplafive

Practices is prescribed as the method to attain all FourD/^<vias.
Zhiyi does not elaborate on the SLx Contemplative Practices but meiely repeats the formula of this

*T.508b28-29."itt£l^t^.
'

vxmmnmL,

-"
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practice as it is descnbed in the siras and^ AbhicBiarma. so in the following discussion I first
summarize Zhiyi's nanation of this fonnulaic method I then analyze Zhiyi's interpretation of the
iti^ma-smni in greater detail.

C-l. Zh^'s Interpretatioii of the Six Contemplative Practices iBwdngguan; /vhlH)
In The Stages of Meditative Perfection the set of Six Contemplative Practices (liiccingguan: /<fj
M) tirst appears as the last practice of the Evtemal E*tepaFaiory Expediencies and then is prescribed as
the method of practice for the attainment of the Second through Fourth D/rv^.'' Zhiyi interprets
the practice of the Second Df^wia in terms of the Six Practices (Aff). also called Six Contemplative
Practices (/<t

The Six Practices constitute three types of contemplations on the infmor

quality of the lower stage of dfiyidia,once it has been reached, and three contemplations on the
superior qualities of the next higher stage
sutFering(A2/:

Contemplations on the lower stage are

coarse (tvi/; ®.arKl obstructive (r/wwg;

subtle (/wa/o;

in contrast to thesuperior (5/je/jg;

and liberating or transcending (c/nr, tB) features of the next higher stage.

It is noteworthy that Zhiyi also adds his own interpretation in terms such as"heaviness"(diong, li)
and "lighmess"{qing:

to contrast the worids that one experiences before and after achieving the

Four Dhywiasr

This method is also prescribed as the last practiceof theexternal expedient means.See T.^ 490c25-49Ia26.
'-The Chinesetranslations oftheseSix Practice ofContemplationarc:
The practice ofthese
Six Contemplations when one's meniali^ still remains hi the RealmofDesirc can tnotivaie one toen^^ in the practice of
the Fast
^ Zhivi hol^ thatone feels that the lower level of worldas moie"real" because ofone's physical contacts with "solid" oiyects.
However, this senseof teal leflectsonty the coaise naurc ofthe lower leahns. Although the lowerrealms' nature ofben^
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C-2. An Analysis of the RebtMNisliip between Jhe MmfiUiwss of Respiration SubravoA
Zh^'s Interpretation of the An^aiasm/ti
The most important soiuce tor Zhiyi's interpietation of ai^wia-smfli appears to be JTie
Mim^dness of Respiration Sutra translated by An Shigao. It is noteworthy that, although many
scholars label The Min^drwss of Respiration SOra as a text of'Hoiay^' practice, at least until
Zhi\i*s time, it was seen as a Mah^^ sutra Zhi)! considers the method described in this siitra as
the method ofBodhisattvaD/^^ practice. In fact, the sixth century Giinese Buddhists did not see
The Minc^ilness of Respiration Sutra asa"Hmay^" texL^ Furthermore, Zhiyi never described
any method of practice to be a "H3iqy3ur" practice in The Stages of Meditative Perfection. In
Zhiyi's discussion of the methods of practice of the Four Dhyaias. Zhiyi clearly demonstrates his
view that in his meditation system, it is intentioa but not methods, that distinguishes Bodhisattva
cffjvima practice fiom the so-called "Hmay^' practice.''
Zhiyi's quotation fiom The .Vfindfulness of Respiration Sutra shows the part of 77k iVfind/uIness of
Respiration Sutra that was still practiced or discussed in the sixth century. His own interpretations,
which differ fiom The Minc^dness of Respiration Sutra, reflect the development of these breathing

sold and coarse gives people a sense of"heavmess," essent^, these experiences ae "lighter" due to their fleeting natureand
the alsocast only shallow impact on human consciousness. In contrast, although one obta^ a feeling of'l^'when one
experiences the moreethereal icalm due tothe subtleties ofthese experiences, oneactually receives "heaviet^ ordeeper impact
tiom these experiences. SeeT.46.491b5-ll.
Zhou Bokan. "TheConcept of Haiayiiia and Matrnmi in Eariy Giinese Buddhism''{Bulletin ofthe College of Liberal
.•Ias. TahvanUniveisity.38[1990]). 2^257. It is usually held th^ AnSh^^bekx^ to thestage thatassociate
with the numerical cate^)ries(diam/a£
and his technical method reflects thepracticeof the Sarvastivadins.
It is mteresting. however,that Zhou pointed out that mostof the
texts tnciudmg those withSarvastwadin orpins, are
cat^)cizedasthe".V/a/tA'^"tBxtbiSenyou's(f§(^C%<5an3artg[/ji/ L±ESe^6 in the ear^sbohcentury.
" The use ofthe convenient yet oflen misleadmg labels
and"Hrnqyavf has recendy been challei^ed by some
excellent philological and hotoricalstudies. See especially E^Fianison'sstuc^on the Chmese translations by
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and mindfulness techniques and the Giinese concept of df^wia in leladon to techniques that
occuned during the second to sixth centuries in Giina

In the following, theiefoie. I will first make

a general textual comparison between The Mnc^ness of Respiration SOra and Zhiyi's interpretation
of the mipitui-smiti and then analyze Zhiyi's interpretation.
Many scholars have acknowledged the importance o(The Mim^ness of Respiration SOra. but
claimed that the extant The Xfindfidness of Respiration SOra is almost incomprehensible, not only
because of its archaic language but also because it is a mixture of text and commentary. For the
purpose of te.\tual comparison, however. 1 will attempt to sort out a tentative outline of 77M?
MnJfiilness of Respiration Sutra based on my own reading of the first scroll of 77k MindfiJrwss of
Respiration SOra wWch is the part most relevant to Zhiyi's discussion of m^ana-smtti.
The first scroll of The XTincffidness of Respiration Sutra can be roughly divided into eleven sections
and their TaLshdpages are provided after each description.^

1. The place wiiere the Buddha practices m^^-smiti and his intention of practicing
smiti.[T. 15.163c15-20]

2. Eleven sets of interpietations of the four terms an(^.ban

shon (^.and>7 (,^. [T. 15.

I63c20-141

3. The shixia (ten wisdoms;

Lokaksema.
* Also see Appendix B.

of anban shouyi (mindfulness of respiration;

[T. 15.
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I64al3-15]

4. Five Interpretationsofthe term5/ioi(v/(mindfulness;

[T. 15.164aI5-24]

5. Ten sets of interpretations of the sL\ matters of mindfulness

—counting, following,

stopping, contemplation, reflection, and purity. (T. 15.164a24-b26.]

6. Onsfni (counting; '^) as a method to achieve

[T. 15,164b27-l65cl]

7. On Sid (following; ® as a method to achieve the Second Dhywia.[T. 15.164bl4-c 1 ]

8. On dii (stopping; [b as a method to achieve the Fourth Dhywia, [T. 15.1642-7]

9. A series of questions and answers regarding further detailed of counting, following, and
stopping. [T. 15.165c9-167a2]

10. On grojw (contemplation; |^. [T. 15.167a3-18]

I I . O n ( r e f l e c t i o n ; j^andy/wg(purity; ^).[T.15.167al9-168b7]

The structure of Zhiyi's interpretation and the relevant passages in The Minc^ness of Respiration
Sutra can be seen in the following chart
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Textual sources from die

Zh^'s Inteipretatioii of

MmtfubusofRespiratkmSiMra
1. The method that is practiced
a Interpretation of the names of the breaths

Sections 1 and6

b. Distinguishing various types of breathing

Section?

c. Illuminating different ways to use the breaths

Section 6

2. The mind thai practices (t

b)

a On the mind that can count

Section 6

b. On changing the object of meditation

Section 6

d. Distinguishing wliy breathing is selected as

Zhiyi's own interpretation of The
.Vfindfidness of Respiration Stira

e. The initial practice

This textual comparison cleariy locales the sections of 77*? Min^mss of Respiration Sutra that
Zhiyi draws fiom. A closer look at these passages in The Mindfidness of Respiration SOra in
comparison with Zhiyi's interpretation shows that Zhiyi's interpretation of the m^^-smiti is a
sv stemization of the passage on the method of counting breaths in The Minc^dness of Respiration
Sura by dividing it into two m^'or aspects, the objective method that is practiced and the subjective
mind that practices. Zhiyi's clear distinction between the bieath and the mind can be related to the
threefold division of the gateof
of TfK Stages of Meditative Perfection

(breath, fbim. and mind) that Zhiyi makes in the thiid chapter
In the practice of the Four Dfnmtas,only twx) components,

bieath and mind are utilized, out of the three mqor elements of one's life form. In contrast, in the
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Tongminggium

practice, ail three components serve as the objects of contempiatioa

The use of the two elements as the method of the Four Dl^aias practice will lead to Mundane
Reaiizatioa

However, the Tongminggum practice that involves all thiee elements will lead to both

Mundane and SupramundaneRealizatioa The dififetence between the practice and realization of the
Four Dhyibias and the Touting g^ian will become clear in the next chapter.
Zhiyi's division of mind and breath also reflects the increasing importance of miixl in the
development of early Chinese Buddhist meditatioa

As early as in the third century, there were

already signs showing that Giinese practitioners were fascinated by the efi^ts of meditation practices
on one's mind. Hong Xiuping

a modem Giinese Buddhist scholar, has pointed out that

Kang Senghui's lengthy elaboradon of the mysterious function of mind, such as the supernatural
powers that can be tapped into by means of meditadoa described in his prefece to TJte Mndfidness of
Respiration Siira is a m^or distinction between The Min^Ulmss of Respiration Sutra arxl Kang's
preface.'
.Although mind plays an important role in Zhiyi's sy^em of practice, it does not take supremacy
in Zhiyi's method of practice. Zhiyi assigned equal status to the two aspects of practice: mind aixl
breath. Zhiyi's ackmwiedgment of the importarx^ of the breath in meditative practice sets him apart
Com many dhwia masters of his dme.such as those known as the nine masters. Most of these nine
masters wiere known tor the supremacyof the role ofmind in their practice such as harmonizing the
mind(ra/jgnw; ^l>). searching the mind (Awain;

stepping the mirKl(raxz>j;

arxl so
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on."" In contrast Zhiyi seems always to assign equal status to mind and the physical aspects not
only in his discussion of method but also in his description of the realization experieiKe that is
discussed in a later section.

C-2a. An Anafysis of Zh^*s Discussioii oi An^amhsmfdMtAkoA That b Practiced
The section entitled "The method that is practiced'" is Zhiyi's discussion of "breaths," the objea of
mipibia-smfli practice.^ Zhiyi discusses three aspects of breaths that are the object of concentration
in m^^i-smni practice—the terminology.'" the various types of breathing.^' and the different ways
of breath exercise in one's practice of mUpmi-smnif^
Zhiyi's definitions of the two terms an

and ban

set the tone for his interpretation of the

system of practice in which breaths aie separated fiom the mind. Zhiyi cleariy identifies the term an

^Haa^X\\spm,Chan:ongxixicing(£xingdKngyufidian
(Taipei:Fokuai^ 1990X30-31.
'*\n7hiaasns{<^^),Z}ugumficdngchuanhongjue Lhi^l§fTf^'^Zi;^theics a passage that establishes the Tianiai
tradition in terms ot'the lineage of "nine masta3"(/^/ir. /i^. These nniemastEisaie known by the name of Ming (B^
Zui(ir0.Sung(rt5D.Jiu(iD.Jian(^Hui(^ Wen(3S3.Si(g.XandYi(^. Although theie is nodoubt that the last three
masters are Huiwen(:^i33.Huisi(^.g),and Zhiyi
very little is known about the otherSKmasKis. IntheZfuguun
ficcing chuanhongjue
it is said that master Zui practices the method of "hamionizing the mind" {rongcin.
^ Li" the master Song tbcuseson the method of"lealizing the [origin] ofthe mind"(benxirc, ^Li MasterJiu practkss
"quieting orcalming the mind"{Jixiit
Master Jian contemplaKS the suchness and oneness of cfiianna with the
method of"comprehending the nimd"(/jaacOT TCi"and Huiwen uses the method of^enl^itening the mmd"(^ftnrOT ^
L)" SeeT-16.149.
I believe that this recoid concerning the nine masteisshouki not be teadas a chiaiokjgkal Ihie^ butshoukl be seen asa
group ofpeople associated with oneother. InthebngiaphyofHutsiiecoidedinthe.VugaasengzAua^ ^^f^fS|[,itBsaid
that after Huisi lealized the LotusScvnJ^'under the insiniction of Huiwen. he went on to verify his lealizatnn with Teacher
J^andTeacherJiaSeeT.50.557. In Zhfyi's biography in the.li^acffengiAuong |®^f^f§|[,itBalsomentk)nedthat
Zhiyi studied fiom HuisL Huisi studied tiom teacherJiu. Teacher Jiustudied fiom Teacher ZuL See T. voL 30.553.
Compared to Kumaqtva. ZhM put a kx moreemphasis on
'^SeeT-l6.508c5-9.
'"SeeT-46.508c9^l3.
'^SeeT-46.508cl3-23.
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(ic) as "in-breaths" and ban (|^ as "out-brealhs."" This definition is made to clarify one of the
definitions given tor an arxl ban in The Mnc^dness of Respiration Siira

Zhiyi holds that the

statement that aw means "to arise" (5/ie«g; ^ and 6aw means "to perish" (m/e; jJ^^inTTje
Minctfidness of Respiration Sara should be undeistood as the arising and perishing of bieath but not
the arising and perishing of mind, thus drawing a clear line between bieath and miiKi Zhiyi's effort
to claril\' this definition of"a«" and "ban " as the arising and perishing of mind points to the existence
of such views at Zhiyi's time. Although mind is important in Zhiyi's system of method, he remains
cautious as to w hete to draw the line. The clear distinction that he makes beUveen the bieath and
mind also allows ftirther comparison between the Four Dhywias and the method of the Tongming
gium that uses thiee major elements of bieath. physical body, and mind as theobjects of practice,
theieby leading to a higher spiritual achievement This point is elaborated in the discussion of
Tongming giian in the next chapter.
.'Mler making this clear distinction between the mind and bieath. Zhiyi further distinguishes
difieient types of bieathing. Zhiyi's distinction of various types of bieathing follows the distinctions
made in The MinJfidness of Respiration Siira except that he gives a somewhat difiaent oider to the
tour tvpesofbreathing.\vfiich are described as audible
H)-and restful (x/:

gasping (c/n^ow;

coarse (9/;

These four types ofbieathingare only mentioned in passing in section 7 of

1liis (kfinitnn B alsogNen m 77ie
in the passage descnbing thesixteen extraoidinaiy and
superior methods. SeeT. 15. l65a5-6. This definition is not oKiuded in the loi%elaboration ofthemeanmgof the terms
an and ban m the section 2 ofThe Mmdfiiiness c^Respration Siira
This sthe second pairofdefinitions amongthe eleven pangiven to thesetwo teims. All eleven paiis of definitions aie
heavily colored with daik-leamingstyle ofexplanatioa See T. 15.163<21
°^Luktranslatesthstemias"audible'follow^thede&iitiongiveninthe.V23o2^^guan See The Secrets (fChmese
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The Xfiiuifiiimss ofRespiration Sara, wtuch is devoted to the discussion of the method of sid
(following breaths;

In 77K Stages of Meditative Perfection, however. Zhiyi mentions the four

t\pes of breathings several times, in his discussion of external expediencies.and in his discussion of
the imip^-smfli practice to achieve the First Dhy^.
The thiid aspect ofthe method that describes the diflfeient waysof counting one's bieaihs. Inthis
sectioa Zhiyi provides a valuable discussion of thedifieient types of m^WKi-smtti practice taught by
other (Jln ima masteis during Zhiyi's time. Zhiyi describes how various dhyma masters disagree on
wfiether the practitioner should count the in-brealhs.out-breaths, or both the in-bteaths and the outbreaths. In The Mincifitlness of Respiration Sutra however, only the method of counting out-breath
is prescribed.'^ Therefore. Zhiyi's discussion of these methodsshows that the method of counting
breaths has developed into at least threeor four diflfeient types fiom 142 to 570 AJD.
Three types of methods are described by Zhiyi and commented oa
1. Counting out-breaths can lighten the body, preventing it 6om feeling swelling due to the excessive
ifi (5^ in one's body that can be caused by counting in-breaths.
2. Counting in-breaths also has five benefits:
a. tacilitating one's vision to see the thirty-six oigans in one's body.
b. helping one to achieve concentration with ease.

Meditation. 125.
*SaT.I5.165b23-24.-^m.
^"
' A moie deiailed description ofthe four tjpesofbieaths aRgiven ki the external expedienciessection of 77ie5Sr^gis
MecStative Perfection. S«T.46.490a3-10.
15.164c6-8. The rational given to the method ofcountn^out-biealhs that iheie are seven evils outside of one's body
and only thieeevils that aie Disideone's bo(^.

c. cutting offone's thoughts that aie associated with the external world.
d. developing a filing ofpower and lightness.
e. causing the cessation of gieed and hatred.'^
3. Meditators can either count in-bieaths and out-bieaths according to each individual practitioner's
pieteience.
Zhiyi mentions a tbuith type of methods,stating that diffeient types of bieath should be counted at
tour diffetent stag^of practice, but he does not explain the detailsof this method. Zhiyi does not
judge any method to be superior than the others. This teflects Zhiyi's broad knowledge of the details
of the difieient practice methods prevalent at his time and his leceptive attitude towaid all these
different methods. The only warning that Zhiyi provides to his disciples is never to count both inbreaths and out-breaths at thesame time, as one will suffer Som diseases such as blocked breathing if
one does so.^'

C-2b. Zhiyi's Interpretatmn of the Mind that Can Practice
Far fiom an elaboration of the mysterious functioning of the mind. Zhiyi's interpretation of the
'*mind that can practice" is a technical discussion of the exercises of the mind and how this mitxi is
closely related to one's physical condition. This section is divided into thiee subsections; the miixl
that counts.' shifting the subject of concentration

SeeT.46.508cl5-I8.
"T.-46.508021-23.
''T.-16.508c25-509a6.

and a discussion of why m^wia-smiri
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should be the initial method to be practiced.^

The first two subsections appear to be 23uyi's

elaboration of the method of practicedrawn fiom The Mndfidness ofRespiration Sutra. The thiid
subsection is Zhiyi's explanation ofhis own view on the significance of m^^-smitL^
The first subsection, entitied"the mind that counts," is Zhiyi's discussion of the processof
concentrating one's mind by engaging it in the activity of counting ten breaths. Two types of
counting that indicate one's lack of cotKentration aie discussed. Zhiyi quotes the two types of
intOTor counting described as excessive counting
insufficient counting
Respiration Sutra '

or counting mote than ten breaths, and

meaning "counting less than ten breaths" fiom The .Vlindfidness of
Fuithennorc. Zhiyi adds that when the mind is not properly controlled and

attention is paid to the number in a forceful way. it will result in the accumulation of excessive qi in
one's body that stuffs up one's body and prevents a person fiom practicing prolonged sitting
meditatioa
The second subsection,entitled "shiiiing the subject of concentration" is Zhiyi's discussion of the
practices of following (^, stopping (ifc). reflection (|^, returning (^.and purity (y^). Zhiyi
describes these practices as follows.

When one counts one's breaths until one feels the bieaths turn

subtle, then oneshould set aside the method of counting and simply follow one's breaths without any
attempt to control or restrain it When one follows one's breath until one is about to enter into a

"T46.509a6-ll
"T.-46.5093124)23.
•'T 15.165a7-bl
^^1.15.165310-11. "(51^^^?
^ T. -16.509a5^.
=mmmm,
•"5661.-46.50936-11

--
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quiescent state of mind one should then discaid the method of following and abide by one's
quiescent mind. When one experiences unexpected or sudden darkness ofmind(^;^,^ then one
should exercise gum (M) on one's own fomi (physical body), bieathing, and mirxL^ If during the
mettitaiion one's mind is restless, one should return to the fiist three methods of counting, following,
and stopping. This is called returning (j^. Through the skillful use ofvarious method, one
achieves concentration C© and the purity of thought
It is noteworthy that in this passage the object o^gium practice is not only one's mind but also
one's physical body and breaths. Here Zhiyi cites the Dcgijing as his textual source of this practice
of reflecting one's tbrni, breath, and mind

This method will appear as the m^or practice of the

Tangling gium in the ne.Kt chapter.
These methods share the same names as the methods prescribed in the Six Wondrous Gates
f ^1), but one should not see them as the same practice. In Zhiyi's system, the set of sLx methods
described here is practiced with an emphasis on attainir^ concentration, or the Mundane Fit^ Dhywia.
The six methods entitled the "Six Wondrous Gates" in The Stages of Meditative Perfection taken
together are a type of intensive reflection that allowsone to achieve undefiled Supramundane
Realization even prior to one's achievement of the Mundane Fii^ Dhyaia.
In JTk Mindfulness of Respiration Sutra, the six methods arecalled "the six instances of

'^SeeT.46.509a9. Thism^tefertoeitherckDwsnKssofmiKicrsomeevilsaisationsthatcausescnetoseeininKnse
darioiess in the meditative state. This b discussed later, in the section on thedeftiition of
as

W)^TheisveiyciosetoToritgm^guan:

Dfn'imas.

This occunenceofjuon is theonly one that I find biZh^'s discussion of the Four
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guaiding thought"

From the perspective of the general structure of The Mimffidness

of Respiration Sutra, the first method, called counting bieath (ga^^

is prescribed as the method

to achieve the First D/rv^- The second method following biealh (owMgawia: ^ is prescribed as
the method to achieve the Second Df^wia. the third method stopping{sth^. ih) is prescribed as the
method to achieve the Third and the Fourth Dhy3ia s.® These six methods are given many different
interpretations and practices in The Mindfidness of Respiration Sutra

For example, the methods also

appear as a preliminary exercise that can be used for the method of counting to achieve the First
Dhywm in The XfinJftdrwss of Respiration Sutra*^

In this respect, we can say that Zhiyi has adopted

this flexible use of the six methods fburxl in The Mnt^dness of Respiration Sutra
The preceding textual analysis already demonstrates the close relationship between The
Xfim^dness of Respiration Sutra and Zhiyi'sdiscussion of the dhy^ method in The Stages of
Meditative Perfection.

In the third subsection of Zhiyi's interpretation of the mind that can practice,

he offers yet more textual support and historical evidence to back up his adoption of the
smrti as the method to achieve the First Dhy^. The first textual support is the description of the
enlightenment experience of S3(yamum Buddha recorded in the Jufyingjing

In the

'"SeeT. 15. l65b2<7.TheieiationshipbetweenthesemedudsandtheFourD^JxsaiesomewtiataheiedDiKang'spietke
to TheXfin^nessofRespB-ationSHra In KangSei^ui's scheme, the FourZV^tfio^ can beachieved thnxigh the
practice ofthetv^ four methods of counting bieath (gormz following
biealh(ani^ama; ^ stopping
ihX
andconteniplalmg(2^i:zii:ja^ jj^iespectivefy. Although KangSenghui'sconeiadon seems to be moren'Stemic. sis
some^^i)^^(kvi^sed6m^^^K^^^nc^idnessefRespa'atk3nSara Kang'spie&ce was translated by Arthur Link. SeeAithur
Link. "Evidence tor Dodrinal Continui^ ofHan Buddhism fiom the Second ThiDi:^ the Fouith centuries: The Pte&ces to
An Shih4(ao's Gront/Sura on
/Zesprtom and IC'ang Seng^uiTs Inooductian to"The Reflection of
Dfn aviT Pcpers in Honour of Prv/essornbtxSridge Bingham: A Fesacfr^for His Severty^^Birthdm (San Francisco:
Chinese Material Center lnc_ 1976). 55-126.
SeeT 15.165a284)L
^ Tati nining benqijing
(T. 3, No. 185). In the text,transiaed by Zhi Qian
the enl^htenment
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Ruhingjing, Skyannini Buddha is said to have attained enlightenment after he achieved the Four
Dhyimis thiough his practice of m^ana-snuti. The type of m^wvhsm/ti described in the JMmwg
jing also lesembles the six methods of counting, tbllowing, stopping, contemplation, teflection.and
puritv' mentioned in The Mndfidness of Respiration Sdra.^

Thetetbie. Zhiyi highly praised the

suptemacy of mi^mi-smiti. because it is the method by which

Buddha attained

enlightenment
The second evidence that Zhiyi mentions is that ^^Aia-smiti is the most popular practice
taught by Dharnia masters fiom the westem countries

This obviously let^ to many

cffn wui masters fiom Central Asia such as An Shigao and Buddhabhadra. Zhiyi's explicit statement
indicates that using im^wia-sm/ri as the msyor method of the practice to achieve dhy^ was oneof
the most distinctive teatuies of early Chinese Buddhist meditation.

Summary
In this sectioa i identified how Zhiyi draws the Bodhisattva Dhy^ icfeal fiom The Treatise on
Great Insight and then prescribes the m^^-smni cSTyma practice prevalent in China Zhiyi's
selection of passages fiom texts and his systemization of methods clearly show how
was understood atxl practiced in China in the sixth centuiy.

practice

In the next section. I tum to Zhiyi's

concept ofdhy^ by analyzing Zhiyi's two m^'or definitions of the term df^^.

eNporience fiuMia
methods discussed hei&
"®SeeT.3.476c26-27.

is

as stan^ fiom a series of

that aR descnbed in tennsof thesix
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[|. Zhiyi's Concept of
tsoiiglin;

'An Array of Various Meritorious Qualities" (gongde
and the "MultipleFactors" (z/iiffiw;

In the "Four Dhyatias" chapter oiThe Stages of Meditative Perfection, Zhiyi ptovides two
detiiiitions oftih iina. The first is "gongde tsonglin"

which literally means '"the forest

(accumulation) of merits." Gongde (Xjjf^ means "merit" but in TJie Stages of Meditative
Perfection, Zhivi uses the tenn to denote the qualities of the physical sensations that arise when one
attains the Firet Dh\'ma. Therefore, in this sense, gongde can be understood in relation to the
Sanskrit terni giati which means "qualities." TsongUn (i^^) literally means "bush"or "forest" but
in this case it appears to be a metaphor of the conglomeration or a dense anay of "merits" or
"qiulities." Therefore, in the following, I translate the tenn gongde tsonglin

as "an array

of \ arious meritorious qualities."
llie second definition given to the term dhy^i is zhilin
f

'i as his te.\tual souice to define dhyiina as zhilin

Zhiyi cites the Ymgluo jing
Zhi

stands for the Chinese

traislation of the Sanskrit temi ai^a. The Chinese character lin (|^) means "forest." This
cliaracter is used to indicate the multiplicity of dfn'ima factors. It will become clear in later
discussion. Zhivi has a tendency to describe dhyimi factors in positive terms so there are usually
multiple cOn mui factors in his interpretation of dfn-^i. Therefore, in the following 1 translate the

"" Fit Zhiyi's definition ofdfn'dha as"Sjyana (actor." seeT. 46.5 llal 8.
jiii^ iliat"dfn'ima" is the name of
lactors.) Zhiyi quotes the passage,"@S^Hs" fiom
SeeT.24.1015a7.

(As said in the yingltio
Ptisayiri^mpcm-efijing
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temi r/z///rt

as "multiple dhyima factors."*

Zhiyi's interpretation of dhy^i factors is

closely tied to his discussion of the physical sensations described in his explanation of the term gongde
isiJiv^lin. In the following, 1 analyze 23iiyi*s interpretation of these two terms and briefly review his
comments of his contemporar%' dhyima masters view on these two aspects ofdhyiinci.

A. ZhKi's Interpretation of Gonde Tsonglin
Zhiyi mentions this definition of dhyana as "an array of various meritorious qualities" in the
second section. "Explaining tlie Names," of the Four Dhymas chapter of 77;e Stages ofMeditathv
Pcr/t'ciion

Tliis association between clhy^i and gong de (merit;

Dhym.1-pmimiulchapter of The TmitLse onGreat Insight." Gongde

appears occasionally in the
appears ftequentiy in

conjunction vsith tlie discussion of dhy^ in the Chinese translation of the Abhidharma:'^ This
dctinition of dln utia seemed to be a generally accepted definition in the sbcth century China. For
o.\;unple. in the Dashengytfiang

by Huiyuan

of the Jingying temple (.'f). this

is also one of the definitions given to

It is noteworthy thiu in the ApitanpiposhaItin
ihe dfn Jha factors are translated more literally as chiudii
(h'l '.0. See T. 28, j09al Zhiy i does not mention this translation in spite of much of his citation fiom the AhhiJIktmia in
!iih imeqDretation.
' "p'r
•" (DIndha is the treasury for the retaining of wisdom,and the field of meritoriousqualities),
r.l^. I80cl8. Also. "UsSMilM' "(The merits ofvariousconcentrations are all derived fixim cultivation
ot aHitemplarion.). T. 25, 185b15-16.
" Fore.\ample.seetliepassage in the/'/pas/;a/:ffi
"tT.28.
.''02;i27-28.) .Anoihere.\ample fiom the
is that
t 'U
^" (T.
28.505c29-506a1). The temn
K" also appeals occasionally in conjunction with df^'wia. See the guiiia in tlie Piposha
Inn
=" (T.28.416aI7). i am indebted to Rev. Huimin (M^ for pointmgoiit these passages in the
Abhidharmatome.
cnieso^aited
t//nvi/w is named "cultivation thiDugh reasoning and thinking." It is also named"an amw of meritorious qualities." Its
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In The Stages of Meditative Perfection, Zhiyi defines gongde tsonglin as the ten good qualities
of the physical sensations that aiise w+ien one attains the First Dhy^. This definition can be seen in
the statement that Zhiyi made in The Stages of Meditative Perfection that"the practitioner, based on
his iictiievement of the Access Dfnudia, the v'arious sensations with good qualities manifest thereby
atuiins the First DhySna."''^

In another passage Zhiyi says that gongde refers to the numerous merits

of tlie sensation of movement."'
In one instance.

gongde or meritorious quality is identified as the multiple dfnulria factors.

Hie close relationship be^veen the good qualities of sensation and dhyana factors will become clear in
the nc-Xt sectioa w hich deals with 23ii\i's definition oidhy^ factors. As it will become clear in the
next section. Zhi\ i"s interpretation oUilty^ factors is closely connected to his description of
sensations.
In The Stages of Meditative Perfection Zhiyi's definitions ofdhywia feature an emphasis on
somatic experiences. For example. Zhiyi describes the realization of the First Dhyma as tlie
manifestation of sixteen types of sensations. When the sensations manifest with their accompanying
ten good qualities but not the twenty possible bad qualities, one achieves the First Dhx ibui. Gongde
tsonglin in essence refers to the ten qualities of these sixteen sensations. Therefore, it is necessary to

nanifd "cultivaiion tlirough iKisonini and thinking" because lihi'Jna is achieved through one's caretui discernment and
itllettion in the quiescent state of the higher realm. It is also called""an array of meritorious qualities" because it gives rise to
various meritorious qualities." SeeT.44.705b8-l 1. Also see the passage in chapter sixteen ofthe
in \s hich Huiv uan defines siwdxiu
as thecause of dh'iuui wdgongde tsonglin
1=) as theetl^ of
JIn ;iikt practice. See T.44.718a8-15. The relationship between thisstatement and a similar but more detailed analysis of
tlic viirious detinitions ofdfn^ma that Zhiv i made in thesecond dofXsrofTheSiages of Meditative Peijcction is not clear.
•• T.46.5iob9-io.-i
smmrm -"
•"T.46.5I0a24-25.
-"
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first briefly delineate Zhiyi's description of sensations.

A-i. Zhiyrs Discussion of the Sensations (C/iu; US) that Define the Realization of the First
Dhyma
Zhiyi uses tiie term chu (®) to denote the various types of sensations that arise when one
achieves tlie First Dhyiinci.

In The Stages of Meditative Perfection, the manifestation of tlie si.\teen

.son.sations defines the realization of the First Dhyma. The sixteen types of sensations can be fijrther
di\ itled into two groups. The eight sensations in the first group are movement (®j). itching tO.
cexilness (ijJO- wamith (1©. liglitness (flD, heaviness (Jt), rolighness (©, and smoothness (vj'}-).'^
7.hi> i lists a second group of eight sensation that are somewhat similar but can be fijnlier distinguished
faini the pt«;eding eight sensations: scatteredness

pleasure (5^, coldness (?p). heat (£f^). floating

(; 'f i sinking

Zhiyi holds that the sequence of tnanitestation

hardness

and softness

of these sixteen sensations depends on the diflferent proportion's of the combinations of tlie Four
filcnients. This differs fiom individual to individual. According to his own obser\ ation. howe\ er.
the >ensation of movement is usually the first one that occurs."
The sensation experience is described in The Stages of Meditative Perfection as tlie following.
Alter being absort)ed in the Access Dfn'wia. in which one t^ls one's body disappear for up to seven
da> s. one month, or even one year, one suddenly feels that the body and mind, in their concentrated

• llH.'se sensations ha\e already been briefly discussed in Chapter6 and are extensivelv elaborated here. SeeT.46.496c20447025.
" Stv LuL Sfc7t'/S£^C7/ihe5t?A/rttftonow.chapter6on theauthentic experienceof these discussion in modem China.
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state, move involuntarily (iSuEffniB/j)- When this sensation of movement happens, one regains
awareness of the existence of one's body and mind. This sensation of involuntary mo\ement feels
like clouds or a shadow arising in one's body and it may happen either fiom the top, the bononx or the
w aist. The sensation of mo\ ement that initiates from the top of one's body lasts for a ver\- short
pcriiKl. In contrast the mov ement sensation initiating fiom one's lower body tends to last longer and
is pervasive.
In Hie Slaves ofMeditaih-e Perfection the manifestation of sensations alone does not siirticiently
dotine the manifestation of tlie First Dfn'wia. In The Stages of Meditative Perj'ection. Zhi\ i
repeatedly stresses and goes into great detail to describe the proper good qualities

tku should

aiisc with the sensations.
In the Four Dln-ibws chapter. Zhiyi insists that one must examine whether the sensations that
nianit^ possess ten meritorious qualities, so that one can be certain that these are the sensations that
chai-acterize the First Dhy^il'^

Therefore, these ten good qualities of the sensation appear to be

••;ui anay of meritorious qualities." by which one defines the attainment of the First Dhyibia.
the sensation of movement manifests, there are numerous good qualities

Wlien

that arise with tliem.

/hi\ i describes ten accompanv ing good qualities that arise with the movement of sensation that will
be dealt with in the following section.
I. concentration (^.

-r.46.5ii»«.

These ten qualities of the sensation are:
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2. emptiness ('r©,
J. brightness and clarity

5. zest (^).
6. thoughts of kindness
7. clear view and comprehension
8. liberation tram desires and attachments
the manifestation of sensation
10. harmonization and suppleness of mind (.
Zhiyi describes the other fifteen types of sensations that arise after the sensations of movement.
One day. ten days, one month, or up to a year after the sensation of movement arises, other sensations
ill rise sequentially. These sensations are itching (0), coolness
hea\ iness (^i}. toughness

wannth (1{§). liglimess di'iD.

. and smoothness (?!')." Zhiyi lists another eight sensations tliat are

somewhat similar but have some minor differences &om the first eight sensations: scatteredness
pletLsure

coldness (I-p). heat (Mj. floating (^), sinking (^fc), hardness (!©.softness ("IrJO."

Tlicse SLxteen sensations arise with the ten good qualities.

This defines the manit^tion of the

l-irst Dhyma.
A textual survey of the Buddliist canon accessible to Chinese Buddhists in the sLxih century

••T.46.510b3-5.
" See Luk. chapter6.
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shows that there is a short, but revealing passage on the discussion of sensation in the Damo chioluo
chcin/ing

translated by Buddhabhadra in the eariy fifth century A.D. In his

discussion of the First Dhymcu the eight sensations that arise with the achievement of the First
Dh\ Una are mentioned.^ According to Jan Yunhua's study of dhy^ in early China
Biiddhabhadra's transmission lasted as long as one hundred years, fiom 401 to 501 A. D. The
tnuismission of the cifyma method taught by Buddhabhadra WBS also the most widespread in the fifth
and the sixth centuries.'" Theretbre. it is not strange that the knowledge and discussion of sensation
appears to be an important issue in Zhi\i's The Siages of Meditative Perfection The discussion of
seiisiition is hardK' noticed by modem scholars of Chinese Buddhism, but Zhiyi's extensive discussion
of sensation and tlie passage in the Damo duoliio chanjing shows that it was a verv- important issue at
the time.""
I he discussion of sensation is a recurring theme in The Stages ofMeditative Perfection.

Except

tor the Four Dh\ ima chapter, a long passages in the "Internal Expediencies" chapter of TT/c Stages of
A Icditatix-e Pefjection is also devoted to the detail discussion of the sensations Zhi\i describes ten
kinds of correct qualities that one should experience wiien the movement sensation manit^ts. when
one attains the access dfniiia.' The ten good qualities are:

'Scv r. I5.301c28-302al andT. i5.305c-l6.
" Tlio transmission ofBuddhabhadra's transmission can be found in Jan. "Zhongguo zaoqi chaniade iiuchuan lie tedian
\nZho>i^odianqueyiarjiulunji
(Taipei:Doniichu, IWl). 18.
Buddliabhadra arrived in China in 401 A. D. and the last idennfiable pcactitioneis that belongs to BuckJhabhadra's lineage was
Zhiclteng (whodied in 501 A. D. Jan's research is mostly based on the Gaosengzhumand the.Vw giioseng :Jnian.
Mutanaka Yosho also discusses the good and bad qualities in his Tendaikarmon no Idcha 249-254.
" See T. 46.498a2-6 and T. 46.496c26-»97a25.
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1. the correct characteristic mark of sensation

D?^,

2. the correct characteristic marie of concentration
3. the correct characteristic mark of emptiness
4. the correct cliaracteristic mark of clarity
5. the conect characteristic mark of joy
6. the conect characteristic mark of zest
7. the conect characteristic mark of kindness
8. the conect characteristic mark of wisdom (n?£),
the correct characteristic mark of Uberation

[]?£), and

10. tiie conect harmonization of mind
Iliis h'st of qualities is similar to the good qualities of the sensation manifest when one attains the
[•'ii-st Dfn una.except for the oider given to these good qualities.
Why does Zhi\i go into such great detail to describe the manifestation ofsensation, the good
qualities, and the cause of sensation? Zhiyi's discussion of his contemporary dliymui masters
inteiptetation and concern of the peril of e\il sensations suggest a direction for our anal\ sis of the
distincti\e feaUire o^The Sta<^e.s of Meditative Perfection and acontext within which we ma\ interpret
/.hi\ i"s work.
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A-2. Zhiyi's Comments to His Contemporary D/ij'^a Master's Discussion of the E>il
Sensations

and His Explanation of the Cause of Sensations

()ne of Zhiyi's disciples challenged his inteqjretadon of the sensations as a sign that indicates one's
achie\ement of the First Dfnmu, quoting some

masters' views that sensations are caused by

the disoider of tlie four elements and these sensations will in turn cause the five obstacles." In this
disciple's questions, several different interpretations of the sensations by the contemporar\' dtnlmu
master are mentioned. These masters hold that
1. the sensations of heaviness and roughness are caused by the disorder of earth element;
2. tlie sensations of lightness and movement are caused by the disorder of the wind element;
3. tlie sensations of itchiness and heat are associated with the disorder of the fire element; and
4. the sensations of coldness and smoothness are caused by the disorder of water element.
lliese eight sensations will lead to the rise of the five obstacles:
1. the sensations of heat, wamith. and itchiness will cause the obstacle of desire to rise;
2. the sensations of heaviness, sinking, and smoothness will cause the obstacle of torpor to rise;
the sensations of movement, floating, and coldness will lead to the rise of the obstacle of
lemor^e and regret
4. the sensations of forcefii roughness will lead to the rise of the obstacle of doubt; and
5. the sensations of heaviness, hardness, and roughness will cause anger, which then becomes an
obstacle for one's iUwatui practice.
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. \nother pte\ alent view on sensation that is also brought up by Zhiyi's disciple is that some
dhyuna master holds that all sensations aie caused by the interference of
Zhiyi first acknowledges the existence of sensations caused by physical disorders and mira. but
then replies that there are several ways to distinguish the good sensations fiom the bad. First of all.
scasiitions that happen before the achievement of the Access Dhy^ are often caused by physical
clisoiders. or m3ci. The second indicator of evil sensations is that they lack the ten good qiiiilities
described previously.
This e.xchange led to another disciple's question: before the achievement of the First D/naha. is
thciu any possibi I it\ that one can experiencesensations that are not caused by physical disoider or
mwxP.

Zhi\ i confirms this possibilit>'. This is consistent with Zhi>i's description of sensations with

ten good qualities tliat one experiences upon the achievement of the Access Dhywut. Zhiyi adds that
the sensations of Access Dhy:ma do not have the meritorious qualities of dhymiu factors. ^ Here we
encounter another definition of^gongile (merits;

which defines merits

as tlie cffn Unu

taciDrs." Therefore, when one cannot distinguish if the meritorious qualities signify the attainment of
ilie First Dfnwia. the cihywiu factors will become the merits that decide if the sensations belong to the
seasations of the First DhyMut.
In response to the disciple's question, and peitiaps in an attempt to present a more organized

•Stv T.46.5IObl4-Il
"•T.46.510bt4<2.

"• S«x' ihe question and answer in T.46.510c2-8.
5I()i:f?-8.
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\ iew of his contemporary Dhyima practitioners' concern of the danger of evil sensations

that

aie not only desti-uctive of one's dhyma practices but may also endanger one's life, Zhiyi offers his
own systematic description of the evil sensations. He also formulates a theory of the cause of
sc'iisations that incorporates his contemporary dl^^a masters' view of the relationship between the
tour elements and tlie sixteen sensations, and he elaborates their points fijrther.
The s\stematic discussion of the evil sensations was made in the "Internal Expediencies"
chapter, as it is important to weed out the type of sensation that might be triggered b\- nua-u or might
caiLsc obstacles for one's advancement of meditation at the stage of Access Dhyiffui."

To provide a

dear guideline for tlie disciples dealing with the evil sensations, Zhiyi describes ten cliaracteristics of
the c\il sensations that serve as criteria to judge the bad sensations.
Zhiyi used the sensation of movement as an example to illustrate the general feaaire of the evil
sen.sations. The evil signs accompanying the manifestation of the sensation of mo\ ement can be
brielly categorized into ten t\pes that hinder the practitioner by ten pairs of e.xtreme experience.
Tliose ten pairs of evil sensations are the inciease or deciease of the sensation, concentration or
disturbance, emptiness or existence, brightness or darkness, grief or joy.suffering or liappiness.
goixlness or evil, stupiditv' or wisdom, bondage or liberation, and hardness or softness of one's mind."
Zhi> i's describes these ten tvpes of experiences, with two polarities in each typeof experience:

"SccT. 46.496c!2497c.
"!iocT46.496c20-498a2.
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1. Increasing or decreasing sensation
Increasing body sensation refers to one's feeling of the movement of his or her body, arms, and
leg-s. Sometimes no actual movement is involved and the practitioner appears as if he is soiuid
askvp. Sometimes the practitioners" anms and body move involuntarily as if possessed.
I )ecieasing sensations features the feeling of gradual disappearance of the practitioners upper or
lower body. The practitioner then loses his concentration and becomes disinteiested in meditation
bccause there is nothing to hold on to as the object of meditation.
2. C oncentration or disturbance (i//«g; luan\ ^ • §[)
Tlie evil sensation termed dm^ refers to the negative experience of being trapped in e\ il
concentration for up to seven days. The evil sensation that Zhiyi calls lucin means that the
practitioner is bothered by restless and scattered thoughts.
3. Hmptiness or existence

^

The evil sensation of kiing (emptiness; ^ refers to the feeling of total disappearance of one's
bocK. which leads one to mistake this experience as the lealization of the formless concentration.
"t;.\istence" refers to feeling of one's body haiden as if it has become a tree or lock.
4. I^rightness and darkness{n?/«g; cur.

' fifj)

The evil sensation of brightness manifests as \isions of bright colors such as the green, yellow,
red. and white light fiom the sun. moon,and stars. The evil sensation of darkness refers to the
experience of seeing one's own body and mind in darkness as if one enters into a dark loom.
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5. Griefandjoy(.voz/,.t7; M ' S)
The evil sensation of grief refers to the troublesome feelir^ caused by restlessness and stress.
Jo\ is the feeling of overwhelming joy that disturbs the practitioner's mind.
6. Suffering and happiness [kii. le:
When the sensation of sutFering occurs, one feels pain in thiough his body and mind.
I lappiness is the e.xperience of e.xtreme joy and attachment to these sensations.
7. Kindness and e\il {shan: e

- 'g'i)

When tliouglits of mundane good deeds disturb one's samMii, they ate called the e\il sensation
ot" kindness, llie sensation of evil consists of shameless evil thoughts that arise when tlie sensau'on
of movement happens.
S. Stupidity and wisdom
When the sensation of stupidit\' manifests in the practitioner's mind, he or she becomes stupid
iuid confused. When the sensation of wisdom happens, the practitioner's mind becomes keen and
\\ itt\.

The practitioners then give obtain enlightenment that destroys his samadhi.

^). Bondage and liberation

iw. I"//'

"Bondage" refers to the five hindrances and various afilictions that obstruct the practitioners"
mind and consciousness in Itis meditation. Liberation refers to one's arrogance and misjudgment of
ihc sensations of movement as the realization of Formless Concentrations, the achie\ement of the
Four- Fruits, and the assumption of liberation fiom bondage.
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10. Haidness and sofhiess of mind (.wj

"'om;

Haidness refers to the stif&iess of one's mind that prevents him fiom entering and exiting
tieely. Softness refers to the weak and vulnerable state of mind. The soft mind is just like
sort mud. which is too liquid to be used for making utensils.
These ^venty kinds of evil sensations disturb the calmness of the practitioner's mind and destroy
his iHryimc state. Failure to recognize the twenty evil sensations and attachment to them will cause
one to contract mental illness and acting insanely such as singing, crying, laughing, screaming, acting
astonished, and ainning around. One may contract a mental disorder or even kill oneself bs selfhamiing behavior. If one clings to any of the Rventy evil sensations that correspond to tlie ninety-six
\\a\ s of spirit or ghost, the ghost and spirit will respond to his thoughts and possess him.^

The

gliost and spirit will empower the practitioner and compel him to attain the evil concentration and
acquire evil knowledge. These practitioners use the supemomial powers and eloquence that the
gliosis and spirits confer upon them to perform various hypocritical behaviors and deceive people who
arc impressed by their supernormal powers.
The manifestation of e\ il sensations can be e\ en more complex then wliat Zhi\i describes as he
onl> describes the evil sensations associated with the sensation of movement

Each of the other

se\ cn sensations of the First Dhy^a may manifest tvvraty possible evil qualities.^ AW other dfnwia
methods, such as the contemplation of impurities, may have their conesponding evil and false

^ In ilie Siii Tumtaizfitfie dashi bitdnian
written by Guanding, it is said that Huisi mentions that in
tlie
of the A«imH;iaff/-j.ii'7itxr;XJ/»T[y;E^jTamrf^^stim,nine^'-sl\\v^ of ghostsand spirits are described- See
r.50.192a20-21. This term is also mentioned in theATco Zhiguan.See T46,470a9.
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manifestations. If only one evil sensation manifests or is not totally purged, one can enter into the
e\il lihyuna.
Regarding the cause of sensation. Zhiyi resorts to The Treatise on Great Insight and the J/n
Giiangmingjmg

but he also adds his own elaboration. Following The Tmafisc on Givai

/might. Zhiyi holds that these sensations are caused by the clash be^veen mo sets of the Four
Elements that co-exist in one's body when one's mental state transcends the K^acUuHii. or Sphere of
Desire, and enters into the

or Sphere of Form, due to the purifying effect of meditation.

llie pure Four Great Elements in one's mentality belong to the Ripadhmu!^

This new set of Four

Elements clashes with the physical body that still remains in the Sphere of Desire."'
Another sutra that Zhiyi draws to further elaborate and analyze these sensations is the Jin
giiangmingjing

Zhi\ i quotes the passage in the Sin guangmingjing that uses the symbol

of snakes to denote the Four Elements.''^ In the J/n guangmingjing. it is said that "the two snakes of
eartli and water have the feature of sinking and moving downward. The two snakes of wind and fire
has c the nature of lightness; therefore, they rise upvv'aids."®
Based on the two sets of ideas. draw3 fiom The Treatise on Great Insight and \hcJing Giiangming
I'ing. Zhivi comes up with a sy stem to explain the cause of sensations. He categorizes these sixteen
sensations in tenns of their relationship with the Four Elements:

^• T.46.497c25-28.-1!}5ig?-®fB;Li^.
'"
•" ri>, 699a20. Also seeChorda vaojie.T. 15.288b.
SecT.46,510cl5-23.
•^SceT.46.510c23-5Ilal
^ ' Set- T. 16.340b2-6. Also see The Tmutise onGreat Insight. T25,67a27
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1. the four sensations of heaviness (H), sinking (tfc), hardness (|§), and roughness (® are the
sensations associated with the element of earth;
2. the four sensations of coolness

coldness (>p), smoothness (tf), and softness ('^0 arc

categorized as die sensations associated with the element of water,
3. ihe four sensations of warmth ([©. heat

pleasure

and itching

are the sensations

associated with the element of fire: and
4. liic four sensations, such as movement (lEJj), scatteiedness(|^, lightness (fD, and floating (; ?:) are
associated more with the element of wind.
Zhi\i holds that these sixteen sensations are produced by the combination of different proportions
of tlie Four Elements.

For example, the sensation of heat is generated entirely by the element of fire.

When the element of fire combines with the element of water, thesensation of warmth is generated.
When the element of fire mixes with the element of wind, the sensation of itching is generated.
When the element of fire combines with the element of earth, the sensation of pleasure is produced.
Tliese different combinations produce the sixteen sensations. This elaboration seems to be a fiirther
de\ elopment of Zhiyi's contemporarv' lO^yana masters view on the relationship between the Four
l-.lements and the Sensations.
It is clear tliat the sensations that happen in meditative state were a serious concern for Zliiyi and
h is contemporaries. Zhiyi and other dlry^i masters saw cihy^ practice as an extremely dangerous
patli. At any point along this path, carefiil distinction of the good and bad sensations is crucial, in that
clhy:m is achieved with the cultivation of good sensations and the feilure to expel the e\il sensations

will lead to one's being possessed by demons or even by death.
It is only in the light of this context that we can fully appreciate the significance of Zhiyi's
definition of din'wia as the good qualities of sensation and Zhiyi's repeated discussion of sensation.
Tlic detailed discussion of physical experience is one major feature of Zhiyi's interpretation ot'cHn-idni.
It is tlwDugh the detailed discussion of physical experience that Zhiyi and his contemporar>' lUnuoia
masters ensure their proper progress on the path of dhy^i practice.

.\-X A Brief S u n ey of Some Relevant Texts of Zhiyi's Discussion of Chu (j^ in the Buddhist
Canon
I would like to explore the significance of this particularly conspicuous feature of 77;c' Stages of
A L'l/iiaiive Petfcciion by comparing the preceding discussion with a tew other texts tiom the Buddhist
cani>n. In particular. I looked for two t\pes of texts in the iripiiaka. First I searched the text in the
Buddhist canon tliat tecorcls dhywut experiences similar to those described by Zhivi. I also looked
lor the text that contained discussions of the Chinese term dm

found in the Chinese translations

of the Buddhist canon.
In terms of the content of the dhyma experience, the degree of correspondence between Zhiyi's
description of the sensations and the description of thedh^'^ experience in the Pali canon and
ITicravada commentaries is striking. Cousins' detailed study of jh^ in the Thera\ ada tradition,
especially his discussion ofpfti is very helpfiil for a preliminary investigation of the connection
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bet\veen Zhi>i*s description of dhyibia experience and those recorded in Theravada texts.** One
souice tliat Cousins identifies in the DTgha-nik^a states thatpM arises and ""causes the body to
sliai<e."®' Tliis statement conesponds to Zhiyi's description of the first sensation that arises when one
atuii ns the First Din-ana. The description of the experience of meditation that ""one experiences a
tingling sensation in es ery part of tlie body," made by a Burmese infonnant of Spiro. also rings a bell
to /liiyi's description of the sensation of movement.
In the I huc/Jhimagga fi\ e t\pesofpili are enumerated in ascending order. These are Minor
(kJitiiUiku). Momcntarv' (kJianikii), Descending (pkkctnfika). Transporting (iihbegiT). and Perv ading
(pharanJ).

Tlie progressive movement ofpili that finally pervades one's whole body also bears

resemblance to Zhiyi's description ofhovv the sensations may rise at different parts of one's body and
one has to tr\ to achieve the pervasiveness of the sensation in one's whole body.

One major

dillerence between Zhiyi's interpretation and tlie Theravada commentaries is that Zhiyi describes
miuiy types of sensations and he also elaborates on the cause of sensations. The striking similarity
between Zhiy i's description oidhyibKi experience and those recorded in the Theravada texts, along
\v ith Zhiyi's testament in his discussion of the method of dhy^ia practice shows tliaL up to the sixth
century. Chinese Buddhist practitioners still relied heavily on the "dharma masters trom the Westem
countries" in their cffnuoia practices. Therefore, the difference between the Buddhist meditation in
tlie llieravada tradition and tlie Chinese dh^ma practitioners may not be as big as many people

See Ccaisins."Buddhist J'r.iha." 121. n. 53.aixl n. 54. For a more detailed description of thesep/?/ and their oriizinal
occiincnces in the Pali canon and commentai\'. see Cousins, 120 and n. 44.
fhid 121. note 54.
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would have imagined.
In the Chinese translations of the tripiiaka that weie accessible to Zhiyi and his contemporaries,
exccpt tor tlie Damo duoluo cfuinjing
(.iiscussed in the Apiicmpiposha lun
(, I'l^

already mentioned, eleven kinds ofsensations
(T. No. 1546) translated b\- Futuo Bamo

and Daotai (iM#) in the Northern Liang (4period. These sensations are earth.

water, fire, and wind (the Four Elements), and toughness, smoothness, lightness, heaviness, coldness,
luinuer. and tiiirst. In the Apiian piposha lun, these sensations give rise to eleven kinds of
a)n>ciousness of tlie body
I h e m o s t d e t a i l e d d i s c u s s i o n o f chit (®) can be found in the Shelifo apiicm hm >>7f
(T. No. 1548) translated in the (irj^) period by Tanmo yeshe

and Tanmo jueduo

Chii (®) appears to be an important topic in this text as not only the character ® is ubiquitous
thixHighoLit the text but theie is a chapter devoted entirely to the discussion of chu{®). This chapter,
entitled Chu pin (f^t^) listed 158 sensations.® Some of these sensations are discussed in greater
detail in other chapters of the Shelifo apiian hat

In the chapter on sensation, for example, there are at

laLsi two sets of sensations that seem to be somewhat relevant to Zhiyi's discussion.
Firet. we find in this chapter a passage discussing Sensation with Viiarka
without 1'iiarkcnj^^ff^J^), Sensation with f'/cora

Sensation

Sensation without f'/cvr£/(fiic^^).

" I hiiddhimagga. IV. 94-95.

Tliese eleven sensationsare: the Four Elements, roughness (®,smoothness (jf), lightness (i©, heaviness (coldness
(; IT), hunger (g,T).and thiret (;§). See T. 28.52c18-24.

Sec T. 28.694c.
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Sensation with Happiness

Sensation without H^piness

and ilie Sensation that sliares the quality of equanimity

Sensation with Zest®'
Obviously this is a passage that

describes the sensations that arise in the state of the Four Dhyiinas.
Another passage in the

that appears to be vers-important

(or Diir discussion of Zhi>i's idea of sensation is the discussion of Sensations that binds one in the
KJiiiLulhatu or the realm of desire
luilin of form

and Sensations that binds one in the Ri^iJhaiu or the

In the chapter on sensations, the sensation that binds one to the luilm of

desile is categorized as the rough sensation
Ri}\idhaiu is the refined sensation

. In contrast, the sensation that binds one in the
In another place, these ^vo types of sensatioas are

discussed in greater detail. There are ten kinds of sensations that are assodated with desire and binds
one in the reahn of desire. There are ten kinds of sensations that enter into the defiled bods due to its
attacliment to desire

coldness, heat, lightness, heaviness, toughness. retinemenL

rougliness. smootlmess (i#). hardness, and softness. There are eight kinds of sensations that binds
one to the realm of form: coldness, heat, lightness, heaviness, roughness, refinement smoothness, and
softness.
Given Zhi> i's familiarity with the Abhidhcirma and the Sequent appear^ce of passages fiom
the Shelijb cipiian lun

in The Stages of Meditative Perfection, it seems safe to

" Ilic Chinese term riiat translates tiie Sensation with zest is
• ScvT.28.696a6-16.
• Scv T. 28.6%b20-22. In tJie same passage, a ihiid ^pe of sensation ihat binds oneto the realm of tbnnlessness is also
dLstiKsed and described as"minute sensation"(0®. 1 do not deal with it here,as it is less important tor our discussion and
Ziii\ i did not elaborate on this ^pe ofsensation.
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assume there exist some relationship be^v•ee^ Zhiyi's discussion of chu and the discussion of
dillL'ient sensations in the realms of Kamadhatu and Rupadhatu. It is also possible that Zliiv i's
elahotation is somewhat inspired by this discussion of chi in the Abhidharma. Two di ffeiences
between Zhiyi's interpretation and the Ahhicffuirma can be noted. First, it should be noted that in
conii-ast to the list of more than one himdied sensations given in the Abhidharma, Zhiyi onl\ discusses
the ^ixteen sensiitions. Second, the language that Zhivi adopts in his interpretation of chu is a lot
miiiu amiable and accessible to Chinese practitioners.
In this section. I reviewed Zhiyi's definition oidhyuna as ihQgongde isonglin,and the historical
and textual context of this definition. I now tum to Zhiyi's second definition of ilh\-wia—multiple
dhyibui factors.

B. The Second Definition of Dhymax ZliUin (Multiple Dhyma Factors;
The Multiple Dhyam Factors are discussed in the second and third aspects of the realization of
the 1-our Dhyimus in The Stages of Meditative PetfectionT' The first aspect of realization, entitled
"Illuminating the Marks of the .Vlanitestation of the First Dhywia"

is Zhiyi's depiction

of the sensational e.\periences in the stage of the First Dhy^i. Zhiyi's inteqjretation of the dhyibia
lactors is based on his interpretation of the realization experience that he described in tliis section.

• /l)i\ i discusses the rcali2ation of e:ich ofthe ¥wrDlnanas in six aspects: illuminatingthe Marks of the Manitbration of the
First Dfn Jna
illuminating the £%awofi3CtOR(SfI^, illuminating theCause. Effect Essence and Function (B/j
I '-1'4 -$1^. illuminating the Shallownessand Refinement [of variousdhyanic suaes]0^i§^ illuminating the AdviuKement
and I )iminution
illuminating the Merit
The fir^t three aspects ate morelelevant tbr ms investigation of
/lii\ i"s concept ofdln dha.
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Tlie second aspect is Zhiyi's interpretation of each individual

factor. The third aspect is

Zhi\ i's effort to reconcile the discrepancies between the dhy^ factors given in the Ymgluo jing and
otlicr texts. Before I go into the details of each individual dhy^ factor, I first briefly e.xaniine the
textual source of Zhisi's discussion of the cOiyima and his interpretation of the dhyimci factors in the
)»/<,'//«; jing.

B-I. The Scriptural Sources of Zhiyi^s Discussion of the Dhyma Factors
In the follouing. 1 will tlKt briefly discuss the texts that Zhiyi mentions in his interpietation of
LHn iinci factors. This general survey will be followed by a preliminary investigation of the
significance of the Ymgluojing in 2^>i"s interpretation of the ^o\st Dhyanas.

B-I a. A General Survey
Zhiyi mentions Tfie Tmilise on Great Insight, the Pmayingluo benye jing
\i^cDajijing ,hS^i,\heChengshi liin

and tbeAbhic&mTm

throughout his

discussion oicOn ana factors. The cihy^ factors given to the Four Dlwmas in the first four texts
that Zhiyi cited are listed in chart 4-1. .As Zhi>i did not specify which Abhidharma text he cites the
c/fnJna factors mentioned in some of thesources Zhiyi may have cited are presented b chart 4-2. It
is noteworthy that in Theravada texts such as the lisiuMmagga the process of gradual achievement
fiom the Fast Jhima {Dhyma) to higher

is described as a process of gradual simplification by

eliminating the tilwrna factors until only the factor of single-mindedness is left In Zhiyi's system.
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however, each of the Four Dfnmas has four or five dhy^ fectors.

A closer look at Zhi\i"s

choice of dhyiinu factors show^ that he follows the name of dhy^ factors given in the Dln ibiapmimitJ chapter of The Treatise on Great Insight. It is not clear if the descriptions gi\en in The
Tivtiiise on Givut Insight lefer to actual dhyima factors of the Four Df^-wias or some qualities of the
F-our Dhymas. The qualities described in The Treatise on Great Insight aie all present in tlie
lliciavada texts. The I 'lsiidhinuigga mentions internal lepose or internal confidence {ajjhattani
sainpasMa) as tlie factor of the Second Jiwia mindfiilness (sati)and clear comprehension (sampujna)
lis the factor of tlie Third

and the purification of mindfulness by means of equanimit\ as the

factor of the Fourtli Jhwia*'

Zhi>i's textual source to treat all of these qualities as dhydna factors

appears to the Ahhidhanna text. In the Abhidhamia, these qualities are discussed as different dhx-imi
(actors {charchi:

Zliiji takes the Abhidharmci viewpoint in interpreting these qualities as

dhyjna factors, but he chose to follow the names of the dhyaia factors given in The Treatise on G/vat
Insight. Zhi^'s preference for using multiple dhywia factors as a way to positively explain the nature
of etich dlrylma can be seen in the following two examples. The YingluoJing describes more dhyima
(actors than The Ttvatise on Great Insight and Zhi>i attempts to include these extra factors in his
dh\ ibia s\ stem. Zhi>r s effort to reconcile the difference between the iingluo jing and The Treatise
on (livat Insight is discussed. Another example, discussed in the ne.xt chapter, is Zliiyi's
inteipretation of tlie Tongminggiian. in which each single dhy^ factor is fiirther di\ ided into three or
tour subfactors.
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B-I b. The Status of the Yutgluo jing in Zhi>i's Concept of Dhyma
In charts 4-1 and 4-Z it is ob\ious that 23iiyi does not follow the names given to the dhyiina
lactDrs in

fmg. However. Zhiyi managed to incorporate the cOrywia factors in the Vingluo

Jing into his interpietadon ohlhy wia factors by setting up another section devoted to the explication of
tiie iiaaue of tiie dltyana factors mentioned in the Ymgluo jing. The Yingluo jingdhyiinu factors are
discussed in a separate section entitled "Illuminating the Cause, Effect, Essence and Function"
Following the Ymgluojing. Zhivi identifies the "•Quiescent Mind"

lO f^ii^tor as the

esseiKC (n*'"!) of tlie First Dhx i'ma and the five constituent factors of dhyanci as the flinction. ''
nierefore, he has elevated the status of the Ymgluojingdhyima factors above the dhyunu factors of
The Tivatise on ihvcit Insight.
Zhivi's strategy to explain the Ymgluo jing dhyma factors as the essence may be inspired by the
discussion of dln iina factors in the Abhidharma literature. There are some precedents of tlie
discussion of the "essence" oidhyiJna factors in the Abhidharma. In the Abhidluo-niu. certain
dhyiimi factors are also identified as more essential than others and the character f/ (ff^) is also used to
dirtcrentiate these dln wui factors tiom less essential dhyana factors that are sometimes called names
(ming:. ^). kind (f®.or nature (.r/«g; i^)- For example, in the.4p/Vaw/7/p//f;.s7?«//rt7
it is said tliat altliough there are eighteen names given to the dhy^i factors, in essence.

' STF (IN/CMJ/WT/GJJI/. IV. 139-I4X 153-166.183-188.
Sci: \he Ptisa yingluo tHjrnvjing. T.24.1015a. Scholars like Sato told that the
is a Chinese
apix;i\phal te.\t wrincn in China at the end of the fifth century. Swanson holds that the iingluojing plavs an important role
on Zhivi's thought of the three contemplations
the non-e.\haustibility of the mind (.
and the thtce-truth. See
Sv\aiison, Foimdcttiuns. 50-56. Tuigluo jing is important in Zh^'s thought, but the reasons are besond the scope of ths
said\ and may require a more systematic soxiy in the future.
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theix: are only ele\ en dhy^ factors.''

In i^Abhidharma text, the "single-mindedness" is

described as the "essence" of the

factor.

Although Zhiyi does not adopt this interpretation,

lie may have taken up this method to interpret the Ymgliio jingcff^^ factors."^
Another aspect of Zhiji's interpretation of the Yingluo jing dhyima factors is tlie relationships
tvtween various dinimu factors. Following tlie Yingluo jing, Zhiyi holds that the five constituent
liictore oUiln wiu are the "cause" and the "Quiescent Mind

is the resultant elfect. This

inteipretation seenis to be a response to somedebates on this issue among some cUn'imu masters of
/.lii\ i's time. Zhivi refutes someone's view that the first to the fourth cBrymm factors are "cause"and
the iLictor of single-mindedness is the ftuit because this view lacks te.\tual evidence. Zhiyi holds that
the statement that he quotes tiom the Yingluo jingsKplalns the accurate relationship betw een various
dhyiimi factors.

B-2. Zhhfs Discussion of the Dhyina Factors of the Four Dhymas
Zhiyi's interpretation of each of the individual dlu'wui factors is entitled"the Characteristic
\ iiuks of the Dhyima Factors"(In this sectioa Zhiyi offers his own detailed and unique
inteipretation of oach individual dlryanci factor of the Four Dhyanas. Zhiyi's interpretations of the

"S«T.28.30Scl4-IS.i!flB :
\-i\ '
" The eleven cZ/n-awtactoR that
are idenutled as more essential than others arc the five dn-ima lactois ofthe First Divma. the internal feith ([-Sf, i") dln-uha
thaorot tile Second D/n-jwa the f/?.
^ factors oftheThinlZ)/^;^.and the
taaorofihe Fourth
Dln -.uhi The aunhKoi'ihiApiianpipiKishultin refutes another view that in essence there are only ten Jln jna lactoR as the
V hKtor of the Third Dfn-3ia is the sameas the Rrst Dhyma. See. T. 28,308c18-25.
'Stvih statement in the.•Ip/jrtjnp;;t7z/as//a/m that concludes the questions."What
JO? What is factor^' The
a n s w e r ss t a r t w i t h t h es t a t e m e n tt h a t — . l - i s
a n d t h eo t h e r s a r e f a c t o r s . T h e c o n c l u s i o n i s " — •
- •• See T. 28.308c25-309al
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"cliaracterislic marks" of the tlfwima fxtors of the Fii^ and Second Dfryanas arc closely based on
his description of physical sensation experiences that are discussed previously. His interpretation of
the lactors of tlie Thiid Dfnuiia seems to be an explanation of the method of practice to facilitate the
per\ asion of sensations.

A possible reason for Zhiyi's special attention to method in his

interpretation of iliis dfwwici factor is that the e.\perience of the Third DhySna is a ver\' ditticult point
to bicak tlnruugli. so detailed instaictions for the methods of practice are requited.''"

B-2a. Zhhi^s Intcqiretation of the Dhyaha Factors of the First Dhyma
Before Zhiyi offers his own interpretation, he first describes the traditional definition of tlie five
illnana factors. He explains that the first dfywui factor of the First Dhyihajiie (^) refers to the
initial realization and enlightenment

gtian refers

to a more refined discernment made

after the initial realization; xi (refers to a more thrilling and celebrating type of zest; le (^) is a
leposeftil jo\; ondyishin (—b) rcfets to the state of quiescent concentration.
Zhiyi's interprets the five clfnibia factors in two aspects: the distinctive interpretation of the fi\e
coastituent factors

iD and tlie e.xplication of the five constituent factors fiom tlie common

perspective (Mf

' Flic Thiid Dfnwtii is also called the "Difiicult Dfn'dha"
See the Apiian pipuosha
;LI.
T.28.309C9-10.

j^ro.
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The Distinctive Interpretation of the Five Dhyma Factors
Zhisi first provides a distincti\'e interpretation of the five dhyma factors as the following.
I. Hie Constituent factoryr/t.'

(vitarka)

Zliiyi e.xplains that the Ahhklhama scholars interpretjue as the ^venty-^vo objects of mind, but
he otfers a \er> dirterent interpretation.'®

Zhi)! gi\es two definitions of the cH^umct factors///t'

iluii :ue quite ditfcrent fiom that given by the Abhuflianm school. First Zhivi defines ///c(as "tlie
perecption of sensations"

21u>i defines jue as the perception of tvvo types of sensation; the

sen.siition lliat accomplishes one's dhyibta (chang chcmjue:
destaictix e of dhyioui {hiiai chcmjue.

and the sensation that is

The perception or awareness of tlie correct sensation

tliat is conducise to the attainment o( dhyma lefers to the ten types of qualities that arc discussed
prc\ iously. The other type is the sensation that is destructive of the attainment of dhyunu (
such as the t\\ent\ tvpes of sensations mentioned previously.
The second definition ot jue is jing^xii (>^0). which literally means "amazement and
enliglitenment."'" Jing^ni rcters to the amazement one e.xperiences when one obtains the
meritorious qualities of the First Dhyima. One is also startled when one realizes that tlie ceaselessly
dri\ ing desire one e.\periences in the realm of the Kmiadh^u resembles burning fire. In contrast the

"Scv 1.46.511a29. Here ZhKi mentions the Abhidharma scholars using the term 5/nffv«(the counter;
I think he
is ivlcrring to the scholars who study AhhUOianna te.\ts, peihaps including Huiyuan (Sia). who resided in the Jing> ing
luiyoian's CkalKngythang is otganized according to the number of dhatmas. This difference also
ivlkxted in the appelLntion that 2hi> i and Huiyuan refers to each other Zhivi sees Jingying Huiyiian as "Tile numerical
imply ing a method ofe.\euetical studies based purely on doctrine and a list of numerical explanation.
Hui\ nan refers to Ziiiy i as the "the meditator " (itM)- This polarity indicates an obvious emphasis of meditation at the
<jari\ siaae ofTiantaiSchooL bv w hich it identities itself and other Buddhist schools of that time.

temple ('?)• I

b

people" (iVO.

" Sec T.46.51 ib2-3."5fei^?

• - - mm - - - mm ^ -
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sensations that one experiences when one realizes the First resembles

the feeling when one

enters a pool of cold water.
In appearance these two definitions seem very different fiom the traditional interpretation given
to the factor viicwka. but the second definitions were hinted at in a passage regaiding the nature of
ilhyiina factors in \hcApitcinxinlun

In this passage, it is said that vitarku refers to

one's thinking witli a coarse mind alter one enters into the First Df^wra. during which \ arious good
merits

arise.""

2. llie Dfn'jhct Factors/an (vicmi: ^
/Vlthougli Zhi\ i first followed a traditional interpretation to define giian as"subsequent subde
mental discriminations"

his own interpretation of this temi proceeds along his line of

thinking, wtiich focuses on tiie sensations. Zhiyi interprets the Chinese compoundJetihie (distinction:
;/';jij) in the preceding phrase as die following distinction in ^vo stages. First, one distinguishes that
the sensations are different firom otiier meritorious dharmas in the Kwnadhmi and wtien one enters
into the Access Dln-fma as these sensations are endowed with the good qualities as precious as the
jcucls (Second, w hen one distinguishes the various tvpes of good qualities that arise
u itii the sixteen .sensations; a person should disassociate oneself fiom the coarse sensations and

-'SeeT.46.51lbl4-!5.-«^M • ffrmiif •
' T. 28.823b24-25.
T. 46.51 ib20-24.

' pfi-i-sfsr • TftM' -

'
'"
°

=msm.-
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cultivate the finer ones.
After the interpretation of these two factors, Zhiyi fiirther explains that thoughjue and giian
sometimes are not separate, the difference beaveen jue and guan can be illustrated with the example of
striking a bell. Jue is like the striking of a bell and giuoi is like the ringing of the bell.""

3. The Dfnudia Factor.v/(pn'ii: A-)
One is e.\tn.'mely joyous after one's judicious distinction and perceives that the subtle and
precious meritorious qualities of the sixteen sensations aresomething one has never experienced.
lliis zest is also derived fiom one's awareness that after comparing the happiness deri\ ed tk)m senseJesiie and the luppiness deriv ed ftom the sensations, one realizes that what one loses is little compared
to uliat one gains.

4. Tlie DIn wia Factor le (siikJui:
After the thrilling zesL one reposes to enjoy the pleasure caused by these sensations. Tliese
sen.s;itions please the meditator, so this is called happiness.'"* The happiness is more refined than the
thiixi iihyima factor, prni. .An analogv' is raised that when one first obtained food after long hours of
star\ ation.one is overwhelmed by joy and cannot really enjoy the taste of the food. .A.ftcrwanl when

[. 46.51ib24-26.^ rR!]f
= WJM' Wl'lfif ^ ifc®Kf.SLk:'
"Stv T.46,51 i b29-c3. This metaphor can also be found in the !• IsiuMiimagga. See Hsuddhiniagga IV. 89.
•'scvT.46.5iic6."
^aw)z

- mm •
"••T.46.511C10 -I1

-
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=
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tlie extreme yet turbulent joy gradually calms down, one can really enjoy the taste of the food.

5. llie DInma Facloryishin (dttaikagrata, — llO
After a long period of time in w hich one enjoyed the happiness derived fiom sensatioa one's
mind becomes calmer. Altliougli a person is aware that the sensations still maintained, one ceases to
pa\ much attention to them.

One's mind thus becomes less scattered and is maintained in the

quicscence state.'"

The Common Fxplanation of the FK e Dhyma Factors of the First Dhyma
The above distinctive interpretation of the dhy^factors is followed by a "common"
explanation of tlie five cttnimu factors of the first Dhy^. The common perspective refers to the
simultaneit)' of the five dlrywia factors that are realized in a single instance. 23iiyi's interpretation of
the simultaneity of the five diiymm factors is closely related to his own definition of each indi\ idual
dhywia factor. Zhi>i illustrates the commonality or the simultaneity of five dhymut factors, with the
tirsi dhyiha factory/zc' (•^ as an e.\ample. Zhiyi defines the first

factorjue (as the

pciveption of the sbcteen sensations. W'Tien the sensations such as the feeling of coldness or warmth
nuinifesL one does not immaliately differentiate these sensations. This initial stage of manifestation
ot"awareness without distinction is calledjue. The mental function of differentiating the sensation of

T. 46.511C22-24.

' MiPm'

^

--L-
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coldness fiom warmth refers to the giian factor. The zest and hqjpiness aU happen at tlie same
time, and this miist by accompanied by the concentration. Theiefote, although five individual factors
an: interpreted respectively, in the acaial practice, they manifest simultaneously.'®

B-2b. Zhi\-rs Intcqirctation of the Dhyma Factors of the Sccond Dhy^m
zliiyi holds iliat the Second Dlryima has four

factors: the internal purit>'. zest. jov. and

sinule-mindedness. I briefl\ review Zhiyi's interpretation of the first ^vo dtjymci factors.

In the passage on the Second Dh'mm of the Dhyam- pmimita chapter in Tlte Tivuiisc on Givat
Insiiihi.as well as the fonnula of this cO^ima in Theravada texts such the Vlsiiddhima^^a the temi
u e i j i n g( r e f e r st o t h e m e n t a l q u a l i t y r e s u l t e d fiom t h ee l i m i n a t i o no fv i t a r k aa n d v i c i b - u . ' T h i s
tcmi is elaborated in The Tivuiise on Great Insight but does not seem to be treated as a ilfnulnu factor.
/.hi\ i seems to be aware of this fact as he quotes the whole tbmiula fiom The Treatise on Givai Insight
bctbtc his discussion of this dhyma factor."'

In the Chinese translation of the Abhiclharma that Zhiji

•"1.46.511029-51118.
'•"See Hie Tmaise unChvat
T.25. !86b2-3. In Lamotte's French translalioa he holds thai
stands forthe
traiiikition of the Sanskrit term "aclhxdiimBamprasdda." See Lamotte. Trait^ 1031.
S.vthe I'lssiiMimi^a IV. 139. "With the stillingofapplied and sustained thought, he entere upon and dwells in the
sAimd
which lias 'internal confidence and singleness of mind." In V^jiranana's BiidJhist Med'UMon. he translated
the "internal confidence"as "internal serenity." See Buddhist Xtediiaiion, 9. In Cousins's"Buddhist^/;ifw," (p. 124). he
also no(ed ilie"ujjhimani sampasada" that he ttanslaled as"intemai tepose" as an impoflant qualitv experienced at the sta^
of the Second Dhviuia.
•" Scx-T.513b27l28."^
'"
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cited, however, ncijing is treated as a cO^wia factor.'
In Zliiyi's description of the experience of manifestation of the Second Dhywia. he describes the
cxpcrience of internal purit\'

as the following. After one dwells for a long time in the Access

DliwMiand ilie Intennediary Dln ibia be^veen the First and the Second

his mind suddenl}-

hccomes bright and pure. Tlie pure mind of concentration manifests along with zest. This
cxpcrience resembles the brightness one sees in the sunlight or moonlight after one's long period of
dwelling in a dark room. In one's sudden brightness of mind, the ten tjpes of accompany ing good
qualities manifests with tlie internal purity just like the good qualities manifest with sensation when
one attains the First D/n'^«."'

2. The D/rvM/Factor.v/
Zhiyi defines tlie Llhyunci factor .r/ as one's deep ecstasy caused by the ten types of meritorious
qualities (gongilc shcmfcv.

that arise along with concentration."^

' S<.v chart 4-2. In two of the possible sourcesof.Abhidhamia forZhiyi's discussion of dhyiw fiiaots. the Pipus/ia hm and
the. Ipiianxmltin reiidere the adh\ MhcsampnEAiaas \t«emai purity ([^??^). In the other Rvo possible sources. \hcApitun
I '//«/<ishu hm and the Shelifo apitcm ciclfn dtntasLimpras^ is translated as intemal confidence (F^a).
/^liiyi follows the ,
and holt's that there are Four Access Dfn-ahas and Four Intemiediaiy Dln Jiiwi between
each lOn-wia. ItDm the first to the fourth.

"SecT.46.513b21 -25.
SceT.46,5I3C21-23."-gS# = Mmm'

-
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B-2c. Zhiyi's Interpretation of the Dhyma Factors of theThird Dhyma
Wlien one enters into the Thiid Dhywia, one experiences the very- pinnacle of bliss tliat one can
experience in tlie worid. The temptation of staying in this blissfiil state or becoming attached to the
giuitest happiness is almost oveav helming that the siin-a wamed repeatedly that onl\ the sage can
maintain himself and not be drav\n toward the attachment to bliss.'

Therefore, the Tliiid DIn'mia is

^ionietimes called tlie "Difficult Dfnma"
Due to the ditficultv' of the Third Dhyiina, Zhiyi's interpretation of the LDiyma factors of the
"fhiid Dhyma focuses on the metliod of practice. To be more specific, Zhiyi stresses the use of
\ ;irii)us methods to skill fully manipulate joy or bliss {prM) so that it will flow thiough one's u hole
KxK. Zhiyi describes that when tlie disturbing zest of the Second Dhyma fades awa\- and u hen one
is about to enter into the Thiid Dhyma. one e.xperiences joy. The joy that one e.\periences at this
stage does not yet flow through one's whole body and has three types of flaws. The first flaw is that
one's mind immerses in the joy caused by concentration and lacks the abilit>' to reflect with wisdom,
llic second flaw is that one's mind may be disturbed by the joy and thereby lacks stabilit>. The last
t\ pc of flaw occurs w hen one attains a balance of concentration and reflective mind; the exceedingly
sweet bliss that one experiences will draw one to be attached to it.
One source that I have identitied for the three flaws Zhiyi describes is the Chanfayaofi (.li'fifil'lc

'' Following The Tivaiise on Great Insight (T. 25.186bl 1). Zhiji also mentions this warning (T. 46.514b21). The same
u:iniingappearsaIsointhe llsuddhimagga IV, 176-177. The difficulties that one has to overcome to achieve the Thiid
DIn JiHi is also discussed in detail \n\i\£Apitimpipuoshaltm
See T. 28.309c8-17.
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fij'i'). translated b\' Kumarajiva.'" But the following three methods that Zhiyi prescribes to
o\ ercome the three flaws is a lot more detailed than that offered in the Charfayaojie. Zhi\i suggests
three metliods to correct the tliree flaws. First, one should use the faculties of mindtlilness. energx;
and wisdom to motivate oneself.'"* The antidote for the second type of flaw is to perfomi sanuUhL
concentration, or mindfulness to recollect one's disturbing mind. The third method is to withdraw
oneself from tlie attachment by reminding oneself that there will be even greater bliss if one proceeds.
It is noteworthy that the preceding description of the use of three methods and how to maintain a
pK)por balance bemeen concentration and reflection depicts a positive role of intellect in the state of
ilie ITiid Dhyanu. Zhi\i"s interpretation of three of the five dhy^ factors of the Third Dinanu are
all related to these methods.

I. She ff§ (iipekxikcih)
rhe Chinese character"she"
lis a ilhymici factor, she

literally means 'to forsake." In The Treatise on Givar Insight.

stands for the Chinese translation of the Sanskrit term "iipekMikali" w hich

means "equanimity."'''' Zliivi frrst oflers a literal interpretation of this factor by stressing the semantic
aspect of this Chinese character. Zhisi holds that she

means when the joy of the Third DlryMui

nuuiifests. one does not regret that one "ibrsakes" the '"zest" that is associated with the Second Dfn ma.
riien Zhivi holds tliat she

can also mean that one '"forsakes" the three flaws that hinder the joy

• SceT. l5.289b2-5.
^ n use ate three oftlie tive faculties. This method is also seen in the Vlsudc&umagga. IV. 45.as a skill to obtain Jhana
" See [.amotte. Traitij. 1031.
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paxiuced by concentration and flows through one's whole body.'^

2. Men (sm/lim:ur. :^)
/hiyi interprets the dhyana factor nien as "one is mindftil of the three methods." .A,fter tlie bliss of
liie lliird Dhumu manifests, one skilltlilly guards the bliss and nurtures it by the mindfulness of the
ihnjc methods ( -.li;).'''

3. /.ln(,sanpraj;Jnan:
/hiyi interptcis the dhyana factor"zhr as skillfiil mastery of the three methods to waid otfihe tlitee
llaus.'Ifthe first three clhyibui factors refer to the use of the three methods, then what are tlie roles of tlie
other two din-ana factors, k {siiUia:

and yishin

(10? Zhivi analyzes the

ivlaiionship among these ti\ c factors tk)m four perspectives.
First following the preceding interpretation of the first three diyma factors. Zhivi comments tiiat
the lirst tliree factors are the expediencies and tiie last two factors refer to realization. Tlie first three
tiiciors refer to tlie use of the three methods to ward off"the three mistakes. The purposes of these
thax* factors are to maintain and prompt the joy to flow through one's whole body.
liicturs ofjoy and single-mindedness represent the realization.

S.VT.46.514C20-21."
'=T.46.5I-4c22-23."

g
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Second the first dhy^a factor refers to the action one takes to leave the Second Dhyana by
tbreaking the zest tliat one experiences in the state of the Second Dhyana. The other four factors
icfer to the proper factors of tlie Thind D/y^.

The tliiid perspective is to see all five factors as expediencies, especially fiom the perspective of
the sLKth lihyima factor of tlie Third Dhyana mentioned in the YingluoJing, tlie quiescent mind
L). From tliis perspective, tlie fourth dhyimi factor can be interpreted as the cultivation of joy. and
the tirtli cOnmu tactor can be interpreted as the cultivation of concentration.'^
Fourth, the five dhyaut factors can all be seen as realization. \\''hen one realizes joy through
concentration, tlie first three ilhyima factors arise naturally.

B-2d. Zhiyi's Interpretation of the Dhy^ Factors of the Fourth Dhyma
The attainment of the Fourth Dhyma features not only the concentration associated witli neither
pain nor happiness, but also the accompaniment of various good qualities. Zhivi describes the
ph\ sical state of tlie Fourth Dln^ma such as the stop of breathing due to the serenit>' of one's mind.''^
Zhivi's interpretation of the dhyma factor,"bukii bule z/?/""(the factor of neither happiness nor
pyin:

'•O and "she zlu"

are quite conventional, except that in his interpretation of the

JIn amt factor "neither happiness nor suffering." he describes it as a perception{^) of equanimitv;'-

-•SccT46il4c25-517al0.
-'T.46.5I5cl:-i:.:.ick§. th/^m'"
-""W lien the Fourth D/n-jnafirst manifests, the feeling equilibrium
manifests at the same time. Thefeelingof
equilibrium does not conespond to the mental fiinction
ofhappiness norsuffering. ForLamotiE'stnuislaiionandhB
comparison of Tlie Treatise on Great Insight passage with the Kosa in which these five mental stales arc dealt with as five
separate dhyanu (actors, see Lamotte. Trait^ 1031-32

The third dlnana factor of the Fourth Dhy^,the factor nienqingjing (purit\' of thought;
i I 'ri

is defintxi by Zhiyi as"in the distinctive and illuminating dhyimci and concentration state, the

pmportional wisdom illumimites and reflects clearly."'^ One's mind would not waiver e\ en when
one encounters \ arious conditions. This is the first indication that in the Four DhyHtui state, one's
poivcption can expand beyond the perception of one's physical sensations or the exercise of \iirious
methods to precipitate the sensations.
The last cffn ana factor, yishin ( —. l>). was given a definition more than "single-mindedness."
Zhi> i defrnes this factor as the quiescent mind that does not move nor give rise to an\' tliought even
wlicn one encounters various conditions.'^

Conclusion
In the preceding discussion. I attempted to identity the relative importance of the texts Zhi\i uses
in his interpretation of the Four Dhyihias and to analv^ze Zhiyi's definition of the term ilhdnci in his
'Pic Stages of Meditative Perfection. Textual comparisons of the Four Dhymas chapter in The
Stages of Meditative Perfection with The Treatise on Great Insight, The Mindftdness of Respiration
Sutra, the Ytnghtojing and the .Ahhicihctnm not only demonstrate the role of each te.xi in The Stages
at A leditath-e Perfection, but also show how Zhivi synthesizes doctrines and practice. Zhiyi draws
tlio iinupma-smiti fiom The Minclfiilness of Respiration Sutra as the method to achieve the Four

'•^•S«;T.46.515c26-27."l^^!g
'"StvT.46,5l5c27-28.-$.L^"if •

'

-L^t:'

"

'
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Dh\ wi£is. He tlien describes extensively his own realization experience derived fiom such
practice as his definitions of the Four Dhyanas as the "an array of meritorious merits"drawn fiom the
Ahhklhcwma and "multiple cUn una factors" drawn fiom the Ymgluo jing. The physical experiences,
such as chu (f^. are used to interpret the dhymui factors described in The Treatise on Givat Insight.
the ) Inghio jing. and the Abhiciharnia. Finally. Zhiyi draws the Bodhisattva ideal trom the "Four
DhyibicLs" chapter oiThe TivaiLse on Great Insight as the conclusion of his interpretation of the Four
l)h\ mas. The docuine and actual experience of the cH^^i practice forms a cycle of mutual
intcipretation in tliat the clhyma experience derived fiom the practice of methods recorded in The
A limlfiilness ofRcspirution Sun-a serves as the base of Zhiyi's interpretation of doctrine.
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Chart 4-1: The Dhyma Factors in the Texts that Zh^ Cited
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-^ScvT.24.1015a2-7.
' SccT. 13.161a.
•' It appears thai hen;"apitan"' (pSjiliS) refe to B Apitan piposha liin
as thecffnuha factors given in other
Mu llramia te.\ts that Zhiyi often refers to such as the Apitcmxinlun HgSLOT (see T.28,823b22<26). the hpuosha hin
(seeT.2S.4Wb4-7Xandthe5;7t;/ife.-<ptfan
(T.28,621cl-2,622b5-6,623a23-24.624a5-6.)arc
somewhat different than the one that listed here. See T.28,308c11-17.
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Chart 4-2.The Dhyma factors in the Chinese Translations of AeAbhuOtanm
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CHAPTER FIVE
Zhiyi's Concept and Practice of Dhy^
in His Interpretation of the Tongming Guan (The Contemplation Leading to
Supernatural Powers and Insights;

Tongntinggiian

or the Contemplation Leading to Six Supernatural Povveis and Three

Illuminating Insights, is a type of contemplation practice by which one can progiess thiough the Four

DI^wtos. In the extant part of Zhiyi's The Stages of Meditative Perfection, Tongming guan is the
pinnacle exercise of the Four Dhywias, because the Four Dixymis only leads to the Mundane
realization but the Tongming guan leads to both Mundane and Supramundane tealizations.
Zhiyi's interpretation of the Tongming giian is crucial for our understanding of his overall
concept of cS^aia for four reasons. First, Zhiyi describes this practice as a supreme and
simultaneous exercise of xanatha (concentration) and vipa^ana (analytical reflection). This method
is, therefore, superior to many other dhy^ practices that have a slanted emphasis on either samatha
or vipa^ ana. Second, the practice of Tongming guan lead to both the Mundane and the
Supramundane Realizations. Zhiji laid out in detail the content of the Mundane and the
Supramundane Realizations at each stage of progress of the Tongming guan. His discussion of the
Tongming guan is the most illuminating source for our understanding of his view of Mundane and
Siqjramundane in his meditation system at the time he wrote The Stages of Meditative Perfection.
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Thiid, Zhiyi extensively incorporates ideas and images fiom Chinese physiologcal cultivation
traditions and Daoist meditation in his discussion of the first two stagesof the practice of the
Tongming giian. Fourth, supernormal powers are described by Zhiyi as the highest achievement
obtained through the practice of the Tongming giian. As the realization derived fiom the first two
stages of the Tongming giian practices serves as the foundation for the achievement of the
supemonnal power and these realizations involve a deep penetration of one's physio-psychological
state, Zhivi"s discussion of Tongming guan can shed new light on our understanding of his view of
supemomial powers and the role of phy-siology regarding Buddhist magical powers.
Zhiyi's discussion of the Tanking giim can be divided into three sections: the explanation of
name

distinguishing the status

and illuminating the practice and realization (^^0

M)- 1 have first outlined and briefly analyzed the first two aspects, and then analyze in detail.
Zhiyi's discussion of the contemplation practice and the Mundane and Supramundane Realizations.

I. An Overview of the Tongming Guan
- Zh^'s Interpretatioo of the Scripture Source, Name, and the Status of Tongming Guan
Zhi>i does not mention the nine degrees of superiority, intermediarity. and inferiority that he draws
fiom The Trecaise on Great Insight, but it actually serves as an important fiamework of realization.
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A. Textual Sources of Zh^fs Discussion of Tongming Guan
In The Stages of Meditative Perfection, Zhiyi mentions ^vo textual sources for the practiceof
Tongming giian. The textual sources that Zhiyi cited for this practice are the Dqfangdeng Daji jing
{Mah&sannipata-siira-,

T. vol. 13, no. 397) and the Avatamakasutra.

discussion of the manifestation of Tongming chati

In Zhiyi's

in The Great Calming and Discernment,'

he also mentioned another te.xt, the Oinggiiar^nJing
Zhiyi has stated himself that the major source of his detailed account of the Tongming giian practice is
a popular dhyana practice prevalent in northern China.

The Dcifandengdaji jing
Tongming gium is briefly described in the twenty-second and the twenty-thiid sciolls of the
Dajifmg

Zhivi's discussion of the ^wia factors of the Four Dh^'wias is drawn fiom the

twenty-second scnoll of the Dajijing. The contemplation of the twelve-link causality for the
Pra^eka Buddha discussed in the twenty-thiid scroll of the Dqjijing is also quoted as the major
practice of the Tongming giian. Although Zhiyi holds that this term is not found in the Dqfijing,the

' It is not clear why Zhiyi tefeis to Tongming guan as the Tongming dum
in The Great Calming and Discernment.
I believe that Tongming giian and Tongming chan lelo: to the same practice, as Zh^'s description ofthe icalizationof the
Tongming chan
is identical to thatof Twjgm^guow in The Stages of Meditative Peijection. SeeT46,121a26bI7.
- Zhiyi himselfdoes not spedft'whete this practiceappears in the ^inggi/am-OTyi^
(T. voL 20, no. 1043). One Chmese practitionerholds that it is possible that Zh^ is tefening to the method of guan.xinmai
(the contemplation ofheatt and vein; {^Lft^inthsjura In this
a
upon hearing thesix-wocd mantra, be
observes his *116311and vein" OC®. realizes the Six Wondrous Gates. See Hong Qtsong, Tongming chan danguan igQ

term Tongmingding

appears once in the Dqfi jing} Zhiyi explicitly identifies the

Tongming giian as the method that is called the Dh^am of the Treasured Torch

in the

Dqfijing.^
It is noteworthy to look at the context in which the practice of Tongming giian appears in the
Dqjijing. Two points caught my attention immediately. First, this chapter is called the chapter of
^^•akas

and the audience in this chapter is Jiao chenru (Kaiwdtyu,

the first

^ih-aka in the Buddhist tradition. It is still too early to draw any conclusion regarding Zhiyi's view
of the difieient dfnwia practices of the ^vo vehicles, but we can see that in northern China,dhy^
practitioners adopts some of the dt^^ practices by the ^^•akas.
Second, and mote directly relevant to the subject of this study, the topic in discussion when this
threefold classification of breath, body, and mind is brought up is the vipa^ana practice of the
^A-aka.^ It seems obvious that in Zhiyi's mind, when he discusses his concept of dhy^ gate, he
draws sources fom both the discussionsof samatha and vipa^ana. Therefore, it seems that a
general definition of the term dhyAia should include both the practice of smatha and vipa^ana, as
Zhiyi stated.

(Taipei:QuanfoPublication,1996).21-22,and75-76.
^SeeT. I3.723c4. As thecontent of Tortgrn^t/wg
is not discussed in the passage in which this term appear, it is
difEcuittodecideifToAigminga&jg^ ^^^'m^Ckgijingis^Tongptinggucn
discussed by Zhiyi
•• The only occunenceof the Dh3-arucfthe Treasured Torch {Baqjii Tuoluonr,
the Ckg'ij'ing is found oi a
gie/tainT13,25c. Theemphasisofthisg^aAaseeinstobethevanousmentsthatcanbeofcta^thnx^theachevement
of the
of theTieasured Totdi, but not how it s pfacticed.

'T.13,159cl.
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ThQAvatarrsakasiira
Another sura in which this practice can be found is the Avatamsakasutra. This term appears
as a method of practice in four passages of the SLxty-scroll Avataimakasutra!'
practice called Tongmingse tiioloni
Tongming gimgfa

In scroll 48, theie is a

In scroll 55, there is a practice method called

In scroll 58, a Tongming qiao fangbien

and in scroll 60, there is a method called Tongming men

is mentioned,'

However, the practice of

Tongming giian as Zhiyi described is not found in any of the occurrences. In the above four passages,
although "tongming"

is treated as a method of practice, there is not any description of the actual

practice. Instead, only a list of practices that are associated with ''(ongoing" is provided."

Thivr s Systemization of the Northern Dhvwia Practice
One of the most distinguished features of Zhiyi's interpretation of the Tongming giian is the
e.vtremely complicated system that ties various segments of this practice together. There seems to be
no signs of any stmctured discourse of this practice before Zhiyi's time. None of the textual sources
that Zhiyi cited, such as the Dqfcmgdeng Dq/i jing
giianyinjing

the Avataimakasura, or the Oing
provide the type oforganized narration and

" SeeSCIDII 48.55.58.59 and 60.
'T. 9.703b.
'T.9.746c28-29.
'T.9,771b20.
"'T.9.781b26.
" The lelationship between the Hicncn thou^ especially the relationship between the klea of non-obstniction of phenomena
{s/iisfuwuai
and the hi^iest achievement of the Tongming guan, that lis, an observation of the worid va
supernormal povs«; isan intetcsting issue that Q wofthyof further teseatch.
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intricate stmcture for the practice and realization of the Tongming gum seen in Zhiyi's The Stages
ofMeditative Perfection. The scanty evidence of this practice in the Buddhist canons supports
Zhiyi's statement that this practice had a popular origin and may have gained its name fiom the
scripture only after the practice of Tongmingguan was already fiilly developed. Although Zhiyi
attributes this practice to the Northern Chinese dhy^ masters, he must at least have made a
contribution to this practice by presenting it in an e.\tremely structured format.

B. Zhiyi's Discussion of the Name and the Status of the Tongming Guan
Definition of the Name Tongming Giian
Zhi>i first provides his own interpretation of the name Tongming guan. The word tung (j® in
the name of this practice has tvvo meanings. First it means "comprehensive" or "universal" because
the practitioner of this method simultaneously reflects on all three major components that constitute
one's body: breaths, fomi (physical body), and mind. This method is enlightening (bright;
understanding

and pure so that it can open up the mind eye without the obstmction or the

interference of one's vision (eyesight) When one reflects

on one of the three components, he

will naturally see the other two components as wiell.
Second, tong (i^ and ming (^ refers to supematural powers, because the skillful practice of
this method will surely result in the manifestation of the six supematural powers (/^v^ and the three
illuminating insights (HP^.*" This second definition seems to follow\heAvatamsakasijtra, as the

'-Thrcesupemonmi insights anamed by orto. Hie firsts the abi%-tosee the conditions and events ofthe past and thus
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temi tongming

appears quite often in the Avatawsakasura and refers to Bodhisattva's

achievement of supemonnal powers and the illuminating insights.'^

The Status of the Tongming Gium
The level of concentration that one can gain fiom this practice is approximately equal to the Four
Dhyaws and the Four Fonnless Concentrations.

However, the Tongming giuin is superior to the

Four Dliyimas and the Four Formless Concentrations in that the practitioners of Tongming giim
quickly obtain not only concentration but also the supernatural powers (iD and Supramundane
insights
This is a method to practice the Four Dt^mas with an equal emphasis on concentration and
teflectioa Theiefoie. the Tongming gitan is suitable for people with the faculty of equal proportions
of concentration and discerning intellect

Practitioners of this method should have at least attained

the First Dhy^. The practitioners of Tongjning giian should be able to cut off their defiled passion
in any

stage. The nature of the Tongming gtian will become clear in Zhiyi's interpretation

know ihetkiits of oneselfand others. The second
to one's ability to see the tcsuhsthat are tocome in the fimne. and
thus able to sever mistaken views. The thiid is to know and thus e.\haust all the passionateafflictions of the picsent
" There are about thittv-three occurrences of this term Tanking (3$9) that refer to the Bodhisattva's supemormal powers in
the SLxty-scnall A^ataimakasiira translated by Buddhabhadta. SeeT. vol.9,518b, 573b.648b. 650b, 65la, 660c, 664c,
672b. 673c, 679c. 684c. 687c, 694c, 696c, 697c, 698c,714c. 716c. 719a, 720a, 724c, 729b, 751c, 764c 768b, 769c 772c.
773c 779c 780c 78 la, 786c 785b.
" Zhivi e.\plains that this is the origin of the name ofthis practice, but it b noteworthy that in the Htian^ingneijing wcang
ih^ btaielu
(HY196), a passage mentions that "One enters into the w^of transfixmation,and
penetrate the principle of illuminating divini^"G®i^,^®. The abrlity to penetrate
jg) the principle of
illuminating {ming;
divmity, is a result of one's cultivanon of restoringone's spirit
restraining oneselfand
strengthening one's will One will then achieve the way and one's five visceraare strengthened.
Before more textual evidence can be found, it is still difficult to decide if this passage fiom this Daoistte.\tof interior vision has
something to do with the name of the Tw^gm^gnan
but the possibiliiy should not be ruled out given the centralis
of thesecultivanon techniques based on the five VKcera.
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of the practice and realization of the Tongmingguan.

Q. Zh^'s Interpretation of the Practice and the Realization of the Tongming Gtum
As mentioned previously, the practice of the Tongmingguan leads to a state of concentration
that is parallel to the concentration mental state of the Four Dhywias. Due to the addition of the
reflection on one's physical body, on top of the breath and mind required for the practice of the Four
Dhymas. however, the dhy^i factors achieved through the practice of the Tongming gum are
different fiom those obtained through the Four Dhywias. A comparison of the dhyitia factors of the
Four Dhymas and the Tongming guan is presented in chart 5-1.
The names of the dhyma factors that 23uyi draws fiom the Dcg'i jing provide the general
fiamevvork for his interpretation of the practice and realization of the Tongming giian. Although
Zhiyi adopts all df^wia factors of the Four Df^wias and the Four Fomiless Concentrations fiom the
Dcg'iJing, in his exposition of the Tongmingguan in TTie Stages of Meditative Perfection, he only
elaborates the dhy^i factors of the First Dhy^. In the Dqjijing the achievement of the First
DlwmKi is defined by the achievement of the five mental factors, vitarka {fiie;
:est{xi\

stability (a«;

and concentration (c&jg;

vicH-a {guan,

TlieZJqr/y'wg further provides a

series of features for each df^-^ factor. Zhi>i treats these features as thesubfactors of each
individual dhy^i factor. Zhiyi interprets someof the

factors of the Tongming guan as the

As the five dhy^ factois provided ni the Dcqi jing aie not very diffeient fiom those of the Four Dhymas, heie I translate jue
(3® as vUarim and
as vicw-a fcr the purpose ofdifferentiating them fiom thersub&ctors such as the>e
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practice and some of them as the realization. These cff^3ia subfectors provide the framework for
Zhiyi's description of the contemplations called Tongming guan. Furthemiore, these df^wia factors
also provide the framework for 23uyi's interpretation of the structure of the Tongming giian realization,
which is composed of both the Mundane and Supramundane realization.
Zhiyi's interpretation of the dhy^ factors of the First Dhy^ of the Tongming guan can be
roughly divided into two parts, but this division only serves as an expedient for discussioa

It

becomes clear that the practice and realization of the Tongming giian share many commonalties, such
as the mental flinctions of reasoning and intellectual discerning. The attempt to divide Zhiyi's
discussion of the practice of Tongming guan and his interpretation of the realization of Tongming gium
is based on Zhiyi's comment on the Tongming gium b The Great Calming and Discernment. The
question of whether Zhiyi's thought went through essential changes frDm the time he wrote The
Stages of Meditative Perfection to the time he wrote The Great Calming and Discernment is a
controversial issue among Tiantai scholars. Although it is not my intention to solve this issue in this
study. Zhiyi's interpretation of the Tongming guan in TJie Great Calming and Discernment may
provide a new diiection to look at the relationship between The Stages of Me^tative Perfection and
The Great Calming and Discernment. A preliminary textual comparison shows that although there
are some changes in Zhiyi's interpretation of the Tonffningguan in The Great Calming and
Discernment, these changes suggest further polishing and clarification of previous statements he made
in The Stages of Meditative Perfection.
In The Great Calming and Discernment, Zhiyi did not mention all of the df^&ia subfactors
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listed in the Dcgi jing and he instmcts the disciples to refer to the'Tongmingguan chapter" for
more details.'® Zhiyi provides some of the supplements for his interpietation of the
The Stages of Meditative Perfection The changes in the

factors in

factors that he makes in The Great

Calming and Discernment follow the lineof thought that he develops in the lealization part It also
appears that Zhiyi follows many details that he makes in his interpretation of Tongming giian dhy^
tutors in The Stages of Meditative Perfection''
In The Givat Calming and Discernment, Zhiyi categorizes the first df^^ factor of the First
Dhyidia, vitarka (^, as fie (comprehension or realization;

In contrast, the other four dhywia

factors of the First Dhywia are defined as gitanxing (contemplative practice;

First I briefly

review the dhyam factors that Zhiyi categorizes as contemplation practice.''' Then I analyze Zhiyi's
interpretation of the Tongmingguan, which reveals his view of Mundane and Supramundane
realizations.

A. The Practice of Tongming Guan
The following discussion indicates that there are different types of contemplation (^ Zhiyi has
in mind and at least ^vo tv'pes of contemplation that Zhiyi fiirther defines as ^lanxing (^^ andjie

See T. 46.1211j25.
°" I believe that the 'Tongminggiim chapter' in this passage
refers to the
chapter in TheStag/is of Meditative Perfection.
Fore-Nample, in The Stages ofMecBtative Peifeaion Zhiyi inteiprels die firet sub&ctor(SL>) of the vica-a(^ 6ctorto be
the sameas the last £tfnihasub6ctorofgua^'u.rm^(^5$;L't4)of the vitarka{^ fector. He follows this inteipretanon
in 77ieG/farCa/OTi^flW£/DtscemmenfbysettinglhelineofdivisionbetweenpracticeandrEalizaDonatlhesub&ctor -ilfi
burnot
"SeeT.46.121b20-21,"J:5G^ ' ^-L-frSMT ^"
"See T. 46,121b20-2L

(0) in his interpretation odongmingguan.
The practice of the Tanking giian comprises the first subfactor of the vitarka
subTactors o[i\cvic^a(giian; ®,2est(.w;

stability (an;

factor and all

and concentration

^

factors. The first subfactor ofthev//arfej(^ named •"mind of suchness"(na:/A7; refers

to

some preliminary contemplation exercises that lead to the realization of the Access Dhy^. The
other three subfactors of the clhy^ factor vitarka (:^ arc then assigned as the realization

that

indicates a t\pe of relati\ely passive and receptive state of comprehension that one obtains through the
Tongming giian. These comprehension or visions are not static, but to various degrees they may
become clearer and refined in one's meditative state, depending on the faculty of the practitioners.
After this passive reception of visions at the stage of the first dhyana factor vitarka

one again

resumes the more active practice of contemplation or contemplative practice (^t).

A-1. The Dhyma Subfactors of ViUurka Factor
The first dhyma factor, vitarka (^, is divided into four subfactors—nccin (the mind of
suchness;
and Great Reasoning;
nature of mind;

(Peiception and Great Perception; ^ ^
and

shvei dashvei (Reasormg

(the contemplation or reflection of the

l44)- The first subfactor, the mind of suchness ($DlO, is interpreted as the

manifestation of the preparatory concentrations or Access Dhywia prior to one's realization of the First

® Here the subfector
is translated as "Peiception and Giear Perception" but not"Vitarka and Great VitarkaT although
the Giinesecharacter
is the same characteras jlK which is used to indicate virorArL The reason for adopting
"perception" to translate the
in the sub&ctors to difioentiatethe five major ^;^&ctofsofthe Fast
their
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Dhy^.
Zhiyi describes the practice of the Tongmingguan that leads to the realization of the Access
Dhy^ or the stage of nccin (the mind of suchness; $0 (l^) by describing the contemplation of the
three major bodily components that can lead to this realization. The practice of this method can
generally be defined as an intensive reflection of the three major body elements defined in the Dci/i
Jing-hKaSh. fonn and mind. From the moment the practitioner first setdes his mind on this method,
he contemplates that there is no distinction between bieath, form, and mind. This is achieved
through the analysis of the individual natuie of each of these three elements.
Zhi>i also provide more technical detaUs of the Tongming guan practice, starting fiom
contemplation of one's breathing (ME)- One collects his thoughts, sits quietly, and harmonizes
one's breath. This preparatory practice is followed by the observation and contemplation {digLicar,
1^^ of one's thought of bieath (xixicmg,

which follow one's breaths entering and exiting

throughout [the pores of] one's body. If one hassharp reflective wisdom, one perceives (jue; ^
that the breaths that enter into one's body does not accumulate inside the body. The breath that exits
one's body does not disperse. Eventually one attains the realization of Access Dhy^ that can be
called "gz/arcdncr/rt" (the mind of suchness by means of contemplation of breath;

In

this state, one not onlyactually perceives that breath entering and exiting throughout the pores on the
skin throughout one's body, but one realizes that the nature of the bieath is lack of self-nature as wind

sub&ctois.
^ The thought ofbrealh {xixiang,

is voy possibly refermg to one'sanention and cxjncentration on the breath.
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in the sIq' that has no self-nature.
After one realizes the nature (or suchness) of breath (xinv,

one also notices that one's

breath is dependent on one's physical body as there is no breath that exists outside ofone's physical
body. Thetefoie, one should proceed to contemplate the nature (or the suchness) of one's body {senc,
fe$[!). One then should obser^'e and contemplate {digiian;

one's physical body as the a final

production resulted fit)m one's illusion that leads one to perform various karmas. One analyzes that
each of the thirty-six parts of the body individually cannot be called the body. Each of the constituent
elements of one's body, namely, the Four Elements, also do not constitute the "body." Above all,
these four elements by themselves are not even teal. How can they produce the body that has the
thirty-sLx organs? Therefore, one does not see a physical body that is solid, teal and obtainable.
This realization indicates the achievement of'"suchness of fonn"(seni; fe^D).
After the attaining the realization of the "suchness of fonn" (senr, fe^D), the practitioners
contemplate on the nature and constant changing of mind and realize the "suchness of mind" {xinni;
'L^n). Achievement of the Access

is based on the understanding that the nature of breath,

form, and mind are not different fiom each other.
In Zhiyi's bterpretation of the practice of $0 Ls three different Chinese words ate adopted to
show different stages of reflection as one progresses through the Tongminggnan practice. Zhiyi first
uses the words "to observe and contemplate"{digiian; 1^1^, to denote a type of attentive and
deliberate observation that will lead to a more natural and eflfortless "perception" {fue; ^ on the state
and nature of one's physical condition. The use of the wordjiie to represent the culmination of this
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Stage of practice is noteworthy, as this will naturally lead to Zhiyi's interpretation ofjue dqjue

^ subfectors.

The discussion of "perception and great perception" is reserved in the next section

as Zhiyi utilizes the language stmcture of this dl^wia subfactor to build an extremely complicated
framework to interpret the Mundane and Supramundane Realizations achieved through the Tongming
gitan. A separate treatment of this cBiy^ factor would allow us to fiiUy explore the construction of
this fiamework.

Here 1continue the discussion of the more active type of'practice of

contemplation' C^t).

A-2. The Dhyma Subfactors of Vk^ Factor
The Vic^a factor of the First Dhy^ has four subfactors: giumxin (Reflection of mind;
xing daxing

pienxing (to practice in all types of action and posture;

L>),

and sniyi (to

practice following one's wish;
The dhy^ subfactor

(reflection of mind; ^/L^) is identical to its immediate previous

subfactor called "the reflection of the nature of mind" (®^'

This continuation among dhy^

subfactors shows that the various dhwia subfactors can be seen as a continuously refining reflection
process. From this point on.one can contemplate on the nature of one's mind. It is noteworthy that
the "contemplation of mind" that Zhiyi prescribes is based on the foundation of the previous
contemplation of breath, form, and mind. This emphasis on the physical aspect, especially in the
beginning stage of contemplation seems to ^ Zhiyi's interpretation of "contemplation" and 'inind"
^)art fiom other discourses on meditation in Chinese Buddhism.

The importance of the physical
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aspect in the contemplation is further clarified in the discussion of "lealizatioa"
The dhymta subfactor.W7^ daxing

can be roughly translated as "perfonning the great

practices." This is a further elaboration of the previous subfactor, contemplation of mind, by dividing
the practice by three types of Buddhist practitioners. First, 23iiyi defines the great practice. The
great practice for ^avaka is the Four Noble Truths. The great practice for Pratyeka Buddha is the
contemplation of the twelve-link dependent origination (causality). The great practice for
Bodhisatt\'a is the realization of thejiding liiiU sarmei
quiescent concentration as pure as crystal."

or the scmMii of the

In doing this, Zhiyi identifies these three basic Buddhist

doctrines to the contemplation of mind.^
Piendng (thorough practice; i^fj) refers to the application of the action of contemplation on ail
three physical components. In contrast to the previous more nidimentary practice described as xing
daxing (performing the great practice;

which only involves the contemplation of the nature

of mind, at this stage one has achieved more skilifiil mastery of the contemplation so one can apply
the contemplation of the Four Noble Truths by verifying them with the nature of ail three bodily
components of breath, phy-sical body, and mind. Therefore, contemplation of mind appears to be
only a transitional stage of the Tongming giian practice. After one is able to penetrate the nature of
the mind by "great practice"(;^^, one resumes the practice of simultaneous contemplation of breath.

- ZhKi defines this samadhi asasamMti in which the bodhisaitva sees the Buddhas in his potes

T. 46.531b17-

18.

^ The dfn-aha subfector
daxing in The Great Caiming and Discernment has to be translated as"the practice and the great
practice." Zhi>i's inteipretation of fx^'cfr in TheGreat Calming and Discernment b somewhatdifeent, but b actually a
continuation ofhis twofold division ofMundane and Supramundane Realization that he fnst set up in his mteipietation of %

'\nTheStages

of Meditative Perfection
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body, and mind.
The next step of the Tongming giian contemplation practice is called su^ (to practice following
one's wish;

At the stage of previous subfactor, although one can already exercise one's

reflection on all three bodily components, one has to perfonn the reflection in one's meditative state of
mind. One is no longer responding to the realization one achieved in the meditative reflection. At
the stage of siiiyi (following one's wish;

one can comprehend the nature of three bodily

components either in meditative state or outside of meditative state without deliberate effort.
To sum up, Zhiyi's interpretation of the vic^a factor of the Tongming giian starts fiom a
distinction among the various practices of the ^^aka, Pratyeka Buddha, and Bodhisattva. He then
describes how one can progress in the mastery of the practice of reflection of mind so that one can
perfonn the reflection of mind even outside of meditative state of mind while one is walking, standing,
sitting, or l>ing down.

A-3. The Dhyma Subfactors of Zest Factor
The dhymm factor of Zest has three subfactors: ni zhenshi zhi (to comprehend as the reality truly is;
(great comprehension;

and xindong zhixin (the wavering mind and the

supreme mind; -LStS-L')Rii z/ienshi zhi (to comprehend as the reality truly is; reiterates

the achievement of the

reflection of the Four Noble Truths.
Dazhi (great comprehension;

is different fiom the comprehension caused by deliberate
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comprehension of the Four Noble Tniths. Zhiyi sets up the contrast between this subfector and
the previous one as the following. The subfactor "to comprehend as the reality truth is"($[lK#^n)
refers to one's comprehension of truth due to one's investigation of the truth and the settling of one's
mind on this object of contemplatioa"^ When one achieves dazhi

one is overwhelmed by

zest when one achie\'es sudden enlightenment and then comprehends the reality conesponding to its
principle.^
The subfactor xindong zhixin (The mind that is wavering and the suprone mind; - iLSbS llO
includes mo phases of practice. During the first stage that one's mind wavers (xindimg; -

due

to the zest of one's experience of reality. The meditator should transcend this instability of mind by
comprehending that the feeling of zest is lack of self-nature. When one truly penetrates the nature of
the feeling of "zest."" one achieves zhixin (the utmost or supreme mind; M'LO-

A-4. The Dliyaia Subfactors of Stability Factor
Following the Dajijing Zhiyi holds that the dhy^ factor of stability has four subfactors:
"shenan" (the stability of body;
of senses;

'"xinan" (the stability of mind;

"shoitari'' (the stability

and "shoityv lechr ([one] experiences the sensibility of the sensation of happiness;

m^m).
The subfactor shenan (the stability of body; refers

?^^fiSa''T.46,53lb27-28.
=T.46,531628-29.MSn. -L&S,

to the feeling of stability of body when
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one thoroughly comprehends the nature of one's body and thereby is no longer moved by the
karmic force that affects the body.
The subtactor.r/n£3n (the stability of mind;

means that one obtains the stability of mind

when one thoroughly comprehends the nature of mind and thereby is no longer affected by the karma
that troubles one's mind.
The subfactor shoiian (the stability ofsenses;

perception refeis to the mind that can

contemplate. One realizes that one's senses are not really senses, thereby one cuts off attachments to
all senses.
Shouyii lecki (one experiences the sensation of happiness; refers

to both the

mundane and supramundane aspects of the sensation of happiness.

A-5. The Dhyma Subfactor of Concentration Factor
In the DajiJing, the following features define the constituent factor of concentration factor
.rinr/n/(the stilling of mind;
with various conditions;

(great stilling;

(one is not confused

6zwj/om (not being enoneous;

(one does

not have per\ erse views;
The first subfactor.w2:/n< (the stilling of mind; - refers

to the state when one enters into

Mundane concentration. The second subfactor tic/n/(great stilling;

indicates one's mental

state when one enters into supramundane concentration.
The third subfactor bidiumyiiyuan (oneis not confused with various conditions; ^§15^)
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means that when one maintains the concentration, one's mind is My c^jable of differentiating all
phenomena without any confusion. The fourth subfactor^wm/M (not being erroneous; 'Fp)
indicates that although one's mind can differentiate various phenomena, one's mind does not give rise
to false attachment because one has fully comprehended the reality.
The liflh subfactor Mityou dianciao (one does not have perverse views; refers

to a

balanced mental state in which one does not fall into the two extremes-the extreme of attaching
oneself to mundane phenomenon and the other extreme of suchness.^ If one focuses on the
mundane phenomena, one will give rise to the view of existence. Following this view, one enters
into the sariisara of endless rebirth and death and drifts away fiom the path of liberation. If one is
only attentive to the tbmi of suchness ($Df @) or the Supramundane Realization to the nature of all
phenomena, then one falls into an extreme attachment of the view of emptiness and thereby neglects
the law of causality and fails to cultivate the good deeds. The two extremes caused by the
imbalances of mundane and supramundane views are the greatest fears of all practitioners.
A Sr^'oka practitioner who achieves this stage destroys the four perverse views of the world as
permanent, happy, possessing

and is pure

A Bodhisattva practitioner not only

destroys the preceding four views but also transcends the viewsof the world as impermanent,
suffering, having no self-nature, and impure. The initial achievement of the\itarha factor leads to
one's actual experience of one's body as being empty of self-nature. This series of df^wia factors
provide the methods for practitioners with balanced Acuities on concentration and reflection to

^ This Refers to the vkw thatall phenomena aie lack ofself-naoue and thoeKxeaie empty.
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achieve "Either Mundane or Supramundane Dhywicf prescribed by Zhiyi.

B.

Interpretation of the Realization of the Tongminggum—The Mundane or

Supramundane Realization of the Three Levels of the Worlds
Zhiyi's teal contribution in his interpretation of the Tongminggium may lie in the construction of
a framework drawing elements fiom The Treatise on Great Insight and the Dqjijing as his tool of
intellectual reflection of the realization that borrows terms fiom the Chinese physiological tradition.
In this section, I discuss 21iiyi's interpretation of the realization of the Tongming gium. reflecting a
cO^iBia that mixes three elements. The first and most comprehensive element is the frameworic of
nine levels of intellectual reflection provided in the

-p^amita chapter of Tfe Treatise on

Great Insight. The second element is Zhiyi's own constmction of a system of realization that is
presented in terms of three levels of worids. This system borrows languages fiom the Chinese
physiological ideas but fits within the fiamewx)rk of The Treatise on Great Insight. The third element
consists of the names of the dhy^ factors drawn fiom the Dqjijing, which provides Zhiyi a model to
interpret the dual aspects of Mundane and Supramundane Realization achieved through the practiceof
the Tongming gtian.
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B-1. Theoretical Framework of Reflection
Before a detailed description of Zhiyi's interpretation of the actual reflection perfomied and
realized in the Tongming gitan practice, I first analyze the different level of the theoretical fi:ameworic
of the Tongming gitan reflection that 2Diiyi draws fiom various texts, ,mainly The Treatise on Great
Imighl and the Daji jing.

B-la. The Framework of the Nine Levels of Realization Drawn from Ute Treatise on Great
Insight
In the Dljyidia-p3'amita chapter of 77ze Treatise on Great Insight, after the discussion of the
m^a leading to the Four Dhyanas and the Four sam^ttis (section IV of the Dhywm-p^amita
chapter in The Treatise on Great Insight), the author mentions the"Either Defiled or Undefiled
Dhy^ia." This passage that describes a nine-level gradation to measure a practitioner's ability to
contemplate (©ffl) and cut off his passion: the excessiveexcessive ( h h.), intermediary excessive
(mild excessive (_fcT), exc^ve intermediary (intermediary intennediary (4'4'X
inferior intemiediary (4^70, excessive inferior CFii), intermediary inferior CTc^), and inferior
inferior CFT). (T. 25.187a2-9). I mentioned this passage briefly in chapter three. In this section, I
analyze how this system of nine-level gradations serves as the fiamework of Zhiyi's interpretation of
the realization of the Tongming giianF

^ Many scholars holds that the chapter 7-2of The Stags ofMecBtative Perfection on the EitherMundane orSuptamundane
D/a-iffw is less influenced by The ^tmreo«G/Eaf/ra;^coniparedtochapter7-l and 7-3 oSiaVKSiages ^Me^tative
Perfection.
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B-1b. Three Levels of the Worids and theThree Levels of Reflection in Each Level of the
Worid
Taking the realization of the First Dhywia as an example, Zhiyi describes three diffeient levels of
realization of the Tanking giian that can be achieved by three types of practitioners with different
faculties. The perception of one's psychological-corporeal state that Zhiyi termed tiie '"Fundamental
Mundane and Supramundane World"

is the lowest level of achievement that can

be attained by practitioners of inferior faculties. The next higher level of realization is the"World of
Meaning"

that includes not only one's realization of the relationship be^veen one's physical

body and tlie extemal world, but also the connection between Buddhist doctrine and one's physical
world.

A meditator of intennediary faculty can achieve the realization of Worid of Meaning when

he obtains the First Dhy^i. The highest realization that a practitioner of the supreme faculties can
achieve at the stale of the First Dhyioia is called the"World of Phenomena"

which involves

the manifestation of supemonnal powers. The three levels of world borrow languages and concepts
fiom the Chinese physiological ideas to depict various states of realization. Each level of worlds has
three levels of reflection, so there are altogether nine levels of the Tongming giian realization.
This general structure of Zhiyi's interpretation of the realization o( Tongming giian parallels the
structure of The Treatise on Great Insight passage on the "Either Defiled or Undefiled
The first three categories of the realization of the Either Defiled or Undefiled

in The Treatise

on Great Insight are equal to die realizationof the World of Phenomenon that has three sublevels of
intellectual reflection in Zhiyi's scheme. The fourth to sixth categories of the realization in The
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Treatise on Great Insight -the superior intermediary (^'-hX intermediary intermediary (4'4'X and
inferior intemiediary ("^T)—are presented in Zhiyi's Tongminggum ieaIi2ation as the three
subleveis of intellectual reflection in the level of the Worid of Meaning. The last three categories of
Either Defiled or Undefiled

are equal to the three subleveis of reflection in the level of the

Fundamental Worid. The relationship between the general strxjcture of Zhiyi's interpretation of the
realization of the Tongming guan and the "Either Defiled or Undefiled Dhy^" discussed in The
Treatise on Great Insight are presented in chart 5-2.
Before a brief review of the three levels of the worids, I would like to analyze the three-level
Mundane and Supramundane intellectual fiameworks that Zhiyi constructs to reflect on each of the
three levels of the worlds. This fiamework for intellectual reflection is Zhiyi's interpretation of two
components drawn fiom the Dqfijing and The Treatise on Great Insight respectively. In the
following, 1 describe the making of this intellectual fiiamework by discussing these ^vo components.
The first component of this fiamework is comprised of the cff^mia factors that Zhiyi draws fiom The
Treatise on Great Insight to represent the Mundane and Supramundane Realizations. The second
component consists of the three levels of form of suchnessand differential fonn that provide the threelevel stmcture for this fiamework.
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B-lc. Components of Zhiyi's Framework Drawn from
Jue dajue (Perception and the Great Perception; ^ ^

Discussion of
as a Framework of Mundane and

Supramundane Intellectual Reflection of the Various Worlds
Zhiyi interprets the dhyam subfactor of the vitarka factor, "perception and gieat perception"
mentioned in the Dqjijing as the indication of the practitioner's initial entry into the First
Dhy^i. This subfactor '"perception and great perception," is taken up as a fiamework of Zhivi's
elaboration of either Mundane and Supramundane Reflection.
Generally speaking, perception and great perception means one's realization of the function and
nature of one's breath, form, and mind. Zhiyi offers two interpretations of perception and great
perception. The first definition is only a supplementary or secondary explanation

of the

subfactor perception and great perception. Following his interpretation of the dfywia factor vitarka
of the Four Dhyaws, which is also translated asjue (^, Zhiyi defines the first part of this subfactor
jue (perception;

as the perception of the manifestation of the sensations that arise when one

realizes the First Dhy^. Zhiyi holds that the sensations one experiences thiough the practice of the
Tongmingguan are the same as those of the Four Dhywias, but they are a lot more stronger than those
of the Four Dhywuis. Great perception means that the mind's eyesopen and one clearly sees the
three major components of one's body clearly.
The real meaning and significance of the subfactor perception and great perception refers to the
dual aspects of Mundane and Supramundane Realization when one first achieves the First Dhy^ia
through the practice of the Tongmingguan. The dual aspects of "perception" and "great perception"
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as asingle cffywia subfactor provide not only a convenient fiamework for Zhiyi to interpret the
Mundane and Supramundane Realizations but also a tool to connect his doctrinal and meditation
systems. Zhiyi first explicitly expounds that thejue (perception; ^ aspect of this dhy^ subfactor
refers to the Mundane (tifal) realization and the dcgue (great perception;

aspect represents the

aspect of Supramundane (tfit^fa^ realization. Zhiyi goes on to elaborate that the distinction he
makes tor the purpose of distinguishing contemplation or giian (^ corresponds to the Two Truths:
Mundane Tmth (f^^ and Real Truth

which he uses to categorize 'leaching" or "doctrine." ^

This whole correlation system, in turn, is used to illustrate the essence of the pair of terms "defiled"(^
and '"undefiled" (M^ as expounded in The Treatise on Great Insight.^
rationale and the connections that he makes when he combines the two major

This indicates Zhiyi's
classification

systems fiom the Dqi jing and fiom The Treatise on Great Insight.

E-lcL Zh^fs Three Levels of Reflectioii Framework of the Differential Mark {ybdang;,
and the Mark of Suchness {riodang;
Based on the paradigm derived fiom the name of the Dqfijing dhy^ subfactors that consist of the
dual aspects of mundane and supramundane, Zhiyi built a fiamework drawing elements fiom The
Treatise on Great Insight for his critique of the Tongming giian realization. Zhi>i utilizes the

= SeethepassageinT.46,530cl8-21.
imm,
my ovvn addition.)
='T.46,530a3-5."4#^'is&^ci8^'mwm

Smm=

-cnie underline is

mmmrsmZ'cifwm
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discussion of thedifferential form {ybdang,

in The Treatise on Great Insight in association

with his discussion of the realization of the Mundane Truth, and The Treatise on Great Insight's
discussion of the mark of suchness (tathata-,

§) to represent the realization of theTruth of Reality

in actual dhyma practice. The source of this scheme is a passage concerning the three levels of the
mark of suchness

@) b The Treatise on Great Insight.^ Zhiyi develops three levels of

diSerential forms to match with the three marks of suchness.^'

Therefore, three levels of inferior,

intemiediar>', and superior realization can be differentiated in both the Mundane (and the
Supramundane realizadoa^ The basic model of this reflective scheme is presented in chart 5-3.
The following is a very brief overview of each level of world and Zhiyi's description of the three
levels of intellectual reflections in each level of the three worlds.

® The conte.xl of this passage in The Treatise on Great Insight consisE a seriesof questions and answere concemingtathata
(^U),dharmadfijiu(^\!^andbhiiakoii{'jS^- (T.25,297b22-299a21). The passa^ 'ai The Treatise on Great Irai^
is a discussion that each phenomena has nine features. First, they all have essence. Second, although theyshare the same
essence, they each have theirown different phenomenon (
" Zhiyi indicates that this b derived from the••meaning^ (."g) of the treatise, indicating that hedoes not follow the treatise word
by word. See T.46.530c23,
" So 6r I have not located the three diffeential fomis
that Zhiyi
pairs with the three levels of suchness in The Treatise on Great Insight.
Another passage that may also be associated with Zhiyi's three levels of fomis ofdi^ientiationcan be found in scroll
18 of The Treatise onGreat Insight. A Bodhisattva contemplates that there are different fomis when he contemplates on the
hardness and density characteristic of the earth element the damp andcold characteristic ofthe water element the heat and
illuminating chatitc^risticof the foeelement, the light and moving characteristic of the wind element. However, be sees that
there ate actually no tbrnis when he contemplates that various forms areconfluence of cause and conditions. (T. 25,194b23c5.)
^ Zhiyi quotes The Treatise on Great Insight on three levels: inferior, medium, and superior. This threefold hierarchical
division is used in The Treatise onGreat Insight to describe various things, such as the Acuities ofsentient beoigs, wisdom,
and good and bad karma. It is notevvorthy, however, that Zh^*'s discussionof the three levels of fixms ofsuchness deviate
fiom the passage in The Treatise onGreat Insight. In The Treatise onGreat Insight, however, onfy the inferior mark of
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B-2. Zhiyi's Interpretation of the Reflection of Three Levels of Worlds
B-2a. The Fundamental Mundane and Supramundane World
The practitioner with inferior faculties can only realize the mundane and supramundane aspects
of his own body, but not the external world. The lowest level of realization that entails perception of
one's own ps\'chological<orpoteal body attained by practitioners of inferior faculties is called by
Zhiyi as the "Fundamental Mundane and Supramundane Worid"

Zhiyi's

interpretation of the Fundamental Mundane and Supramundane World is divided into two aspects.
The first aspect is a detailed description of the physical state that one realized. In Zhiyi's
inteqjretation of the second aspect of the Fundamental Mundane and Supramundane World, he
provides ftnther details of the content of reflection or giian in terms of dhywia factors.

B-2a-l. The Fundamental Mundane and Supramundane World

Realized by

Practitioners nith Inferior Faculties
Zhiyi's description of the physical worid realized by the Tongming gum practitioners is very
stmctuied. He described that there are three phases of realization when one achieves the First
Dhyma through the practice of the Tongming giian.

In each phase of realization, Zhiyi describes

individual vision of one's breaths, form, and mind. Then one reflects these realizations.
Initially, the realization of the First

manifests as a rough and general vision of one's

breath, physical body, and mind. One can See oneself breathing through the ninety-nine thousand of

suchness is assocoted with the term"mundane"
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pores throughout one's body. One also sees the thirty-six parts, and the four elements that
compose one's physical body.^ Then one sees the four elements of one's body separating fiom each
other like four snakes put in one basket^ They are also like the four parts of ox that are divided by
the butcher. One then develops a feeling of aversion toward one's body that has five kinds of
impurities.^' In a meditative state, one's mind is constantly changing as various mental functions or
perceived objects unceasingly replacing other mental fijnctions.
The vision of one's breath, body, and mind refines as one enters more deeply into the
concentrated state of mind. The practitioner of Tongminggitan gradually perceives that the breath
{qi) produced by the five viscera are different in their colors such as blue, yellow, red, white, or black.*®
These different colors of breath are emitted by the five viscera and then exit one's body through one's
pores. Further, the body is constituted of ninety-nine layers of skin, and ninety-eight layers of bone.'^
Be^veen the layers of skin and bone there e.xist worms with four heads, four mouths, and ninety-nine

^ These thiity-six parts in one's bocfy are hair, nail, teeth, skin,tendon, flesh, bones and manow,...teare,etc. SeeT.530a2125. Zhiji also mentioned these organs in tetnis ofthe fburelements. In the VisuddHma^gp, this constittites a t>pe of
coniempladon that is called "thecontemplation ofthe four elements." See Visuddhimaggn XI,27-125.
^SeeT.l6,342b2-6. Alsosee77ie7h'arise£»TGreaf/ra/g/aT.25,403al5-18forre(erenceofthismetaphor. SeeT.25,
404b25 for timher elaboration of the image ofknife asthe wisdom, the body ofthe cow as theconcept ofbody. and the four
parts of the cow divided by the butcher as the four elements oi The Treatise on Great Insight
" These five wpes of impuritiesare: impurity of the feature {svalaksand^cx Sf
impurity of its nature(svabhavaaict
impurity of seeds ibgdsici,
unpurity of the placeofbinh (jmisyhmdaict,
and uWmaie
impuri^ (paryavasdhasicr.
2!hiyi cited The Treatise on Great Insight for ctetailed description of the five ^pes
of impurities, see 77ie Treatise onGreatlnsi^T.25,198cI5-l99a28. I adopt Paul Swanson's translation of these five
impurities. Swanson also mentions that the five Qpesof impurities are also seen m The Great Calming and Discernment, (T.
46.93b9). This seems like yet anotherexample of Zhiyi's inteipretation of the "contemplatkxi" performed in Theravada
tndition as a "vision" that one obtaais in a meditativeslate.
The netwofk of conespondences that link each of the viscera with one of the Agents, with a paiticular color,arc established
i n a b o c ^ o f t e . v t s t h a t a r e related t ot h e F o r t h e w h o l e s e r i e s o f t e . x t s t h a t i n h e r i t t h e / / u a n ; g r z ^
Jing's specml emphasis on the visualization of the viscera, see Robinet Taoist Meditation: The Mao-shan TracStion of Great
Ptrih' (Albany:State Univeisity ofNew York Press, 1993)l 67-68. A more detailed analysis of Zh^sadoption and critique
of the idea in his TbngTn^guon interpretation is made later Di this chapter.
There are360 pieces ofbone m total
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tails. A Tongminggiian practitioner's mental functions can be divided into the four categories of
perception, reasoning, volition, and consciousness.
The realization of the First

by practitioners of inferior faculties culminates with visions

of breath, body, and mind that coincide with Buddhist doctrine.

One eventually sees that the

various colors of breaths emitted by various viscera hannonize with each other, and theircolors are no
longer greea yellow, or white but becomes translucent as crystal.

One also sees the entering and

exiting of breath is impermanent; it is constantly rising and perishing, realizing their nature of
emptiness. One also gains the vision ofthe constant changing of one's body. One sees how food
nurtures the body with the new Four Elements that replace the four elements in one's body.^ The
wise one. in his saniMii, feels that his or her body is constantly changing, with new elements
replacing old elements, thereby realizing that the body is empty by nature. In a meditative state, a
person also sees that there are 60 to 600 thoughts ikmttr, ^

arising and perishing, thereby one

realizes the mind is empty by nature.

B-2a-2. TheCompletion of the Five Dlty^a Factors

of the Tongnunggium

through the Intellectual Reflection of the Fundamental World
Zhiyi holds that the visions he describes above do not exhaust the content of the realization of the
Tongming giian. He carefully allots various aspects of the visions into the three levels of Mundane
and Supramundane Reflections using the basic model drawing fiom The Treatise on Great Insight

® The metaphors ofgrass and nee arc used here. When the new leavesgrow, the old leaves witherand 611out
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(chart 5-3). The application of this basic model in thestage of the Fundamental Worid is presented
in chart 5^ and Zhiyi calls this reflection "the completion of the five dhy^ factors."
In chart 5A the realization of the Fundamental Worid is categorized into three levels of
reflection, entitled superior, intemiediary, and inferior. Following his description of the realization of
the breath, form, and body in the three phases, Zhiyi divides each level of reflection into breath, fonn
(body), and mind. In most of the cases the Supramundane Realization of the lower level serves as
the Mundane Realization of the immediate next higher level.^ For e.\ample, the content of the
Supramundane Reflection of breath categorized as the•'Great Perception" in the lowest level (A2) is
the same as the Mundane Reflection of breath (A2) in the intermediary level. Therefore, this
structural scheme of the gradation of reflection suggests a series of continuous refining reflection.
One always tries to stand in a critical position to examine one's previous comprehension.
It is also noteworthy that in The Treatise on Great Insight, the element of earth is singled out as
being diflferent from other great elements, but Zhiyi singled out the element of wind to fit the threefold
category drawn fiom the Dajijing. Therefore, we can say that Zhiyi's physiological ideas ate closer
to the Dojijing than Vie Treatise onGreat Insight. Of course, it is also possible that there are some
influences fiom the emphasis of m^^-smiti in early Qiinesedhy^ practice and Chinese
physiological cultivation traditions.

** See Hong.
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B-2b. The World of Meaning
Zhiyi's exposition of the "Worid of Meaning" is divided into two aspects: the external and the
internal worid. The essence of Zhiyi's interpretation of the term"the world of meaning"is the
interconnection betw^een the external worid and the internal world. The explanation of the Worid of
Meaning is followed by Zhiyi's interpretation of the three levels of perception and gi^ perception in
the worid of meaning.

B-2b-l. The Worid of Meaning

The External Worid and its Connection with the

Internal World Realized by the Practitioners with Intermediary Faculties
Zhivi's exposition of the "External Worid" is further divided into three sections. First, he explains
the formation of one's life and physical body.'" Second, he elucidates the connection between one's
physical body with the external world.^' One realizes that the body is the microcosm of the
macrocosmic w orld. Third, Zhiyi interprets the harmonization of the internal world and e.xtemal
worid through the regulation of one's own mind.^ The central theme that connects one's view of the
external world and the internal world is the concept of the five viscera. The final realization of this
w orld culminates with the realization that die five viscera of the human body serve as the nodal points
connecting the physical body to the e.xtemal worid and to all Buddhist doctrines. Zhiyi's

* See the section entitied"The Illumination of the Cause and Condition of the Fundamental Mundane Worid"

(T.46.53\cl9-532\QS)\R^Tcmgtningguanz\w(XS!CQiTheStagesofKfedkaiivePeifecncm.
" This section is entitled "The Connection between the Internal Worid of Meaning and the External World of Meaning^(RK
(T. 46,532b26-532c 17) in The Stages ofMeditative Peifeaion.
See the section entitled "The Regulation by the Body by the King's Law"(^Sf^5£vaE) (T. <16,532cl7-533a4) in ZTk

Stages of Meditative Perfeaion
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interpretation of the worid of meaning is heavily laden with terms bonowed fiom Chinese
physiological traditions and Daoist text.

B-2b-2. The Completion of the Five Dhyma Factors in the Level of the Worid of Meaning
Zhiyi's interpretation of the three levels of perception and great perception in the world of
meaning is presented in Chart 5-5. One starts fiom the lower level of perception, which indicates an
awareness of the existence of an external world outside of one's body. One then becomes aware that
in spite of the seeming difference between the external and the internal worlds, the five viscera serve
as the connecting point between the internal and external worlds.

This idea ob\nously embodies the

Chinese physiological concepts. This set of ideas can be subsumed under the Buddhist teaching of
impemianence, as the five viscera arc constantly changing and thereby they can be said to be empty in
theirnature.

B-2c. The Worid of Phenomena
"The World of Phenomena" means the world perceived by people with supernatural pow^.
It is noteworthy that as one obtains the supernormal powers at the stage of the Fourth Dhy^ through
the system of practice of the (defiled) Four Df^'wias, and one can obtain the supernormal power at the
stage of the First Dhymm through the practice of the Tanking gium. This explains one of the
feature of the Tongming gum defined as "fasf'
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B-2c-l. The Worid of Phenomena

—the Realization of the Supernormai Powers by

the Practitioners with Superior Faculties
Zhiyi explains that theie are nvo kinds of causes that will result in the practitioners of the superior
faculties to obtain the five supemonnal powers when they realize the First Dhy^. The first type of
practitioner obtains the supernormal power naturally through the practice of Tongming giian. The
second t>pe of practitioner obtains tliese powers through specific methods of cultivation that lead to
the manifestation of these supernormal powers.
The natural manifestation means that when one enters into the First Dhyma,one reflects on the
three major bodily components and realizes the Fundamental world and the World of Meaning.
After one perceives tlie tmth of the Worid of Meaning, one's profound concentration {samMii) and
sharp wisdom naturally triggers supemomial pow.'ers to manifest

At this point, one diflferentiates all

phenomena in the world clearly in the mind's eye. This is the manifestation of thesupernormal
power of divine eye. The manifestation of the test of the five supemormal powers are the same as
the preceding. This passage shows that even practitioners of the superior faculties have to pass
through the realization of the first two levels of worlds. The only difference is that the visions of the
worid perceived by their superior intellectual ability, amplified by a deep concentration, are so diflferent
fiom ordinary perceptions of the world that they are believed to possess supemormal powers.
Zhiji draws the method of manifestation through cultivation fiom the Dqijing. This method
is basically an extension of the

When a person enters into the First Df^^, and if

desires to obtain the supemormal power of transformation of body

he or she practices the
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m^wia-smiti and then further sees the breathentering and exiting the body until he sees that the
body is empty. This vision results in the achievement of transformation of body
attention is directed to the sound of breath when one practices

If one's

one obtains the

supernormal power of divine ear.

B-2c-2. Tiie Completion of the Five Dhy^ Factors in the Level of the Worid of Phenomena
Zhiyi's interpretation of perception and great perception as presented m the World of Phenomena
is listed in Chart 5-6. In this level one not only uses one's divine eye to observe the various
phenomena in the world but also shifts perspectives between differentiation and synthesis of the
phenomena

C. Siwei dashvei(Reasoning and Great Reasoning;

^

The whole set of reflection systems also applies to the next subfacton siwei dashvei (reasoning
and great reasoning;

Reasoning means one's fiather reflection of perception and

great reasoning refers to one's reflection of great perceptioa Zhiyi holds that the initial
enlightenment of the difference between the Mundaneand Supramundane World is called perception
and great perception. The reasoning and gieat reasoning is one's repeated contemplation and reflection
of what one realized at the stage of perception and great perception.^

^ In Zhiyi's temi.

° ' T. 531^&-29.
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D.Ciia/^Y/xvuipf^CnieReflectioiiofdieNatureofMmd;

This dhy^ factor has already been discussed, under thediscussion on the practice of Tongming
gitan. However, Zhiyi's interpretation of this subfactor, which seems to be a continuation of his
interpretation of "perception and perception," and "reasoning and great reasoning," is touched upon
briefly in this sectioa This dhy^ factor refers to one's reflection of the nature of mind that
performs "reasoning"and "great reasoning." One who achieves the previous realizaiion does not
realize the tme way if one cannot reflect the mind, which performs the action of "realizing."
Reflection of the mind that exercises "reasoning" and"great reasoning" involves a type of
contemplation. For example, the mind ihat can reflect
that is contemplating

[10, is itself produced by the mind

Or is it produced by the mind that is not contemplating? As

neither of the above is tme, then one realizes there is actually not a "mind" that exists. This statement
resembles a lot of discussion about mind in later Chinese Buddhist meditation. It should be noted
that the contemplation of mind is performed at least when one enters into the state of the First Dhy^,
even in the Tongmingpractice that prescribes equal emphasis on contemplation and
concentration.
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in. An Anafysis of Zh^'s Incorporation and Critique of
Chinese Physiological Ideas in his Discussion of the ^Tongnmggum
One very important aspectof Zhiyi's concept of
physiolog>' in the realization.

in the Tongminggum is the lole of

Zhiyi botroN^ed many tenns and concepts fiom traditional Chinese

physiological cultivation ideas. In this section, I focus on Zhiyi's discussion of the traditional
Chinese and Daoist physiological cultivation ideas and analyze their overall importance in Zhiyi's
interpretation of the Tongming gitan. Zhiyi's adaptation and alteration of these correlation systems
and the actual status of these Ciinese physiological ideas in his understanding of the Tongming giian
will be discussed to clarify his attitude towaid Daoist inner cultivation when he preached The Stages of
Perfection ofMeditcirion.
Some Japanese scholars have already noticed and discussed the incorporation of ideas fiom
Daoist sources the Tongminggiian. Kobayashi Masayoshi (/J>#IES|) identified some passages
drawing fiom Daoist texts, such as the Taishang lingbao wii/iixu "k
Laozizhongjing

(HY388) and tlie

(HY1026).'° The passages that Kobayashi discusses are related to the

Chinese conelative thinking regarding the human body as a microcosm of the macrocosmic worid.
Here, I deal with other themes that are less studied in current scholarship. These theme are (1) the
notion of '%vomis" in the Tongming giim and (2) the notion of the Five Viscera.

° See Kob^ashi Masayoshi's Rikucho Bvkhyoshiso kenkyu
(Tokjo: Sobunsha, 1-993), 397,and403405. Kobj^^i also discussesZhiyi's use ofkmgevi^ techniques that invohretalismans in the Faf::iaxuar^
in
Rihichd Bukhv,397. The interaction between Dooistiei^ious cultivation and TontaiBudihisni can be traced bock to
See James Robson,"A Regional Perspective on Buddhkn at Ml Nai^iie," unpublished manuscript piesented at AAR,
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A. The Notion of Worms(0i) in Tongming Gum
In Zhiyi's discussion of the realization of the Tanking guan, he refers to various types of
worms that reside in one's body. Zhiyi holds that the realization of the Fundamental World by the
practitioner of the lower faculties is accomplished in three phases. Most of the realization achieved
in the initial and final phases are quite similar to the discussion found in other Buddhist texts,** but in
his discussion of the intermediary phase there are many images drawn fiom Daoist canon.
After one enters deeply into the concentrated state of mind, one experiences a vision in which
one sees five different colors of qi (breath or vapor; ^ emitted by the five viscera and exiting one's
body through the pores in one's skin.'''

One fiather sees that the body is made up of ninety-nine

layer of skin, and one's bones are also constituted of ninety-eight layers. Between each layers of skin
and bone there exist wxjrms with four heads, four mouths,and ninety-nine tails. In one's meditative
state, one not only sees the different shapes of these worms, but also can hear their conversations with
each other and the noise they make.
If one concentrates fiirther, one can see the shape of one's organs. For example, one's brain

1999. Foraveiydetailedtreatinentoftheiraeractionbetvveen Buddhism and
Daoims at ML Tiantai since the Eastern Jin, see Inoue Ichie
'Tendaizan ni okeru dokyo to bul^o"
in KuwabaraHakaseKinenRonso, Showa6(1932X595-649.
•" In the initial realization, one gains a vision of the btsflh enteringand exiting fiom the 99,000 pores throughout one's body
and the thirty-six internal oi^ois. In the final phase of realization, one actuaUysees the consQntly changuig state ofone's
own bteath and body and theieby experiences the transitoriness ofone'sown b^. Zhiyi's description of the vision of one's
bod^ is similarto the mindliilness ofbody practice discussed in the Visuddhimagga but Zhiyi seems to imply that the vision
of the thiity-sLx ora^ ^ide of one's body san actual vision and not anexeic^ ofcontemplatioa
The five cote ofbteath are blue, yellow, red, white, and black. The netwoikofcotrespondences that link each of the
viscera with oneofthe agents and with a pattkularcokirare established Dt a boc^oftexts related to the
li. For the whole series of textsthat inherit the Huan^ingjing'sspecM emphasison the visualization ofthe viscera, see
Robmet, Daoist Meditation, 67-68. The place of the five viscera m ZhiyTs Tongfningguan belaborated in thefollowing
section.

has four parts and fourteen layers. The viscera are shaped like budding lotus flovi'ers with several
petals covering each other. There arc also worms residing in each viscera. When one can perceive
the conversation of tliese worms, one obtains the '"Samadhi of [comprehending] the Languages of
Various Beings"
Zhi>i tlien describes the worms dwelling in one's veins and circulation tracts in a more refined
state of concentration. The trace of an abrupt graft of these Chinese physiological cultivation ideas
onto the Buddhist sj/stem can be detected. After such visions of womis residing in various parts of
one's body, it is concluded that one "realizes that the interior and exteriorof one's body arc not teal,
that is, not solid and resembles a banana tree."^
This discussion of worms does not seem to appear in other Buddhist te.\ts dealing with
meditation or physiology. The following te.xtual analysis shows that the notionsof worms also
differs fiom the Chinese physiological ideas and the Daoist notions of worm during Zhiyi's time.
In the Daoist canon, the concept of worms is most often associated with the three womis that
live in the three centers of one's body and eat away the vitality of each center.

Although it is not

clear when the concept of the three wonns first developed in the Daoist tradition, textual evidence
suggests that it first appeared in the fioo/Tzci

The'Three wx)rms"(H^ are also called

'Three corpses"(Hf^ in Daoist religious literature.""

*T.46,530c2-3.

^ See Toshiaki Yamada,"Longevity Techniquesand the Compilationof theUnbao Wt^wcuT In Daoist Meditation and
iongevitv'7edKi7j<£s,LivaKohn,ed(AnnAit)orCenterForChineseStudies,TheUniveisityofMichi^ 1989X 107.
*The names of these three worms ore "Old Blue, Wh&e Makien, Blooc^ Corpse" m Julian Pas, Historical Dictionary of
72io^/n(Lanham,MD;ScaiEaDwE'iess, 1998). In anothertexL the Taisfiangcfmsanshijiuchon^baoshengjing -jr
these three worms are given Renamesof Penju ^ilPengzhi
,andPengiao
HY87I,6sc.
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A notion of wonns difieient fiom the three woims is seen in a passage that appears both in the
Hnangjtingneijmgmizanglh(liibicxietii'^^P^^3BM:r^^^^M (HY196)andinthe Yiay'iqiqian
In this passage it is said that when one's nostrils are itching, it is because there are wornis
in one's lungs. The most detailed discussion of the notion of worms in the Daoist canon is probably
\hctssXem\iedTaishcingcfnisanshijiiichongbooshengjing ^

(HY871).

Detailed depictions and graphic presentations of the three womis residing in the three cinnabar fields
and the nine tjpes of worms residing in the five viscera of one's body are given in this text This text
will not he used to compare with the Tongpiing gium, however, because it was composed at a much
later date than Zhiyi's The Stages of Perfection of Meditation!^
Tlie concept of worms in Zhiyi's discussion is different fiom those in the Daoist te.xts in several
aspects. First, the locations wtere the worms reside differ. Early Daoists held that the worms lived
in the three cinnabar fields (ckmtian;

of one's body.®

In the Tongming guan.the vvomis

reside in different layers of one's skin, bone, and viscera, even the circulation tract of one's body.
Second, the shape and form of the worms in the Tongming guan and the Daoist canon are also
different In a passage fiom the Baopuzi, it is said that the three wiorms residing in the human body

580.
Most Daoist texts aredifScult to date. The compendium to the Daoist canon, ywyi qiqian was composed by Chang
Qiunfeng (!^^) during the reigns of Empetots Taizong(976-997) and Zhenzong (997-1022). Ths major Daoia
enc>T:Iopedia contains no texts dat^ later than Zhenzong's reign, and the souice material comesalmost »clusivefy fiom the
Sbc Dynasties and Tangworiis. Almosthalfofthetexiisdevotedtothesubjectof yangs/iengCrendmgLife; #^'>butwe
do not see ideas such as those ii the Tmkmgchusarehij'mchongbaoshengj'mg Therefore;, it is very possible that Taishang
chu sanshijhichongbaoshengjing wascomposed latv than the Sung c^nasty and the discussionof the nine wonns n the
text has a later origin as weiL Seetheenoyon Yiayicpqum
by Sdvppec in The/m£anaCon^ximonio
Traditkmal Chinese Literature. 1986,966-968.
®Fore.\arnple,see}Jtf3//(5is7i3n M^-tSfesoDD I3.12b-20b.
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do not have concrete forms and are invisible because they belong to the category of the souls, spirits,
demorsordeinesQttvTlmggiiisheri;

In the description ofthewonns found in Zhiyi's

Tfie Stages of Perfection of Meditation, they have four heads, four mouths, and ninety-nine tails.
Furthemiore, in a meditative state, a person can see through one's body layer by layer and see the
worms residing bet.veen layers of skin, bone, viscera, and the circulation tract in one's body.
Third, the function of the worms and how one should deal with them are different in the
Tongming gum and the Daoist canon. In the Daoist text, the three wonns a^icend to.heaven to report
one's transgression;-. In a passage in the Baopnci, it is said that the three worms mount to heaven
every fifth seventh day of the sbcty-day cycle and report everyone's sins and misdemeanors to the
Administrator of Destiny.'"

They arc enemies of the deities called"Three Ones" residing in the

three centers of one's body. The worms are generated and sustained by the intake of cereals.
Therefore, they should be e.xpelled if one is to obtain immortality. Among the practices to attain
immortality by starving the womis to death, the most effective practice is to "abstain fiom cereals"
In contnist, the function of the worms is not discussed in the Tongming giian and there is no
indication that they should be expelled. In the Tongming gnan, the womis one can see in one's
meditative state are capable of having conversations with other worms. One's meditative
achievement which leads to comprehension of the womis' language, will result in one's realization of
the Samadhi of [Comprehending] the Languages of Various Beings

" ForatninsIationofthispassageseeToshiaki Yaniada,'*Lot^vi^ and the ^initio
107.
= Ibid.
° For a detaileds&Kfy of theconcept of worm and the piacticeofcbstention fiom ceieals in the

The worms in

wi^.TZA
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one's body do not seem to have such a negative connotation as that found in texts in the Daoist
canoa
To sum up, the description of wonm in the Tongfning giian does not seem to share many
common features with the Daoist concepts. It is not clear where these ideas came fiom.

B. The Notion of the FKe Viscera (ItM ) in the Tongming Giuut
Another set of ideas derived fiom the Daoist tradition that apparently have played a more
important tole in the Tanking gum are the notions of tlie five viscera. In the Tongming gnan, the
five viscera serve as the nodal points where the Buddhist doctrines and Chinese conelative system
concerning one's body meeL

A caicfii textual study suggests that the ideas incorporated into

Tongming giian are closely related to the body of texts associated with the Hiiangfingjing
This body of text is devoted to the interior vision of the five viscera and is associated \vith the school
ofDaoism known as the Shangqing (Greater purity;

tradition. These texts date fiom

approximately the same period and the majority of them were reputedly revealed to Yang Xi
between 367 and 370 A.D. by a group of immortals. The tradition itself claims that these methods
were already known and practiced during Han times.
The difierent colc rs of qiemitted by the five viscera and the shape of the five viscera at the level
of the realization of Fundamental World correspond to the description of the five viscera in the

Toshyd Yamada,"Longeviwandthe£ffj6a£?
"99-124.
"AtechniquethatZhiyi values is veiy important and can be seen throughout the
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Hiumgtingj'mg. In this section, I deal with two other passages in Zhiyi's discussion at the level of
the World of Meaning in the Tongminggum that aie related to the five viscera theory.

B-1. TheTheory of the Fomation of Human Lives in the Tongn Jng Guan
Zhiyi's exposition of the World of Meaning is divided into two parts. The first part deals with
the External World of Meaning

by which Zhiyi means the relationship between one's

physical body and the external maciocosmic world.

The first step to realizing the External World of

Meaning is to in\ estigate the process by which one's physical life is fonned. In the Tanking guan,
it is held that in a meditative state, a person perceives that one's previous kamiic force of withholding
the five cardinal Buddhist precepts turns into the five viscera in one's body as the reservoirs of the five
consciousnesses." These five consciousnesses ate various spiritual powers, such as the celestial soul
(fetfj;

the terrestrial soul (^;

will {zh'v,

the principle soul

^f), the essence (/Ywg; fi), and the

The discussion of the five spirits contained in one's five viscera can be found in the

Daoist commentary on the Lciozi by Hoshang gong (fnf

and are further elaborated in the

Huangtingjing. Zhiyi's description of the form of the viscera that one will see at a certain point of
one's practice ofTongminggiian conesponds to the interior visions described in the Hiumgtmgjing.
The name of the deities that preside over the viscera are also quoted.'®
Although the notion of the five viscera and tlieir centrality inone's physical body seem to be an

The fetus priorto the ftMiraiion ofthe five viscera is also brieffydescribed m the Tbngminggitan, seeT. 46,532a4-b20. It
appeals to be a tnLxtuie of tiaditionai Qiinese ideas and some ideas drawn fiom the Thveijing.
^ See Robtnet, Taaist Meditatmn 3-4. Fordelaifed diiscussion ofthe texnialhistoiy ol^Huangdngjing,see ibid, Qiapter
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influence fiom the Huangtingjing, there are some fundamental differences between the Tongming
guan and the Hiuxngtingjing. Unlike the Daoist texts in wiiich the five viscera are generated due to
the union of the \'arious qi fiom heaven and earth,'^ Tongming gium explains the formation of the five
viscera as a result of one's action of withholding the five cardinal precepts in one's previous lives.
This appears to be an influence fiom the Buddhist apocr>phal text Tnvei buolijing

®

Zhiyi himself cites the Tiweijing as the textual authority in responding to some of his disciples
questioning the difference of these ideas fiom those preached by the practitioners of other cults (^1iD."

The discussion of the five cardinal Buddhist precepts is the most important theme of the extant
Tnveijing

It is slightly alluded in the Tiweijing that if one does not withhold the five cardinal

precepts, one will be reborn in one of the three evil states of existence. In the e.xtant part of the Tiwei
jing found at Dunhuang however, the five cardinal precepts are not connected with the five viscera.®
Therefore, it appears that some of the ideas in the Tnveijing were taken up and elaborated fiirther in
the Tongming gitan.

^ See Huangtingneliing MtcoTglit^ buxie tu
(HY196), la.
® The second scroll of the two-scroll Tnveijbig was found in Dunhuang. Stem 2051 (British Museum.)The edition I use is
the reproduction in the Dunhuang baacang $0^9^ VbL 15,552-562.
''T46,532b21-25.
In the
there is a passage that piedicts that theie will be five kindsof chaos in the fiitute.One is that the conea
law ofthe king will bediaodc, but how it can be regelated s not mentioned. In 23uyrs intetpreiation ofTONGMING
Gt//W. this theme is taken up and elaborated. SeethesectionentitIed"JKw®&iAcifter^"'(Thei^ulatinggovemingofthe
king;
in T.46,532cl7-533»l.
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B-2. The Internal Worid of Meaning
Buddhist Doctrines

— Fusing of the Five Mscera Theoiy and

In contrast to the External Worid of Meaning, the Internal Worid of Meaning refers to the
Buddhist doctrine. This aspect of the Tongming guan, however, is elaborated fiom the perspective of
its connection with the External Worid. Theiefoie, with the five viscera as the connecting points, the
basic Buddhist doctrines such as the five Skhandas and the Four Noble Truths aie fused with the
Chinese conelative system. The conelation of the Buddhist doctrines with the five viscera is
presented in chart 5-7. Quoting the Avataiisaka Sutra as his te.xtual evidence, Zhi>i holds that,
"When one realizes one's body, one realizes everything.'^'
Zhiyi uses the scheme mentioned here to comment on all three levels of realization, at the level
of ftmdamental world (chart 5-4), and the worid of meaning (chart 5-5).

In charts 5-4 and 5-5, it is

ob\ious that the nt lion of the five viscera played a much mote important role than the notion of
worms, so the notion of worms does not enter into the fiamework of criticp;. However, the five
viscera appear both in the frameworic of critique in the fimdamental worid and the worid of meaning.
In the realization of fundamental reality of the Worid (chart 5-4), the realization of five difieient colors
of qi emitted fiom the five viscera is ranked as inferior perception (~Fna^. Therefore this
perception belongs to the category of Mundane Realization. In the realization of the worid of
meaning (chart 5-5). however, the idea that the internal and extemal worid all depend on the five
viscera is ranked as inferior great perception
Realization.

This amounts to a type ofSupramundane
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Summary

Zhi>-i's discussion of Tongming gum has provided a valuable source of Chinese Buddhists'
attempt to liamionize the Chinese physiological cultivation and Buddhist meditation in northern China
prior to the Sui Dynasty. Most of the ideas drawn fiom the Chinese physiological cultivation
traditions seem to have been adapted and altered in the Tongminggiian. Furthermore, these ideas
drawn fiom the Chinese physiologjcnl cultivation traditions only appear in the two lower levels of
realization, at the level of Fundamental World
not in the highei t level at the World of Phenomena

and the World of Meaning

but

in which the supernormal powers

manitesL Therefore, in the Tongmir.g giicat, Buddhist meditation is considered to lead to higher
achievement than Daoist meditation. Part of these physiological ideas were recognized as a lower
level of Supramundane Realization in Zhiyi's reflective scheme. The extensive treatment of the
physiological ideas at the level of the Fundamental worid and the world of Meaning that serves as the
base of the achievement of supernormal power at the level of the world of phenomena suggests the
important role played by physiology in the achievement of supernormal power.

" SeeT. I0,66c9-I0."m^^ •
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IV. Conclusion
The preceding descriptions of the Ton^ingguan realization pnDvides not only a very flexible
worldview that can be obtained through meditation, but also an intellectually active state of mind
when one entei:s a deep concentration through Tanking guan practice. The world is not a fixed
entity, as people of different faculties have different views of the world. People of lower faculties can
obtain a vision of one's body in the meditative state of the First Dh.ma. Some people with better
faculty cannot only look deeper into their own bodies and minds, but also their connections with the
external world. The practitioner with superior faculty can fiirther expand his range of observation, as
his achievement of concentration will allow him to observe the worid througli divine eyes. ®

A. The Role of Intellect in the Tongnmg Guan Meditative State
The three levels of Perception and Great Perception also explain the way one exercises one's
inteUect in the First Dhy^ through the practice ofTongpmg gum. The mind's function of
differentiation allows one to discem the difference among phenomena based on the vision of the worid
that one can perceive. The mind's ability to synthesize these differences enables one to look deeper
into the common features shared by different phenomena that transcend thedifferences among the
phenomena. In other words, one's view gained through differentiation has to be transcended by
synthesis. The concept that one gains throughsynthesis canalso be transcended by differentiation at

It would be interesting to compare Zhiyi'sdescripdon ofthe realization 0f7OVGiV£BVGGCi4iVwith the idea of
'\vhoieness" or"onenes^' thatare held as a major feature of mysticalexperience. Zhiyfs desaiption does not ndicate a
feeling of oneness but a moie clear vision of the mtemal and external worids thnxigh active intelkctual ana^is and synthesis
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a higher level.
If we contrast Zhiyi's interpretation of the Tongminggnan realization with his interpretation of
dhywia factors of the (defiled) Four Dhywias, it is obvious that how this extremely active use of
intellect resulted in both the Mundane and Supramundane realization. In Zhiyi's interpretation of the
dhyima factore of the Four Dhy^as, we can conclude that fiom the stage of the First Dhywia to the
Third Dliy^a, one's range of perception is confined by one's physical body, and the sensation that
arises seems to be the major focus of one's attention. One's intellect is used to distinguish various
sensations and direct tlic.n properly so that one can progress fiom the First to the Fourth Dhy^. In
the Fourth

we find the description that one is able to face all conditions and his mind is not

moved by these conditions. This is the ultimate balance of concentration and reflective wisdom that
one can gain through the practice of the (defiled) Four Dl^^ias.
The method of the Four Dhyimas has two major components—the breath and the mind—as
one's object of meditation.

The method of the practice of the Tongmingguan that has three major

components—the breaths, physical body, and mind—as the objects of meditation. The realization
achieved through the Tongmingguan practice possess a much wider range of perception, and three
levels of reflection have to be exercised upon these realizations at the stageof the First Dhy^.
the state of tiie First

In

the practitioners with the most inferior faculty can perceive greater details

of tiieir own physical and mental conditions, such as tiie different colors of breath, the thirty-six organs,
and the different mental functions. It is on ihis base that one further reflects on the nature of these

of one'sawareness ofone's body.
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phenomena to achieve supramundane wisdom. The practitioner with the intemiediary faculties
sees the internal and external worlds as if seeing the world with a camera of higher resolutioa This
would allow him to see greater details of both worlds and the connection between these ^vo worids.
These phenomena, as they can also be subsumed by the Buddhist teaching, will lead to a
Supramundane Realization that is mote inclusive in content than those achieved by the practitioners of
inferior faculty.

B. TheSignificance of the Term ^^Shijian" (tMf^ and ^Chushijian" in Zh^*s Description of the
Tongmutg Gum Realization
The use of the tenn shijian

in the wliole systematic description of the realization

experience of the Tongming giumis worthy of our special attention. The term shijian(tl!f^ means
"vs'orld" or a certain "Vorldview" in thedescription of the three levels of the worid that are realized by
the Tongming gitan practitioners. These worldviews are to be further analyzed by a twofold
reflection of "Mundane"

and''Supramundane (c/n/j/zir'/ow;

in three levels.

When the diffeient uses of this term in the Tongming giian realization are read against the backdrop of
the dhywia classification system asdiscussed in chapter threeof this study. It shows that this is more
tiian a coincidence. The various uses of the term "'shijiarf (t^:^ in the Tongjning giian chapter
represents Zhivi's step-by-step effort to bridge the different systen.s of thought in The Treatise on
Great Insight and thcDafijing.
In the third chapter of this study, I mentioned that the division ofdl^'wia gates is based on the
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three essential elements of breath, fomi, and mind that is elaborated in terms of the threefold
classification of Mundane Dl^'mzi gate (shijian chanmerv,
gate (chi shijian chanmerv,

tlie Supramundane

and the Supreme Supramundane

shang shang chanmen;

gate {chi shijian

In Zhiyi's description of the realization of the Tongming

giian, we find the soiace of this elaboratioa
The combination of the two terms, '"Mundane" {shijian\
shijian-,

and "Supramundane"{chi

derived fiom Zhiyi's description of the realization of 7bnow/>7ggz<an, with the

fourfold structure of Zhiyi's systemization of the discussion of the"Defiled" (yotiloir,
"Undefiled" {milou;

and

Dhy^ discussed in The Treatise on Great Insight led to the creation of

the fourfold classification of the Mundane Df^wia [shijian chan;

the Supramundane

Dhy^ (dm shijian chan;

the Either Miuidane or Supramundane Dhy^ (yi shijianyi

chi shijian chair,

and Neither Mundane nor Supramundane Dhy^ (fei

shijianfei chi shijian chan;

The system that is made of elements drawn

fiom the Dqj'i jing and The Treatise on Great Insight, along with the complicated reflective model,
shows how Zhivi svnthesizes the two systems of teachings in The Treatise on Great Insight and the
Dcgijing
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Chart 5-1. The General Structure of Zh^'s Interpretation of the Achievement of the First
Dhyma through the Practice of Tongming Guan
The Faculties
of the
Practitioner
Superior

Realization

A Discussion Dhyma Factors
as an Intellectual Reflection of
the Realization

The World of Phenomena

Three Levels of Perception and
Greci Perception (see chart 5-7)

mm

-Supernormal Powers

Intermediary

The World of Meaning

—

Three Levels of Perception and
Great Perception (see chart 5-6)

1. External Worid of Meaning
m\m
1. Illuminating the Cause and
Condition of the Fundamental World
2. Illuminating the Connection l^i^veen
the Fundamental Worid and the External
Worid
3. Illuminating the regulation of the law
of the King
2. Internal World of Meaning

Inferior

The Fundamental Worid

<—

Thiee Levels of Perception and
Great Perception (See chart 5)

1 initial Realization
2.1ntermediary Realization 4^^
3. Final Realization
First Dhy^

The Achie\'ement of the Dhy^ subfactor
TheMindofsuchness $0(1'
(Access
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Chart 5-2.The Correlation between the Five Viscera, Buddhist Notions of the Physical Body,
and the Buddhist Doctrines (T. 46,533al7-bl6)

Five
Viscera

Fcur
Elements

Five Skliaiidas

Five
Faculties

Thnse Spheres

The Sphereof
Desire

Four NobleTruths

Liver

Wind

Form

Worries §

Heart

File

Thought

SufFerin^ Pain ^ First Z)/rv^

Kidi'.ey

Water

Perception

Happiness^

VpivADhymia

The Truth of
Extinction

Lung

Earth

Xing(ff)

Zest §

Second

The Truth of the Way
Leading to Nirvana

Spleen

Earth

Consciousness

Equilibrium

Fourth

Single-mindedness

TheTriithofRiseof
Suffering

The Truth of Suffering
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Chart 5-3. A Comparison of the Dhy^ Factors of the Four Dhymas and the Tongming

Gum
Status

Tongming Gum Dhyma Factors

I. The Fundamental
Mundane Four
Dhy^as Factors

The First

Dhyma

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

vitarka(^
vic^a^)
priti(M
sukhai^)
ekagraia-citta
(-.L>)

n. The World of ni.The

Mundane and
Meaning
Supramundane World realized by the
practitioners of
realized by the
intermediate
practitioners of inferior
faculties
faculties

1. Vuarkai^
a. The mind of
suchness($[}LO
b. Perception and rxat
perception
(seechait5-5,6,7)
c. Reasoning and grcat
reasoning
d. Reflecting the natuie
ofniind(^5^-Cv[^
2. Vic^a^
a. Reflection of mind
(.iS'Lv
b. Perfomiing the great
practices (f J AfT)
c. Practice in all
posiures^jfegf
e. (To practice] as one
vvTsh
3. Sukha(ff)
a. To comprehend as
the leali^ truly is

World of
Phenomena

realized by
the
practitioners
of superior
faculties
(Same as the left) (Same as the
left)
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b. Great
Comprehension
c. The wavering mind
and the supreme
niindOL>itlM;llx)
4. Stability
a The stability of body

(md
b. The stability of mind
c. The stability of
perception (^)
d. One experiences the
sensation of
happiness (^5^

m
5. Concentration
a The stilling of mind

{'CAB
b. The great stilling
c. One is not confused
with various
conditions

m
d. Not being enroneous

(m)
e. One do not have
perverse views

mm
The Second

1. internal purity

Dhyata
2. prA"(S)
3. sitkhai^
4. ek^ata-citta
(-'LO
1. iipek^i^)
The Third

2.

Dhyma

3. samprqfr^-a

\.siikha(^
2. stability
3. concentration

l.smjti{-^)
2.iqxksa(W)
3.sanprq'n^a(^
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The Fourth
Dhyma

'^.sukha(^
5. ek^ata-citta
(-CO
1.
2. upeksa{^)
3.
4. ek^ata-citta
(-'LO

4. stability
5. concentration

2.iqxk^{^)
3.(^Fgq[^)
4. concentration
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Chart 5- 4. Zlh^'s Scheme of Three Levels of Differential Form
Suchness ($|}f§) (T.46,530c21-26)

Differential Form
(Mundane VVorid liMfall
or the Mundane Truth [^§1^

and the Form of

Form of Suchness
(Supramundane World
or the Ultimate Truth[^1^

Lower

One differentiates the expedient names
mn

One differentiates that the Four Elements
are of the same nature.

Medium

One differentiates that the Element of
Earth is different fiom the other Three
Elements.

One realizes diat the Four Elements are all
impermanent since they are constandy arising
and perishing.

Higher

One realizes that the Four Elements are
constantly arising ar^perishing.

One realizes that the Foiir Elements are
empty since they are arising and perishing.
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Chart 5-5: Zh^'s Interpretation of the Perception and Great Perception in the
Fundamental Mundane and Supramundane World (T.46,530c27-S31a27)

Level of
Realizodoa
Lxiwest
reali2ation

Bodily
Components

Great Perception

Bieath
(A)

(Al)
One perceives the bieaths of
different colors(emitted from
various oigans).

Fomi
(B)

(Bl)
(B2)
One perceives the thirty-sk objects One realizes the three elements
of one's body.
other than the wind element are
not really different fiom each
other.

Mind

(CI)
(C2)
One perceives that there are different One perceives the various mental
menal functions and they are not functions of perception, reasoning
one.
volition, and consciousness.

(Q

Medium
Realization

Perception ^

(A2)
One realizes that the breaths of
diflferent colors all belong to the
Element of Wind.

Breath

(A2)
One perceives that breath is the
Element of Wind.

(A3)
One perceives that bieath is
impeimanent and it is constantly
arising and perishing.

Fomi

(B2')
One perceives that theother three
Elements other than the element of
wind are all difloent fiom each
other.

(B3)
One perceives that the three
elements ail share tfie common
feature of impermanenceand are
constantly arisingand perishing.

Mind

(C2)
(C3)
One perceives the various mental One perceives the various mental
functions of perception, reasoning, functions of perception, reasoning,
volitKHi, and consciousness.
volition, and consciousness all
share the common feature of
impermanence.

Highest
R^izntion

Breath

(A3)
(A4)
One peiceives that bteath is
One perceives that the nature of
impetmanent sinceeach bteath goes breath is empty void of these eight
thiDugh eight difi^ient phases.
difierentfomis.
These eight phasesare arising,
abiding, changing, perishing,arising
arising, abidingabiding, changing
cluin^ng, :md perishing perishing.

Form

(B3')
One perceives the other three
Elements also have these eight
different phases of existence.

Mind

(C3')
(C4)
One perceives the various mental One petceives that the natureof
functions of petception, reasoning, one's mind is empty and the eight
volition, and consciousness all share phases does not really axisL
the common feature of
impermanence.
Furthemiore, one perceives that
one's mind is constantly changing
because each mental function is
going through tiie eight different
phases of e.xistence.

(B4)
One perceives that the nature of
the threeelen lents is void of these
eight fortns.

Chart 5^. ZhiyVs Interpretation of the Three Levels of Pereeption and Great Perception
from the Perspective ofthe World of Meaning
(T46,523b20-c7)

Perception

Great Perception

Lower

One In his quiescent state of mind
One perceives that although the external
perceives tiie dlfFeience of the internal world is different [fiom the internal world], it
and external world.
actually does not have its own nature but
only abiding by the five organs.

Medium

One perceives that although everything One perceives that each of the five viscera
depends on the five viscera, but the five share the same nature of impennanence and
viscera are diflFerent fiom each other. are constantly arising and perishing.

Superior

One perceives that viscera, in its
constantly iirising aiid perishing, is
going through eight phases of
e-xistence.

One perceives that the viscera are in their
fijndamental nature empty and no
differential forms should be made.
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Giart 5-7. Zhiyi's Interpretation of the Three Levels of Perception and Great Perception from
the Perspective of the World of Phenomena
(T. 46,524al7-29)

Perception

Lower

Great Perception

One sees
different forms such One clearly perceives that the different
fonns in the world are all expedient means.
as the different species of sentient
When one reflects on
the Great Four
beings, and th.e different nature of
Elements,
one
does
not
see
the
differences
land (^1+) with one's divine eyes.
be^veen various worldly phenomena

Medium

One sees the four Elements with
one's divine eyes and realizes that
their natures are different fiom each
other.

One realizes that the Four Element are all
impermanent and aie constantly arising and
perishing. In this respect, their natures are not
different fiom each other.

Superior

One sees the impermanence by
observing the eight phases of
existence with one's divine eyes.

One realizes that the eight phases of
existence ate all naturally empty and one form
is no form.
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CONCLUSION

In this study, I ie\iev\-ed Zhi>i's ingenious constmction of thedhy^ system, \^ch consists
layers of textual synthesis,sometimes using dhy^experiences as the connecting points. This
complicated textual synthesis demonstrates the sophistication of Zhiyi's understanding and
interpretation of Indian treatises. In Zhiyi's respond to his disciples on questions concerning
practices of his time, \ve also find the most important reservoir of our understandingof the meditation
at the late sLxth century.
Textual comparisons show that 77ie Treatise on Great Insight provides the theoretical fiamew ork
and the Bodhisattva cO^ma-p^amita'xdssA and some theoretical fiamework for practice but the actual
technique of dhy^ has to be drawn fiom other texts such as The Mim^ness of Respiration Sutra
and the Dajijing. In turn, the experience derived fiom the methods described in these two texts was
used to interpret other systems, such as the clhyitia factors or the nine levels of either defiled or
undefiled realization described in The Treatise on Great Insight. Zhiyi's TTze Stages of Meditative
Perfection serves as the best example of the unity of practice and doctrine or wbat TaLxu called
"following the doctrine to cultivate one's mind."
Scholars need to re-evaluate the importance of the Dqfijing

a popular Buddhist sOtra

in northern China, in Zhiyi's system of thought The elements that the Dcg'ijing provides to form the
grand dhy3Ta system in The Sta^ of Meditative Perfection include the classification of tOrywia
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practice methods based on physiology,the dhyam factors that provide Zhiyi a language structure
to interpret both the Mundane and the Supramundane aspects of df^wia achievements, and a series of
practices that reflect Zhiyi's view ofdifferent types of gz/aw (contemplation;

This aspect of

Zhiyi's interpretation of dhy^ also demonstrates his unification of southem and northem,
and doctrine.
My study also shows that the analysis of classification systems and detailed scrutiny of Zhiyi's
uses of terms is cmcial to unraveling Zhiyi's grand dhy^system. Sometimes the different tenns in
various cffiyioTa classification systems indicate that these systems are drawn fiom various sources, as
Zhiyi usually preserves the terms used in the source that he draws. The best examples are ^vo pairs
of tenns:

(defiled;

versus vw//oj/(undefiled;

versus dm shijian (Supramundane;

and jAyioM (Mundane; tMf^

By tracing Zhiyi's useof terms carefully, we can

usually find the seams or the connecting points that indicate the welding of various doctrinal or
df^-aia systems.
At other times,a certain term may be chosen to bridge the gap between two dhy^ practice
systems. The best example is the use of the term jue (^. This temi stands as the first
factor of the First Dfiy^ in both the Four Dhywias and the Tongjnmgguan
Tongminggiian, this
dqfiie

In the

factor is further elaborated with the language such as the subfactor jm

which suggests the dual aspects of realization achieved through the Tongming gum

practice. This feature is taken up by Zhiyi to elaborate the Mundane andSupramu.ndane realizations
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achieved by the Tongming giian in contrast to the Mundane realization achieved thiough the
practice of the Four Dhywias. Zhiyi's interpretations of these two dhy^ fkrtors illustrate the
continuity that Zhiyi was trying to build across systems of meditation practice.;."
Although I only analysed two of the fifteen dhy^ methods that Zhiyi discussed in TJie Stages
of Meditative Perfection and tliere are still many thoughts and dhy^ methods remaining in The
Stages of Meditative Perfection to be explored, there are many impottant studies can be done. Some
of the possible topics, such as a comparison with the Visiiddhimagga, the Great Calming and
Discerning or other aspects of Chinese meditation are already suggested in the introduction of this
study. It would be my sincere hope that my research will contribute to such research.

' See chapter three.
- See chapter fourand five.
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APPENDIX A
A COMPREHENSIVE OUTLINE OF
TmYVS SHI CHAN BOLUOMI TSWIFAMEN
it#19i6,46.475-549]

Chapter 1. The Great Intent of Practicing Chan boluomi {Dhyma-pwran^S)
[476ai9]

1. Filtering out the wrong [motivations]
2. Directly illuminating the endeavors [of bcdhisattvas]IE§^/fM

[476a22]
[476c4]

Chapter 2. Explaining the Terms of Chan bohionu
1. Distinguishing the common name and distinctive names
2. Translation
1. Translations ofthe common name
2. Translations ofthe distinctive names
3. DifFeientiation
Chapter 3. Illuminating the Gate of Chan boluomi
1. Marking the
gate
2. Explanation
3. Differentiation fi}®

[477b20]
[477b22]
[477c8]

[478b8]
[479a7]
[479al0]
[479a23]
[479c22]

Chapter 4. Distinguishing the Hierarchy and Sequence of Chan boluomi
1. Directly illuminating the sequence of various
2. Distinguishing the non-sequential

[480al4]
[480a20]
[48Ia7]

Chapter 5. Distinguishing Various Methods and Minds of Chan Boluomi
1. Distinguish various methods
2. Illuminating the mind
3. Differentiating the distinction betvvieen method and mind
^'J

[481b4]
[481b7]
[48 lc23]
[482b2]
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Chapter 6. Differentiating the Preparatory Expediencies of Chan boluomi
6-1 External Expediencies
1. Preparing the five conditions
1. Upholding the precepts and a puie life
1. If one has uphold the precepts or not
1. Having precept

[483c21]
[484a8]
[484al0]
[484al 1]
[484aI2]

1. The ten different conditions in wliich one got precepts
[484aI3]
2. Directly illuminating the essence and form of the precepts lEB^
1.The//iiqK^texhing
2. The
teaching gate

[484b4]
[484b4]
[484b11]

3. Illuminating the differences of having precepts
[484bi3]

X.Himy^ /J^|^
2. Bodhisattva practitioners
2. Illuminating the upholding or transgression of the precepts
1. General discussion oftheiqjholding and transgression
1. The form of keeping [the precepts]
i
2. The form ofoffending [the precepts]
2. A comprehensive discussion of upholding and transgression
3. Illuminating the concealing or revealing of precepts
1. Directiy illuminating the concealing or revealing
2. Differentiation ofthe concealing or revealing
3. Illuminating repentance
1. Illuminating exercising the mind of repentance
2. Diiectiy illumination ofthe methods of repentance
1. Directly illuminating the differences between the methods of
repentance
1. Repentance by performing ritual
2. Repentance by the Visualization ofthe Buddha

[484bl4]
[484b28]
[484c1]
[484c3]
[484c4]
484cl2]
[484cI7]
[485al5]
[485al6]
[485a21]
[485b6]
[485b7]
[485b24]
[485b26]
[485c6]
[485c18]

3. The repentance of the contemplationof no-arising

[486al5]
2. Illuminating the various levels of eradication of sins
[486c2]
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3. Illuminating if repentance will make one reinstate his original
state
1. Resume the original state
2. Exceed the original state
3. Greatly exceed the original state
2. Preparing food and clothing
1.Clothing ^
1. The great practitioners b the snow mountains Sllcfct
2. ToiitiioidhQar, ^'6) practitioneis

[486cl4]
[486c22]
[486c23]
[486c26]
[487al6]
[487al6]
[487al7]
[487al8]

3. In the cold countries or for the inferior practitioners
2. Food
1. The superior practitioners [who dwell in the mountains]_hA;^d:
2. The tounio practitioners [who beg for food]
3. The alannio {aranyar,
dwellers [who receive offerings fiom
donors]
4. The practitioners wix) live among the Sa^gha
3. Dwelling in a quiet and secluded place
1. In the deep mountains ^ii|i(
2. The prescribed site for toiitiio practice or alannio

[487a20]
[487a22]
[487a23]
[487a24]
[487a28]
[487a29]
[487b2]
[487b4]
[487b5]

3. The temples far away fiom the lodgings of laymen
4. Relinquishing various matters
1. Relinquishing matters concerning livelihood
2. Relinquishing matters concerning sodalizadcn
3. Relinquishing matters concerning crafts
4. Relinquishing matters concerningstudying
5. The presence of Kalyaiianiitra
1. The Kalyamnitra who are supporter
2. The Kalyaitimitra who ate engaged in the same type of practice
mmm
3. The Akz^aiiwM/ravviio are teachers
2. Qiasten the Five Desires
1. Chasten [one's desire] for form pffe
2. Chasten [one's desire] for sound
3. Chasten [one's desire] for aneil
4. Chasten [one's desire] for flavor

[487b6]
[487b7]
[487b8]
[487b9]
[487b10]
[487b12]
[487b15]
[487b15]
[487bi7]

[487bl8]
[487bl9]
[487b24 ]
[487c2]
[487c7]
[487cl2]
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5. Chasten [one's desire] for touch
[487cl6]
3. Renouncing the Five Impediments
[488al 3]
1. Desire ^
[488al5]
2. Anger
[488b3]
3. Sleep
[488bl8]
4. Restlessness and remorse
[488c6]
5. Doubt
[489a3]
1. Doubt for self
[489a7]
2. Doubt for teacher
[489al0]
3. Doubt fordharma
[4S9aI5]
4. Regulating the Five Matters
[489b14]
1. Regulating diet
[489a22]
2. Regulating sleep PPS
[489b29]
3. Regulating body
[489c8]
4. Regulating breathing
[489c8]
5. Regulating mind
[489c8]
5. Perfomi the Five Matters fTS^
[490cl]
1. Motivation gX
[490c1]
2. Diligence
[490c9]
3. Mindfiilness
[490c23]
4. Skillful wit
[49la27]
5 .S i n g l e - m i n d e d n e s s — [ 4 9 l b I 2 ]
6-2 Internal Expediencies
I• Illuminating the gates ofzhi f
1. Differentiating various gates of2/n
1. Practice fy
2. Meaning ^
2. Illuminating the principles of setting up the gate of zhi
m-tril-icm
1. Dluminating the advanced and beginning levels
2 Therapeutic practices and the mutual elimination [of variouszfe]
3. Following [one's] desire and preference
4. Following the faculty [of the practitioners]
3. Dluminating the method of practicingi/r/
1. The z/j/by fixing [one's thoi^ts] on a single condition
2. The2/j/by restraining the mind

[491b26]
[49Ic7]
[492a4]
[492a4]
[492aI2]
[492a2l]
[492a22]
[492a25]
[492b6]
[498b8]
[492bll]
[498bl2]
[498c7]
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3. The z/?/by apprehending the reality
4. Distinguishing realization of z/;/
2. Illuminating how to verify the good and evil qualities
1. Illuminating how to verify the good c^jacities
1. Listing various good dharraas
2. Directly illuminating the manifestation of good capxity
3. To verify ifthe manifestation is authentic or false
4. To distinguish why the dhyam will not necessarily manifest
2. Illuminating the verification of bad capacities
1. The number of afflictions

[498cl6]
[493b20]
[494a6]
[494aI4]
[494al6]
[494b14]
[496c12]
[498c3]
[SOlalO]
[501al 2]

2. Illuminating the manifestation of bad capacities
3. Setting up the antidotal methods ilWiaH
A.Siddhwita
3. Illuminating the
gates for settling the mind
1. Illuminating following the convenience
2. Illuminating the achievement following the antidotes
3. Illuminating following one's preferences
4. Illuminating following the sequence
5. Illuminating following the supreme truth
^
4. Illuminating the healing of ailments
1.On the causes of ^Iments

[501b4]
[502b9]
[504c23]
[505a6]
[505a8]
[505al8]
[505325]
[505a29]
[505b8]
[505b12]
[505b2l]

1. The diseases caused by the increasing activities of the four elements
2. Theailments caused by [the dysf jnction of] five organs
3. The ailments caused by five senses
2. On the Treatment of Diseases
1. To cure diseases with 9/and biealhs
2. To cure diseases with visu£ilization
3. To cure cfceases with dh^anf
4. To aire diseases by the concentrating on objects
5. To cL;e diseases with contemplation and anal\-sis
5. Illuminating the discernment of
interference
1. Differentiating the different wxjrks of M^as
2. Illuminating the manifestation of the four Maras
3. Dluminadng the method to destroy A/^osr

[505b22]
[505c2]
[505cll]
[505c27]
[505c29]
[506al9]
[506a24]
[506a27]
[506a3]
[506b29]
[506c7]
[507a4]
[507bI8]
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Chapter 7 Interpreting the Practice and Realization oiDhymta-parmnita
7-1. Mundane
1. The Four
HI?
1. Illuminating the First Dhy^
1. Explaining the name [of the First D/^^]
2. Ulununatirig the practices
1. The methods that are practiced
1. Interpreting the name of the breath
2. Distinguishing the various breaths
3. Illuminating the different methods to use the breath
2. The mind tfcit can practice
1. Illuminating the mind that can count
2. On shifting conditions
3. Distinguishing why
is the initial gate 'mm
m
3. Illuminating the mark of realization
1. The realization of the concentration in the realm of desire
1. Directly iUuminating the marie of realization
2. Illuminating the gain and loss
2. The realization of the access
1. The concentration that is excessively bright
2. The concentration isexcessively dark
3. Directly illuminating realization of the First Dfywia
1. The marufestation of the First

[508a20]
[508a26]
[508a28]
[508b7]
[508b16]
[508c1]
[508c2]
[508c5]
[508c9]
[508c13]
[508c24]
[508c25]
[509a6]
[509al2]
[509b23]
[509b25]
[509b26]
[509c9]
[509c24]
[510a2]
[5I0a5]
[510al2]
[SlOalS]

1. Direcdy illuminating the marks of the manifestation of the
First
[510al7]
2. Distinguishing the dharmas that are not
mmZi^
3. Explaining the cause ofthe manifestation (of dTry^)

[510bl3]

4. Distinguishing the evil and correct (sensations) ^>MIE [511a8]
2. Illuminating the meaning of the (five) dhyMi fktors [of the First
Dl^wia]
[5llal0]
1. Explaining the names ofi%^fktorsi^^^
[Sllall]
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2. Explaining the meaning ofr/w
3. Distinguishing the marks of

factors

[51lalT]
[511a28]

1. The distinctive explanation of the five factors
[siibi]

1.Jue ^
[511b2]
2. Explaining the factor giian
[511b20]
3. Illuminating the factor zest 0^^^^
[511c6]
4. The factor joy
[51IclO]
5. The factor single-mindedness —[51lc22]
2. Illuminating ihe common meaning ofthe five factors
[511c29]
3. Illuminating the essence and function
[512al3]
1. Illuminating the cause and effect
2. Illuminating the essence and fimction
4. Illuminating the advanced and beginning levels
5. Illuminating the advancement and regression
6. Illuminating the merit of the First Dhy^
2. Illuminating the Second
1. Explaining the name [of the Second D/ry^]
2. Illuminating the practices
3. Illuminating the manifestation of Second Dt^wia
3. Illuminating the Third
1. Explaining the name [of the Third D/ry^]
2. Illuminating the practice
3. Illuminating the realization of the Third
4. Illuminating the Fourth Dhy^
1. Explaining the name [of the Fourth t%^]
2. Illuminating the practice
3. Illuminating the realization of the Fourth
2. Four infinite minds (Gafv^/qpramjp^/;
1. Illuminating the sequences
I. tyfalfrA
. 2. tamrA
2. Explaining the names

[512al4]
[512a20]
[512b I ]
[512b20]
[512c12]
[512c29]
[513a7]
[513al3]
[513b12]
[514al4]
[514a20]
[514a251
[5l4b9]
[515a24]
[515b7]
[515bll]
[515b24]
[5l6bl7]
[516bl8]
[516b20]
[516c4]
[516c21]

3. Illuminating the stages [of D/g?ajw in which the Four Infinite mindsare
practicedjH^j^^
[517a2]
1. A general interpretation ofstages[of£)/iy^ in \^ch the Four Infinite
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Minds are practiced] ^,^1^

[5l7a3]

2. A distinctive inteipretation of stages [of Dhy^ in wliich the Four Infinite minds
are practiced]
[517a20]
4. Illuminating the practice nd realization
[517b3]
1. Illuminating the practice ofkindness and the realization of kindness
1. Directly illuminating the method of practice

[5l7b5]
[517b6]

2. Illuminating the manifestation ofkindness concentration
[517b23]
2. Illuminating the practice ofkindness and the realization ofkindness
1. Directly illuminating the method of practice
2. Illuminating the manifestation of compassion concentration

[518a24]
[518a24]
[5l8b9]

3. Illuminating the practice ofkindness and the realization ofkindness
1."iDirKtly illuminating the method of practice
2. Illuminating the manifestation of joy concentration

[518cl2]
[519a6]

4. Illuminating the practice ofkindness and the realization ofkindness
1. Directly illuminating the method of practice
2. Illuminating the manifestation of joy concentration
5. Illuminating the merit of this practice
1. mmm
2.
3. Four fomiless concentrations
1. General explanation
2. Specific explanation
1. Concentration on infinite space

[519b7]
[519b8]
@ [5I9b27]
[519c27]
[5i9c28]

[520a3]
[520cll]
[520cl3]
[520c26]

1. Explaining the name [ofconcentration on infinite space]
2. The practice
3. On the realization
2. Concentration on infinite consciousness
1. Explaining the naitie
2. The method of practice
3. The realization of practice

[520c27]
[521a9]
[521 b20]
[522all]
[522al3]
[522al4]
[522b25]
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3. Concentration on nothingness
1. Explaining the name
2. The method of ptactice
3. Illuminating the realization

[522clO]
[522cll]
[522cl5]
[523a7]

4. Concentration on neither perception nor nonperception
1. Explaining the name
2. The method of practice
3. Uluminating the realization of practice

[523al5]
[523al7]
[523b2]
[523b22]

7-2. Both Mundane an d Supramundane Dhy^
1. The sL\ wondrous gates
1. Explaining the names
2. Distinguishing the status WSi?X
3. Illuminating the practice and realization

[524a23]
[524b8]
[524blO]
[524bl0]
[524b20]

2. Sixteen extraordinary and victorious methods
I. Explaining the names
2. Illuminating the different setup of the gates of contemplation
3. Illuminating the ptactice and realization

[525b2l]
[525b22]
[525c25]
[526b28]

3 Supernatural power and insight contemplation
1. Explaining the name
2. Distinguishing the status
3. Illuminating the practice and realization

[529a]
[529a9]
[529b1]
[529b12]

1. Illuminating the ptactice and realization of the First
—Possessing the five
factors
1. The mind of suchness $0
1. On the ptactice 11^^
2. Illuminating the realization

[529bl4]
[529b24]
[529b26]
[529c20]

1. The realization of the concentration in the realm ofdesire
2. The realization of access concentration
2. The manifestation of the First

[529c21]
[529c23]
[529c26]

1. Illuminating the achievement of the First dhy^ that possesses the
five dhy^ ^tors finm the per^iective of fimdament mundane and
sqjramundaneworid ^^:$:ttff^'^ftff^^W±'^?T'^TiS^7^H[530al2]
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1. Illuminating the manifestation of the First Dhy^
1. The initial realization
2. The intemiediary realization
3. The final realization

9 [530al5]
[530al 6]
[530bl4]
[530c4]

2. Interpreting the accomplishment of the five dhy^ factors
such asy»t'and gzw?;
[530c14]
1. Interpreting the constituent factor wVarAa
[530c15]
l.Inteipreting perception and great perception
[530c17]
2. Reasoning and great reasoning
[531a27]
3. Reflection of the nature of mind
[531b2]
2. Interpreting the
factor vic^a
[531b7]
1. Reflection of mind ®|1»
[531bS]
2. Perfomiing the great practice
[531b9]
3. To practice in all postures
[531bl9]
4. Following one's wish
[531b21]
3. Thedhy^ factor zest
[531b24]
1. To comprehend as the tcidity truly is
[531b26]
2. Great comprehension
[531b27]
3. The wavering mind and the supreme mind[531b29]
4. The constituent factor stability
[531c3]
5. The constituent fector concentration
[531c10]
2. The world of meaning
[531c25]
1. The world of meaning
[531c27]
1. The external mundane world of meaning .
[531c28]
1. Illuminating thecause and condition of the
fundamental worid
[531c29]
2. Illuminating the connection between the fiindamental
worid and the external worid
[532b26]
3. Illuminating the regulation of the law of the king
HKiir&E
[532cl7]
2. The internal mundane worid of meaning
[533a4]
2. The accomplishment of
[533b21]
1. The inferior perception and great perception
T^::^
[533b23]
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2. Illuminating [intermediary] perception and great
perception

[533cl]

3. Illuminating the siqierior vitarka and great vitaika
3. The world of phenomena

[533c4]
[533cll]

1. The truth of the mundane world of phenomena
[533cl6]
1. The natural manifestation of the five supemonnal
powers
[533c18]
2. Obtaining the five supemonnal powers through
cultivation
[533c27]
2. Interpreting the meaning of the accomplishment of
five constituent fectors^^C^MES^
1. The inferior perception and great perception

[534al7]
[534al8]

2. Intermediary perception and great perception
[534a23]
3. Superior perception and great perception
2.Thereali2ationoftheSecondD/iy^^Zjp^@
3. The realization of the Third
4. The realization of the Fourth

[534a25]
[534b6]
[534b14]
[534b19]

5. The realization of the concentration [in the sphere]of Infinite Space
[534b25]
6. The realization theconcentration [in theSphere] of Infinite Consciousness
[534bll]
7. The realization of the realization [in the Sphere] of Minute Consciousness
(Nothingness)
[534c22]
8. The mark of the realization [in the Sphere] ofNeither Perception
[norNonperception]

7-3.SuprainundaneZ)/r,'^a
I. The Achievement of no-outflow3 through antidotes
1. The way ofpractice by means of destruction
1. Nine considerations [of decaying corpses]
2. Eight recollections

[535a3]

[535bl4]
[535cl5]
[535c2]
[535c20]
[537b22]
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3. Ten considerations -fi®
2. The way ofpractice by means of non-destruction

[538c3]
[540c10]

1. The interpretation of Contemplation
1. Interpretation ofthe three contemplation

[540c17]

I. Eghtliberations
1. Interpretation of the name
2. Illuminating the status and sequence
3. Interpreting (Distinguishing) the diffeience of the
contemplation methods
4. Illuminating the practice and realization
5. Distinguishing the fonn of achieving the way

[540cl9]
[540c21]
[540c27]
[540cll]
[541a29]
[541b8]

[543b21]
2. Eight [levels of] domination
[543c10]
1. Interpretation of the name
[543c19]
2. Illuminating the sequence and status
[543c25]
3. Illuminating the practice and realization
[544a3]
4. Illuminating the achievement of the wny
[545al ]
3. Ten spheres ofthe totalization of objects -f—[545al4]
1. Illuminating its steps and status
[545a24]
2. Distinguishing (Illuminating) the practice and realization
mm m.
2. Illuminating the function of the Contemplation
l.The interpretationofsLxsupernormal powers

[545b3]

[545b28]
[545c5]

1. Illuminating the difference cause of obtaining the superrK)rmal powers
[545011]

1. Obtaining [the supernormal powers] due to retribution fgf#
2. Obtaining [the supernormal powiers] through manifestation
3. Obtaining [tlie supemomial powers] through practice

[545c12]
[545c13]
[545c16]

2. Illuminating the method of practicing the supemormal powers
[545C19]
1. Illuminating the practice of clairvoyance
[545c21]
1 Illuminating the practice of clairaudience
3. niuminatmg the practiceof telepathy
4. Illurainaling the practice of retrocognition

[545a3]
[545a7]
[545al2]
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5. lUuminadng the practice of psychokinesis
3. niuminating the [functionof] transfonnation
2. Interpretation of the Training Dhywia
1. Nine gradual and successive concentrations
1. Interpretation of the name
2. niuminating the status
3. Illuminating the practice and realization
2. Three Samadhis
l.Interpretationofthename
2. Distinguishing the marks
3. Illuminating the marics of the rise of 5am^/

.

[545a20]
[54610]
[546b23]
[546b24]
[546b29]
[546c15]
[546c25]
[547al9]
[547a25]
[547b7]
[547b24]

3. Interpretation of the Lion of resolute speed samMii,(siifhj-vijrambhitajaw;iJ/0(The Discipline

[547cl2]

4. Interpretation of the Transcendental samMii (The Cultivation Dhyiam)
(IM)

[548a3]

2. The Achievement ofno-outflows through thecomprehension of principles

(missing)

7-4. Neither Mundane Nor SuprainiindaneZ)/i;'ina
Chapter 8. Illustration of the Result of Dhyatuhpavmita
Chapter 9.On the Rising of Teaching from D/ijano^JiomirJ
Chapter 10. Concluding the Ultimate Meaning of Dhyata-parmuta
(missing)

(missing)
(missing)
(missing)
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APPENDIX B
THE FIRST SCROLL OF THE hUNDFULNESS OF RESPIRATION SUTRA

{Taish5\o\.15,163c'168b)

(The underlined passages are those quoted or commented by Zhiyi in The Stages of Meditative
Perfection)

|^|@§ :The place where Buddha practices anapanasmriti and his intention of practicing
anapanasmrid.
[T. 15,163cl5-20]

'itt»

a

^

i

Eleven sets of interpretation of the four individual terms An(^,ban (|^ shou (^, and
yiiM [T. 15,163c20-14]

2.

°

3.

°

°

a°

«

'

4.
5.

»
^t

"

'
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7.

°

°

jf'-tfc,"

11.

°

°

a

'

The shtda "H^ (ten wisdoms) of the i4n6aw j/ioi/yi

Five Interpretations of the term shoiQn

U-15,164al5-24]

1. ^
'

2. ^

'

[T. 15,164al3-15]

'
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4. =?^>4'^E3^ ° —:t-^ti^^ o

o

' E3:t->^^o'Sr^ "

"

-^it =

Ten sets of interptetadon of "the six matters of shoityi''

—counting, following,

stopping, contemplation, reflection? and purity. [T. 15,164a24-b26.]
^\'' lfcrCih;l:^^h °

^

5-1.
^

/\^f e ' ^ ' J ikAT

5-3. tti-iff^h =

5-4. tcttt,!- =

-

°

°

^ "

° jL^iLH = rr'Mt'

»tmtn^ <•

°

°

^'

5-5.>^tlt4»

5-6.-f5r^xitttl- °

° -fsru^^fil = sfc^oii^^ o -fsra^ -

<>
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-ft -

•• d.i^S-f£i^j£-tL

^§^^C)n5/n/ (counting; i^) as the method to achieve Dhyana. [T. 15,164b27-165cl]

°

t-^is^^ff^»

1

° Wit»

'

t-i® ° ,14:£t ih it»

' i
"

i

i

-

°

-^m']'

^^+.t-'

'

' ^^+,l.-^^al- °

fistiht.

°

tmm^jtt'

°-fsrCf°

{sr^-^Gs^i" —^It - — - ^Jbjt- °
"

^i^+.l.- °

"

°

°

^ «.I,M'

sp i «.i-^:^ = ep i ^tr%,im.' ep i
^P i ^D<^,|,JL - ?p i

•^4 i

.It

= gp g

jL » 5p I

1

=

" ?p I ^a»^,|.^-jElt'C °

" ;^j!,+7^?pa^i

'

"

°
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tt,!-^-!^ " ^Sl^lb^l." jL^—1; -

° ^-^-ftit."

°

° ft1ott,|.lli«,ii{/v = ^oi.|K=rmjsJ<.m °

lt,l.-t.>i=t,|.,

»-frt-^t-TJ^jL =

o

° »fa^,l->F€±-t!L

52// (following; 1^ as the method to achieve the Second Dhyima fT. 15,164b14-c I ]

" —$iM. ° ^$iMl ' =Jb.l.- ° Eg.^°ft •»

tt,|,»f^h °

«
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|^0@Onz/zz (stopping; oh) as the method to achieve up tot the Fourth Dhyana [T. 15,165cI-7]

ttita

rr.t

'
t+—a^-<iL"

A series of questions and answers on the more detailed method of counting, following, and
stopping. [T. 15,165c9-167a2]
Question 1.

Question2.

Narration:A^^tmttt. =

°

Jt =

'

Question 3.

' ifAtt?!»na^juki-Y'

°
°

" itT

"
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'

Jl^'h+4 ° l3-it^^tH{L

Question 4

Question 5
?A: lt,l..;!?M.^r3i&^=raiii|: =

Narration: it.ASfc#ii. <>

°

°

Question 6
fo^.^^o $,ISI^JSI

" 4^-9- °

'

-^It^ ^tt-. -It^,

^-, ^if

tf-,

^i^^5-E3i5.7^-fc5./\yLJ-+ - -l-i

°
° -iS:-lt-»

Narration
° —

-—iSrtgMlk:°

- ;l:i|?^-tfL"

">
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-

,i.#x$ =

-^^.t ° — , 1 - -

°

°

' it5-+.l.^iiL =

° t A4 °
o tmtf °

= e.^^iC - ^ibil:.l.-«iL =

°

inA.i; ili;«?itt4,

Question 7

•itL °

it-

#Jlllm °

tif5^-:/| °

'

A^itP4a -

° -fa&stiR. =

°

= ;l:^l|itMa
»
'

t4^t

»

^s^inwA^^t <"
n^xik. °

° i^4!-^a^j:fi-H}!. = -ffi.-i^ii t =
= '(it'tttih,i,/v4;^m °

°
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= t-fe-ttfrPalMUHb' tt.|,-^^SULt-it"

ti^A

"• .i-'Ti^4:t.^#t."
«

t

t

B

f

n'

o

=

n'4^.i-i^'

°

itt^ '

«

'

sfc^oA#,Ma4r»'

mm'
t-«=r = i%f^-\k^t'^t1im -

po1:

°

' -tn^a

jt-^M-^ °

:^g.: ffl lti.4aitiil^>?- °

ih^ES " —^^bh." —^^al^ljL °

/- °

" E9Jb.|.-"^'jfc. °

aL4r^iajij,|,^,i-it^a^t.iiJ -

°

On sxian (contemplarion: iSD[T. 15,167a3-18]
^raiiMr =

°

°

' •c;ti-a^^'i-«»-

<• ^p^»f.g.;«?ii:^ -

m.ii.i-^^^.t-^^ ° tg

» /^,l,-i!7.S'*SI% °

il.A't'^^'J^o^L ° 'll^iS ifa .lti^A..|.i « A.,^.j^ih.|t^-tfe.'

-tb °

^it^ = tSAift Eita^^f it»

SiaCffiiiB On fnicm (reflection; ^)andy7ng (purity; :|^). [T. 15,167al9-168b7.]

?

^t^.% °
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P"1:

= {Sfaii =

°

°

ig^± ° ^^:i+-a^^E. °

^^^im-Am ° t3 4,sa

A » A > F k #^Nr"

-

" mn ${ mt ik±A•

° Ai

^

«t-## f^ '4 -

°

tJE' •t-t4f+it-^!2i|." WJl^FTII;1I^!L°

fL^^ <• tl-§-.S.t-t-'t^f«'MtiS»IMi. -

t-#t.l.-^ht.»r£S^ °

P=im&"

"

' SJcMMM^lS^y^ °
" -ff^+^L " -ffffi A^+yCi^^ -

t-e.;?-" ^-t"
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° ° - ( = 1 ^ l ! , « -

*1^1=, a^<5^

itl.l-/v,t.:!?-m = n^•^^A^' tf:tifc^lL^B^ °
' 4±^t.i|.t.mi-l}L'"

#'1^^iF.-tiL

•<i-y|4r = # i

- ;l:ib'<^-y| °

'

°

275

^$,p^-:i:» ^ ^ - f t ° ' f i t # 4 . ? & ^ « t - i ; 7 ' t » f e > » f °
^ ' -i;7A^a^ i

°

°

° ^i-jiUi
» Wik.'

;«?.§.JS,aL = ;t?.S.Ib^iL « W^ ' t-ft
^-tiL
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APPENDIX C
LIST OF CHINESE TERMS AND
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION OR SANSKRIT
Romanization Chinese character (Sanskrit)
ba beishe
{bajietiio)

(y\^l^^)

bashengchi

m

English

asf^vimofw
(Pali: aacai- iiimacksih)

Eight Liberations (renunciations)

astavabhibhv-^mani

Hght Excellences

(Palirfl/zto abhibh^'otana-ni)
boluomi

p^amita

Perfection

chan

dhyam

(Meditation)

chu

spar^'' (Pali: phassa)
or^sprastciyya"'

sensation

samapatti

concentration

dt^^prmakofika

the summit of

ding
dingchan

JE

gongde (songlin

an array (a 'forest') of meritorious
qualities

giian

vicara

Jiu cidi ding

Nav^qjirva-sam^xmqyah nine gradual and successive

investigation, deliberation

concentrations
jtie

vitarka

jm dajiie
le

reflection reasoning
perception and great perception

sukha

joy
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lienchan

vardhanadharma

The perfection ofdhywia

neijing

adhymmasariprasMj

internal purity

nian

smitimm

mindfiilness

nian qingjing

smrtipariauMti

purity of mindfiilness

she

iipeksakah

equanimity

nntoranxin

Sixteen Extraoidinary and

shiliiueshengfa
Victorious

Methods
shiliuxingxiang

~h7^T't0

xcb^^ah

sixteen meditations on the Four
Noble Tiuths

si iyviiai) bien

caiasrahpratisaimid

siwei dasiwei

four unobstnicted eloquences
leasoning and great reasoning
(dhy^ factor ofTongming
giian)

Tongminggium

The contemplation [leading to
six] supemomial powers and
[three] insights

\ndou

an^ava

undefiled

mcheng sanmei

aranmamadhi

the samMii of no disputes

prRi

joy

nimitta

marks, characterization

cittaik^ata

one-pointedness of mind

xi

S

xiang
yixin

—id*

(PaHxetasa ekotibh^a)
sasrava

defiled

PrcuBdhijnwia
sai7j)rqjmim

wisdom, onecO^am factors of
theThiidD/ry^ia
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